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2.5.4 libfail
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/ibfail [libfail])

This library determines the damages to the vehicle due to failures. Failures are divided into
categories that indicate the method used for failure generation. The three categories are
combat damage, stochastic failure, and deterministic failure:

1) During combat a vehicle receives combat information messages from the network. This
information comes in two different forms. First, impact message tells the vehicle that
someone has been hit by an incoming direct fire round or missile (both referred to as a
round). If the round struck another vehicle, then the message is ignored for purposes of
combat damage. The vehicle struck by the round uses the information in the message to
calculate any damages that may result. Second, an indirect fire message tells the vehicle
that an indirect fire round has exploded. The impact point is checked to determine if the
impact was close enough to damage the vehicle. The combat damage tables are read in
through one file which contains references to other data files.

2) Deterministic failures are those failures which result from some improper action by the
crew that generally could have been prevented. These include both failures due to resource
depletion and failures due to crew error. Examples of these errors include mismanaging
fuel and ammunition, ignoring warning lights, and throwing a track while driving the
vehicle across a hill with too great a slope. The deterministic failure table is read in through
a single data file.

3) A stochastic failure occurs when a vehicle fails on its own and not because of a crew
error or due to combat damage. The frequency of failure is determined by a Mean Number
of Operations Between Failures (MNOBF). Stochastic failures can degrade functions or
can serve as a warning for potential deterministic failures. Stochastic failures are
determined with the use of a data file (nalsdamage.d).
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2.5.4.1 c-cbk udam.c
(1/sutini.-,Tassrc/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/c-chk-dam.c)

This file continsti code to generate combat damage. An index is generated from hit
information and isubsed to test for combat kill or damage.

Includes:
.stdioh'
9Imth.hw'
"sim-tdpni h"
"sim~imwros.h"
,,pro-datLM"~~
status~h

11fail.h"s
"fail lok"

2.5.4.1.1 cfaiti check damages

This routine is usedlby failures to check the combat damage list.

damage list - a pointer to a linked list of possible damages to the vehicle
agent~id, eventi, A erause - passed to the network if sending a StatusChangePDU.

If the vehicle is desrroyed, the PDU will be sent from the routine
fail vehicle is dew-troyedo, rather than from cfail che-ck damageso. Note that
rtn 7ndex of-- uI @&ates- catastrophic kill. For debuggin-g purposes only, the vehicle will
not de when CPA ILDEBUG has been turned on (except in special circumstances such as
the blast door is~cqpn).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
damaae list pointer to register FAIL TEST Section 2.5.4.15
agentjd pointer to Vehiciel D /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________ocolbasic.h

event-id EventiD /simnet/common/include/prot
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ I ocol/basic.h

cause DamageCause /simnetlcommon/include/prot
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocol/p data.h

_____________________ internalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
damnage-prob register REAL /simnet/common/inctude/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsimn ty sb
percent REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

______________ ______ ____________________ al/simn ty es.h
subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_______________al/status.h
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*Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr " Checking damages

- possible damage = #, prob = #, range =%

Calls
Function Where Described
rand Section 2.5.4.18
fail vehicle is destroyed Section 2.5.4.9.2
fail-get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.8
network send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62.1

Table 2.5-97: fail checkdamages Information.
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2-3.4.2 c debug.c
(./sniet/rlease/srclvehicI~ibsrc/libfail/c-debug.c)

"stdio.h"
@"mth.hll
"simj-ypes.h"
"simL~dfns.h"
"sim-:macros.h"

Mrdmaons:
CFAELDEBUG

2.5.4.2.1 cfaildebugou

This routine is used for debugging pirposes.
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2.5.4.3 c dir firexc
(1/sini-nef/raease/src/vehiclelibsrcibfaii/c-d.fire.c)

Includes:
."stdio.h"
"math.h"t
":sim...types.h"
"sim.dfns.h"
"sin_macros.h"
"libmap.h"
"mass,-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
":sim...cigjif h"
"fail.h"
"cfaiLloc.h"
"libfail.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"pro--sim.h"
"pro....data.b"

Defines:
PI-DIV-6
PILDIVL3
PLDIV_2
FIVELPL-DIV_6
TWQPIDIV-3
RATIOLENGThj_TO_WIDTH

Variable and Procedure Declarations:
cjdir _firejdebug
cfaiI compute impact~incidence-an gleo
normialize x()
normalize y()
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2.5.4.3.1 cfaii dblrfiredamages

Tids routine is called whonever it is necessary to compute direct fire damages. The
parameter hit mne.sage contains information about the hit (shell type and hit location). This
routine calls the ne-cessary routines to check for both catastrophic kill and normal combat
damages. Note thiat this uroutine will not be called under certain circumstances, for
cxample, if the Ma~ is hit by a large calibre round when the blast door is open,

morljailurexc" wiill skip tihis routine and make a call directly to fail-cat-killO).

______ _____ _____ _____Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Nt..lmsg pointer to register /simnetlcommon/include/prot

________________ mpactVariant ocol/p__sim.h
ammo lQtype reg~ister int Standard

Internal Variables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
MI lc register int Standard
fths-ammo pointer to register Section 2.5.4.7

________________GEN AMMO DAMAGES __________

ftmaae file index int Standard

Errors
lError Reason for Error
stderr - CFAIL: invalid ammo type

- no damage table for ammo type yet
- can't do dir fire damage on indirect

ammo-type
- composite hit location
- invalid dam into for ammo type

CallIs
Fu notion 1Where Described
map...get..damage.jilejincex_from- Section 2.6.11.2.12
ammfo enryJ
cfail aet compositte index Section 2.5.4.3.2
clail check damagoes ISection 2.5.4.1.1

Ta'ble 2.3-98: cfail-di rfire-damages Information.
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2.5.4.3.2 cfailgetcomposite index

This routine uses the vehicle impact packet's account of where the incoming round hit (the
vehicle location, the side of the vehicle that was hit, and the incidence angle) to create a
single composite hit location which is used as an index into the damage table.

Parameters
Parameter Type TWhere Typedef Declared
hi_.msg pointer to register /simnet/commonlinclude/prot

ImPactVariant ocol/p sim.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type I Where Typedef Declared
hit location int Standard
incidence angle double Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type [ Meaning
hit_location int composite hit location; index

[into damage table

Calls
Function !Where Described
cfail compute impact incidence angle I Section 2.5.4.3.3

cfail cornute side hit Section 2.5.4.3.4

Table 2.5-99: cfailget compositeindex Information.

2.5.4.3.3 cfail computeimpactincidenceangle

This routine computes the incidence angle based on the trajectory and vehicle coordinates.
Be aware that this code defines an incidence angle as an angle measured horizontally on the
horizon. Certain military combat damage modelers define an "incidence angle" as an angle
measured vertically above the horizon and an "aspect angle" as an angle measured
horizontally on the horizon.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
traiectoryl float Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
trajectory[O], trajectory[1 double the incidence angle

I (measured in radians)

Table 2.5-100: cfail computeimpact_incidenceangle Information.
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2.5.4.3.4 cfailcompute side hit

This routine computes the side hit, determining in which quadrant of the vehicle the impact
occurred based on impact information and the incidence angle.2 !1

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
impact[j float Standard
incidence angle double Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp,,x double Standard
temp y double Standard
hit location int Standard

Return Values
Return Value IType J Meaning
hit location int index into damage table

Calls
Function Where Described
compute incidence from front Section 2.5.4.3.8
compute incidence from right Section 2.5.4.3.10
normalize x Section 2.5.4.3.5
normalizeV Section 2.5.4.3.6
compute incidence from left Section 2.5.4.3.9
compute incidence from back Section 2.5.4.3.7

Table 2.5-101: cfaiicompute sidehit Information.

2.5.4.3.5 normalize x

This routine normalizes the x dimension of the vehicle size to between 0 and 1.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
x Dos float Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
x-pos float the normalized dimension

(between 0 and1)

Table 2.5-102: normalize x Information.
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2.5.4.3.6 normalize-y

This routine normalizes the y dimension of the vehicle size to between 0 and 1.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
V Dos float . Standard

Return Values

Return Value Type Meaning
y.pos I float the normalized x dimension
RATIO LENGTH TO WIDTH (between 0 and 1)

Table 2.5-103: normalizey Information.

2.5.4.3.7 computeincidence-from-back

This routine categorizes the incidence angle from the back of the vehicle into either 0-30,
30-60, or 60-90 degrees.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
incidence anale double Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
INCIDENCE_0_30 int the incidenc, angle is

between C A 30 degrees
INCIDENCE_30_60 int the incider, angle is

between 30 and 60 degrees
INCIDENCE_60_90 int the incidence angle is

between 60 and 90 degrees

Table 2.5-104: compute incidence from back Information.
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2.5.4.3.18 compute- inci den ce from fron t

This routir.: categorizes the incidence angle from the front of the vehicle into either 0-30,
30-60, or 610-90 degrees.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declared
incidence Eanle Idouble IStandard

ReturnValues ____________

Return Vatlue Type Meaning
INCIDENCE_0_30 int the incidence angle is

________________________________________between 0 and 30 degrees
INCIDENCE_30_60 int the incidence angle is

______________________________________between 30 and 60 degrees
INCIDENCE_60_90 mnt the incidence angle is

______________ I_ I____________ between 60 and 90 degrees

Table 2.5-105: compute incidence from-front Information.

2.5.4.3.9 compute-inci den ce-from-1Ieft

This routine categorizes the incidence angle from the left side of the vehicle into either 0-30,

30-60, or 6113-90 degrees.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared'
incidence anale Idouble Standard

Return Values
Return Vahaue IType IMeaning
compute iruidence-from_ int the category of the incidence
back(incidence angle) I angle: 0-30, 30-60, 60-90

Calls
Function I Where Described
corn ute imcidence from back ISection 2.5.4.3.7

Table 2.5-106: compute incidence-from-left Information.
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2.5.4.3.10 compute-incidence-from-right

This routine categorizes the incidence angle from the right side of the vehicle into either
0-30, 30-60, or 60-90 degrees.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Incidence anale double Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
computejncidence_from_ int the category of the incidence
back(incidence angle) I angle: 0-30, 30-60, 60-90

Calls
Function I Where Described
compute incidence from back Section 2.5.4.3.7

Table 2.5-107: compute incidence fromright Information.
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1.5.4.4 c ind firexc
(lsinieleaselsrcvehiclelibsrc/libfail/c-indf ie.c)

T3his file is used to determine damnage and failures resulting from indirect fire. indirect fire
evqplodes adjacent to a vehicle rather than directly on a vehicle.

Inludes:
Isstdio.h"
'mth.h"
"sim~types.h"
"siM_dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"mass -stdc.h"
"dgi-.stdg.h"
"simsig.jf.h"
"basic.h"
,,prosim.h"
"projLatalh"
"mun..syp.h"
"fail.h"
"cfaiLloc.h"
"libratrix.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"librnap.h"
"Iibfail .h"

Variable Declaration:
cjndjfire~debug
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.2.5.4.4.1 cfail indirect-fire-damages

This routine determines the damages to the vehicle from indirect fire. The index to the
indirect tire damage table is calculated from the ammro type, the distance of the explosion
fromn the vehicle, and the side of the vehicle that the explosion occurred on. ammo tpei
the index to array of ammunition structures in libmap. yei

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammno type int Standard
detonator ObjectType /simnetlcommon/inciude/prot

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ocol/P simn.h
shot pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

__________________ ndirectireDetonation OCOl/p simn.h
range...sqrd REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ allsim types.h
h-to-o VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___________________ I al/sim types.h
w-to-h TMATRIX /simnet/common/inciude/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___________________ I al/sim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
hit...pos VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
hit loc int Standard
this-amnmo pointer to Section 2.5.4.7

________________GEN AMMO DAMAGES __________

damage file index int IStandard

Errors
Error [Reason for Error
stderr I- checking ind fire: range_sqrd = ,ammo #

- C FAIL: invalid ammo type
j- invalid dam info for amnotype

Calis
Function Where Described
map..get...damagejilejindex-from-ammo_ Section 2.6.11.2.12
entry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
vec sub Section 2.6.2.64.1
cfail-aet indirect index Section 2.5.4.4.2
cfail check damnages Section 2.5.4.1.1

Table 2.5-108: cfail indirect-fire damages Information.
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2.5.4.4.2 cfail get indirect index

This routine determines the index to the indirect fire damage table and returns the composite
hit location, which is used as the index to the damage table. The index to the indirect fire
damage table is calculated from the ammo type, the distance of the explosion fr-om the
vehicle, and the side of the vehicle that the explosion occurred on.

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where T-ypedef Declared
ammno int Standard
detonator ObjectType /simnetlcommon/include/prot

ocol/p__sim.h
range...sqrd REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

allsim types.h
ranges pointer to REAL /simnet/commonlinclude/giob

___________________ ___________________ altsimn types.h
hitpos pointer to REAL /simriet/common/include/glob

____________________ __________________ I allsimn types.h

Internal Variables
Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
hit location I mt IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning

_i-oainit h opst hit location
hit~loctioned as the index to the

I indirect fire damage table

Table 2.5-109: cfail get in direct index Information.
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2.5.4.5 c init.c
(Jsimiet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/c-jniLc)

Includes: "stdio.h"
"math.h"

"sim types.h"
simdfns.h""sim macros.h"

"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim.cigif.h"
"fal.h""cfail_loc.h"

"libfail.h""simstdio.h"

Procedure and Variable Declarations:
cfail cdamages initO
cfail-kill initO
malloc() -
exit() --Simnet Butterfly Machine only
free 0
init indirect fire tableO
init-direct fire tableO

Defines: dangejfile-root-5O]

COMMENTSIZE

2.5.4.5.1 cfail init

This routine initializes the combat failures module. The routine takes one parameter,
cd fileroot.the directory path used to searchfor the combat damage file , for example,
"/simnet/vehicle/ml/data/ml". The combat damage file is read in through
cfail read damage fileO. For each type of ammo, the damagebytype array contains
inforiation'about each ammo type and how the vehicle can be damaged by that ammo type.
This routine also zeroes out the damageby-type array, in order to ignore unkown ammo
types.

Parameters
Parameter IT pe Where Typedef Declared
cd file rootI pointer to char I Standard

Internal Variables
Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared
I I intI Standard

Table 2.5-110: cfail init Information.
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2.5.4.S.2 chall-read damage file

Ibis routine initialize 4he combat damage table for the specified type of ammunition. After
formatting the dainag file name, it makes sure that the file can be opened, and then calls
anotherroutine actuafly read it in, based on whether the ammo is direct or indirect fire. This
routine reamns TRUE -,f the file was opened sucessfully, and FALSE otherwise.

______ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Paramnete Type Where Typedef Declared
damnage file suffix pointer to char Standard
ammo map utndex int Standard

Pdamage file Itype unsigned char Standard

________________________ Internal Variables ______________

SVariable Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo 1P pointer to register FILE
damnage file mnamne[801 char Standard

Return Values
SReturn Valtue TYpe Meaning
SFALSE Jint procedure failed

TREit file opened successfully

Errors
Error (Reason for Error
stderrf PANIC -- can't open file

Calls
:Function Where Described

inmit indirect fire table Section 2.5.4.5.3

in it direct fire table Section 2.5.4.5.4

Tab~le 1.5-111: cfail read damage file Information.
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* 2.5.4.5.3 init indirect fire table

This routine is used to initialize the indirect fire damage tables. First, it allocates memory
for the table. Then, it reads the squared ranges, checking for a valid range of data.
Finally, it calls cfail cdamages inito to read in the list of possible damages for each
range and heading ofincdirect fire. The distance of the vehicle from the indirect fire
explosion is categorized into one of four ranges based on the type of ammo: direct, near
miss, far miss, or miss. No damage will occur outside of the miss range.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo fp pointer to FILE I
amrno type int Standard
ammo file pointer to char Standard

internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
range REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Error's

Errhor Reason for Error
stderr - FAIL: insufficient memory for combat tables

- FAIL: unexpected eof found in file
- FAIL: invalid range

calls
unction I Where Described

cfail damaIes iit Section 2.5.4.5.5

Table 2.5-112: init indirect fire table Information.
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23.5...4 init direct fire table

This routine initializes tdk- direct fire table.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
ammo fp pinter to FILE
ammo typ i t IStandard
ammo file pinter to char Standard

stdeTabl I.-3 -i direct fi tablen meoratiornobaabe

Calls
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2.5.4.5.5 cfail-damages_init

This routine is used to initialize the table which contains normal combat damages. This
routine reads in the bulk of the damages. In order to initialize the damage table the routine
expects to be passed the index the the damage table, the index into the dispatch table, and
the probability of a particular failure happening.

The damage table is set up under the following conditions: for any hit (consisting of a shell
type, hit location, shell direction, and angle of incidence) there may be several possible
failures. Each failure has an associated probability of occurrance and an index to a routine
which is called if the failure occurs. For example, there may be a 30% chance that failure 4
occurs for a certain hit. If the 30% chance is true, then the routine indexed by number 4 is
called. In this case, the radio antenna would be broken, and the tank's communciations
would be affected accordingly.

To keep track of this information, an array of linked lists is created. The index to the array
is formed by logically OR-ing together the various components of the hit (shell type, hit
location, angle of incidence, etc.). The array contains a pointer to a list of possible failures
for that hit. Each failure contains the routine index for the hit, the chance of occurrance,
and a pointer to the next possible failure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo fp pointer to FILE
damage arrayl pointer to FAIL TEST Section 2.5.4.1.5
table size int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
failoPtr pointer to register FAIL TEST Section 2.5.4.1.5
index int Standard
ret int Standard
commentICOMMENT SIZEI char Standard

Errors
Error IReason for Error
stderr I-FAIL: insuff icient memory for combat tables

Table 2.5-114: cfail.cdamages_init Information.
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2.5.4.6 cfal Ioc.c
(Jsininet/imleae/=vehicle/libsrc/ibfail/cfailoc.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h""iath.h"
"osim-types.h"

"smdfns.h"
'sim_macros.h"
"massstdc.b"
":dgi -stdg.h"
"simcigjffh"
*'fail.h"
"cfail.h"

Declaration:
darnage...byjtype[EFFJ(IND -MASK]

2.5.4.7 cfail Ioc.h
(1sirmnetlease/src/vehiclelibsrc/libfail/cfai~loc.h)

Defines:
INCIDENCE_0_-30
INCIDENCE_-30_-60
INCIDENCE_60_90

HfITFROMLEFr
HIT-FROMRIGHT
HITIFROM_BACK
HITFROMFRONT

HI1TON_-FRONT
HITON_-RIGHT
HIT_ONBACK
H1TON-LEFr

HITONHULL
H1TONJTURRET

DIR.TABLESIZE

IND_SIDE_-LEFT
IND_SIDE_-REAR
INDSIDERIGHT
IND_SIDE_-FRONT

D_-RANGE_.DIRECT
INDRAGE ..NEAR
IND_RANGE_.FAR
IND _RANGE_-MISS

IND_-FUZEPD)
IND_FUZE_VT
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INDTABLE-SE

NUM_RANGES
RANGEDIRECT
RANGENEAR
RANGEFAR
RANGEMINSS

NOTABLE
DIRECTFIRE
INDIRECT FIRE

Variable and Procedure Declarations:
cfail cdamages init()
cfail-check damnages()
cfail get composite indexo
damagej-yijyp[]
CFAaL_DEBUG

Typedefs:
DIRAMMODAMAGES
IN])_AMMODAMAGES
GEN _AMMODAMAGES

2.5.4.8 f break sys-c
(is, - et/Elea/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/f ..break-sysxc)

Includes: 
mer

.stdio.h"
"niath.h"
"pro__ata.h"
"sin'types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simn-macros.h"
"libevenLh"
"libfail.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"Iibrepair.h"
"fail.ho'
"failjloc.h'
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2.5.4.8.1 fail-breaksystem

This routine is an extornaliprocedure which is called from outside libfail when it is
determined that a sysuem. A~ould break. It generates an event id for the breakage, breaks
the system, and notifies thec, network to send a StatusChangePDU.

______ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
agentId pointer to VehicleiD /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________ ____________________ oco~basic.h
cause DamnageCause /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocoi/p-data.h
systemn numn * t Standard

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type }Where Typedef Declared
eventid IEventlo /simnet/common/include/prot

.1 .~ocoVbasic.h

subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnetlcommon/include/prot
I J ocoi/status.h

Calls
Fu nct ion Where Described
fail system is broken jSection 2.5.4.8.2
fail get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
event-get eventid Section 2.6.9.1.2 _______

network send status Chang~e ISection 2.1.1.3.1.62.1

Table Z.5S-115: fail-break system Information.

2.5.4.8.2 fail-syvstein-is-broken

This routine is called wheix either the combat failures or stochastic failures parts of libfail
determine that a system bwaks. The parameter, system_number, signifies which system is
to break.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declared
svstem numn it IStandard

Calls
Function Where Described
fail set subsys bit ISection 2.5.4.14.8
-repair start self repair ISection 2.5.4.19.8

Table 2.5-1W6 fail _system isb broken Information.
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2.5.4.9 f cat k -ll.c
(.Isimet/rleas/sr/vehiclelibsrc/libfailfsatkidll.c)

Includes:
,,stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim.types.h"
"simx-dfns.h"

"smmacros.h"
"pro-data.h"
"libeventh"
"libfail.h"
"libsound.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"fail.h"
"fail-loc.h"

2.S.4.9.1 fail cat kill

This routine is called to break every subsystem when a catastrophic kill deterination has
been made externally to the libfail code.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
agentId pinter to VehicleiD) /simnet/common/inciude/prot

Damag~auseocol/basic.h
cause jangeas /simnet/commnon/inciudelprot

W ________________j jocol/p data.h

InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
eventid JEventD) I/simnelconmon/inciudelprot

Calls
Function Where Described
event oet eventid Section 2.6.9.1.2

Ifail vehicie is destroyed Section 2.5.4.9.2

Tabie 2.5-117: fail cat kill Information.
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2.5.A.9.2 fail vehicle isdestroyed

This nutine is called when a catastrophic kill determination has been made from a libfail
routime.

Parameters
Paraimeter Type Where Typedef Declared
agentjd pointer to VehiclelD /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/basic.h
eventid EventlD /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/basic.h
cause DamageCause /simnet/common/include/prot

I ocol/p sim.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
subsy~s pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/p data.h

Calls
Function Where Described
sound wejust died Section 2.1.3.2.8
contrals electsys dead Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4.2
controls break controls Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4.2
vision break all blocks Sections 2.2.6.4.3, 2.3.6.3.2, and 2.4.5.1
netwovrk set death status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.1
netwotrk set smoking status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.2
netwomrk set burning status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.3
fail sct sybsys bit Section 2.5.4.14.8
failaeet delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
netwwmrk send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62

Table 2.5-118: fail vehicle-is-destroyed Information.

2.5.,4.10 f dth stat.c
(.JsirKnet/rlease/src/vehicle/1ibsrc/libfaiVLdth-stat.c)

Inclucdes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simiypes.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"fail_loc.h"
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2.5.4.10.1 fail death status

This routine tells whether you are dead or not.

Return Values
Return Value IType Meanina
we are dead Iint I we are dead

Table 2.5-119: fail death status Information.

2.5.4.11 f init.c
(.shmnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/f jnit.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"

"address.h"
"basic.h"
"fail_loc.h"
"libfail.h"

2.5.4.11.1 fail table init

This routine is called to initialize the failure dispatch table. When a failure occurs, it is
specified by a failure number as defined in /simnet/include/protocol/failure.h. The failure
dispatch table maps the failure indices to the set of failure routines. This routine, however,
initializes the dispatch table to all zeroes. Individual failures must be initialized through
failinit-failureO, below.

Internal Variables
Variable IT ype  IWhere Ty pedef Declared

m it IStandard

Calls
Function I Where Described
fail subsys initI Section 2.5.4.14.1

Table 2.5-120: fail-table init Information.
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2.'5.4.11.2 fail init failure

Thiisrmutine is called to initialize an entry in the failure dispatch table. The vehicle specific
software calls this routine for each failure modeled. Each system must be initialized
thurougth this routine in order to be allowed to fail. The routine returns FALSE if any
paramiter information (failnwn, self_repair, or summaryKill) is out of bounds, and

rmnmm TRUE otherwise. Note that the failure and repair routine pointers can be NULL if
dasiw4 though this does not make the simulated failure very realistic. The fail num
pariet is the failure number as defined in the protocol file "failure.h". Thefail rn and
rerpairrtn are pointers to the fail and repair routines. These routines actually cause the
failun or repair to occur, self repair is the self repair time (in minutes). Certain systems
wte surmnmarized together, for example, the turret and gun are summarized as fire power
systerms. The swmmaryKill parameter tells which summary failures are mapped to the
parucudar failure.

Parameters
Pararmeter Type Where Typedef Declared
fail nurm int Standard
fail.flr PFV /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
repair_rtn PFV /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
self reMair int Standard
surmrrmayKill int Standard

Return Values _
Reiturm Value Type Meaning
FALSE int either self_repair or failnum

parameter is invalid
TRIUE int procedure was successful

Calls

Fwnct'lon Where Described
faill faikire exists Section 2.5.4.14.3

Table 2.5.121: fail init failure Information.
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. 2.5.4.11.3 fail init

This routine is called from libmain as the final initialization. It is used to reactivate a towed
vehicle with its original failures intact. The initial failures are determined by the Vehicle
Subsystems in the Activate packet and are broken by this routine.

Internal Variables
Variable I Type [Where Typedef Declared
flaa num int Standard

Calls
Function ] Where Described
fail reincarnationJ Section 2.5.4.12.1
controls restore controls Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4.2
fail is component broken I Section 2.5.4.14.6
fail system is broken Section 2.5.4.8.2

Table 2.5-122: fail init Information.
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2.5.4.12 f reincarn.c
(.Isitnet/rclease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/fjcincarn.c)

Includes:
"tstdio.h"

"math.h"
'sim...,types.h"
"simi-dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"

"lfailjoc.h"p

2.S.4.12.1 fail-reincarnation

This routine is a debugging tool used to revive a dead vehicle without reconstituting it.

Calls
[Function Where Described
[network set death status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.1network __________________ set__________statusSection__2.1.1.3.1.11.2
-network set sming status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.2

Table 2.5.123: fail-reincarnation Information.
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* 2.5.4.13 f simul.c
(dsirnethtlease/srcvehiclelibsrc/libfail/fLsimul.c)

Includes:
..stdio.h'
ltmath.hl?
"sim-types.h"

"iLdfns.h"
Usun-macros.h"
"libevent.h"
'libnetwork.h"
"mass _stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.hot
"simscigjf.h"
"librva.h"
"prio data.h"
lfailloc.h"l
"libfail.h"
"timers.h"

2.5.4.13.1 fail simul

This routine checks to see if the vehicle is done burning or smoking and checks to see if the
self-repair timers have timed out.

Internal Variables ____________

Variable IType Where Typedef Declared
I it Standard

burn time i mt Standard
smoke time int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
network set smoking status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.2
metwork set burnina status Section 2.1.1.3.1.11.3
timers set null timer Section 2.6.3.14.1
timers aet timeout edge Section 2.6.3.22.1
timers free timer Section 2.6.3.5.1
fall clear subsys bit Section 2.5.4.14.9
network send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62.1

Table 2.5-124: fail simul Information.
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2.5.4.14 f subsys.c
(.Jsirnetlrelease/src/vehicle/libsrclibfaillfsubsys.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simretypes.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"projat.h"
"status~h"

"libevent.h"
"fail.h"
"fail_loc.h"

This file contains routines to keep track of the protocol defined data structure,
VehicleSubsystem, which tells which kill levels have been achieved and which components
have been damaged. In most cases, the VehicleSubsystems are treated as arrays of ints in
order to facilitate setting and clearing of important bits. In the VehicleSubsystems
structure, space is allocated as follows:

<subsys lexists>
<subsysl_status>
<subsys2_.exists>
<subsys2_ status>

Since failures are numbered sequentially without gaps, the gaps need to be included when
calculating which bit to set (assuming that each subsystem is exactly 32 bits and that an int
is 32 bits). Since the network protocol definition of a VehicleSubsystem is set up in a way
that is difficult for libfail to directly set and clear bits while using the most convenient
definitions for the simulation, the local type LocalSubsys is declared to be the same space
as VehicleSubsystems, but is much simpler for libfail to access. The first element of each
component array indicates if the component exists, and the second indicates component
status. Both types use the subsystemExists and subsystemStatus as defined in "status.h".

This file defines numComponents.

This file contains a typedef of LocalSubsys.

This file declares:
per..subsys the permanent list of which subsystems are broken and

which are not. If a component is broken it cannot be
rebroken.

delta.subsys -- a local list used to keep a temporary running total of the
broken subsystems. Used by failures and repairs to generate
the "subsystems" field of the StatusChangePDU.

delta-changed -- a True/False variable, tells if deltasubsys has changed since
last call to failgeLdelta-subsystemso.

temp-subsys -- a local list used to keep a copy of deltasubsys for use by the
outside world.
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kil evels[MaxNumFailures]
-- need to set to noKill (one per failure)

2.5.4.14.1 fail subsysinit

This routine initializes the fail systems, checking that an unsigned long integer is 32 bits.

internal Variables
Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared

I int Standard

Table 2.5-i25: fail subsys init Information.

2.5.4.14.2 fail setsubsys

This routine sets the initial permanent subsystems by copying the failures array into the
local space. The failures which correspond to the broken components are then initialized
from fail initO, in "f init.c".

Parameters
Parameter Type P Where Typedef Declared

new.subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnet/common/include/prot
I I ocol/pdata.h

Table 2.5-126: fail set subsys Information.. 2.5.4.14.3 fail failure exists

This routine is called from fail init failureo to indicate that a particular failure should be
enabled. The subsystemExists Eit corresponding to the failure is set to indicate that the
subsystem exists and is capable of that failure. The summaryhIll parameter indicates to
which summary failures (if any) this particular failure is mapped. The swmmarykill levels
associated with the failure are drawn from "status.h" and defined in "libfail.h".

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
fail num int Standard
summary kill int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
subsys num int Standard
subsys bit int Standard

Table 2.5-127: fail failure exists Information.
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2.5.4.14.4 fail clear subsys

This routine clears out a subsystems summary and component status list. It is assumed that
the subsystemExists array will be set only once.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
subsys; Ipinter to LocalSubsys

Internal Variables
Variable Type W here Typedef Declared

I it IStandard

Table 2.5-128: fail clear subsys Information.

2.5.4.14.5 fail-get perm_subsys

This routine is called by the network to get a complete list of what is broken and the
specific failures due to combat action. The routine gives a pointer to the failure flags so the
network can send a list of failures in the VehicleStatusPDU.

Return Values
IReturn Value Type - Meaning

&perfL~sbsyspointer to VehicleSubsystems /imn cmonicld ipo
Table 2.5-129: fail get_perm-subsys Information.

2.5.4.14.6 fail-is-component broken

This, routine is called to determine if a particularfail -num is broken. The routine returns
FALSE if the failure does not exist or is not broken, and returns TRUE if the failure both
exists and is broken.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
fail num int Standard

_____________________ Internal Variables _____________

Variable (Type I Where Typedef Declared
subsys, num int I Standard
subsys bit usioned long int jStandard

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type M______________
FALSE int e ither failure does not exist or

_____________________________ __________________________ is not broken
TRUE IF t filure exists and is broken

Table 2.5-130: fail-iscomponent_broken Information.
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2.5.4.14.7 fail get delta subsystems

This routine is called when a statusChangePDUl is sent. It returns a pointer to the
VehicleSubsystems that have changed since the last call to this routine. If nothing has
changed since then, it returns NULL.

ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to VehicleSubsystems no changes to

__________________________________________VehicleSubsystems

&tempsubsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems the changes to
VehicleSubsystems since the

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ I last call

Table 2.5-131: fail get delta subsystems Information.

2.5.4.14.8 fail set subsys bit

This routine is called within libfail to set the failure flags associated with a particular
subsystem. The failure flag is specified by the pararneterfail num. The routine returns
FALSE if fail num is invalid or if the system was already bro-ken, and returns TRUE
otherwise. paticular subsystem specified. sets particular flags bit. checks for
summaryKill bit.

Parameters
Parameter IT Tpe ] Where Typedef Declared'
fail num I mt Standard

____________________ Internal Variables ____________

Variable [Type jWhere Typedef Declared
subsys num j mt Standard
subsys bit junsigned long mnt Standard

____________________ Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
FALSE fint invalid fail numnor system is

____________________ j ____________________ already broken
TRUE jmnt procedure was sucessful

Table 2.5-132: fail set subsys bit Information.
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2.5.4.14.9 fi~iiclear subsys bit

This routine is called by repairs to reset the failure flag associated with a particular
subsystem repaiilr order to indicate that the subsystem has been repaired. The particular
failure to clear&isqpecifed by the paramneterfaiLnwn. Returns FALSE if failnmn is
invalid or if the ccwmponent was not broken; returns TRUE otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
fail num I mt IStandard

InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sub s nmt Standard

sussnmit Standard
subsys -bit unsigned longi it Standard

S ~~~~~~~ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type EMeanina

FAS copnnt fi s nldothboen
FALSE tfi-nume i s nid oen

TRUE int procedure was successful

Table 2.5-133: fail_clea rsubsys bit Information.
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. 2.5.4.15 fail.h
(,/simet/rlease/srv/vehicle/libsc/libfaiL/fail.h)

Typedef:
FAIL_TEST -- the structure's component consists of:-

tn index - the routine used to implement the failure
prob - the probability of failure
next - the next failure to occur

2.5.4.16 fail loc.c
(./simne~release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/failoc.c)

Includes:
. stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim..types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"fail~oc.h"
"libfail.h"

Declarations:
we_are_dead -- tells if wearedead
repairjimers[NU-MSELFJ_REPAIRTIMERS]

-- instanciation of a self repair timer structure.
dispatchjable[MaxNumFailures]
SELF_-REPAIRTIER

-- an externally declared timer which is started when the self
repair starts to count down. This timer tells how long the
repair takes and which system gets repaired.

FAILINFO -- Every system able to fail has one of these structures, where:
fail rtn tells which routine implements the failure
repai_rmn tells which routine to fix the failure,
self repair timer gives a countdown time if applicable

2.5.4.17 fail loc.h
(./simne~release/src/Vehicle/libsrc/libfail/failoc.h)

Include "libfail.h"

Defines:
NUJMSELF_-REPAIRTIMERS
MaxuFailures
BURNING_TIME -- bum for 15 minutes after being killed
SMOKINGTIME -- smoke for 30 minutes after being killed

Typedefs:
SELF_-REPAIRTIMER
FAILINFO

Declarations:
repair-timers[]
we-are-dead
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dispatidh-tablefl
fail fkilure exists()
fail Is component brokeno

falsoet subsys bit()
fail-eaer subsys bit()
faii'un it flags()
fail-ct -kill(0
fail-briak system()
fail-breakflag()
fail ruepair flag()
failsart-self repairo

2.S.4.18 ramd.c
(./simie/reease/r/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/rand.c)

This file contairm two different standard algorithm choices for generating random numbers.
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2.5.4.19 repair.c
(.Jsimnettrelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/repair.c)

This file contains the repairs functionality. Repairs can be classified in the following two
ways:
1) The MCC Maintenance console may arrange with the crew to send a repair truck to

the vehicle to perform the repair.
2) Self-repairs in which the crew can repair certain failures themselves (usually

deterministic failures). The repairs are timed through the self-repair timer;, the failure
fixes itself after the set amount of time.

Includes: "stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simk-types.h"
"sirmdfns.h"
"sim macros.h"
"mass_stdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim.cig-if.h"
"librva.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"llibrepair.h"
"libevent.h"
"failloc.h"
"timers.h"

Declarations:
repairmapping -- The set of mapping between failures and repairs. One repair

may fix more than one failure. The mapping is set up in the
vehicle specific code.

numreplace-repair

2.5.4.19.1 Irepair init

This routine is called by the vehicle specific code to insert the set of mapping.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh dependent-mapping pointer to short Standard
num maps int Standard

Table 2.5-134: Irepair-init Information.
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2.5.4.1172 mpstir. uninit

This zului-ihaed to uninitialize a vehicle in order to clear out the self-repair timers.

Internal Variables
Varlabke Type Wh- ere Typedef Declared
I Ilint ClsI Standard

Function Where Described
timers got aA;.*:tmer ISection 2.6.3.14.1
tiemrs freetfirmr Section 2.6.3.5.1

Table 2.5-135: repair uninit Information.

2.5.4.111033 repair fix system

This rmiz,'-,lled frm external to libfail in order to repair a system.

Parameters
Paramem Type Where Typedet Declared
cause Dmgaue/simnet/common/include/prot

.1 ____________________ ocollp data.h
repar cirk Standard

___________________ Return Values
Return 1kh&hs Type Meaning
repair -sysWsrsijixe int whether valid repair code:
(&vehicefl~hialant, if TRUE then repair code is
eventge~jtfa(NO SKIP), valid
cause, repr. 2 e i FALSE then repair code is

_______________________invalid

Calls
Functimn Where Described
repair sy's"m. fixed ' Section 2.5.4.19.4

Ievent gaet re*wtid Section 2.6.9.1.2

Table 2.5-136: repair fix system Information.
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2.5.4.19.4 repair system is fixed

This routine is called internally from libfail in order to repair a system.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
agentId pointer to VehiclelD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocoVbasic.h
eventId EventiD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ocollbasic.h
cause DamageCause /simnet/common/include/prot

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ I_ I____________ ocol/p data.h
repair-code I mt IStandard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i it Standard

subsys Ipointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnetlcommon/include/prot
I__________________ocol/p data.h

Return Values ____________

Return Value Type IMeaning
FALSE int repair code is invalid
TRUE int jrepair code is valid

* Calls
Function Where Described
fail clear subsys bit Section 2.5.4.14.9
fail get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
network send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62.1

Table 2.5-137: repair-system -is fixed Information.

2.5.4.19.5 repair fix failure

This routine allows the repair system to be bypassed in order to fix a specific failure. The
routine is used when the failures to repairs mapping is not needed.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
failure code I mt IStandard

F ru tI o ncalls
functio Where Described

fail cl1ear subsys bit ISection 2.5.4.14.9

Table 2.5-138: repair fix failure Information.
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2.5.4.19.6 repaircompletesystem

This routine fixes the complete system when the self-repair timers reach zero.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ss num int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnetlcommon/include/prot

ocollpdata.h

Calls
Function Where Described
timers free timer Section 2.6.3.5.1
timers set null timer Section 2.6.3.14.1
fail clear subsys bit Section 2.5.4.14.9
fail get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
network send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62.1
event oet eventid Section 2.6.9.1.2

Table 2.5-139: repaircomplete system Information.

2.5.4.19.7 repairallsystems

This routine is called when the vehicle is reincarnated in order to bypass the repair facility
and call all repair routines. The routine may only be called from the keyboard.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where T pedef Declared
i int Standard
subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/p data.h

Calls
Function Where Described
fail reincarnation Section 2.5.4.12.1
controls restore controls Sections 2.2.2, 2.3.2, and 2.4.2
vision restore all blocks Sections 2.2.6.4.3, 2.3.6.3.2, and 2.4.5.1
fail clear subsys_ bit Section 2.5.4.14.9
fail get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
network send status change Section 2.1.1.3.1.62.1
event-get eventid Section 2.6.9.1.2

Table 2.5-140: repair all systems Information.
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2.5.4.19.8 repair start self repair

This routine allocates and starts the self-repair timers when a system with self-repair timers
has a failure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
system number int Standard
time to repair int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type JWhere Typedef Declared
i int Standard
timer to use int Standard

Function Where Described

timers free timer Section 2.6.3.5.1
timers set null timer Section 2.6.3.14.1
timers get timer Section 2.6.3.6.1

Table 2.5-141: repair start self-repair Information.

2.5.4.20 s curr cond.ce (.sin~net/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfaills_curr_cond.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim_types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"sfailloc.h"
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2.5.4.20.1 get .wrr condition

Stochastic failures depend upon the condition of the vehicle. The condition is determined
by the mean miles beatween failures (MMBF) and the maintenance level of the vehicle. If
the MMBF is lower, the probability that damage will occur increases. A maintenance
level is assigned to eamh vehicle based on the age of the vehicle (i.e. a brand new tank is
assigned the lowest nuaintenance level of 1 and a 5+ years old tank is assigned the highest
maintenance level of 5). Note that a maintenance level of 1 is assumed when initializing.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
best mmbf int Standard
maint level int Standard

i_ Return Values
Return Value Type Meaningbest mmbf int the current condition of
main level ratiosmain- levell I vehicle

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stdrr FAIL: aet curr condition: invalid maint level

"labt~e 2.5-142: get_currcondition Information.

2.5.4.21 s even-t.c(./siniinetlrcltease/src/vehicle/libsrclibfai!/ssevent.c )

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.1h"
"simdfns., ""sim_macros.h"
"1status.h '
"fail_loc.h"
"sfailloc.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"libeventW'
"massstdc-h"

"dgi-stdg.h""sim.cigif.h"
"librva.h"
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2.5.4.21.1 sfail event occurred

This routine gets called when the stochastic failures event has occurred. This event is
usually either that the vehicle has traveled a certain distance or a certain number of rounds
of gunfire have been fired by the vehicle. This routine checks to see that the event has
occurred, rolls the dice, and checks the failure table for the appropriate failure. A message
is sent on the network indicating any failures.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
cufr event Iiht Standard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable .Type *Where Typedef Declared
system num register int Standard
percent register int Standard
sub sub Dointer to register FAIL TEST Section 2.5.4.15
subsys pointer to VehicleSubsystems /simnetlcommon/inciude/prot

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ____ ___ ____ __ I ocol/p data.h

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr -sfail in subsystem: #

-sfail: system is broken

Calls
Function Where Described
r'~l_dice Macro defined in

_______________________________/simnetlcommon/include/cjlobal/sim macros.h
rand Section 2.5.4.18

Ifail system is broken Section 2.5.4.8.2
fail-get delta subsystems Section 2.5.4.14.7
network send status change ISection 2.1.1.3.1.62.1

Table 2.5-143: sfail event occurred Information.
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2.5.4.22 s fixed.c
(.Isiniiet/release/srclvehicle/libsrc/libfail/sjfixedc)

Include:
..stdio.h:

"sim..types.h"
"sim-dfns.h:
"sim_macros.h"
"sfaiLloc.h"

2.5.4.22.1 sfail fixed good as new

This routine sets the current condition for a replaced subsystem to a maintenance level of 1.

Parameters
Parameter I TP e WereT Tpedef Declared

ubs stem 
I t 

IStandard

EFunction I Where Described
aet eirn coindiftion ISection 2.5.4.20.1

Table 2.5-144: sfail fixed good as new Information.

2.5.4.23 s init.c
(./su* iiet/rlease/src/vehiclelibsrc/libfai/sjnitc)

Include:
,,stdio.h"
'niath.h" (Simnet Butterfly Machine only)
"sim..types.h"
"simL-dfns.h"
"sim macros.h"
"simst~o.h"
"libfail.h"
"fail.h"
"sfailjloc.h"

Defines:
COMMENTSIZE
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. 2.5.4.23.1 sfail init

This routine sets up and initializes the stochastic failures damage table. A vehicle is
assumed to brand new with a maintenance level of 1 when initialized.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
sdam file pointer to ch Standard
num sub sys int Standard
num maint levels int Standard
veh_maintlevels[] REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
fp ointer to FILE
i int Standard
system num int Standard
num sfails int Standard
curr mmbf int Standard
event int Standard
sub sub sys pointer to FAIL TEST Section 2.5.4.15
comment[COMMENT SIZE] char Standard

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr - PANIC - cani open damage file

- FAIL -- insufficient memory for stail tables
- FAIL -- unexpected eof in file

Calls
Function Where Described
oet curr condition I Section 2.5.4.20.1

Table 2.5-145: sfail init Information.
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2.5.4.24 sfail Ioc.c
(1sininetF-mlease~src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/sfailoc.c)

bichindes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim...types.h"
"simx-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"sfail-loc.h"
"fafl.h"

Declarations:
maint-levelatiosMAXNUMMAITLEVELS]

-- sets the maintenance levels into ratios. The maintenance
levels are all relative to maint~level-ratiostli, which is equal
to 1.0. The other maintenance levels have ratio equivelants,
such that if maint~Level-ratios[n] = 0.5, the vehicle is twice
as likely to suffer a stochastic failure. maint~level-ratiosin]
corresponds to maintenance level n, therefore
mamt_evel-ratios[0] = 0.0, since no maintenance level 0
exists.

sub system[MAXNUM_SUBSYSTEMS]
NUM-MAINT LEVELS
NUM_SUBSYSTEMS

Dfne:MAXNUIMSUBSYSTEMS

2.5.4.25 sfail loc.h
(Jsimnet/imlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/sfaiLloc.h)

Inchwies:
"fail.h"

Defimes:
SFAILDEBUG
MAX NUM-MAINT-LEVELS

Typedefs:
sfaiLtype -- the structure of the stochastic failure array entry, where:

mmbf is the mean miles between failures when new,
currmmnubf is the current mean miles between failures,
event is the event that causes a stochastic failures check,
fail-list is the list of failures that may occur

Exteixnal declarations:
sub..system[]
NUMMAITLEVELS
NUMSUBSYSTEMS
maint-level-ratios[H
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2.5.4.26 sfail mnt cond.c
(Jsimnetrelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libfail/sfail_nnt_cond.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h"
"sim.types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim macros.h"
"sfail-loc.h"

The variable iniLmainLcondition is declared.

2.5.4.26.1 sfail maint cond

This routine returns the current maintenance condition of the vehicle.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
1 int the initial maintenance level is

set at 1, signifying a brand new
_ vehicle

init maint condition int Ithe maintenance level

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr PANIC - in stall - bad initial maint level

Table 2.5-146: sfail maint cond Information.

2.5.4.26.2 sfail maintenance condition

This routine is called to change the mainetance level for the vehicle. In this routine, the
current level is set to the level passed in the parameter, condition.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
condition register int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable IType I Where Typedef Declared
sytern num[ register int I Standard

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
stderr PANIC - in sfail - bad maint level

Calls
Function I Where Described
aet curr conditionI Section 2.5.4.20.1

Table 2.5-147: sfail maintenance condition Information.
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2.5.5 libturret
(/simnet/releasefsrc/vehice/libsrc/libturret [libturret])

More fidelity is required of the model of the turret and gun than is required for the other
moving components. The basic nmodel for the M I and M2 turrets is found in libturret.
Functions are provided to traverse the turret and elevate the gun. These functions perform
stabilization of the gun as well. Messages are put on the network by libturret to inform the
world of turret position.

2.5.5.1 Iibturret.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/lbsrc/libturretlibturreh)

This file contains the Turret Simulation Module and includes the stabilization system and
gunner's primary sight.

Includes:
"basic.h"

External Declarations:
gpsjn-world
hull~oL-turret
turretuto-hull
turretj...sight
sightjtojurret
sight_to_world
gun-o-turret
turretto-gun

set turret vars()
turet -elevate gun()
turret -elevate sight()
turret get -azimuth str()
tu rretgetgun tip()
turret get gun to world()
turret get ref rndT)
turret get network azimuth 0
turret get network elevation()
turret-caic azimuthi(
turret get total-turret-slew-rate()
turret get total gun -elev rateo
turret get sightF in worido
turret-get stab changeso
turret-movie azlimuth()
turret move7 elevation()
turret-null a1 zimuth - i
turretpos init()
turret-seni -azimuth-ind()
turret set stab syso
turret set stab vector()
turret stops inTt0
turret sync hun with sight
turret sybiic -sight with guii
turret updatccheck()
tu rret update rva()
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2.5.5.2 turret.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libturret/turret.c)

Contains the simulation of generic turret functions. This file maintains the matrices which
contain the orientations of the turret and gun.

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h""sim.types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"

"basic.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"

Defines:
TURRET_DEBUG
TURRETFAILURES_DEBUG
STABDEBUG

ONTOP_STOP -- options for sight.on-stop and gun-on-stop
ONBOTrOM_STOP
NOT_STOPPED
TURRET_AZIDEGS -- in degrees
TURRETAZICHANGE
GUNELEVDEGS -- in degrees
GUNELEVCHANGE

Declarations:
hulUto_turret
turreLtto_hull
sight_to_turret
sightLtoworld
turemto._osight
gunjto_turret
turretto.gun
SIGHT_MAX_ELEV
SIGNMINELEV
GUNMAXELEV
GUNMINELEV
sight-onstop
gun-on-stop

sight~inhull -- normalized vector used by the stabilization system (sight in
hull coordinates)

sight-inworld -- normalized vector used by the stabilization system (sight in
world coordinates)

turret_azimuth -- the number of radians that the turret is rotated in azimuth
relative to the hull. An increasing angle means a clockwise
rotation. 0.0 means that the turret is aligned with the hull.
0.0 <= turretazimuth < 2*PI
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totalturret_slew_mte - in radians per tick
totalgunrielev-rat= -- in radians per tick
gunlelevaton - the number of radians that the gun is elevated relative to the

hull. An increasing angle means an elevation. 0.0 means
that the gun is parallel to the tank hull.
0.0 <= gun-elevation < 2*PI

timeto.updatejrvz
deltaelevation
deltaazimuthau~imuth-str[8S0]

azimudhrangefonmat
sendgridaziuthi
w_toZg-mat
super-elevmat
leadtrackmat

turret get slope indO
turret get ref imdO
turret cacamzniuthO
turret getstab changeso
turret-moveazinuth()
elevate systemo
set turret rars()

2.5.5.2.1 turret_stmps_init

This routine initializes thelocations of the gun and sight stops. All parameters represent the
sines of the angles.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
sight_max REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
sight_min REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
gun_max REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

alsim types.h
gun_min REAL /simnetIcommon/include/glob

a/sim tvpes.h

Table 2.5-148: turret.stops.init Information.
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2.5.5.2.2 turretpos init

This routine initializes the turret azimuth variables, initializes the stabilization vectors so that
the stabilization system can be used as soon as needed, and creates the identity matrices.
The parameter, initturret azimuth, represents the initial azimuth of the turret relative to the
hull in a circle ranging in value from 0 to Oxffffffff, where 0 is aligned perfectly with the
front of the hull, and the values increase as the turret is initialized in a counterclockwise
direction from the heading of the hull. The variable, radazimuth, represents the azimuth in
radians, clockwise from the hull.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
init turret azimuth usigned int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
rad_azimuth REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat rot init Section 2.6.2.47.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1
mat ident init Section 2.6.2.31.1

Table 2.5-149: turret pos init Information.

2.5.5.2.3 turretsetstabsys

This routine is called after the turret simulation is completed. After the turret has moved,
the vector it will point to is saved to be set in the next tick. It forms two vectors which
represent the sight vector in both hull and world coordinates. The sight to world matrix is
generated in the process. This is called by terrainget stabelevo and
terrainget stabrot (.

Internal Variables
Variable Type JWhere Typedef Declared
h_to_w TMATRIX I/simnet/common/include/glob

a sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec init Section 2.6.2.61.1
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
mat copy Section 2.6.2.39.1
kinematics get h to w Section 2.5.8.2.2

Table 2.5.150: turret set stabsys Information.
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2.5.5.2.4 turret set stab vector

This routine is not used in the version 6.6 release.

2.5.5.2.5 turret get stab changes

After the hull is moved, and before the turret is moved, this routine is called by
turret moveo to determine how far the turret should be rotated and how high the gun
should be elevated, in order to compensate for hull movement in the current frame. The
parameter, azimuth-rot, represents the sine in radians of the rotation. The variables
old sight and new sight represent the angles the turret must move to in order to align the
sighti to the last position.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter [Type Where Typedef Declared
azimuth-rot jpointer to REAL /simrnet/comnmonfinclude/glob

elev-rot jpointer to REAL /in~omnicuego

____________________ Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
old-sight register pointer REAL /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
new-Sight register pointer REAL /simrnet/comnmon/include/giob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
old-dot-new register REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

al/simn types.h
sqr_norm_-A-normB register REAL /simrnetlcomnmon/include/glob

_____________________al/simn types.h
sq_cos-rotation register REAL /sirrnet/commonfinclude/glob

_____________________alsimn types.h
sin-rotation register REAL /simnet/common/include/giob

aVsim types.h
x...prod register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ allsim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec mat mul ISection 2.6.2.56.1
kinematics cet w to h Section 2.5.8.2.2

Table 2.5-151: turret get-stab-changes Information.
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2.5.5.2.6 turret move azimuth

This routine moves the turret in azimuth given the total slew rate. The change over the
current tick with respect to the world is added to the azimuth. The RVA table is updated.
The turret to hull matrix is updated and the new azimuth is calculated.

S Parameters
Parameter [Type IWhere Typedef Declared
total_slew_rate IREAL I/simrnetlcommon/include/glob

I _____________________ al/sim types.h

_____________________ internalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
rot-rmatrix TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

t~to~h registr TMATPTR sin etlomohicuegb

h-to-t register TMATPTR /simnet/common/include/glob

mat rtan se Section 2.6.2.531.1

Table 2.5-152.: turret-move-azimuth Information.
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2.5.5.2.7 tu rret move elevat ion

This routine moves the gun in elevation, given the total elevation rate. In addition to
elevating the gun, this routine is also responsible for checking to make sure that the gun is
ixot moving too fast. It also checks to see that sufficient hydraulic pressure is available.
before actually elevating the gun. If the gun is slaved to sight, the gun is aligned with the
Arght. x = sin(x) approximation is used in the rotation matrix.

_____________________Parameters_____________

total-eiev-rate register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

oun slaved to siaht lint IStandard
____________________ Internal Variables

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sight~elev-mat TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
sL_e..mat register TLMATPTR /simnet/comnmo n/include/g lob

___________________1 al/simn types.h
t__jo..sight register T-MATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ altsim types.h

Calls
Funct ion JWhere Described
nrat rot init2 Sect io n2.6.2.1 7.1
nrat mat mul Secion 2.6.2.32.1
mrat transpose jSection 2.6.2.51.1
mnat coP Section 2.6.2.39.1

Table 2.5-153: turret-move-elevation Information.
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2.5.5.2.8 turret elevate sight

This routine returns TRUE if the elevation was successful, and FALSE ff the sight hits
either the top or bottom stop.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
elev_rate register REAL /simnet/common/include/global/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NOT_STOPPED successful;

if FALSE, the sight hit either
I the top or bottom stop

Calls
Function IWhere Described
elevate- system ISection 2.5.5.2.10

Table 2.5-154: turret elevate sight Information.

2.5.5.2.9 turretelevate gun

This routine returns TRUE if the elevation was successful, and FALSE if the gun hits
either the top or bottom stop.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
elevrate register REAL /simnetcommonlinclude/glob

al/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
gun_onstop == int if TRUE, the elevation wasNOT-STOPPED successful;

if FALSE, the gun hit either
the top or bottom stop

calls
Function IWhere Described
elevate system ISection 2.5.5.2.10

Table 2.5-155: turret elevate-gun Information.
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2.5.5.2.10 elevate systemn

This routine is called by the routine elevate sighto to calculate the sight elevation and by
the routine elevate no to calculate the gun elevation. The system (either the gun or the
sight) is moved to ie desired elevation. The routine checks to see if the system has hit one
of the stops. If the desired elevation is beyond a stop, the system is moved to the stop.

and to check for the system hitting the stops.

elev amowzt -- the sine of the desired elevation angle
top-stop -- the sine of the top stop angle
bonom'-stop -- the sine of the bottom stop angle
slop sratu whether the system is at one of the stops

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
turretjoQsystem register TJV ATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ altsim tYpes.h
systemiojc~urret register T-MATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
e1ev-amount register REAL /simnet/common/include/gfob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ allsim types.h
top-..stop REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h
bottom-stop REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
stop _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ 

I__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ allsim types h
stostatus pointer to int IStandard

InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type fWhere Typedef Declared
system...elev_mat TMATRIX /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

___ ___ __ ___ __ ___ __ ___________________ al/sim -types.h

S _e_mat register TLMATYPTR j/simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1

Table 2.5-156: elevate-system Information.
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2.5.5.2.11 turret syncgunwithsight

This routine is called by the vehicle specific turret code to move the gun and the sight back
together after they have been apart, given the offset of the gun from the sight. difference is
the sine of the angle between the gun and the sight. An example of when this routine is
called is after the gun has swung low over the back deck, using back deck clearance.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
difference REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h

internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
differencematrix TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/global/simn types.h

d_mat TMATPTR /simnet/common/include/glob
Ial/sim_ types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat rot init2 Section 2.6.2.33.1
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1

Table 2.5-157: turretsynchgunwith sight Information.
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.W .5.2.12 turret synch vight with gun

Wis routine is called by the vehi*- specific turret code to move the sight and the gun back
Wipther after they have been apsm, given the offset of the sight from the gun. For
enpre, after the gun has hit iits io stop, the sight may still be able to move up, even
tyigujh it should not. This rouaiue wvill be used to correct the instantaneous problem that
rodus from the gun hitting its sop. difference is the sine of the angle between the gun and
du sAighit.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters ____________

Pwapmeter [Tip. Where Typedef Declared
difuctence jREAL 1/simnet/common/include/glob

- I - al/sim types.h

____________________ aternalVariables ____________

Vuaeble TW* Where Typedef Declared
~,o~.nce-matrix T MATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ____ ___ ____ ____I }al'sim types.h
d_mat T TIA-TPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___________________ I al/sim types.h

calls
Ftw~tlon Where Described
auyt- ti nit2 Section 2.6.2.33.1
"0~ Ria mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
msit umnspose Section 2.6.2.51.1

Table 2.5-158: turret sync sight with gun Information.
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2.5.5.2.13 turret get_g_to_w

This routine is called by gunnery when the gun is about to be fired. It determines the gun
to world matrix, taking into account the lead azimuth and super elevation of the gun at the
moment of firing (these variables are obtained by calls to the ballistics computer).

First, the turretjo_world matrix is found by multiplying turret-tojhull by hull_toworld.
This matrix is rotated in the plane of the turret to compensate for the lead azimuth. Then,
the gun is elevated, accounting for both the sight elevation and the super elevation from the
ballistics computer. The rotations must be calculated in this order, rather than starting with
the gps vector, rotating for lead azimuth, and elevating for superelevation since the rotation
for lead azimuth is done around the gps Z axis, not the turret Z axis. Since problems
would occur when the gun tube was highly elevated, this set of rotations is not being used.
Note: the ballistics system is not meant to adjust for the tank pitched.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
gjow register TMATRIX I /simnet/common/include/glob

ai/sim types.h
leadazimuth register REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

altsim. types.h
super-elevation register REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

al/sim. types.h
erroroffset register pointer REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

alsirn types.h
i_ _Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
wJog register TMATPTR /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

allsim types.h
superelev register TMATPTR /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim. types.h
lead_track register TMATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
kinematics aet w to h Section 2.5.8.2.1
mat rot init2 Section 2.6.2.33.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1

Table 2.5-159: turret-get_g_to-w Information.
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2.5 L5.2.14 turret_get network elevation

Wurouthinefs called by the network to get the gun elevation. It returns an unsigned long
wich repwse.nts the gun elevation, where 0 means the gun is parallel with the hull of the

ta;.incr=*-ng as the gun elevates.

Beaumse c~nsmtrints: on precision in the Butterfly machine, this routine computes the
elevaftion asbwAlf the angle (by dividing the unsigned long value by 4P1 rather than 2P1),
dhai mult ilhjrmg by 2 by left shifting by 1.

Internal Variables
Valftle IType IWhere Typedef Declared
lorqgjwlev Angle /simneticommon/include/glob

I I aI/basic.h

Return Values
Rettura Vaft,,e Type IMeaning
lona29e1ev I Angle I the gun elevation

Talbe 2.5-160: turret get network elevation Information.

2.5.$5.2.15 turret _get network azimuth

This iroutine its called by the network to get the turret-azimuth. It returns an unsigned long
whichi -mpresawts the turret azimuth, where 0 means that the turret is aligned with the front
of the-- tank, im-reasing as the turret rotates counterclockwise as viewed looking down on
the taj.nk.

Becamse of ccmnstraints on precision in the Butterfly machine, this routine computes the
azimuith as haff the angle (by dividing the unsigned long value by 4P1 rather than 2P1), then
multilplying k-y 2 by left shifting by 1.

____________________ InternalVariables
Varla;-ble Type Where Typedef Declared

log;z Angle a/siec, o/nluego
longjazi ~~j /lsintcomh icu/go

_____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Returm Valtris Tpe Meaning
tong ,jazi jAngle Ithe turret azimuththe turret

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I I _ _ azimuth

Tiiable 2.5-161: turret get network azimuth Information.
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*2.5.5.2.16 turretget ref ind

This routine is called to tell controls the azimuth of the turret relative to the hull in radians.

Return Values
Return Value I Type [Meaning

Iturret azimuth IREAL The turret azimuth in radians

Table 2.5-162: turret-get ref.ind Information.

2.5.5.2.17 turret null azimuth ind

This routine sets send grid_azimuth to FALSE.

2.5.5.2.18 turret send azimuth ind

This routine set s sendgrid_azimuth to TRUE.

2.5.5.2.19 turret_get azimuth str

This routine determines whether to notify controls of the turret azimuth relative to the
world. Controls should be notified when the vehicle is stopped and the commander has
pushed the appropriate button. The azimuth is calculated and converted to a character
string.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
azimuth REAL /simnet/common/includ6/glob

al/sim types.h
azi str register pointer char Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
azistr pointer to char The turret azimuth as a

character string

Calls
'Function Where Described
turret calc azimuth

Table 2.5-163: turretget azimuthstr Information.

2.5.5.2.20 turretupdate check

If timetoupdate_rva is non-zero, the RVA is updated.

Return Values
Return Value I Type Meaning

Itime to update rva Iint IStandard

Table 2.5-164: turret_updatecheck Information.
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2.5.5.2.21 turret update rva

This routine sets the elevation and azimuth changes to 0.0, and sets time-to update rva
equal to FALSE.

2.S.5.2.22 turret get sight in world

This routine returns the sight-in-world.

Return Values
IReturn Value ITvPe 'Meaning

sigh-inworl ponterto EAL/simnetlcommonfinclude/glo~b
sigh~in~orl Iit oRA aVsim types.h

Table 2.5-165: turret get sight in-world Information.
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.2.5.6 iibsusp
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp [libsusp])

The suspensions of the M1 and M2 simulators are simulated by assuming a suspension
consisting of one linear spring-damper assembly for each track, and one rotational spring-
damper assembly between the hull and the undercarriage. This model accommodates one
linear degree of freedom in the Z direction (up/down), and two rotational degrees of
freedom, pitch and roll. This functionality is realized by one CSU, libsusp.

This library provides services for setting the damped natural frequency, and damping ratio
for each of the three assemblies, setting the acceleration of the chassis, and setting a gun
force reaction. These services are used by libbigwheel which maintains the relationship
between the vehicle and the terrain.

2.5.6.1 gun fired.c
qsimnetTrelease/src/vehiclelibsrc/libsusp/gunjfired.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"sim.types.h"
"susp-loc.h"

2.5.6.1.1 suspensiongunfired

This routine is called to model the suspension when the gun is fired, outsusp is the
structure to be operated on; t cos is the cosine of the gun angle with respect to the hull;
t sin is the sine of the gun angle with respect to the hull. The gunfired flag is set to
TRUE.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out susp pointer to int Standard
t_cos REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
t_sin REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim, types.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
Ioc susp pointer to SUSPENSION susp Ioc.h

Table 2.5-166: suspensiongunfired Information.
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2.5.6.2 Ifbsusi
qsiI ettr cssrc/vebicle/i'bsrcflibsuspflibsusp.h)

External fuIalkon dectwAdons:
suspiensinuunfired()
suspwensiong
suspension. _params()
suspiensioW init()
susp'ensioauninit()
suspensiol~veh inito
susprensiouiaccaerationis()

2.5.6.3 awsp accel.c
(Jsimmetlelesrcvehicle/libsrc/libsusp/susp..accel.c)

Includes:
" stdico.h"

"sim_dfns.h"
"sim_mracroz-.h"
simj-ype&N,

itsuspiloc.h"

2.5.6.3.1 -suspemsion-acceleration-is

This routine passes in ifhe vehicle acceleration, accel, to the suspension data structure,
out slUSP

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out susp pointer to int Standard
accel IREAL /simnet/comnmonfinclude/glob

I I aVsim tvpes.h

Table 2.S-167: suspension_acceleration is Information.
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m,.2.5.6.4 susp iniit.c. (simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/suspjinit.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h""sirn dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"sim_types.h"
"suspioc.h"

2.5.6.4.1 suspension uninit

This routine resets the suspensioninited field of the local suspension data structure to
FALSE. If the suspension was not initialized to begin with, a message "PANIC -- tried to
uninit non-inited workspace" is printed. The suspension is not really uninitialized; a
variable is reset.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declared
out susI pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
Ioc susp pointer to SUSPENSION Busp Ioc.h

Table 2.5-168: suspension_uninit Information.

2.5.6.4.2 suspensioninit

This routine initializes the suspension, pointing the local suspension data structure to the
passed parameter, out_susp. If memory does not exist, the routine allocates this structure,
then initializes some of the elements in the structure.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
out-susp pointer to pointer to int Standard

internal Variables
Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
Ioc susp pointer to SUSPENSION susp loc.h

Calls
Function Where Described
dynamics filter initI Section 2.5.4.7.1
suspension uninit Section 2.5.6.4.1

Table 2.5-169: suspensioninit Information.
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2.5.6.S susp params.c

(simnefrlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/susp-params.c)

includes:
"stdio.h"'math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simacros.h"
"sim.types.h"

"libmatrix.h""susp_loc.h"

2.5.6.$.1 suspensionparams

This routine sets up the suspension parameters. The suspension is modeled as a second
carder filter based on the natural frequency and damping ratio. The lever arm and angle
limits are set.

rot wn -- Rotational suspension natural frequency (radians)
not zera -- Rotational suspension damping ratio
siide wn -- Side suspension natural frequency (radians)
siide-zeta -- Side suspension damping ratio
liever arm -- Meters
ianglel'im -- Maximum angle limit -9 degrees .7 m by 4.5 m
gunjorce -- The force generated for rocking the gun
left -- Left side offset from rear wheel
rr'ght -- Right side offset from rear wheel

Parameters
P'arameter Type Where Typedef Declared
oiut susp pointer to int Standard
noLwn REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

aVsim types.h
rot_zeta REAL /simnetlcommoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h
siide_wn REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
sfidezeta REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h
hover_arm REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
mnglelim REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

at'sim types.h
gun_force REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
eft pointer to REAL /simnet.conmmon/include/glob

.I al/sim types.h
eight pointer to REAL /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

al/sim types.h
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Calls
Function I Where Described

vec Co Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5.170: suspension pa rams Information.
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2.5.6.6 susp simul.c(/simneltilease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/susp-simul.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
tsimmacros.h"

"sim1ypes.h""dynlib.h"
"susp_loc.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.5.6.6.1 suspension

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis. Given a pointer to the suspension structure,
the routine determines the location of the wheels and how high they are above the terrain.
The dynamics package is not initialized. The rotation (forward to back rocking) is found
as a product of the acceleration and level ann with a rotational input added from the force of
the gun. Parameters and variables are represented as follows:
out susp -- local suspension parameters structure
rear wheel -- Location of rear wheels in world coordinates; it is assumed they are

sitting on the terrain patch
h to w -- Hull to World coordinate transformation matrix
u norm -- The normal to the terrain patch under the vehicle
aXaY -- Temporary variables
rot angle -- Rotation angle; Pitch of the suspension relative to the world of the

vehicle
temp -- Temporary storage variable
leftside -- Left side point of the tank
right side -- Right side point of the tank
forward -- Forward point of the tank

First, the offset in world coordinates is calculated. The heights in the plane are calculated
from the unit normal. The forward vector and pitch angle are calculated. The states are
updated and the new unit normal is formed relative to the orientation of the tank.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out susp pointer to int Standard
rear wheel VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
htow TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim tyDes.h
u_norm VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
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___________________ Internal Variables ___________

Variable Typ e Where T pedef Declared
oc; 8USD pointer to SUSPENSION susp ioc.h

AXregister REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

aY register REAL /slmnetlcommron/lnclude/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

rot..angle register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ atsim types.h

temp VECTOR /simnetlcommfon/include/glob
____________________alsimn types.h

forward VECTOR /simnet/common/include/giob
___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

ieft..side VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

right-.side VECTOR /simnet/common/include/giob
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ alsim types-h

rotinput register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim types.h

leffInput register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h

rightjnput register REAL /simnet/commoninclude/gbob
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___________________ al/simn types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec cross-prod Section 2.6.2.66.1
dynamics filter update ISection 2.5.7.4.3
vec normalize ISection 2.6.2.63.1

Table 2.5-171: suspension Information.
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2.5.6.7 veh init.c
(/sirinetlielease/src/V ehicle/libsrc/libsusp/veh-jnit.c)

Includes:
.,stdio.h"
tmth.h"#
"sim-dfns.h"

,,sim ~macros.h"
"simj~ypes.h"
"susp-loc.h"
ildynlfib.h"
"libmatrix.h
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2.5.6.7.1 suspension veh mnit
This routine finds the relative location in world coordinates of the rear wheels (left side and
right side), assumiAng the wheels are sitting on the terrain patch. The offset is calculated in
world coordinates, then heights in the plane from the unit normal are calculated. A vector
pointing ahead is formed (forward). The pitch angle is calculated, and the states are
initialized. Parameter and variable are represented as follows:
out susp -- Local suspension parameters structure
rear wheel -- Location of rear wheels in world coordinates
h to- w -- Hull to World coordinate transformation matrix
u~noirm -- The normal to the terrain patch under the vehicle
rot angle -- Rotation angle; Pitch of suspension relative to the vehicle world
temp -- Temporary storage variable
lefr side -- Left side point of the tank
rightaside -- Right side point of the tank
forward -- Forward point of the tank

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out 9USD pointer to int Standard
rear wheel VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
h-to-w TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn tvtpes.h
u-norm VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ InternalVariables _____ _____ _____ _____

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
IOC SUSD register pointer SUSPENSION susp Ioc.h
aX register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
aY register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
rot...angle register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ altsimn types h
temp VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
forward VECTOR /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/simn types h
left-side VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types h
right..side VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

calls
Function Where Described
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
vec sub Section 2.6.2 .65.1
vec cross-prod Section 2.6.2.66.1
dynamics filter open Section 2.5.7. .4.2

Table 2.5-172: suspension-veh mnit Information.
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2.5.6.8 sus loc.h
(Isimnetrelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libsusp/susp-loc.h)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"sim..types.h"

"dynlib.h"

The SUSPENSION data structure type is defined, and contains the following fields:

ROT_WN - rotational suspension natural frequency (in radians)
ROT_ZETA - rotational suspension damping ratio
SIDE_WN - side suspension natural frequency (in radians)
SIDEZETA - side suspension damping ratio
LEVERARM -- in meters
ANGLE_LIM -- approximately 9 degrees, 0.7 meters by 4.5 meters
GUNFORCE - force of firing the gun
rotsuspension
right-suspension
leftsuspension
I-offset - left side offset from rear wheel
r_offset - ight side offset from rear wheel
gun-fired -- raised when the gun is fired
turret_cos
turreLsin
veh_accel.
suspension~inited

19
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2.5.7 llbdyn
(/simnetfreaesvehice/ibsrc/ibdyn [libdyn])

This library provides simple utilities for the creation and maintenance of second order
filters, a first order lag function, integration of forces and torques to form accelerations,
integration of accelerations to form velocities, and the calculation of inertias based on
rotation rate and velocity. These facilities are used throughout the Ml simulation.

2.S.7.1 calc inert.c
(/simnet/re1ease/srcvehicle/libsrc/libdyn/calc-jnertc)

Includes:

"siml_dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"dyn-mass.h"

2.5.7.1.1 dynamics caic inertial forces

This routine calculates gyroscopic torques and centrifugal forces according to the following
algorithm:
T =-w x 1w = (1w) x w
R=-M (w xv) = M(v xw)
Parameters are represented as follows:
massP -- mass properties structure
w - angular velocities
V -- velocities
T -resultant torque
R -- resultant force

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
rnassP pointer to MASS-PROP /simnetlrelease/srctIibsrcinclu

____________________ ____________________ de/dyn-mass.h
w pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ allsim types.h
v pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
*T VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim types.h
R VECTOR /simnetlcommrontinclude/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ alsim types.h

_____ _____ _____ _____ Internal Variables ____________

Variable Type [Where Typedet Declared
Angularjnomenturm VECTOR /simnet/commori/include/glob

II jalsim types.h

Table 2.5-173: dynamics-calc-inertial-forces Information.
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2.5.7.2 calc u.c
(/simet/reFease/src/vehiclelibsrc/libdyn/calc-u.c)

Includes:"sire-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

2.S.7.2.1 dynamics calc u

This routine integrates udot (an acceleration) to get u (a velocity). This routine is used to
update the velocity given a previous velocity vector, a previous angular acceleration, and a
previous linear acceleration. Parameters are represented as follows:
apha -- angular acceleration
a -- acceleration
w -- angular velocity
v -- velocity

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
alpha pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
a pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
w pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h
V pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sirn types.h

Table 2.5-174: dynamics calc-u Information.
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.2.5.7.3 calc udot.c
q/smnetffease/rcvehicle/lbr/ibdynfcalc.udot.c)

Includes:
"simjyt~pes.h"
"simx-dfns.h"
"'dyn_mass.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.S.7.3.1 dynamics-calc-udot

This routine calculates the new linear and angular accelerations given the torque and force
applied to a mass according to the following algorithms:

alpha = T
a=R/m

Parameters ame represented as follows:
massP -- mass properites structure
T -- generalized active torques
R -- generalized active forces
alpha -- angular acceleration
a -- acceleration

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
massP pointer to MASS_PROP /simnetlrelease/src/libsrclinclu

de/dyn mass.h
T VECTOR /simrnet/comnmon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
R VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ aVsim--tvpes.h
alpha pointer to REAL /simnet/commion/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ al/simn types.h
a pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

Table 2.5-175: dynamics caic udot Information.
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2.5.7.4 filter.e
(Jsimnet/telease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/filter.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h""sys/types.h" (MASSCOMP only)
"math.h"

"sim_dfns.h""simmacros.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"dynlib.h"

2.5.7.4.1 dynamics filterinit

This routine allocates memory for a filter, setting a pointer to the filter.

Return Values
Return Value I Type I Meaning
Wc finer pointer to FILTER a pointer to the allocated filter

Table 2.5-176: dynamics filter init Information.
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2.5.7.4.2 dynamicsfilteropen

This routine builds a second order filter, initializes values, and returns a pointer to the filter
instance.

Parameters are represented as follows:
filterP -- the filter structure pointer
zeta -- the damping ratio
wn -- the natural frequency (rads/sec)
limit -- the maximum change from input (negative if there is none)
timinc -- the time increment
init -- the initial value of the filter

Variables are represented as follows:
a and b -- are of the form 1/( (s+a)2 + b2)
r -- radius on Z-plane
theta -- angle on Z-plane

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
filterP pointer to FILTER /simnet/release/srclibsrctincku

de/dynlib.h
zeta REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
wn REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
limit REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
,,__ __aVsim types.h
timinc REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

1 al/sim types.h
init REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
a REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
b REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

aVsim types.h
r REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h
theta REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I_ I_ al/sim types.h

Table 2.5-177: dynamicsfilter open Information.
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2.5.7.4.3 dynamics-filter-update

Given an input value, this routine updates the filter and returns an output value.

Parameters are represented as follows:
jF -- the filter pointer
in - the input value
in2 - the second input (for forces)

The variable out represents the output at the current time step.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
fP pointer to register FjLTER /simnetlreleasesrc/libsrc/inclu

de/dynlib.h
in REAL /simnet/common/include/globaVsim types.h
in2 REAL /simnet/common/include/globaVsim types.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
out REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I a/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
out REAL the output at the current timeout I jstep

Table 2.5-178: dynamicsfilter_update Information.
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.2.5.7.5 init.c
(/simnet/release/Src/vehicle/libsrcflibdyn/init.c)

Includes:
"sun-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"dyn-mass"

Procedure Declarations:
dump masso

2.5.7 .5.1 dynamics mnit
This routine initializes the mass properties matrix for body B.

Parameters are represented as follows:
massP -- mass properties structure
Mass -- mass of body B

I -- Inertia matrix of B about its center of mass

______________Parameters____________

Parameter Ty e Where Typedef Declared
massP pointer to MASSPROP /simnet/reiease/sr/iibsrc/inclu

____________________ ____________________ de/dyn mass.h
Mass REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob

____________________ __________________ I al/sim types.h
ITMATRIX /simnet/cornmon/inciude/glob

_____________________ ___________________ 1 al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat copy ISection 2.6.2.39.1
mat inverse Section 2.6.2.45.1

Table 2.5-179: dynamics mnit Information.

2.5.7.5.2 dump mass

This routine is used for setting certain printouts during debugging.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
massP pointer to MASS-PROP /simnetlrelease/src/ibsrc/inclu

I de/dyn-mass.h

Calls
Function IWhere Described
mat dump Section 2.6.2.41.1

Table 2.5-180: dump mnass Information.
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2.5.7.6 lag.c
(tsimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libdyn/lag.c)

Includes:"sim types.h"
"simdfns.h"

2.5.7.6.1 first order lag

This routine calculates a first order lag in order to update the vehicle position.

Parameters are represented as follows:
presentx -- the present value
iargerx -- the target value
dine-constant -- the time constant to the system

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Tyledef Declared
presentx REAL /simnet/common/include/global/sim..types.h
target_x REAL /simnet/common/include/global/sim tVpes.h
time_constant REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I aVsim types.h
Return Values

Return Value Type Meaning
resent x REAL the resent value

Table 2.5-181: first order lag Information.
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2.5.8 libkin
(Jsimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkin [libkin])

This library maintains the kinematic state of the Ml and M2 from update data provided by
vehicle specific code. There routines are usedto move the vehi-ce forward, turn the vehicle,
calculate the direction cosine matrix of the vehicle, provide the square of the range from
another point to the vehicle, and it provides access routines for all the internal kinematics
information. It uses the unit normal vector for the terrain patch the vehicle is on, as
provided by the libbigwheel library.

2.5.8.1 hull info.c -

(/simnetrefease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/hullinfo.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"

"kin_loc.h"

2.5.8.1.1 kinematicsget w to h

This routine returns the world to hull transformation matrix, out kinemat is a global
variable which is used to access the HULL_INFO structure from-outside the kinematics
library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int.
Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO structure. This
allows the ii-formation in the HULL_INFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the
simulation.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL TMATPTR null pointer
(((HULL lNFO*)out kinemat)- TMATPTR the world to hull transformation
>world to hull) matrix

Table 2.5-182: kinematicsget w to h Information.
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2.5.8.1.2 kinematicsget_h to w

This routine returns the hull to world transformation matrix. our kinemat is a global
variable which is used to access the HULL_INFO structure from-outside the kinematics
library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int.
Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO structure. This
allows the information in the HULL_INFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the
simulation.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL TMATPTR null pointer
(((HULLIlNFO*)outkinemat)- TMATPTR the hull to world transformation
>hull to world) matrix

Table 2.5-183: kinematics geth_tow Information.

2.5.8.1.3 kinematicsget h to o

This routine returns the hull to origin vector. out kinemat is a global variable which is
used to access the HULLINFO structure from outside the kinematics library. It is passed
into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int. Within this routine,
out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO structure. This allows the
information in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter JType P Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to REAL null pointer
(((HULL_lNFO*)out.kinemat)- pointer to REAL hull to origin vector
>hull to origin)

Table 2.5-184: kinematicsget_h to o Information.
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2.5.8.1.4 kinematics get_o_to_h

This routine returns the origin to hull vector. out kinemat is a global variable which is
used to access the HULL_INFO structure from outside the kinematics library. It is passed
into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int. Within this routine,
out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULL_INFO structure. This allows the
information in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters

Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to REAL null pointer
(((HULLjlNFO*)out-kinemat)- pointer to REAL origin to hull vector
>origin to hull)

Table 2.5-185: kinematicsget-o to h Information.

2.5.8.1.5 kinematicsget_u_norm

This routine returns the unit normal through the support plane. out kinemat is a global
variable which is used to access the HULLINFO structure from outside the kinematics
library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int.
Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO structure. This
allows the information in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the
simulation.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to REAL null pointer
(((HULLjINFO*)outkinemat)- pointer to REAL the unit normal vector through
>unit normal) the support plane

Table 2.5-186: kinematics getunitnormal Information.
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2.5.8.1.6 kinematicsget_velocity

This routine returns the vehicle velocity in world coordinates in meters per second.
out kinemat is a global va.iable which is used to access the HULIINFO structure from
outside the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is
a pointer to an int. Within ,iis routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the
HULL_INFO structure. This allows the information in the HULL_INFO structure to be
insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemnat pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type JWhere Typedef Declared
loc kinemat pointer to HULL INFO kin loc.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to REAL null pointer
veh_veloc pointer to REAL velocity of the vehicle

Table 2.5-187: kinematicsgetvelocity Information.

2.5.8.1.7 kinematicsget_d_pos

This routine returns the change in position in world coordinates per DELTAT.
out kinemat is a global variable which is used to access the HULLINFO structure from
outside the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is
a pointer to an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the
HULL_INFO structure. This allows the iriformation in the HULLINFO structure to be
insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
out kinemat Minter to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to REAL null pointer
(((HULL INFO*)out kinemat)- pointer to REAL change in position in world
>delta-position) coordinates

Table 2.5-188: kinematicsget_dpos Information.
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2.5.8.1.8 kinematics get-slope mnd

This routine determines the hull direction and hull slope values, hull dir represents the
ange which characterizes the orientation of the hull in radians. cosLull slope represents
the cosine of the angle from straight up. out kinemat is a global variable which is used to
access the HULL_-INFO structure ffrm outside the kinematics library. It is passed into this
routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int. Within this routine, out kinemat
is cast as a pointer into the HULL_.,INFO structure. This allows the information in -the
HULL_IJNFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

_____ _____ _____ ____Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type *Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard
hulldir pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ aVsim types.h
cos-hull-slope pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ _ __ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ I al/sim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
loc kin pointer to HULL INFO kin loc.h
u-norm pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

_____________________ aVsim types.h
temp..hull-dir REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

* _ _ _ _ _ _Calls

Function Where Described
eq 1Macro defined in

I/si mnetlcommon/include/gioballsim macros.h

Table 2.5-189: kinematics get slope mnd Information.
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2.5.8.3 IUs init.c
(Isimne0iease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/iniiLc)

Ibckmdes:"stdio, h''
"matlkh"'

"sim_-tys.h"

"smLnnuncros.h"
"libkin ."

"libbigwwLh"

2.5.8.3.1 Uinematics uninit

This routine setsdhe locations to zero when the simulator is deactivated. This is used as a
debugging tooL. out kinemat is a global variable which is used to access the HULL_INFO
structure from omide the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary
paraneter and isa pointer to an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer
into the HULL_I-NFO structure. This allows the information in the HULL_INFO structure
to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Paraneter ,Type [Where Typedef Declared
out khnematI pointer to int I Standard

Calls
Function I Where Described
kinerratics pos imit Section 2.5.8.13.1

Table 2.5-190: kinematics uninit Information.
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2.5.8.3.2 kinematics init

This routine initializes the work space and fills in the initial parameters. Memory is
allocated and a pointer to char is returned. That pointer is cast at a pointer to the
HULL_INFO structure. The pointers are allocated and filled in. veh_kin is cast as a
pointer to an int in order to insulate the HULL_INFO structure from the world outside the
kinematics library.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh kin pointer to pointer to int Standard
veh binwh pointer to pointer to int Standard
veh susp pointer to pointer to int Standard
veh terr pointer to pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
Ioc kinemat pointer to HULL INFO kin Ioc.h

Calls
Function Where Described
bigwheel init Section 2.5.10.1.2
kinematics uninit Section2.5.8.3.1

Table 2.5-191: kinematics init Information.
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2.5.8.4 kin Ioc.c
(f.unet/rt1ease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkdix/dnjloc.c)

This file cotains stuff

Includes-

"sim_'types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sin,.macros.h"

Defines:
MAXUNCHANGE
MAXVELOCCHANGE
MAXHEADINGiCHANGE

Declared
RVA_-UNORMCHECK
RVA_-VELOC_-CHECK
RVAHEADINGCHECK

2.5.8.5 kin loc.h
O'Simntfr~lesc/vchicle/libsrc/ibin/kinjoc.h)

The followimg functions are declared:
kinemnatics-set~localkinematics0
kintmnatics~vehiclejnitO

The followin~ constants are declared:
RVAUNORMC]HECK;
RVAVELCCECK;
RVAHE-ADINGC3HECK;

The kInematics-ino structure is declared. The HULL_-INFO stucture is instantiated.

2.5.8.6 kin simul~c
(qsiuneiease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libldn/kin-simul.c)

This file cowtains the primary inemnatics simulaiton routine.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"zinatkAh"
"sim-ypes.h"
"fsim-dns.h"
"sun -macros.h"

"kin joc~h"
"Iibk-in.h"
"big-whcel.h"
"libverrain.h"
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2.5.8.6.1 kinematics simul

Kinematics simul() is the routine called every tick to perform various kinematics
functions (kinematics set local kinematicso). If kinematics has been initialized,
then everything proceeds as normal. However, kinematics cannot be initialized until a valid
patch of local terrain has been received. If kinematics has yet to be initialized, then a check
is made to see if a terrain patch has been received recently. If so, then an attempt is made to
initialize kinematics. However, if there is a problem with the terrain patch (incomplete
coverage,etc.) then bigwheel init support planeO will be unable to provide a valid
unit normal, and kinematics remains uninitialized. When the next terrain patch is received,
it tries again. After three unsuccessful tries, a panic message will be printed, out kinemat
is a global variable which is used to access the HULL_INFO structure from outsi-de the
kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to
an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULL_INFO
structure. This allows the infoination in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from
the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
Ioc kin pointer to HULL INFO kin loc.h

_Calls

Function Where Described
kinematics set localkinemati Section 2.5.8.9.1
cs
terrain It inited Section 2.5.11.4.1
bigwheel_init support-plane Section 2.5.10.7.1
kinematics vehicle init Section 2.5.8.13.2
terrain uninit Section 2.5.11.7

Table 2.5-192: kinematics simul Information.
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2.5.8.7 imiove veh.c
(/sinmerteise/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/move-veh.c)

This file contaiins, a routine which moves the vehicle forward by the indicated increment.

Includes:
19stdio.Th"
"mathbh"
ofsim-types-h"
"sini~dffns.h'
"simLimacros.h"
"kin 1atc.h"

"bigwh -elh"
"librnatzrix.h"
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2.5.& 7.1 kinematics move-vehicle

This routine moves a vehicle forward by the indicated increment, inc. Check first to see if
the vehicle can move. Move the vehicle along the Y axis in its own hull coordinates by the
negation of the increment. Update the values in o-to-h and djpos.

out kinemat is a global variable which is used to access the HULLINFO structure from
outside the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is
a pointer to an int. Within this routine, out kinema: is cast as a pointer into the
HULL_INFO structure. This allows the information in the HULLINFO structure to be
insulated from the rest of the simulation.

____________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer ot int Standard
inc Iregister REAL /simnet/common/include/giob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h

____________________ Internal Variables
internal Variable Type Where TVpedef Declared
loc kin pointer to HULL-INFO kin loc.h
o-to-h pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

___________________ ____________________ aVsimn types.h
h-to-o pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

allsimn types.h
d..Pos; pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

hjto-w pointer to register /simnet/commonfinclude/glob
________I___T MAT PTR ali ye~

Calls
Function ________ Where Described

eq Macro defined in
____________________/simnetlcommon/include/ bobal/sim macros.h

_ _mt-u Section 2.6.2.56.1
I________scale___ I Section 2.6.2.64.1

vec iit ISection 2.6.2.61.1

Table 2.5-193: kinematics mnove vehicle Information.
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2.5.8.8 p c sinew.c
(Isimnct~e~ras*rcvehiclelibsrclibkin/ps....sines.c)

This file contains rouzuw-s which return the sime and cosine for the hull's pitch and cant.

Includes:
lostdio.h"
tomStypes.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
sunrrmacrosW

"kin-loc.h"

Defines:
CANT_-SIN
PrrCHSIN
PITCHCOS
CANTCOS

2.5.8.5.1 kinenufics-cant-cos

This routine returns themosine of the angle at which the hull is canted. out kinemzat is a
global variable which h'rused to access the HULL_-INFO structure from outside the
inemnatics library. It is jpassed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to

an int. Within this routimte, out -kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO
structure. This allows ihic information in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from
the rest of the simulatimti.

Parameters
Parameter Type [Where Typedef Declared
out kinemnat pinter to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
0.0 REAL Ino data available
(((HULLINFO) outjcinTmat)- REAL cosine of angle of cant
>CANT COS) I

Table 2Z.5-194: kinematics-cant cos Information.
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2.5.8.5.2 kinematics pitch cos

This routine returns the cosine of the angle at which the hull is pitched. out kinemat is a
global variable which is used to access the HULLINFO structure from outside the
kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to
an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO
structure. This allows the infor-mation in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from
the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
0.0 REAL no data available
(((HULLINFO*) out kinemat)- REAL cosine of angle of pitch
>PITCH COS)

Table 2.5-195: kinematics pitch_cos Information.

2.5.8.5.3 kinematics cant sin

This routine returns the sine of the angle at which the hull is canted. out kinemat is a
global variable which is used to access the HULLINFO structure from outside the
kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to
an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cas, . a pointer into the HULL_INFO
structure. This allows the infojination in the h '.LINFO structure to be insulated from
the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
0.0 REAL no data available
(((HULLINFO*) out kinemat)- REAL sine of cant angle
>CANT SIN)

Table 2.5-196: kinematics cant sin Information.
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2.5.4.5. 1 kinematics pitch sin

This routine returns the sine of the angle at which the hull is pitched. out-kinemat is a
globul variable which is used to access the HULL INFO structure from outside the
kineamatics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to
an imit Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLtINFO
structure. This allows the infoiation in the HULL_INFO structure to be insulated from
the inst of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameiter I Type [ Where Typedef Declared'
out Idnemnat Ipinter to int IStandard

Return Values
Retuirn Value Type Meaning
0.0 REAL no data available
(((HILINFO') outkinemat)- REAL sieof pitch angle
,.PITCHSIN)

Table 2.5-197: kinematics pitch sin Information.

2.5.3.9 set loc kinxc
(Jsimnnet/releasefsrc/vehicleflibsrc/libin/setjloc _kin.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"rnath.h"
"sim~types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"kin-loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libtefrain.h"

Decrx
get orient vecso
kinematici'fix-matri xo
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2.5.8.9.1 kinemnatics-set-IocaI-kinemnatics

T7his routine computes the transform matrix from the previous hull matrix and the new unit
normal for the local tank. If the unit normal has not changed since the last tick (which
would happen if the vehicle was stopped and stable, or moving on flat ground and stable),
then local-kinematics is not run. This routine is called at least twice a second to ensure that
the vehicle does not drift underground while traveling on a level surface when the vehicle
itself is not level.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedet Declared
loc kin Ipinter to HULL INFO Ikin loc.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
d-orient-mat TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
tenp-marix register TLMATPTR /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/sim- types.h
w_to_h register T-MATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
a register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
b register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
abs -b register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types-h

c register REAL /simnet/commonlinclude/glob
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ alsim types.h

abs-c register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
_____________________alsim types.h

max-b-c register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
_____________________alsim types.h

temnp register REAL /simnnet/comnmon/include/glob
____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h

sqrjemnp register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
_____________________alsim types.h

denom register REAL /simnnet/co mmon/include/g lob
____________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

new-.height register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

h-to-o pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

u_norm pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
_____________________allsimn types.h

u VECTOR /simnetlcommoninclude/gbob
___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

v VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob
___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

w VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ aVsim types~h

force local kin static int Standard
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Calls
Function Where Described
blawheel set support-plane Section 2.5.10.8.1
vec dot -prod Section 2.6.2.54.1
oet -orient-vecs Section 2.5.8.9.3
Max Macro defined in

_____________________/simnetlcommon/include/global/sim macros.h
eq Macro defined in

_____________________/simnetlcommon/include/plobal/sim macros.h
square Macro defined in

____________________/simnet/common/include/global/sim macros.h
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.52.1
terrain caic elev Section 2.5.11. 1.1
kinematics fix matrix Section 2.5.8.9.2
vec mat -mul Section 2.6.2.56.1

Table 2.5-198: kinematics set-local-kinematics Information.

2.5.8.9.2 kinematics-fix-matrix

This routine fixes a world to hull matrix (w to h), its transverse (hjto_ w), and hull to
origin (htoo) vector to prevent disasters. It also fixes the origin-to_hull (0-to_h) vector.
This routine is called to reorthonormalize the matrices.

____________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
w~t~hregister TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

h-to-w TMATRIX /simnetlcommo n/include/g lob
_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h

h-to-o register VECTOR /simnet/commonlinclude/glob
_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h

ojto_h VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ aVsim types.h

____ ____ ____ ____ ____Calls

Function Where Described
mat f ix: matrix Section 2.6.2.30.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1

vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1

Table 2.5-199: kinematics-fix-matrix Information.
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2.5.8.9.3 get orient vecs

This routine gets the orientation vectors.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc kin pointer to HULL INFO kin loc.h
u...ptr register VECTOR /simnet/commoninclude/glob

v...ptr register VECTOR /simnetlcommoninclude/glob
___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

w..ptr register VECTOR /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob
____________________________________ alsimn tvpes.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable JType [Where Typedef Declajred
t-real Iregister pointer to REAL I/simnetlcommon/include/glob

I I____________ al/sim types.h

Table 2.5-200: get orient-vecs Information.

2.5.8.10 sqrrange.c
(Isimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libkin/sq...range.c)

This file contains a routine which computes the square of the range between a point and the
vehicle.

Includes:
"stdio,h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"kin_loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"libmatrix.h"
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L5.8.10.1 kinematics-range-squared

This routine computes the square of the range between the last position and the current
plsition in three directions. This routine is called from "librva". out i'nemat is a global

'ariable which is used to access the HULL_INFO structure from outside the kinematics
Birary. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int.
Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the HUL.,INFO structure. This
allows the information in the HULLINFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the
simulation.

.... Parameters
Parameter Type (Where Typedef Declared
out kinemat pointer to int Standard
p2 [pointer to register double Standard

Internal Variables
Iruternal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
02 p register pointer to double Standard
delta x register double Standard
delta Y register double Standard
dctlfta z register double Standard

Return Values
Meturn Value Type Meaning

_ _ _ _ _ REAL no data available

((delta x*delax)+(defta._y*d REAL the square of the range
elta y)*(deta z*delta z)) between two points

Table 2.5-201: kinematicsrange_squared Information.

2.5.8.11 turn veh.c

(Isimnet/release/src/vehicle/ibsrc/libdn/turnveh.c)

This file contains a routine which turns the vehicle in its local coordinate system.

Tmcludes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h"
simtypes.h"
sirndfns.h"

"simrnmacros.h"
"kin loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"libmatrix.h"
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2.5 .8.11.1 kinemnatics turn vehicle

This routine turns the vehicle in its local coordinate system. Since the vehicle turns less
than 0.1 radians per DELTAT seconds, the approximation x=sin(x) is used. angle is the
turn angle. A turn to the left is denoted as a positive angle, and a turn to the right is
denoted as a negative angle. outinemat is a global variable which is used to access the
HULL_INFO structure from outside the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as
the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int. Within this routine, out -kinemnat is cast as
a pointer into the HULL_INFO structure. This allows the information ii the HULINFO
structure to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

___________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
aunera poreiter REALn /Standardmninidego
outgklema reointer toA /tSitandardncud/go

j ____________________ altsim tvpes.h

_____________________ Internal Variables ____________

internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
loc kin pointer to HULL INFO kin ioc.h
rot_matrix TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h
r mat register L-MATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ allsim types.h
o to h pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim types.h
h-to-o pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/inciude/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
w-to-h register T-MATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/g lob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___________________ 1 al/sim types.h
h_to_w register T-MATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

____ ____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
mat rot lflit2 Section 2.6.2.33.1
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1
vec-mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1

Table 2.5-202: kinemnatics-turn-vehicle Information.
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2.S.8.12 updatexc
(/simnet/release/srclvehicle/libsrc/libkir/update.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"tmath.hol
"sim-dfns.h"
"'simjtypes.h"
"sirn-macros.h"
"kin loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.5.8.12.1 kinematics-Updaterva

This routine is used to save local kinematics data. out kinema: is a global variable which is
used to access the HULL_INFO structure from outside the kinematics library. It is passed
into this routine as the primary parameter and is a pointer to an int. Within this routine,
outinemat is cast as a pointer into the HULLINFO structure. This allows the
information in the HULLI.NFO structure to be insulated from the rest of the simulation.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedet Declared
out kinemnat pinter to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Tvpe I Where Typedef Declared
loc kin Ipinter to HULL INFO Ikin loc.h

Calls
Function IWhere Described
vec cop Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5-203: kinematics update-rva Information.

2.S.8.13 veb init.c
(Isimnet/release/Src/vehiclelibsrc/libkin/veh-init.c)

Includes:
,,stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"1sim dfns.h"
"Sim_macros.h"

"kin loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"libterrain.h"
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2.5.8.13.1 kinematics pos mnit
This routine is called when the vehicle is initialized. The initial position and heading of the
tank (x, y, and yaw) are passed in. If x and y are divisible by 125, 0.5 is added to
eliminate ambiguity about which terrain patch the vehicle is on. Note that the actual
initialization of the vehicle is not done here, but in the routine
kinemnatics vehicle inito.

outkinemat is a global variable which is used to access the HULL_,INFO structure from
outsidt the kinematics library. It is passed into this routine as the primary parameter and is
a pointer to an int. Within this routine, out kinemat is cast as a pointer into the
HULL_INFO structure. This allows the information in the HULL_-INFO structure to be
insulated from the rest of the simulation.

I _________________________________Parameters __________________________
[Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
lout kinemaL' pointer to int Standard
x register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ aVsim types.h

y register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
_____________________ al/simn types.h

yaw register REAL /simnetlcommonfinclude/glob
____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h

Internal Variables

Internal Variable IType I Where Typedet Declared

loc kin Ipinter to HULL INFO Ikin Ioc.h

Calls
Function Where Described
kinematics vehicle init ISection 2.5.8.13.2
vec COD Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5-204: kinematics pos mnit Information.
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2.S.8.13.2 kinematics vehicle mnit
This routine initializes the transform matrix, its inverse, its unit normal vector, and the
hulLto...origin vector of a vehicle, given its desired x-y location and heading in world
coordinates.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc kin pointer to HULL INFO kin Ioc.h
x register REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/simn types.h
y register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
Yaw register REAL /simrnet/common/inciude/glob

______________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
wjto_h register TMATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
hjto-w register TMATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
ht~o-o pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

a[/sim types.h
o-to-h pointer to register REAL /simrnet/commonfinclude/giob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
u-norm pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
o-mat TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________al/sim types.h
temp__porm VECTOR /simnet/common/include/giob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
tempi VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________al/sim types.h
temp2 VECTOR /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

____________________I al/sim types.h
temp3 VECTOR /s imrnet/common/include/g lob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ at/sim tVpes.h

____ ____ ____ ____ ____Calls

Function Where Described
mat rot init Section 2.6.2.47.1 _________________
terrain calc elev Section 2.5.11.1.1
vec scale Section 2.6.2.64.1 _________________
vec mat mu! Section 2.6.2.56.1 _________________

mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1
biapwheel mnit support-plane Section 2.5.10.7.1
vec cross rdSection 2.6.2.66.1
mat mat mu! Section 2.6.2.32.1

Table 2.5-205: kinematics vehicle mnit Information.
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2.5.9 libhull
(/sinmethrlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libhull [libhull])

This library initializes the hull of a vehicle by allocating memory for the kinematics, terrain,
suspension, and bigwheel state data. It is called by main.c in
/simnet/release/vehicle/libsrc/libmain.

2.5.9.1 hull init.c

(/sime-t/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libhull/hulinit.c)

This file contains routines which initialize and uninitialize the hull of a vehicle.

Includes:"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim ypes.h"
"sirdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libkin.h"
"libsusp.h"
"libhull.h"
"libbigwheel.h"
"libterrain.h"

2.5.9.1.1 hull init

This routine initializes the hull of a vehicle by allccating memory for the kinematics, terrain,
suspension, and bigwheel state data.

Calls
Function I Where Described
kinematics initI Section 2.5.8.3.2

Table 2.5-206: hull init Information.

2.5.9.1.2 hull uninit

This routine uninitializes the hull of a vehicle by deallocating memory for the kinematics,
terrain, suspension, and bigwheel state data.

Calls
Function Where Described
bigwheel uninit Section 2.5.10.1.1
suspension uninit Section 2.5.6.4.1
terrain uninit Section 2.5.11.7
kinematics uninit ISection 2.5.8.3.1

Table 2.5-207: hull uninit Information.
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2.5.9.2 hull loc.c
(qsime~rlease/src/vehicleI/ibsreI/ibhuuihull~loc c)

11hc m ngl pointers are declared and initialized:
~N ikinematics
veb-bigwheel
veh suspension
vehCterrain
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2.5.10 libbigwh
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh [libbigwh])

The support plane of the vehicle is determined by taking three points under the tank (right
front, left front, and rear -- like a backward child's bigwheel) and calculating a unit normal
to that plane. This library calculates this normal, and passes it onto the kinematics library.
The bigwheel library also registers collisions with other objects on the terrain and informs
the kinematics library. The M-1 tank is modeled as the three wheels of a child's
"Bigwheel". The three points of contact with the terrain define a support plane for the tank.
The unit normal of this support plane is computed and passed on to the kinematics code.

2.5.10.1 bigwh init.c
(/simnet/releaselsrc/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/bigwh init.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"sim_types.h"

"bigwh_loc.h"
"libterrain.h"
"libsusp.h"

2.5.10.1.1 bigwheel uninit

This routine uninitializes the bigwheel data structure by zeroing out the structure and setting
the number of collisions to zero.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out bi wh Pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
variable Tpe Where Typedet Declared
Ioc biawh inter to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2

Table 2.5.208: bigwheeluninit Information.
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2.5.16-1.2 bigwheel mnit
This routtine is called by kinematics -inito to initialize the local vehicle's bigwheel
worksparce. The local data structure is allocated.

Parameters
Paramnefter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
out biaw~'eel pinter to pointer to int Standard
out-susi~ension Ipointer to pointer to int IStandard
out terraim pinter to pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable, IType I Where Typedef Declared'
loc biawt Ipinter to BIGWHEEL ISection 2.5.10.2

Calls
Functin Where Described
suspension init Section 2.5.6.4.2
terrain inAi Section 2.5.11.7
biowheel :uninit Section 2.5.10.1.1

Table 2.5-209: bigwheel mnit Information.

2.5.10-2 bigwb loc.h
(ejsimnet/rlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/bigwhjloc.h)

.nl .e bigwheelh,

Defines
BIGWHEEL_DEBUG

The follo~wing are declared as external:
bigwheel_caic_unit~normalO);
collisionjdetectedo;
orollision-clearedO;

The follo-wing structure is defined:
F3 IGWHEEL;
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2.5.10.3 calc u, norm.cS (tsimnnet/reTeale/src/vehicle/IibsrcI/ibbigwh/calc-u-norm.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
#math.h"
"simx-dfns.h"
"simk-macros h"
"sim~types.h"'
"bigwhjloc.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.5.10.3.1 bigwheel-caic unit normal

This routine calculates the unit normal vector of the plane defined by three the points of
support.

____________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
wheels[3J register VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ al/simn types.h
result register VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ alsimn types.h

_____ _____ _____ _____ internal Variables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
v1 VECTOR /simnetlcommron/include/glob

_____________________ al/sim types.h
v2 VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim -types.h

vl..ptr pointer to register REAL /simrnetlcommoninclude/glob
____________________ ____________________ alsim types.h

v2...ptr pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
___________________ ____________________ allsimn types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec cross prod Section 2.6.2.66.1
vec normalize Section 2.6.2.63.1

Table 2.5-210: bigwheel calc unit normal Information.
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2.5.10.4 kchk collc
(imanet/r~ee/srcvehicle/libsrc/libbigwb/chk-coll.c)

Includes:

" j mu-acros.h"
"sjypes.h"

2.5.10.4.11 collision left collision

This rouzwiks called by kinematics to check to determine if a collision has occurred on the
left side dtbte vehicle.

Parameters

Return Values
Return Vakoe, Type Meaning
FALSE i mt Ino collision on left side
TRUE int collision occurred on left side

'Table 2.5-211: collision left collision Information.

2.5.10 .LM collision right collision

This routn i~i called by kinematics to determine if a collision has occurred on the right side
of the velka.

Parameters
Parameter I1ype IWhere Typedef Declared
out -b awhen Ipinter to mnt IStandard

Return Values

Table 2.5.212: collision right collision Information.
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2.5.10.4.3 collisionrearcollision

This routine is called by kinematics to determine if a collision has occurred on the rear of
the vehicle.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out bigwheel pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
FALSE int no collision on rear
TRUE int collision occurred on rear

Table 2.5-213: collision rear collision Information.

2.5.10.5 coil init.c
(/simnetrefTease/src/vehicle/libsrclibbigwh/colUit.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h"
sim dfns.h"

"simmacros.h"
"simtypes.h"

"bigwh_loc.h"

2.5.10.5.1 collision init

This routine is called by the vehicle specific code in order to set up the failure routine to be
called when a collision occurs. Currently, only the turret drive systems fail in a collision.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out bipwheel pointer to int Standard
failurertn PFI /simnet/common/include/glob

alsim typs.h

Table 2.5-214: collision init Information.
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2.S.10.6 collisionxc
(IsimnnetAclease/src/vehicle/1ibsrc/libbigwh/collision.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"sim dfns h"
"sim-xacros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi- stdg.h"
"suimigifh"
"pro-sim.h"
"obj type.h"
"libin.h"
"librva.h"
"libevent.h"
"libevent.h"
"bigwhJoc.h"
"bigwheel.h"

Defines:
ICOLL_-RANGE

Declarations:
RANGE...$QRD
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2.5.10.6.1 collision check veh coil at

This routine is called by librva during the tick by tick processing and serves two purposes:

1) When another vehicle is close, this routine checks to see whether a collision has
occurred, or whether it was just a close miss. To check for a collision, the distance (in the
x,y plane) is calculated between each of our three bigwheels and the closest vehicle's center
of mass. If the closest distance is less than the collision range, then a collision has
occurred. Collisions may not occur between vehicles at different heights (e.g., an airplane
and a truck). The routine also check to make sure that the object collided with was not a
missile.

2) When we receive a collision packet from another vehicle simulation, this routine
calculates from which direction we were hit. Note that if a collision packet is received from
another vehicle, we confirm a collision whether or not we actually detected it (the
confi rmedhit flag is set). If nothing is in range after a collision packet has been received,
we assume that the other vehicle backed off and we clear the collision.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out bigwheel pointer to int Standard
confirmed hit int Standard
hash id int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
Ioc bigwh pointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2
otherjtank_pos VECTOR /simret/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
Ioc pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
o_t.pos pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
compute.sqrrange0 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim. types.h
rearr REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
left_r REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
right_r REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
rva get obiecttype Section 2.5.12.5.1
rva get veh loc Section 2.5.12.8.1
compute sar range Section 2.5.10.9.1
collision detected Section 2.5.10.6.3
collision cleared Section 2.5.10.6.2

Table 2.5-215: collison check veh coil at Information.
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2.5.10.6.2 collision cleared

This routine clears a collision if no vehicle is in range after a collision packet has been
received. Note that in theory, a vehicle can collide with more than one object. This routine
checks to see if the cause of the clear is equal to the cause of the collision in case you are
still collided with something else.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Ioc bi wh pointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2
coil dir int Standard
cause int Standard

Table 2.5-216: collision-cleared Information.

2.5.10.6.3 collision-detected

This routine is called when a collision is detected. The routine ignores multiple collisions
on the same side of the vehicle, therefore the network may not necessarily be called to send
out a collision packet for every collision. Note that the newly collided vehicle should still
send a packet; there should always be a record of the collision.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Ioc biqwh ointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2
coil dir int Standard
cause int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
coil eventid int I Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
event_ et eventid Section 2.6.9.1.1

Table 2.5-217: collision detected Information.
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2.5.10.6.4 collisionforget_about

This routine is called to clear away a collision if the vehicle you collided with is deactivated.
The collision is cleared and your vehicle forgets that it was in a collision.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out-blwheel pointer to int Standard
hash id int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
EIo cb h pointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2

Table 2.5-218: collision forget about Information.
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2.5.10.7 init suppt.c
(Isimnetesesrc/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/init-supptc)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"miath~h
"simn-dfns.h"

"iimacros.h"

"bigwhloc.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libterrain.h"
"libsusp.h"

Procedure Declarations:
bigwhinitheighto

2.5.10.7.1 bigwheel-init-support plane

When setting up the simulation, the first chunk of terrain is necessary to compute the
orientation. This routine is called by kinematics vehicle inito to get an initial value
for the unit normal, u norm. If terrain coverage is~icompie-e, then the vehicle should not
be initialized, so this routine returns FALSE. If terrain coverage is complete, then the unit
normal is initialized and this routine returns TRUE.

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedef Declared
out biawheei pointer to int Standard
hUo..w register TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
hjLoo register VECTOR /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob

al/sim ty s.h
u- norm register VECTOR /simnetteommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ allsim types.h

internal Variables
Variable I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
loe biawh Ipinter to BIG WHEEL ISection 2.5.10.2

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int unit normal is initialized
FALSE mnt Iincomplete terrain coveraw

Calls
Function Where Described
biowheei cal unit nomlSection 2.5.10.3.1
biawhe ca uit n mat Section 2.5.10.7.2
sus ension--veh- mu Section 2.5.6.7.1

Table 2.5.219: bigwheel mnit support plane Information.
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2.5.10.7.2 bigwheel mnit height

This routine called from bigwheel init support planeo in order to get the initial
height under each wheel. The routijie mikes a call to terrain caic-elevo to calculate the
elevation under each wheel; the height is pointed to in the varia ile gloc.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc biawh Dointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2
wheel num int Standard
hjto_o VECTOR /simnet/common/include/giob

____________________ ___________________ I al/simn tyrpes.h
h-to-w TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___________________ I allsim types.h

Internal Variables
Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared

ablc pinter to register REAL Standard

Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE i mt terrain coverage complete
FALSE int terrain coverage not complete

Calls
Function Where Described
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1

terrin aic levSection 2.5.11.1.1

Table 2.5-220: bigwh mnit height Information.

2.5.10.8 set suppt.c
(/simnet/r~eleasefSrc/vehicle/libsrc/libbigwh/set-suppt.c)

Include:
..stdio.h"
"niath.h"
"simndfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"sim...types.h"
"bigwhjloc.h"
"libterran. h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libsusp.h"
"bigwheel.h"

Procedure Declartions:
reg gnd wheel()
get- hiht under_wheelO)
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2.5.10.8.1 bigwhee.set_supportplane

This routine is called each tick to It the unit normal, unorm, of the hull to world matrix,
h to_w, and hull to origin vecor, A to o, for the vehicle. This information is used to cant
the vehicle to one side if a track is irown.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out biawheel poinber toint Standard
hJo_w regiser TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
h_too regiser VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
u_norm register VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

aVsim types.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
height ;,register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
wheel down int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
re nd wheel Section 2.5.10.8.2
bicwheel cal unit normal Section 2.5.10.3.1
sus ension Section 2.5.6.6.1

Table 2.5-221:. bigwheelset supportplane Information.
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2.5.10.8.2 reg gnd wheel

The regular ground wheel routine checks for collisions against the terrain by getting the
height under each wheel. If the height return is greater than the location and the track
offset, the routine calls collision detectedo. This routine also allows the vehicle to
continue moving at the same angle if a piece of terrain is missing.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc biawh pointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2 5.10.2
wheel-num int Standard
ht-to-o VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

______________________al/sim types.h
h'Lto-w TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ allsim types.h
track _offset REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
height fregister REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I } alsim tvpes.h
loc-wheel register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob[ __ ____ ____ ____ ____ al/sim types.h

_____________________ ReturnValues ____________

*Return Value Type Meanina
FALSE fint The unit normal is out of range
TRUE mnt The unit normal is acceptable

Calls
Function )Where Described
get height under wheel jSection 2.5.10.8.3

collis-ion-detected JSection 2.5.10.6.3
collsioncleaed )Section 2.5.10.6.2

Table 2.5-222: reg_gnd wheel Information.
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2.5.10.8.3 get height under wh eel

This routine returns the height of the supporting terrain under the specified wheel.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc biawh pointer to BIGWHEEL Section 2.5.10.2
wheel num int Standard
h-to_o VECTOR /simnet/common/inciude/giob

1aVsim types.h
hjo~wTMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob

_____ _____ _____ _____ Internal Variables a ____sim____ 
____ ___

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
loc-wheel Ipointer to register REAL I/simnet/common/incude/glob

_____________________ _____________________ allsim types.h

Return Values
Return Value IType IMeaning
hei ht REAL the height under the wheel

Calls
Function Where Described
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
terrain caic elev Section 2.5.11.1.1

Table 2.5-223: get height-under wheel Information.
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2.5.10.9 sqr range.c
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libbigw/sq-range.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"tmath.h"

"smdfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"bigwhiloc.h"
"bigwheel.h'

2.5.10.9.1 compute sqr range

This routine checks the distance between two points standard and returns the two-

dimensional (x-y) distance squared.

_____________________Parameters_____________

Parameter T o hr Typedet Declared
V1 pinte toregiter EAL /simnet/common/include/glob

v2 pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
I allsim tVpes.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type 1Where Typedet Declared
range register REAL /simnet/common/include/globf al/sim types.h
dist register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ allsim tyDes.h

_____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value ______________ MeanIna
range [reister REAL JThe square of the two-

______________ I_ I____________ dimensional distance

Table 2.5-224: compute sqr range Information.
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2.5.16.10 tracks stat.c
*stmetleie/sr/vehice/Iibsrc/libbigwh/tracks-stat.c)

inchidMs

"3awath.h"
"reim-dfns.h"
sgmniacros.h"

BUsiniypes.htl
"tbigwh-loc.h"

2.S.10. 10.1 bigwheel left track broken

This routine is called to indicate that the left track has thrown.

Parameters
IParametrer I Tp e I Where Typedef Declared
out bigwkneel Ipinter to int 01Standard

Table 2.5-225: bigwheel left track broken Information.

2.5.10.10.2 bigwheel right track broken

This routine is called to indicate that the right track has thrown.

Parameters
lParametker Type I Where Typedef Declared

Out biwineel Ipinter to int IStandard

Table 2.5-226: bigwheel right track broken Information.

2.5.10.10.3 bigwheel repair tracks

This roimine is called to repair a thrown track.

Parameters
IParameter :Typ H-0 Where Typedef Declared
out biqwhe*el jpinter to int IStandard

Table 2.5-227: bigwheelrepai rtracks Information.

2.S.10. 11 veh init.c
(Isimnetrtease/src/vehicle/libsrc/Iibbigwlh(vehinit.c)

This file initializes space. It allocates space when the vehicle is initialized and deallocates
when thce vehicle is unitialized.
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2.5.11 libterrain
(/simnetreleasa/src/libsrc/libterrain [libterrain])

As the database hands terrain polygons to the simulation, the bigwheel points must be
checked for inclusion on the new polygons. The soil type of the new polygons must be
available to the vehicle specific drivetrain simulation for drag computation, and the
bounding volumes of any structures on the polygon must passed on for collision checking.
This library provides all the routines for these computations, and communicates them
mostly to libbigwheel.

This file preprocesses the terrain polygons which are received from the CIG. This
processing allows for quick point inclusion and should work quickly, even on detailed
micro-terrain.

Approximately every 37 ticks, a patch of local terrain is received from the graphics box.
This patch contains every polygon and bounding volume that is within a 250 x 250 meter
area centered around the vehicle's location rounded to the nearest 125 meters (in both x and
y). The local world is divided up into four "buckets", which are conceptually the terrain to
the southwest, southeast, northwest, and northeast of the rounded location.

The bucket (or buckets) that each polygon or bvol falls in is determined, and a pointer is
placed to each polygon or bvol in the bucket. Then, when an elevation is calculated at a
particular point, only one fourth as many polygons, on average, must be considered.

When terrain calc elev0 is called to determine the elevation of a supporting polygon at
a given (xy) location, the following point inclusion algorithms are used to determine which
polygons support that location:

1) Determine which bucket the (x,y) location falls in, and only look at the polygons in
that bucket.

2) Check against the bounding box that surrounds the polygon. If the check fails, go on
to the next polygon.

3) Perform a true point inclusion check, using the edges of the polygon. This algorithm
is described for the routne terrain-insideo.
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2.5.11.1 calc elev.c
(qsnletre slibe ibteffi/calcclev.c)

Includes:
"szdio.h"
I'math.h"
"sunq-types.h"
"sim...dfns.h"

_st-macros.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sun-cigjff.h'
"terrain-loc.h'
"libmatrix.h"
"bbd.h"

Procedure Declarations:
terrain inside 0
check polys inci()
check bvols inl(
terraini get heighto
terrain-make edges()
terrain-make-normal()

Defines:
GET CROSS() -- This macro is called to determine on which side of a line

segment the given (x,y) point lies. The value returned is
important only for its signum (i.e. whether it is positive or
negative). A return of 0.0 indicates that the point lies
directly on the line segment. The macro is called
GETCROSS because it computes a cross product of two
vectors in the x-y plane. The result is the z-value of the
resulting vector.
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2.5.11.1.1 terrain caic eiev

This routine is called to determine the height of supporting terrain at a given (x,y) point. If
no supporting terrain is found, -1.0 is returned. Note that currently, the highest terrain at
any given point is returned, if multiple supporting surfaces are found.

The parameter, out patch, is a pointer to the chunk of local terrain information passed in by
the graphics handler. The parameter, location, is the given (x, y) point at which to
determine the height.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
out-patch pointer to int Standard
location VECTOR /simnetlcommonlinciude/giob

j ____________________ altsim tvpes.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
L-morr int Standard
locpatch pointer to TERRAIN PATCH terrain loc.h
support poly found register int Standard
local x register mnt Standard
local y regiister int Standard
cur...height REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
cur bucket pointer to register BUCKET terrain ioc.h

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type JMeaning
-1.0 REAL no supporting terrain
curjiheight REAL the height of the supporting

____________________________________________terrain

Table 2.5-228: terrain-caic-eiev Information.
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2.5.11.1.2 checkpolys_incl

This routine checks all polygons in the bucket, cur bucket, against the location, location.
A supporting polygon at the location is found through the following steps:
1) Check the polygon's bounding box polygon against the point. If the point falls outside
the bounding box, then the point falls outside the polygon. Continue to the next polygon.
2) If the array of edges associated with the polygon has not been calculated yet, then call
terrain make edgeso.
3) Use ihe array of edges to do a true point inclusion check, described in the routine
terrain insideo. If this check fails, then the point definitely falls outside the polygon.
Continue to the next polygon. Otherwise, a height needs to be calculated.
4) If a normal to the polygon has not yet been created, then call terrain make normal0
to create a normal, which is not necessarily a unit normal.
5) Call terrainget heighto to determine the height at that location. If the returned
height is higher han any height found so far, then it becomes the current height.
After all the polygons have been examined, return the flag, supportpoly_found, if a
support polygon was found. The highest height is pointed to by the variable curheight.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
cur bucket pointer to BUCKET terrain Ioc.h
location pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
cur height pointer to REAL /simnetcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
soil tyDe pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables _
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i register int Standard
curpoly pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN POLY ENTRY
inclfield pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN INCL INFO
vertices pointer to register R4P3D /simnet/common/include/glob

al/dgi stdg.h
supportopoly found int Standard
test.height register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value IType IMeanlna
support Iol found int a support polyon was found

Calls
Function Where Described
terrain make edges Section 2.5.11.1.7
terrain inside Section 2.5.11.1.5
terrain make normal Section 2.5.11.1.6
terrainget height Section 2.5.11.1.4

Table 2.5-229: check polys_incl Information.
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2.5.11.1.3 check bvols mnci

This routine checks all bvols in the given bucket, cur bucket, against the given location,
location. A supporting bvol at the location is found thirough the following steps. Note the
similarities to the routine check -polys inclO):
1) Check the bounding volume against lhe point. It will be obvious if the point falls
outside the bounding volume. Continue to the next bounding volume.
2) If the array of edges associated with the bounding volume has not been calculated yet,
then call terrain make edges).
3) Use the array of edgesto do a true point inclusion check, described in the routine
terrain insido If this check fails, then the point definitely falls outside the bvol.
Continu~e to the next bvol. Otherwise, a height needs to be calculated.
4) Since bvols are flat, there is no point in creating a normal to the bvol. Instead, the
height is calculated. Since bvols have a uniform height, there is no need to call
terrain get heighto to determine the height of the bvol. If the calculated height is
higher than any height found so far, then it becomes the current height.
After all the polygons have been examined, return the flag, support bvolJound, if a
support bvol was found. The highest height is pointed to by the variable height.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
cur bucket pointer to BUCKET terrain loc.h
location pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ alsimn types.h
height pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____ _____ _____ _____ Internal Variables _____ _____ _____ _____

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
inclfield pointer to register terrain-loc.h

_____ ____ ____ ____ BBN INCL INFO _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

cur -bvoi pointer to register terrainIoc.h
BBN BVOL ENTRY___________

height-field pointer to register terrain-loc.h
________________BBN HEIGHT INFO __________

test-.height register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
_____________________ alsimn types.h

support bvol found I mt S§tandard
reIgister mnt IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
support-bvol-found int ja supporting bounding

Calls
Function Where Described
terrain make edges ISection 2.5.11.1.7
terrain inside Section 2.5.11.1.5

Table 2.5-230: check bvols-inci Information.
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2.5.11.1.4 berrain get-height

This routine i scalled by check_polys incl() when the (x,y) point, pt, has passed the
inclusion checks for the particular polygon. This routine returns the height of the point on
the polygon at tdhat location. The algorithm uses the fact that the dot product of a vector
normal to the pollygon with a vector that lies in the plane of the polygon must be equal to
zero. The norm-al vector to the polygon will already have been determined. Since a vector
which lies in tha plane of the polygon can be determined by subracting any vertex of the
polygon from the (xy) point being checked, the dot product of these two vectors can be set
to zero, leaving (only one unknown, the z value of the vector that lies in the plane of the
polygon. Solving for this value gives the height at the (x,y) location above the z value of
the vertex used-

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
pt pointer to register REAL /simnetIcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
heightjfield pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN HEIGHT INFO

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
vert pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
norm pointer to register REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
height register REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I al/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
height REAL the height of the polygon at

the (xy) location

Table 2.5-231: terrain getheight Information.
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2.5.11.1.5 terrain-inside

This routine implements a true point inclusion algorithm by determining if the point being
tested falls on the same side of every edge of the polygon. This algorithm assumes that all
polygons are convex, and that a list of edges has already been made.

The cross product is taken (using only the x and y components) of a vector which
represents an edge between two vertices of the polygon, and a vector which is drawn from
the first vertex to the point being tested. Only the z value of the resulting vector is non-
zero. To determine which side of an edge the point lies on, the signum of the z value of the
resultant vector is examined. If the z value is zero, then the point lies on the edge, which
neither allows nor prevents inclusion. If the point being tested falls on the same side of
every edge of the polygon, then the signum of the z value will be the same for every edge.
Therefore, the psuedo-code for this algorithm is:

signum = -1
do [

ret = check the z value of the cross porduct
if ( ret != 0.0)

signum = (ret > 0.0);
increment vertex counterI

while ( signum !=-1)

while ( vertex counter != num_vertices)
I
ret = check the z value of the cross porduct
if ( signum != ( ret > 0.0 ) && ret != 0.0)

return (FALSE)
increment vertex counter)

return ( TRUE)

The parameters to the routine represent the following:
pt -- the point being tested
inclinfo -- provides the list of edges for the polygon
vertexlist -- the listing of vertex points for the polygon
numverts -- the number of vertices in the polygon

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
pt pointer to REAL /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

al/sim types.h
incl info pointer to BBN INCL INFO terrain loc.h
vertexlist pointer to R4P3D /simnet/common/include/glob

al/dai stdp.h
num verts int Standard
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Internal Variables _

Vutlble Type Where Typedef Declared
x REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h
y REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h
vert cnt int Standard
dir int Standard
zvadue REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h
cun,_edge pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

I al/sim types.h
curr_vertex pointer to R4P3D /simnet/common/include/glob

al/dgi stdg.h

Return Values
Retwrn Value Type Meanina
INSIDE. int the point is located inside the

polycon
OUTSIDE int the point is located outside

1 1 the polygon

Calls
Funmetion IWhere Described
GET CROSS

Table 2.5-232: terrain inside Information.
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2.5.11.1.6 terrain make normal

This routine creates a normal to the polygon by taking the cross product of two of the
vectors which represent two of its edges. The routine is also used to fill in portions of the
BBNHEIGHTINFO structure from information passed from the graphics box. Note
that this routine is only called for polygons, not bvols, since by definition, all bvols are
flat.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
vertex pointer to R4P3D /simnetlcommon/include/glob

edgejIist pointer to VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

heightjfield pointer to terrain-loc.h
IBBN HEIGHT INFO __________

___________________ Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
first pointer to register REAL /simrnet/common/include/glob

____________________alsimn types.h
second pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

____________________allsim tvpes.h
normal pointer to register REAL /simneVcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h
initpt pointer to register REAL /simrnet/comnmonlinclude/glob

___________________ ___________________ al/simn types.h

Table 2.5-233: terrain-make-normal Information.

2.5.11.1.7 terrain-make-edges

This routine uses the vertices of a polygon to create a vector for each edge of the polygon.

_______ _______ ______Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
vertices pointer to R4P3D /simnetlcommon/include/glob

edgeJist pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

vert cnt register mnt IStandard

InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
__________________register mnt Standard

current pointer to register R4P3D1 /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/dgi stdg.h

next pointer to register R4P3D /simnet/common/include/glob
____ ____ ___ ____ __I aifdgi-stdg.h

edge pointer to register REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob
___________________ ___________________ al/simn types.h

Table 2.5-234: terrain-make-edges Information.
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2.5.11.2 get.ize.c
qsimmZ.*ae/src/Iibsrc/libterrain/get-size.c)

Includes:
"stdia.h"
"math.h
"sim t h
"simjdfns J"
"sim_'Muacos.h"
"masssac.h"

"simcigKih"
"terra mal.b"

2.5.11.2.1 tevrainget.patch size

This routine is used to determine the size of a specific patch of terrain, and is called by
those who need tD allocate their own patch.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
sizeof(TERRAW-N ATCH) int Size of TERRAINPATCH in

ibytes. II

Table 2.5-235: terrain get patch size Information.
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2.5.11.3 get soil.c
(Jsimnnet/ilease/src/libsrc/libtern/get-soil.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"'math.h"l
"sim...typs.h"

_smdfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim...cig-if.h"
"terrain-loc.h"

2.5.11.3.1 terrain get terrain type

This routine is called by the tracks dynamics to determine what type of soil the tank is
travelling.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
out-patch pinter to int IStandard

Internal Variables
Variable IType Wee Typedef Declared
loc patch pinter to TERRAIN PATCH Iterrain loc.h

Return Values
Return Value 1Type IMeaning
SOILROAD ithe current soil is ot typ

loc Datch->cur soil type int the current soil tye

Table 2.5-236: terrain get terrain type Information.

2.5.11.4 It inited.c
(/simne~release/sclibsrc/ibterrainhlLinited.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simjtypes.h"

"smdfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"simsig.if.h"
"terrain-loc.h"
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2.5.11.4.1 terrain It inited

This routine is called by kinematics during the initial frames until the first terrain patch is
received. If this returns FALSE, then kinematics will not initialize.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Out Datch pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
FALSE int the local terrain has not been

initialized
((TERRAINPATCH ) int the local terrain has been
out-patch) ->terrain inited initialized

Table 2.5-237: terrainIt inited Information.

2.5.11.5 obstacles.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libterrain/obstacles.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"simcigif.h"

"terrain-loc.h"
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2.5.11.5.1 terrain obstructed

This routine is called to determine if the area at the given location with the given radius is
obstructed by any bounding volume. If the area is not obstructed, 0 is returned.
Otherwise, the type of the obstructing bvol is returned.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
out-patch pointer to int Standard
location pointer to REAL /simnet/commoninclude/glob

al/sim types.h
radius REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim tyDes.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i register int Standard
local x register int Standard
local y register int Standard
cur bucket pointer to register BUCKET terrain loc.h
cur_bvol pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN BVOL ENTRY
minx short Standard
miny short Standard
maxx short Standard
maxy short Standard
Ioc patch pointer to TERRAIN PATCH terrain loc.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
-1.0 unsigned short the procedure failed
FALSE unsigned short the location is not obstructed

by a bounding volume
curbvol->bvoltypejid unsigned short the location is obstructed by a

bounding volume

Table 2.5-238: terrain-obstructed Information.
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2.S.11.6 preproc.c
q/sinetlease/sr/ibsrclibteffain/preproc.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
sun-types.h"
"sun-dfns.h"

"sim-macros.h"
"mass,_stdc.h"
"dg-stdg.h"
"sim-cigjff.h"
"terrainjloc.h"
"bbd.h"
"libniatrix.h"

Declarations:
terrain add poly ptr()
terrain add bvol-ptr()
dgLver6oise -

2.5.11.6.1 terrain preproc terrain

This is the driver routine for setting up the preprocessed polygons and bvols. First, it
initializes the array of buckets to zeros. Then, for each polygon and bvol it 1) sets the
edges_made and normal made flags to FALSE, 2) bcopies the polygon into local
structures, and 3) calls addjpoly ptro to place a pointer to the polygon in each bucket
that the polygon overlaps.

The parameters represent the following:
out patch -- local terrain information received from the graphics box
nwn~polys -- the number of polygons
dgipoly array!) --the array of polygons in the Delta Graphics, Inc. format
num bvos -- the number of bounding volumes
dgi TvoL array!) -- the array of bvols in the Delta Graphics, Inc. format
poition -- the (x,y,z) coordinates of the current position.

___________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
out-patch pointer to int Standard
num-polys, recister int Standard
dg1poly..arrayD LTPOLYENTRY /simnet/commoninclude/cig-i

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ f/sim cia if.h
num bvois; register int Standard
dgi~bvol_arrayfi LTBVOLENTRY /simnetlcommon/include/cig-i

f/sim cig it.h
position pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

____________________ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ allsim types.h
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____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
Ioc...patch pointer to register terrain-ioc.h

_________________TERRAIN PATCH___________
Iregister mnt Standard
________________ t Standard

dgipoly pointer to register /simnetlcommon/include/cigji
_________________LT POLY ENTRY f/simn cig if.h

(dgLbvol pointer to register /simnetlcommon/include/cigji
_________________LT BVOL ENTRY tlsim--cia if.h

ioc...poly pointer to register terrain-loc.h
_________________BBN POLY ENTRY___________

ioc_bvol pointer to register terrain-loc.h
_________________BBN BVOL ENTRY___________

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr jPANIC standard bogosities located in

____________________________ I Vreproc terrain

Function Where_____Described_____

terrain add poly-ptr Section 2.5.11.6.2
terrain add bvoI t Section 2.5.11.6.3

Table 2.5-239: terrain_preproc terrain Information.
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2.5.11.6.2 terrain add polyptr

This routine takes a polygon, polyto_add, and places a pointer to it in the bucket array.
Generally, all terrain polygons will be on a 125 meter grid, relative to the middle x and
middle y for the patch of terrain. However, since the terrain polygons became relaxed, it is
now possible that a polygon may cover more than one bucket. Additionally, bvols, object
polygons, and terrain polygons associated with micro terrain are not constrained to fall on
regular grid at all, and may also overlap more than one bucket.

To calculate which bucket(s) the polygon belongs in, the bounding box of the polygon is
examined. Note that when the coordinates that define the bounding box are accessed, they
are saved for future use by the first inclusion algorithm. Then, a pointer to the polygon is
placed in every bucket that the polygon's bounding box overlaps.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Ioc-patch pointer to TERRAIN PATCH terrain loc.h
polyto_add pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN POLY ENTRY

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
terr-otr pointer to register BUCKET terrain loc.h
curpoly pointer to register /simnetcommon/include/cig_i

LT POLY ENTRY f/sim cig if.h
inc_field pointer to register terrainloc.h

BBN INCL INFO
i register int Standard
_ register int Standard
min x reoister int Standard
min- reoister intI Standard
max x register int Standard
max.y register int Standard

Table 2.5-240: terrainadd_polyptr Information.
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2.5.11.6.3 terrain add bvoi ptr

This routine places the passed bvol pointer, bvol -to -add, into the bucket array of the local
terrain patch. Bvols are not constrained to fall on regular grid and may overlap more than
one bucket.

To calculate which bucket(s) the bvol belongs in, the bounding box of the bvol is
examined. Note that when the coordinates that define the bounding box are accessed, they
art saved for future use by the first inclusion algorithm. Then, a pointer to the bvol is
placed in every bucket that the bvol's bounding box overlaps.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
loc-patch pointer to TERRAIN PATCH terrain Ioc.h
bvoi-to-add pointer to register Iterrain-loc.h

________________BBN BVOL ENTRY __________

____________________ internalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
teff Dtr pointer to register BUCKET terrain loc.h
cur-bvol pointer to register /simnetlcommonlinclude/cig-i

_________________LT- BVOL ENTRY flsimn cio if.h
inci~ield pointer to , agister /simnet/common/include/cig-i

________________BBN INCL INFO f/simn cia if.h
_____________ register int Standard
_____________ register mnt Standard

* _________rin Sanar

min x register int Standard
max x register mnt IStandard

ma xregister mnt IStandard

Table 2.5-24 1: Information.

2.5.11.7 terr init.c
(/simnet/reTease/src/libsrc/libterrain/terr _init.c)

* 2.5.11.8 terrain loc.h
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libterrain/terrainjloc.h)

Include:, ijpsh

"si_dfns.h"
"sim...macros.h"

Defines:
TERRAINDEBUG
MIAXPOLYSBVOLSPATCH
MAXPOLYSBVOLSLM

TREEPRI
STATICMODEL_,.PRI
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TERRAINPRI
OVERLAYPR!
OVER-OVERLAY_PRI
MOVINGMODEL_,PR!
MODEL_..OVERLAY_-PR!
UNCONDPR!

INSIDE
OUTSIDE

Typedefs:
BBNINCL_-INFO -- contains all the information needed for the inclusion

algorithms
BBN _HEIGHT-_INFO -- contains all the information needed for the height

determination algorithms
BBNPOLYENTRY
BBNBYOL_,ENTRY
BUCKET
TERRAIN_-PATCH

2.5.11.9 verb modexc
(/simnel/Ilease/src/ibsrclibtef ainfverb-mode-c)

Includes-
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim~types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim-.cig-if.h"
"terrainjloc.h"

2.5.11.9.1 terra in verbose mod e on

This routine is called by ml-main when the "-v" flag is given as an option.
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2.5.12 librva
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/librva [librva])

The librva CSU maintains, on a tick-by-tick basis, an accurate list of vehicles in the
simulated world. The librva processes Vehicle Appearance Packets (VAP) from other
vehicles on the SIMNET network. When a VAP is received, librva places the updated
information into its Remote Vehicle Approximation (RVA) table. The RVA table reflects
the changes in vehicle appearances. Once each frame, each vehicle is dead reckoned,
vehicles not heard from in the last 12 seconds are timed out, and vehicles in close proximity
are checked for servicing needs and collisions. For efficiency, the librva only updates its
tables of vehicle appearance when the vehicle's appearance has varied in certain ways.

The libmsg module is informed of newly arrived vehicles on the network and vehicles that
have disappeared, thereby keeping the CIG informed of the vehicles it must display.

The librva module maintains priority lists of the simulated vehicles according to their
vehicle type, force alignment, and range. When a Vehicle Appearance Packet is placed in
the RVA table, it is also linked into one of several vehicle lists, each of which represents a
different priority level. The highest priority N vehicles are actually processed, while any
other Vehicle Appearance Packets are ignored. N is bound at run-time, and is typically 64.
In most cases, fewer than 64 vehicles are ever within visual range of the simulated vehicle.

2.5.12.1 adj veh app.c
(./immeit/release/src/libsrc/librva/adjvehapp.c)

This file provides the capabilities of changing the appearance of remote vehicles.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim_macros. 

&"
"simtypes.h"
"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stg.h""simcig_if.h"
"libveh.h"
"pro-sim.h"
"rva_loc.h".
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2.5.12.1.1 rva adjust veh appear

This routine tells the CIG to change the appearance of the remote vehicle, veh_4.

_____________________Parameters _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Whpere Tynpedef DeclaredI ______________ cai ~vehid pointer to VehicleiD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

guises Ipointer to VehicleGuises /simnetlcommon/include/prot
I____________________ocot/basic .h

Internal Variables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to register Iibrva.h

________________RVA ENTRY __________

hash id int Standard

Errors
Error IReason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR I Cannot adjust appearance of invalid veh id

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.11
maD net to cia Section 2.6.11.5.8

Table 2.5-242: rva-adustveh-appear Information.
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2.5.12.1.2 rva reset veh appear

This routine tells the CIG to reset the remote vehicle specified by veh id to its original
appearance.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
vehk_id pinter to Vehiclel D /simnetlcommon/includelprotI ocol/basic.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable }Type ]Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY I ibrva.h
hash id int IStandard

Errors
Error jReason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR Cannot reset appearance of invalid veh-id

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.11

Imap net to cio Section 2.6.11.5.8

Table 2.5-243: rva-reset veha appear Information.

2.5.12.2 debug.c

(./simnet/release/srcllibsrc/librva/debug.c)

This file is used for debugging purposes.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"sim..types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sim....cigjif.h"
"pro -sim.h"
"rvajloc.h"
"priorjloc.h".

2.5.12.2.1 rva turn debug on

* This procedure sets the value of rva debug to TRUE.

2.5.12.2.2 rva turn debug off

T7his procedure sets the value of rva-debug to FALSE.
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2.5.12.2.3 rva dmmp priority lists

This procedure print dh priority list (for debugging purposes).

2.5.12.3 forget w'h.c
(.Isinewcrleaselsrclibsrc/librva/forget-veh.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sun_dfns.hW'

Isun_macros.BP'
"sim..Sypes.h"'
"mass,.stdc.hW"

"dgi-5..tg.h"t
IlsimLcigjf.lVr
"pro _sim.h!'
"libkin.h"
"bigwheel.h"'
"rvajloc.h"'
":priorjloc.h"
"libhull.h"..
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2.5.12.3.1 rva forget about vehicle

This routine removes a vehicle specified by veh-id fr-om the RVA table. If the static
vehicle has the "is,_static" flag set to TRUE, then the vehicle must also removed from the
CIG using "tell...cig.c". Otherwise, the CIG never heard about it. The vehicle will be
deleted from the priority lists the next time the priority lists are adjusted.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter JType IWhere Typedef Declared
veh_id pointer to Vehiclei D /simnet/common/inciude/prot

I_____________ ocol/basic.h

_____ _____ _____ _____ Internal Variables ____________

Variable JType Where Typedef Declared
r register pointer to librva.h

_______________jRVA ENTRY _________

hash id it Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.11
collision forcget about Section 2.5.10.6.4
prior debug MacrodefnedinSction_2..12.17_pior_____

delete veh from cia msa Section 2.1 .2.2.2.27.1

Function Where Described
delete or timeout Section 2.5.12.15.3
adiust dynamic vehicles Section 2.5.12.15.5
adiust static vehicles Section 2.5.12.15.6
process known dynamic Section 2.5.12.20.3

Table 2.5-244: rva forget_about vehicle Information.
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2.5.12.3.2 delete-vehicles-from-list

This routine deletes every vehicle from the specified priority list, pri list.. As it deletes a
vehicle, it also asks the CIG interface code to delete the OTHERVEH STATE copy of the
vehicle, ff that copy exists.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
pri list pointer to PRIORITY LIST prior loc.h

Internal Variables
Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
veh pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR j Invalid vehicle to delete from istsO

Calls
Function Where Described
collision forget about Section 2.5.10.6.4
prior degug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17
delete veh from cigamsg Section 2.1.2.2.2.27.1

Table 2.5-245: delete vehicles from list Information.
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2.5.12.4 get air' vehs.c
(Jsimnetrelease/src/libsrc/librva/get air vehs.c)

This file includes:"stdio.h"

"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"

"simtypes.h"
mass_stdc.h""dgi-stg.h"

"sim..cigjif.h"
"pro-sim.h"
"rva_loc.h".

2.5.12.4.1 rvagetair vehlist

This routine maintains a list of air vehicles and indirectly returns values for the air vehicle
list and number of air vehicles on the list through the vehlist and the nwn vehs pointers.

Parameters
Parameter I Tylpe Where Typedef Declared
vehlist pointer to pointer to array of librva.h

RVA ENTRY
num vehs winter to int Standard

Table 2.5-246: rvagetvehlist Information.
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2.5.12.5 get obj typexc
(./sine~itftlease/src/libsrc/ibrva/geobj ype.c)

This file includes:
"stdjoh"
Hmath.h"

_stndfns.h"
"sinh~macros.h"
"sim...types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"simsig.jf.h"

_:r-sim.h"
rva_loc.h".

2.5.12.5.1 rva get object type

Given a hash _id, this routine returns the object type of the RVA Table entry.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
hash Id I mt IStandard

___________________ ReturnValues
Return Value Type Meaning
remote_vehicles[hash-idj. ObjectType The object type of the RVA
rvAentry.pkt.guises. entry for the distinguished
distinguished _____________force ID.
remotejvehicles[hash -d). ObjectType The object type of the RVA
rva...entry.pkt.guises. entry for otherForcelD
other Table___________ 2.5-2__1_7:______I_____I

Tabl 2.5247: rvaget obj ect ty pe 'Information.

2.5.12.6 get prior list.c
(Jiinnetrelease/src/libsrc/librva/geprijist.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sirmdfns.h"
"sunrmacros.h"

"mastsdc.h"
":dgi stg.h"
"sim..cig..jf.h"
"simstdio.h"
"rvajloc.h"
"prior~loc.h"
"libhull.h"
"libkin.h"
"libveh.h".
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2.5.12.6.1 rva get priority list

This routine returns the index of the priority list given a specific vehicle appearance variant,
vap, and distance, r_squared.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters____________
Parameter Type fWhere Typedef Declared
yap pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

r squared double Standar"

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
_______________ t Standard

curr list pointer to PRIORITY LIST Section 2.5.12.17, prior Ioc.h
hash id int Standard

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
I it the priority list index for the

____________________ ____________________ specified yap
-1 mnt out of visual range, therefore,

no priority list was found for
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ the vehicle

Cal
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2.5.112.7 get vap.c
(Jiinmetrelease/src/ibsrclibrva/get..yap.c)

This~fifr includes:
f1 stdioho
'"inA.h"'
Msin~dfns.h"
Msirnuzacros.hI
,",sim-types.h"
"Ornass-stdc.hi"
'dgi-stg.h11
Msini-cigjf.hi"
t"prosim.h"
Orva-loc.h"

2.5.12.7.1 rva get veb app pkt

This routine returns a pointer to the Vehicle Appearance Variant, yap, of the Vehicle ID
specified in hash id.

Parameters
Parameter :: =Type I Where Typedef Declared'
hash Id I mt IStandard

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variab~e [Type fWhere Typedef Declared
r Iregister pointer to Ilibrva.h

________________RVA ENTRY

____________________ Return values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
&r-> pkk pointer to a pointer to the vehicle

VehicleAppearance Variant appearance packet of the
specified vehicle id.

NULL pointer to either the hash-id is equal to
VehicleAppearanceVariant hashIOrrelevant or there is

I_________I____ no packet.

Table 2.5-249: rva get veh app pkt Information.
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2.5.12.7.2 rva get_rva-entry

This routine returns a pointer to the RVA Table entry for the Vehicle ID specified in
hash id.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Ty edef Declared
hash id I mt Standard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared
r Iregister pointer to librva.h

______________RVA ENTRY

ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
r pointer to RVAENTRY a pointer to the

____________________ ____________________ remote vehicles rva entry

NULL pointer to RVAENTRY there is no remote _vehicles
__ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __I_ _ _ _ rva entr

Table 2.5-250: rva get rva entry Information.

2.5.12.8 get vehiloc.c
(.Fsimnet/rlease/src/libsrc/ibrva/gevehjloc.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"sim-.types.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi...stg.h"
"sim...cig-if.h"
"pro_sim.h"
"rva~loc.h"

2.5.12.8.1 rvagetvehloc

This routine returns the remote vehicles location of the Vehicle ID specified in hash-id.

Parameters
Parameter T Tpe IWhere Typedef Declared
hash id Tit IStandard

Return -Values
Return Value Type -Meaning

remote Vehiclesjhashjidj. pointer to double a pointer to the remote
Iva entr .kt. location IIvehicles location

Table 2.5-251: rvagetveh-loc Information.
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2.5.12.9 get vehs.c
(.Iiimnet/release/srcllibsrcllibrva/get~yehs.c)

This file bacludes:
"saffio.hm
ffmtth.h"
"sim dfnsh1"
mabmacros.h"

"sinnjtypes.h"
"mass_sdc.h"
"dg&.stg.h"
"siui..cigjff.h"

2.5.12.9-.1 rva get close list

The librva m-iaintains a close vehicles list. Close vehicles are defined as those vehicles
within 3500 metters. This routine sets the veh-list pointer equal to the close vehicle list
(close-veh list) and sets the num veks pointer equal to the number of close vehicles
(numClosce vehs).

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
veh~list pointer to pointer to array of librva.h

RVA ENTRY
numn vehs Dinter to int Standard

Table 2.5-252: rva get close list Information.
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2.5.12.9.2 rva getlists

This routine gets various priority lists:

1) The static list pointer is set to the static vehicles list (static veh_list) and the nwnstatic
pointer is set to the number of static vehicles (numstaticvehs).

2) The rm list pointer is set to the remove vehicles list (remove-vehlist) and the nwnrm
pointer is set to the number of vehicles to remove (num_to-remove).

3) The chg list pointer is set to the change vehicles list (chg veh_list) and the numchg
pointer is set to the number of vehicles to change (numchgvehs).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
static-list pointer to pointer to array of librva.h

RVA ENTRY
num static pointer to int Standard
rmlist pointer to pointer to array of librva.h

RVA ENTRY
num rm pointer to int Standard
chg_list pointer to pointer to librva.h

RVA ENTRY
num chg pointer to int Standard

Table 2.5-253: rva get lists Information.

2.5.12.9.3 rva get num hashentries

This routine returns the number of hash entries.

Return Values
Return Value IType ]Meaning

SN HASH ENTRIES int The number of hash entries

Table 2.5-254: rvaget num hash entries Information.

2.5.12.9.4 rva getnum_closevehs

This routine returns the number of close vehicles.

Return Values
Return Value IType Meaning
num close vehs int The number of close vehicles

Table 2.5-255: rvaget_numclose vehs Information.

0
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2.5.-12.9.5 rvagetnum air vehs

This inutine returns the number of air vehicles.

Return Values
Returr Value I Type IMeanina
num al_ vehs inI The number of air vehicles

Table 2.5-256: rvaget._numair-vehs Information.

2.5.1,2.9.6 set save num static vehs

This wmitine sets the saved number of static vehicles in save num static vehs to n.

Parameters
Pararmeter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
n int I Standard

Table 2.5-257: set save num static vehs Information.

2.5.12.9.7 rvagetnum staticvehs

This rotutine returns the number of saved static vehicles

Return Values
Returp. Value Type Meaning
savenwmstatic_vehs int The number of saved static

I I vehicles

Table 2.5-258: rvaget numnstaticvehs Information.

2.5.1*2.9.8 rvagetnummvgvehs

This routine returns the number of saved moving vehicles.

Return Values
I'Returm Value Type Meaning
save_mummvgyehs int The number of saved moving

I I vehicles

Table 2.5-259: rvaget nummvgvehs Information.
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*2.5.12.10 get vid.c
(./inmet/release/src/libsrc/librva/geLvid.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"

"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"sim_types.h""mass_stdc.h"

"dgi stg.h"
"simcigif.h"
"1prosim.h"
"rvaloc.h"

2.5.12.10.1 rvaget veh id

Given the argument hash_=d, this routine returns a pointer to the associated remote vehicles
RVAENTRY Vehicle ID.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
hash id int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r register pointer to librva.h

_RVA ENTRY I
I_ Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
&r -> pkt.vehiclelD pointer to VehiclelD a pointer to the vehicle ID of

the specified hash id.
NULL pointer to VehiclelD either the hash-id is equal to

hashlIDIrrelevant or there is
I no VehiclelD entry.

Table 2.5-260: rva-get-veh-id Information.
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2.S.12.11 has&.c-
(Vmeklease/src/librc/librv/hah.c)

This file includes.
"stdio.h?"

"smdfimh"'
"sinmms.h"'

"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-.stg.r"
11simsCigzjt"
"assoc.h"
Nra locii"

The following pi cm4rex are declared as static:
fin dhaslkvalime(
free-hask, entry()
get hash en"r()

The following variables, are declares:
remoteyaeicles
rva...ash._table

2.5.12.11.1 ira-alloc-hash-table

This routine creates a limbh table of the specified size. The table pointer represents the hash
table, with the number-off entries equal to n-entries.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
table pointer to pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rvajloc.h
n entries jint Standard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value JType Meaning
-1 lint The routine tailed
0 lint The table was successfully

___________________________ ___________________________ created

Table 2-5-261: rva alloc hash table Information.
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2.5.12.11.2 rva mnit hash table

This routine initializes all the internal structures of the hash table, table, to
hashIDrrelevant, and establishes the free list of entries.

ParaeterTypeWhere Typedef Declared

If I t IStandard

Table 2.5-262: rva mnit hash table Information.

2.5.12.11.3 rva_lookup hash table entry

This routine returns hashi, the index into the given hash table, table, which contains the
entry corresponding to the vid parameter, or hashIDlrrelevant if the entry does not exist.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared'
table pointer to HASH TABLE Section 2.5.12.24, rva loc.h
vid register pointer to VehiclelD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

Interal Vaiable ocol/basic.h

Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
entry register pointer to rva-loc.h

________________________HASH ENTRYI___________________
hashi register int Standard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
has regsteritTabe ih cntai the entrys
hash reiste mtthbe ie inti the ientas

_____________________corresponding to vid

Calls
Function Where Described
VEHICLEIDSEQUAL Macro defined in

I /simnetlcommon/include/global/sim macros.h

Table 2.5-263: rvalookup-hash-table entry Information.
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2.5.12.11.4 rva-remove-hash-table-entry

This routine finds the hash value specified by vid in the hash table specified by table,
removes the entry for its hash value (specified by hashi) from the list of entries, and pushes
it onto the free list stack. It returns -1 if the entry does not exist and 0 otherwise.

Parameters_____________
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
table pointer to HASH-TABLE [Section 2.5.12.24, rva loc.h
vid register pointer to Vehiclell0 /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocol/basic.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r ~entry register pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rvajloc.h

________________HASH ENTRY __________

prev..entry register pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rva-loc.h
________________HASH ENTRY __________

hashi register int Standard
hash value register mnt Standard

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
o mt The entry existed and was

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ removed
tiashi~rrelevant int if hashi is equal to

hashiorrelevant (which equals
____________________ ____________________ -1), the entry does not exist

Calls
Function Where Described
find hash value Section 2.5.12.11.6
VEHICLE_105_EQUAL Macro defined in

/simnet/common/include/global/sim macros.h
iree hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.7

Table 2.5-264: rva remove-hash-table-entry Information.
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2.5.12.11.5 .rva -insert hash table_entry

This routine returns the index of a new bash table entry if one is available from the free list.
Otherwise, hashIDIrrelevant is returned.

Parameters____________
Parameter Type [Where Typedef Declared
table pointer to HASH TABLE [Section 2.5.12.24, rva loc.h
vid register pointer to VehicielD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

[ocoVbasic.h

____________________ InternalVariables
Variable Type [Where Typedet Declared
hashi register mnt LStandard
hash value register mnt [Standard

____________________ ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type ~Meaning
hashi register mnt The index of the new entry
hashiDlrrelevant int Iif hashi is equal to

Ihash D Irrelevant (which equals
[-1), there are no mnore entries

Calls
Function Where Described
get hash entry ISection 2.5.12.11.8
find hash value Section 2.5.12.11.6

Table 2.5-265: rva-insert-hash-table-entry Information.
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2.5.IZ.11.6 find hash value

This rouvune returns the hash-value of the Vehicle specified in the vid argument.

Parameters
Parameter Type TWhere Typedef Declared'
vid register pointer to VehiclelD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

IocoVbasic.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
hash valwe register Iong mt Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
hash vak.7e register Iong it The hash value of the vid.

Table 2.S-266: find hash value Information.

2.5.12.11.7 free-hash-entry

This routi-ne frees the specified hash entry (hashi) of the speci-fied hash table (table).

Parameters
Parameter Type WeeTypedet Declared

table reise pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rva loc.hI
hashi register pinter to mnt Standard

Table 2.5-267: free hash entry Information.
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2.5.12.11.8 get hash entry

This routine retunv the next available hash entry in the free list for the specified hash table
(table).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
table register pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rvaloc.h

HASH TABLE

Internal Variables
Variable IType Where Typedef Declared
hashi register int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
hashlIorrelevant int The entry does not exist
hashi reoister int The index of the entry

Table 2.5-268: gethashentry Information.

2.5.12.11.9 rva alloc rva table

This routine allocates memory for the RVA hash table and sets remotevehicles to point to
the entries in the table.

Calls
EFunction Where Described

rva alloc hash table Section 2.5.12.11.1

Table 2.5-269: rva alloc rva table Information.

2.5.12.11.10 rva init rva table

This routine initializes the RVA hash table.

Calls
Function Where Described
rva init hash table Section 2.5.12.11.2

Table 2.5-270: rva init rva table Information.
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2.5.12.11.11 rva find-hash-entry

This routine looks for the vehicle ID specified by vid in the RVA hash table.

_____________________Parameters_____________

Parameter IType JWhere Typedef Declared
vid riste pointer to VehiclelD /simnetlcommon/include/prot

j j ocol/basic.h

Return Values ____________

Return Value ~ Type jMeaning
rvajlookupiash_table..entry int The rva-hash_table entry.
Orva hash able, vid)

Table 2.5-271: rva find hash entry Information.

2.5.12.11.12 rva delete hash entry

This routine removes the vehicle specified by vid from the RVA hash table.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter [Type Where Typedef Declared
vid register pointer to VehiclelD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

j _ __ __ __ ___ __ __ __ __ocolbasic.h 

r

___________________ Return Values
Return Value IType Meaning
rva -remove -hash_table_ it Either the entry existed and
entry(rvajiashjtable, vid) Iwas removed, or the entry did

- j____________________not exist.

Table 2.5-272: rva-delete-hash entry Information.

2.5.12.11.13 rva add-hash-entry

This routine adds the vehicle specified by vid to the RVA hash table.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Ty pe 1Where Typedef Declared
vid jregister pointer to VehiclelD) /simnet/common/include/prot

I j ocol/basic.h

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meanlna
rva insert hash table entry mnt Either the index of the new
(rva-hash-table, vid) entry is returned, or there are

____________________ ____________________ no more entries.

Table 2.5-273: rva add-hash entry Information.
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2.5.12.12 lock veh.c
(./srinnet/release/src/libsrc/librva/lock..veh.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"massstdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"simscigif.h"

"rvaloc.h"
"prior_loc.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"

2.5.12.12.1 rva lock veh into buf

This routine puts the vehicle into the special priority list zero, which tells librva to smooth
the location orientation between updates. The only way that it can be removed from list 0 is
by moving out of range and timing out, or by a call to rva unlock vehO.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh_id pointer to VehiclelD /simnetlcommon/include/prot

ocol/basic.h

Internal VariablesVariable Type Where Typedef Declared

r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
hash id int Standard

Errors
Error Reason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR vehicle is unknown

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.11
zero init veh Section 2.5.12.29.1

Table 2.5-274: rva lock veh into buf Information.
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2.5.12.12.2 ru :unlock veh

This routine removes a whiicle from priority list zero. It moves the vehicle back to its
normal priority list.

Parameters i

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh_id pointer to VehiclelD /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/basic.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
list hum int Standardhash id int Standard
r squared double Standard

Errors
Error Reason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR vehicle is unknown
PRINT VID ERROR vehicle is not on priority list zero

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.1
zero uninit veh Section 2.5.12.29.2
try to remove veh Section 2.5.12.18.1
kinematics rancje squareI Section 2.5.8.10.1
rva pet priority list Section 2.5.12.6.1

Table 2.5-275: rva unlock veh Information.
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2.5.12.13 markers.c
(./simnnet/release/src/libsrc/librva/markers.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"niath.h"#

_smmacros.h"
"simjypes.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sim...cigjf0h"
"pro-sim.h"
"pro timers.h"
"assoc.h"
"timers.h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"libveh.h"
"libmap.h"
"libhull.h"
"libkin.h"
"rvajloc.h"
"prioriloc.h"

Constant define: N_-MARKERENTRIES

Variable and Procedure Declarations:
marker -hash-tables
process unknown markero

Minefield markers are set up as static vehicles, which the CIG is able to process. Markers
are included on the priority lists of static vehicles.

2.5.12.13.1 rva alloc marker table

This routine allocates memory for markers.

____ ___ ____ ___Calls

lFunfctioni I Where Described
rva-alloc hash table ISection 2.5.12.11.1

Table 2.5-276: rva alloc marker table Information.

2.5.12.13.2 rva mnit marker table

This routine initializes the marker hash table.

Calls
IFunction I Where Described
rva init hash table ISection 2.5.12.11.2

Table 2.5-277: rva-init-marke r table Information.
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2.5.12.13.3 rva process markers

This routine processes a Vehicle Appearance Packet for the minefield marker specified in
markers.

S Parameters
Parameter [Tvoe IWhere Typedef Declare
markers jpointer to Markeranant /simnet/common/include/prot

___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ jocolbasic.h ]

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
_____________ register int Standard
m register pointer to Isimneticommon/include/prot

__________________MarkerDescriptor ocol/p sim.h
id VehiclelD) /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________ocol/basic.h

hash id int Standard
r pinter to RVA ENTRY librva.h

Calls
Function Where Described
rva looku -hash able entr Section 2.5.12.11.3
rva rocess unknown marker Section 2.5.12.13.4

Table 2.5-278: rva process markers Information.
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2.5.12.13.4 rva process unknown marker

This routine creates a Vehicle Appearance Packet for the minefield marker specified in
marker, which is not currently in the RVA table.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
marker pointer to MarkerDescriptor /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocol/p sim.h
id pointer to VehiclelD /simnet/common/include/prot

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ ocol/basic.h
guises pointer to VehicleGuises /simnet/common/include/prot

____ ____ ___ ____ ___ _ __ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ I ocollbasic-h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
hash id int Standard
r pointer to RVA ENTRY Iibrva.h
marker_to__world TMATRIX /simnetlcommonlinciude/giob

____________________ ____________________ alsim types.h
theta REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

____________________ ____________________ aVsim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
tieret currtben tic Section 2.6..12.11.
rva insetrt as tblcetr Section 2.5..1.11.
mat-rot-iit Section 2.6.2.47.1
d2f mat cony Section 2.6.2.1.1

Table 2.5-279: rva process-unknown marker Information.

2.5.12.13.5 adjust markers

This routine does the tick by tick adjustments on minefield markers. For every marker on
the static vehicles list, the routine checks to see if the marker needs to be added, deleted,
changed, or removed from the list. It also checks for timeouts.

Internal Variables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
entry register pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rvajloc.h

________________HASH ENTRY __________

tmp....eh register pointer to librva.h
RVA ENTRY

_____________ reoister mnt Sandard
curr minus timeout int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
timers net current tick ISection 2.6.3.1 .1
rva remove hash table entr Section 2.5.12.11.4

Table 2.5-280: adjust markers Information.
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2.5.12.14 priorfdaWit.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"mnath.ho"
esimstdio.hw
"sun-dfns.bl"
simi-macr.OAu

ftsimjypieW W
"mass-stdc~fhr
"dgi-stg.hw
"sin!6.cigJ~ff. M

"objjype.h"
"cigibuffer.h'
"'rvajloc.h"
"priorIoc.h"

This file defines thefidlowing constants:
numNameMa~s
NUMALIGNITMENTS

This file defines the fidlowing macros:
vehEnvironMbaisk
vehClassMask
grd Vehicle
airVehicle
error -exit
get-no...coamime

This file declares:
obj-namnejzkpInumNameMaps]
veh-alignnmsNUALIGNMENTS]
objslassesM_FMITERCLASSES]
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* 2.5.12.14.1 rvaprioritysetup

This routine sets up the priority list. The priority classes are set up which determine which
vehicles will be placed in which priority lists. Memory space is allocated for the priority
lists, then the priority lists are initialized (including reserved priority list 0). This routine
reads the object type, alignment (either "aligned both", "aligned foes", or "aligned friend"),
and the minimum and maximum ranges. Note that a maximum range of-I signifies using
the maximum CIG range. The routine checks whether the vehicles on the priority list are
allowed in the CIG buffer (the default allows the vehicles in the CIG buffer for backward
compatibility). This routine communicates with libfilter to determine the filter classes.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
pn data file pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
pri fp pointer to FILE
i int Standard
1 int Standard
ret pointer to char Standard
num read int Standard
num lists int Standard
curt list pointer to PRIORITY LIST Section 2.5.12.17, prior loc.h
size int Standard
buf array 80 of char Standard
word array 30 of char Standard
adddynamicvehlist pointer to pointer to librva.h

RVA ENTRY
obL-name array 50 of char Standard
obLnum int Standard
min dist int Standard
max dist int Standard
allowed in buf int Standard
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Errors
Error Reason for Error
errorexit - can't open file: prdatafile

- unexpected EOF or blank line getting max
range

- unexpected EOF getting numlists
- unexpected blank line getting numlists
- unexpected EOL or EOF getting numbers of

vehicles
- can' malloc adddynamic eh list
- unexpected NULL line in list
- bad vehicle name
- unexpected blank line reading alignment
- invalid alignment reading list
- unexpected range entries for list
- bad max_distance reading list
- bad min_distance reading list
-unexpected blank line reading filter class
- invalid filter class reading list

Calls
Function Where Described
filter set max cia range Section 2.5.14.8.2
get non comment Macro defined in this file.
filter add class Section 2.5.15.1.1
FCLOSE /simnet/common/include/global/simstdio.h
filter verify classes I Section 2.5.14 libfilter

Table 2.5-281: rvaprioritysetup Information.
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2.5.12.1S prior Iists.c
(./sixinetftlease/src/ibr/librva/priorjists.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sines.h"
"sun-dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"sim...types.h"
"mass stdch"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sim...cigjff.h"
'"basic.h"
"objjype.h"
"pro-timners.h"

* "simstdio.h"
"libhull.h"
"timers-cdfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libkin.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"rva~loc.h"
"prior-loc.h"

This file defines the following macros and constants:
COLLISIONRADIUSS$QUARED
SERVICE...RADIUSSQUARED
FULLCIRCLE
TICKS_.PER.MINUTE
RPMTO _CIRCLEPERTICK

2.5.12.15.1 check very close veh

If a vehicle is very close (within 100 meters), this macro does an exact range calulation and
checks to see if the vehicle is within range to be a service vehicle. If the vehicle is even
closer, then the vehicle is checked for collisions. The argument i squared, is declared as
REAL.
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2.5.12.15.2 update and dead reckon

This routine is used on "close" vehicles (those which are in the CIG buffer). It updates the
copy of the vehicle's location in the CIG buffer and then dead reckons the vehicle.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh register pointer to librva.h

_RVA ENTRY

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typede! Declared
veh Ioc register pointer to double Standard
COPY register pointer to float Standard
veh.copy register pointer to /simnet/commonrinclude/cig-i

MSG OTHERVEH STATE f/sim cia if.h

Calls
Function I Where Described
mapformat asid Section 2.6.11.4.7

Table 2.5-282: update and dead reckon Information.

2.5.12.15.3 delete or timeout

This is a small macro which deletes a vehicle from the hash table and the priority list if it is
marked for deletion. Otherwise, it checks to see if the vehicle has timed out. If the vehicle
has timed out, it is marked for deletion next tick.

Calls
Function Where Described
rva delete hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.12
rva for et about vehicle Section 2.5.12.3.1

Table 2.5-283: delete or timeout Information.

2.5.12.15.4 rotate rwa blades

This routine rotates the rotor and tail blades on a helicopter. Conceptually, the engine
speed is used to determine how fast the blades should be turning (assume that engine rpm
maps directly to blade speed with no step down).

Algorithmically, the turretAzimuth and gunElevation fields in the vehicleAppearancePacket
are the most convenient places to keep rotation information. This is especially true since
the CIG treats the rotor and tail blade rotations equivalently to turret azimuth and gun
elevation. Since the turret and gun fields are 32-bit unsigned longs, the arithmetic is quite
strightforward on machines that handle unsigned arithmetic correctly. On these machines,
the change in rotor position is added or subtracted directly, and the machine underflows
and overflows automatically, giving the correct result.

A bug in the compiler used by the Butterfly machine causes the machine to preserve the
sign bit whenever possible. For these machines, right shift both the current and delta
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positions before doing the arithmetic, and then left shift back. While this results in a loss
of precision, a few bits are not really important since the positions have 32 bits of precision
when converting the unsigned values into signs. The only concern is how many bits to
shift. It is best to shift the smallest number of bits that avoid interfering with the sign bit in
order to avoid loss of precision. It is also desirable to set up the shifted numbers so
addition can be done without overflowing into the sign bit, and that subtraction can be done
without underflowing (in case underftow does not work correctly). To solve this, do the
original shift right by 3 bits, and then to avoid arithmetic problems, set the number 3 bit in
both the turretAzimuth and gunElevation. Setting this bit ensures no underflow on
subtraction. If the bit is not used in a subtract (or if this is an addition), then it is shifted off
when left shifting back by 3 bits.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
currveh register pointer to librva.h

IRVA ENTRY

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sine-ptr register pointer to float Standard
sg.otherveh pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/cig-i

MSG OTHERVEH STATE f/sim cig if.h
sin cos index int Standard
turn amount register double Standard
rwa-type ObjectType /simnet/commonlinclude/prot

ocol/psim.h
circle frac unsigned Iona Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
veh get force libveh
SINES SHIFT INDEX sines.h

Table 2.5-284: rotate rwa blades Information.
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2.5.12.15.5 adjustdynamicvehicles

This routine does all the tick by tick processing of dynamic vehicles. It checks to see if
vehicles need to be deleted or timed out, if new vehicles have arrived, if vehicles have gone
out of visual range, etc. It does the remove vehicle approximation for each vehicle, and
updates the location, orientation, and appearance of the vehicles in the CIG buffer. The last
priority list whose vehicles get into the CIG buffer is called the cutoff list. The cutoff list is
determined and communicated to libfilter.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
list num int Standard
but veh cnt int Standard
extra veh cnt int Standard
curr_list register pointer to Section 2.5.12.17, priorjloc.h

PRIORITY LIST
currveh register pointer to librva.h

RVA ENTRY
prevveh register pointer to librva.h

RVA ENTRY
curr minus timeout int Standard
num new dynamics int Standard
i register int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
timers-get current tick Section 2.6.3.1.1
delete or timeout Section 2.5.12.15.3
prior debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior loc.h
is air vehicle Section 2.6.10.1.1
is nwa Section 2.6.10.11.1
rotate rwa blades Section 2.5.12.15.4
zero dead-reckon Section 2.5.12.29.5
update and dead reckon Section 2.5.12.15.2
checkvery close veh Section 2.5.12.15.1
filter change class bound Section 2.5.14.2.1
delete veh from ciq msg Section 2.1.2.2.2.27.1
rva forget about vehicle Section 2.5.12.3.1
add veh to cia msg Section 2.1.2.2.2.1.1

Table 2.5-285: adjustdynamic vehicles Information.
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2.5.12.15.6 adjust static -vehicles

This routine does all of the tick by tick adjustments on static vehicles. For every vehicle on
the static vehicles list, it checks to see if the vehicle needs to be added, deleted, changed, or
removed from the list. It also checks for timeouts and resupply conditions.

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp~yeh register pointer to librva.h

________________RVA ENTRY __________

prey-veh register pointer to librva.h
________________RVA ENTRY __________

curr minus timeout I mt IStandard

Calls
Function Where Described
timers get current tick Section 2.6.3.1.1.1
rva delete hash-entry Section 2.5.12.11.12
rva forget about vehicle Section 2.5.12.3.1
1 rior debug IMacro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior loc.h
check very close veh ISection 2.5.12.15.1

Table 2.5-286: adjust_static-vehicles Information.

2.5.12.16 prior loc.c

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"osim-macros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sixn...cigjif.h"
"priorjloc.h"

This file declares the following variables:
static _vehs
sorted~vehicles
num...priority..ists
static_list_numn
smooth-cutoff
cutoff list~for rva
max-vehs-in~buf
curr vehs-in-buf
extra-vehs-allowed
max-statics-allowed
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2.5.12.17 prior -Ioc.h
(./snmet/release/srcflibsrc/librva/priorjoc.h)

This file includes:
"librva.h"
"basic.h"
"libfilter.h"

This file defines the following macros and constants:
NUM_TYPESPERLIST
PRIOROPTIM
MINVEHSINBUF
priorjebugO

This file defines the following types and declares variables as those types:
veh-.prioritylist PRIORITYLIST

This file declares the following external variables:
static--vehs
sorted._vehicles
num-prority ists
static-list-numn
smooth-cutoff
cutoff~istjorjva
max_vehs -in buf
curvhsin buf
extra-vehsellwed
max_statics-allowed

2.5.12.18 prior rm.c
(./siunnetrelease/src/libsrcflibrva/priorjm.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sim~cigifh"
"rva-loc.h"
"prior~loc.h"
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2.5.12.18.1 try-to-remove -veh

This routine deletes the vehicle specified by veh from the priority list it is on.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh pinter to RVA ENTRY librva.h
pr list pinter to PRIORITY LIST Section 2.5.12.27, pror loc.h

Internal Variables
Variable ITyp e IWhere Typedef Declared
tmo veh pinter to RVA ENTRY Iibrva.h

Errors
Error Reason for Error
PRINTVIDERROR PANIC standard couldn't delete veh from

I riority lists

Table 2.5-287: try_to_remove-veh Information.

2.5.12.19 prior -sort.c
(./siumet/release/src/libsrcflibrva/priorsort.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"1sim dfns.h"
"sim-nmacros.h"

#I:sim-types.h"
"massvtdc.h"

"dgi-sto~h"
"sim..cig-if.h"
"simstdio.h"
"libhull.h"
"rvajloc.h"
"vprior-loc.h"

This file defines the following macros:
get~rngejto..eh
move-to_new-list

2.5.12.20 proc updatexc
(./simnet/release/Src/libsrc/Iibrva/proc-update.c)

This file includes:
itstdio.h"
"math.h"
"fsim dfns.h"
"isim-macros.h"
tosim-types.h"
isines.h"
"mass-stdc.h'
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II"dgi-stg.h"
"simciglff.h"
"pro-sim.h"
"assoc.h"

"timers.h"
"libveh.h"
"libmap.h"
"libhull.h"
"libkin.h"
"rva_loc.h"
"prior_loc.h"

2.5.12.20.1 process known static

This routine processes a vehicle appearance packet (yap) from a static vehicle which is
currently in the RVA table. This routine cehcks to see if the vehicle's appearance has
changed, requiring an update to libmsg.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r winter to RVA ENTRY librva.h
vap pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p_sim.h

Calls
Function Where Described
prior debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior Ioc.h

Table 2.5-288: process_knownstatic Information.
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2.5.12.20.2 process unknown static

This routine processes a vehicle appearance packet (vap) from a static vehicle which is not
currently in the RVA table, places it into the RVA Table and prioritizes it.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
yap pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp-veh pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
hash id int I Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rva add hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.13
VEHICLEIDS__EQUAL Macro defined in

/simnet/common/include/global/sim macros.h
timers get-current tick Section 2.6.3.1.1.1
prior debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior loc.h

Table 2.5.289: processunknown static Information.
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2.5.12.20.3 process known dynamic

This routine pomesses a vehicle appearance packet (yap) from a dynamic vehicle which is
currently in the R'VA table. The vehicle is prioritized. This routine is not for a vehicle
which is on priority list zero.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
vap Ipointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

IVehicleppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sin cos index register int Standard
list pointer to PRIORITY LIST Section 2.5.12.17, prior Ioc.h
curr list int Standard
new list int Standard
r-squared double Standard
sine Dtr register pointer to float Standard

Errors
Error IReason for Error
PRINT VID ERRCPR PANIC - invalid prority list for vehlD

Calls
Function Where Described
kinematics range- 'squared Section 2.5.8.10.1
rva -get priority li~.. Section 2.5.12.6.1
prior -debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior Ioc.h
try to-remove vetn Section 2.5.12.18.1
is rwa Section 2.6.10.11.1
fvec scale Section 2.6.2.23
map format asid Section 2.6.11.4.7
veh-get force Section 2.6.10.6.3
map net o cig Section 2.6.11.5.8
f mat copy Section 2.6.2.12.1
SINES SHIFT 14f'UEX sines.h
rva forget abots -vehicle Section 2.5.12.3.1

Tabie 2.5-290: process known_dynamic Information.
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2.5.12.20.4 process unknowndynamic

This routine processes a vehicle appearance packet (vap) from a dynamic vehicle which is
not currently in the RVA table. The vehicle is placed in the RVA table and prioritized.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
yap pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
list num int Standard
list ointer to PRIORITY LIST prior loc.h
hash id int Standard
r squared double Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
kinematics range squared Section 2.5.8.10.1
rva etprioritylist Section 2.5.12.6.1
prior debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior loc.h
rva add hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.13
fvec scale Section 2.6.2.23
timers get current tick Section 2.6.3.1.1

Table 2.5-291: process_unknowndynamic Information.
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2.5.12.20.5 rva process update

This routine is called by process a~acketo in libRcvNet to process a vehicle
appearance packet. It determines-If the vehicle is static or dynamic, known or unknown, or
if it is on the special smoothing fist (list zero).

Parameters
Parameter ]Type JWhere Typedef Declared

yap portrto /simnet/common/include/prot

____________________ internalVariables ____________

Variable 1Tyiee Where Typedef Declared
r poiker to RVA ENTRY tibrva.h
hash id jint Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rva find hash entry Section 2.5.12.11.11
process unknown static Section 2.5.12.20.2
process unknown dynamic Section 2.5.12.20.4
process known static Section 2.5.12.20.1
____________scale_______ Section 2.6.2.23

zero-process dynamic Section 2.5.12.29.4
process-known dynamic Section 2.5.12.20.3
timers etcrntick Section 2.6.3.1.1

Table 2.5-292-- rva process update Information.

2.5.12.21 range -sqrd.c
(./sumet/release/srcflibsrcflibrva/range-sqrd.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"

"smmacros.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
itsimsigifh"
"rvajloc.h"

2.5.12.21.1 cig get current range sqrd

This function gets the square of die current range.

Return Values
R eturn Value ITy-pe IMeaning
square(max-dgi-range) IRE AL 1The square of flie current

Table 2.5-293: cig,_get__current rangc sqrd Informaution.
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. 2.5.12.22 rva init.c
(dFsinet/release/src/ibsrc/librva/rvainitc)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"

"ijmacros.h"
"sunktypes.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
":dgi -stg.h"
"simscigjf.h"

::pw sini.h"
Nrajloc.h"

"prior-loc.h"

2.5.12.22.1 rva mnit
This routine initializes the rva hash table, the marker hash table, the entries in the rva table,
and the priority lists.

___________________ Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared

Iregister int Standard
this-veh register pointer to Section 2.5.12.24, rvajloc.h

________________HASH ENTRY __________

list register pointer to Section 2.5.12.17, prior-loc.h
__________________PRIORITY LIST___________

Table 2.5-294: rva-init Information.

2.5.12.23 rva ioc.c
(./simnet/release/srcflibsrc/librva/rva-loc.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
ffmath.h"
"simi-dfns.h"
"simrmacros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"sim...cig-if.h"
"pro _sim.h"
"Nva_loc.h"
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This file defines:
RVA_-DEBUG

T"his file. declares:
rvajlebug
air .vehjistl]
closek-veh-list[]
static-veh-listfl
remnove-veh-listj]
chg..yeh-fist[]
add-dynamic-yehjist[]
vehiclelDIrrlevant
numn-airyehs
num~close-vebs
close_ctr
num~static-vehs
nuin~to-remove
numschg-vehs
maxjlgLrange

2.5.12.24 rva, Ioc.h
(./s'minet/rlease/src/ibsrc/librva/rvajloc.h)

This file includes "librva.h".

This file defines the following constants and macros:
NHASHVALUES
NHASHENTRIES
PRINT_-VII)_ERROR

This file defines the following types:
HASHTABLE
HASHENTRY

This file declares the following external variables and procedures:
rva~debug
remote_vehicles
air-vehjlist[]
close..vehjist[l
static-veh-list!]
remnove-veh-list[]
chg..vehjlist[]
numn_air__vehs
numn-close-vehs
nuni-static-vehs
numrto -remove
numschg~vehs
max dgi-ange

deal with possible collision 0
try to remove veh()
zero proces -Jynami cO
zero dead reckon()
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rva -init has bingo
rva allocmarkertable()
rva mnit m-arker tabico
rvaalcc v abe
rva mnit rva tableO

2.5.12.2S rva setup.c
(./?metit1ease/src/libsrc/librva/va.setup.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"

_snkdfns.h"
"sim macros.h"
"sun~types.h"
#mass stdc.h"
"dgstg.h"
"simsigjf.h"
"pro -sim.h"
"rva-loc.h"

2.5.12.25.1 rva setup

This routine allocates the RVA table and Markers table, and calls rva priority setupo.
Note that the setup only happens once, while initializations may happen any number ofO times.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declared
pri list file Ipinter to char IStandard

rva Driority setUD Section 2.5.12.14.1

Table 2.5-295: rva setup Information.

2.5.12.26 show vehs.c
(./siminet/release/src/libsrc/librva/show..yehs.c)

This file is used for the stealth vehicle in order to keep the vehicle it is attached to invisible
to the stealth. Information about the attached vehicle is not put into the CIG buffer.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"simndfns.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stg.h"
"simsigjif.h"
"rva-loc.h"
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"lfthull.h"

"Irilocin.h"

2.5.12.26.1 rva vehicle is visible

This routin is called to turn a vehicle visible.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh_id pointer to VehicielD /simnet/common/inciude/prot

ocol/basic.h

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
list num int Standard
hash id int Standard

Errors
Error Reason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR vehicle is unkown

Calls
Function (Where Described

Irva find hash entry ISection 2.5.12.11.11

Table 2.5-2-96: rva vehicle is visible Information.
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2.5.12.26.2 rva vehicle is in visible

This routine is called to turn a vehicle invisible. Note that this vehicle will be maintained in
the RVA table forever (no matter what the range) until it either becomes visible or is
removed by timeout. If a static vehicle is made invisible, then the routine in "tellsig.c"
will add the vehicle to the remove list.

Parameters
Parameter [Type Where Typedef Declared
vehid Ipointer to VehiclelD /simnetlcommon/include/prot

I I_____________ ocollbasic.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY librva.h
hash id lint Standard

Errors
Error Reason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR vehicle is unkown

Calls
Function (Where Described
rva find-hash entry [Section 2.5.12.11.11

.delete veh from ciazmsg Section 2.1.2.2.2.27.1

Table 2.5-297: rva-vehicle is invisible Information.

2.5.12.26.3 vehicle is visible

This routine allows either rva vehicle is visibleo or vehicle is visibleO to be
used interchangeably (for backwards compatibility with existing co~de).

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
veh Ipointer to Vehiclell0 /simnet/common/include/prot

I I ocol/basic.h

Table 2.5-298: vehicle is visible Information.
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2.S.12.26.4 vehicle-is-invisible

This routine allows either rva vehicle is invisibleO or vehicle is invisibleC to be
used interchangeably (for backwards com~atfbility with existing codeT -

Parameters
Parameter Typ Where Typedef Declared
veh Ipointer to VehiclelD /simnet/common/include/prot

I I ocol/basic.h

Table 2.S-299: vehicle is invisible Information.

2.5.12.27 tell cig.c
(./sinet/release/srcflibsrcflihrva/telLcig.c)

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"1simj- ypes.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-.stg.h"

"rtc.h"
"libcig.h"
"rva-loc.h"
"prior~loc.h"

This file declares the following external procedures:
adjust dynamic vehicleso
adjust-static veiicles()
adjust marke-rs()
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a 2.5.12.27.1 rvatell_cig_about other vehicles

This routine initiates the tick by tick processing by calling the adjust vehicles and markers

routines. This routine communicates with the CIG buffer and reduces or increments the
number of vehicles in the CIG buffer if the CIG reports that it cannot keep up.

Calls
Function Where Described
prior debug Macro defined in Section 2.5.12.17 prior loc.h
rtc start time Section 2.6.16.1.2
adjust dynamic vehicles Section 2.5.12.15.5
adjust static vehicles Section 2.5.12.15.6
adiust markers Section 2.5.12.13.5
rtc stop time Section 2.6.16.1.3

Table 2.5-300: rva tellcigabout other vehicles Information.

2.5.12.28 too many vehs.c
(./simnet/r'lease/src/libsrc/librva/toomanyvehs.c)

This file includes:"stdio.h"
"sim -types.h"
"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stg.h""sim.cig_if.h"
"rvaloc.h"
"priorloc.h"

2.5.12.28.1 cigtoomany_vehicles

The CIG interface code calls this routine when the CIG returns an overload message. The
number of vehicles that are allowed into the buffer is decremented by 2. This routine
applies only to dynamic vehicles.

___Parameter__ Tp Parameters
Parameter Tpe Where Typedef Declared

1count I mt IStandard

Table 2.5-301: cigtoomanyvehicles Information.

2.5.12.29 zero veh.c
(./snet/release/src/libsrc/librva/zero-veh.c)

These routines are applicable to the Stealth vehicle for smoothing the movement of the
attached vehicle. These routines implement a smoothing algorithm for vehicles which need
to be dead reckoned with a very high level of fidelity. This algorithm is used on vehicles
which have been locked into the priority lists by having been placed on priority list zero.

When a new vehicle appearance packet is received for the vehicle, the vehicle is dead
reckoned forward by the number of ticks specified in smooth-ticks. Then, an alternate
velocity vector for the vehicle is calculated which takes it from its present (dead reckoned)
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position to the extrapolated position. Similarly, a rotation matrix is created which smoothly
reorients the vehicle to its correct (as specified in the new vehicle appearance packet)
orientation over time. Instead ot dead reckoning by adding the velocity vector, the alternate
velocity is used with a rotation update until the number of ticks speicfied in smoothticks
have passed. Then, the velocity specified in the packet used with no rotation updates.

Note that this is still a rather expensive algorithm, and should not be run for more than a
very few vehicles at any one time. Currently, only one vehicle can be put into list zero at a
time.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim types.h"
"sire dfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stg.h""simscigif.h"
"sines.h"
"simstdio.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libkin.h"
"libveh.h"
"rva_loc.h"
"prior_loc.h"

The following declarations are made:
spec deadreckon
smoothticks
pos-veloc[3]
orient-veloc[3] [31
turret_az_vel
turret_el_vel
u'ueturreLaz
trueturretel

The following constants are defined:
MINSMOOTH_TICKS
DISTTHRESH
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O 2.5.12.29.1 zero init veh

This routine is called to set the hash ID on the zero priority list. Currently, only one vehicle
is allowed on this list.

Parameters
Parameter T pe Where Typedef Declared
hash id int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE BOOL only one vehicle can be

zeroed at a time.
FALSE BOOL hash ID is initiated on the zero

pority list

Table 2.5-302: zero init veh Information.

2.5.12.29.2 zero uninit veh

This routine is called to indicate that the specified vehicle has been removed from the zero
priority list.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
hash id int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE BOOL invalid hash ID
FALSE BOOL hash ID is removed from the

zero riority list

Table 2.5-303: zero uninit veh Information.
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2.S.12.29.3 zero get new velocities

T1his routine calculates what the temporary position and orientation velocities should be. It
writes new values into all fields of the smooth vehicle structure.

____________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r pointer to RVA ENTRY iibrva.h
vap pointer to /simnetlcommon/inciudefprot

___________________VehicleppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
curr veloc array 3 of float Standard
,reckd-POs array 3 of double Standard
Unpmat 3 by 3 matrix of float Standard
delta orient 3 by 3 matrix of float Standard
mat-ptr array 3 of float Standard
headina f loat Standard
pitch f loat Standard
roil f loat Standard
ki rr az f loat IStandard
turr el int Standard
invjtsqrd REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ I al/sim types.h

Calls
F unction Where Described
timers get current tick Section 2.6.3.1 .1
vec cop Section 2.6.2.59
fvec copy Section 2.6.2.26 .1
Imat copy Section 2.6.2.12.1
f mat transpose Section 2.6.2.19.1
imat mat mul Section 2.6.2.14
final rot init2 Section 2.6.2.17.1

Table 2.5.304: zero get new velocities Information.
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2.5.12.29.4 zero process_dynamic

This routine is called when a vehicle appearance packet is received from a vehicle on
priority list zero. After making a call to get new position and orientation updates, it copies
all of the other information into the CIG buffer copy of the vehicle.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters ____________

Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
ra pointer to /s ETR imntlomohicud/po
ra pointer to RV ETR irva omo/icud/ho

___________________VehicleAppearanceVariant ocotlp sim.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
_____________ int Standard
reckoned orient 3 by 3 matrix of float Standard
reckoned..pos arrary 301f REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________al/sim types.h
dill array 3 of REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim tVpes.h
thresh REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
reckoned-azimuth Angle /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________ocol/basic.h

reckoned-elevation Angle /simnet/common/include/prot
____ ____ ____ ____ ____ocol/basic.h

msgo-therveh pointer to /simnetlcommon/includefcig-i
________________MSG OTHERVEH STATE f/simn cig if.h

sine ptr register pointer to float IStandard
sin cos index It Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65
vec mag3 /simnet/common/include/global/sim macros.h
zero qet-new velocities Section 2.5.12.29.3
f mat copy Section 2.6.2.12.1
vec copy Section 2.6.2.59
map format asid Section 2.6.11.4.7
veh get force Section 2.6.10.6.3

*map net to cig Section 2.6.11.5.8
SINES SHIFT INDEX sines.h

Table 2.5.305: zero process dynamics Information.
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2.5.12.29.5 zero dead-reckon

This routine deadiws.kons a vehicle on the zero priority HLt

Parameters
Parameter ITye IWhere Typedef Declared
r Ipinter to RVA ENTRY Ilibrva.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
veh loc pointer to float Standard
copy bc Mointer to float Standard
tmp pointer to /simnet/comnmon/include/cigj

________________MSG OTHERVEH STATE f/simn ciaif.1h
saved align Iunsioned char IStandard

Errors
Error IReason for Error
PRINT VID ERROR ICamt adjust veh app of invalid veh id

CallIs
Function Where Described
d2f vec copy ISection 2.6.2.2.1
fmat copy Section 2.6.2.12.1
fmat mat mul Section 2.6.2.14
fvec copv Section 2.6.2.26.1
fvec add Section 2.6.2.25.1

Table 2.5-306: zero-dead-reckon Information.

2.5.12.2 9.6 zero-set~extrapolation~period

This routine is used nLo set the number of ticks over which the vehicle is restored from a
known incorrect position and orientation to a predicted correct position and orientation.
This void procedure- -takes a single argument, nwn-ticks, which is declared as an int.
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2.5.13 librva util
(2imnet/elease/src/libsrc/Librvautil [librvautil])

2.5.13.1 get list.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/librvautil/getlisLc)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"p.sim.h"

"libmatrix.h""mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"simcigjf.h"
"librva.h"
"librva_util.h"

2.5.13.1.1 rva create outputlist

This routine is a stub in anticipation of release 6.6.1 routines.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
inclusion_fnO pointer to function that returns Standardint

Table 2.5-307: rva create output list Information.

2.5.13.1.2 rva getoutput list

This routine provides an interface to the librva routines by getting either a close vehicles list
or an air vehicles list from the librva hash table, given the #define input parameter, list id.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
list id int Standard
list pointer to pointer to pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h
num vehicles pointer to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
1 int the procedure was successful

Calls
Function Where Described
rva pet close list Section 2.5.12.9.1

Irva -et air veh list Section 2.5.12.4.1

Table 2.5-308: rva_get outputlist Information.
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2.5.13.1.3 ira--utilget-Vehapppkt

This routine caills the librva routine, rva_get-veb-app pktO.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
vehicle Ipointer to Vehiclel) / s imnetlcommon/include/prot

I I ocol/basic.h

Internal Variables
Variable I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
hash id I mt Standard

Return Values
Return Value ~ Type ~Meaning
rva-get-vehaWp~kt pointer to jthe vehicle appearance variant

VehiceppearanceVariant
0 mnt Vehicle is unknown

Calls
Function I Where Described
rva get veh-app kt ISection 2.5.12.7.1

Table 2.5-309: rva-util getapp pkt Information.
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* 2.5.13.2 ibrva util.h
(./siniiet/release/src/libsrc/ibrva.utiL/librva util.h)

Includes:
"sim-types.h"

External Procedure Declarations:
rva create-output ist()
rva get output Hit
rva smooth velicle()
rva-dont sm~ooth vehicle()
rva-utilget-veh apppkt()

This file contains function declarations and definitions used in librva~util.
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2.5.14 Itibfilter
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter [libfilter])

In an exercise',with a large number of simulated vehicles, most VAPs are of no interest to a
given simulamr, because they are not one of the N highest priority vehicles. Libfilter
provides librva with an interface to download the necessary data to the network device to
discard unwan-ted VAPs at the network device level. This process is called filtering.
Network filterkng results in the elimination of unnecessary data transfers between the
network devicie and host memory, which can be prohibitively expensive. The MI and M2
Masscomp amf Simnet Butterfly machines all have CMC cards which connect to the
network. Each. CMC card has its own processor, and in an effort to reduce the number of
vehicles, some processing is offloaded to the CMC processor where out of range vehicles
will be filtered out. Two shared memory degments allow data to go back and forth
between applications and host using pointers. The files in this code contain routines for
communicating with the program running on the CMC card (except for filter.c)

2.5.14.1 add.c

(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/add.c)

This file contasins the routines to specify the filter class. The file includes "filterloc.h".

2.5.15.1.1 filter add class

This routine adflds a class of vehicles to the filter list, for example, air vehicles beyond a
certain range ill be filtered. The routine takes as parameters: class num -- the class
number, objclass -- a pointer to the object class being added, alignm-ent (or alignments) to
be included, aind the range of vehicles in this class. This routine returns -1 if class_num is
out of range, aind 0 otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
class num int Standard
obLclass pointer to libfilter.h

REMOTE OBJ CLASS
alignment int Standard
rane int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type I Where Typedef Declared
numclasses I register int I Standard

__________Return Values
Return Valur-.; Type Meaning
0 int procedure was successful
-1 int class number is out of range;

procedure failed

Calls
Function Where Described
DATACOPY I Macro defined in filterloc.h

Tablc 2.5-310, filter add-class Information.
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2.5.14.2 bounds.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/bounds.c)

Includes:

"filter_loc.h"

2.5.14.2.1 filterchange class bound

This routine is used to change the boundary on a filter class. It takes as parameters:
class num -- the class number, the alignment, and a range. If the alignment is specified as
ALIGHNED_BOTH, then the new range applies to both friend and foe boundaries,
otherwise, it applies to the specified boundary only. The new boundaries are downloaded
to the CMC card. As with filter add classo, this routine saves the new range for
computing boundaries when the filter location changes. The routine returns -1 if
classnum is out of range, and 0 otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
class num int Standard
alignment int Standard
range int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
box register pointer to filterloc.h

BOUND BOX
r Return Values ,___________

Return Value Type Meaning
0 int procedure was successful
-1 int class number is out of range;

procedure failed

Calls
Function IWhere Described

JDATACOPY IMacro defined in filter loc.h

Table 2.5-311: filterchange class bound Information.

2.5.14.3 data.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/data.c)

Includes:
"filter_loc.h"

This file defines all data shared between the various libfilter functions.

Variable Declarations:

boundinfo -- a local image of what will be downloaded to the CMC card.
cardboundinfo -- a pointer to the bound info portion of the CMC card memory.
class_ranges[I -- contains the current range for each class; since this changes

infrequently, it does not need to be passed around
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hhostinfo -- a pointer to the shared memory on the host containing information
about the different classes being filtered on.ffilter-location -- the center of all the bound boxes, twice the range on each side;
currently the z coordinate is ignored.

22.5.14.4 dump.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/dump.c)

bincludes:
"network.h"
"filter_loc.h"

I This file contains all definitions needed to display the current filter information on the CMC
ccard.

22.5.14.4.1 filterdumpfilter info

T.his routine puts information about the filter currently on the CMC card onto stdout. The
[INUMBER_OF_REGISTERS - 1] register (the last register) is used for the maximum CIG
n ange box.

VWarlable Type Where T pedef Declared
register int Standard

Il -its re g is te r p o in te r to lib filte r.h

I;lass register pointer to libfilter.h
I REMOTE OB CLASS I

re ec ts 
Iint 

IStandard

Fliuncton 
Where Describedm et~reg read 
Section 2.20.2.16.1 See MCC CSCI

enetwork aet net handle Section 2.1.1.3.2.12.1

Table 2.5-312: filter dumpfilter info Information.

2!.5.14.5 filter.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/filter.c)

Idncludes:itenpif.h"
"network.h"
"p.assoc.h"
ofp-sim.h"
iphum.h"
oveh-type.h"
"libfilter.h"
"hodto_i.h"

'IThis file contains application specific routines which will be linked into the CMC ethernet
odriver to filter packets on the network.

0
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T'. macro CHECKRANGE0 is defined. Note that this causes a return of
FREEPACKET if the x and y given are outside the box.

2.5.14.5.1 do packet_from network

This routine gets called by the CMC driver when a packet arrives. The routine decides if
the CMC card should put the packet into the host's ring buffer by returning
SEND_PACKET or discard the packet by returning FREEPACKET. A set of vehicle
classes are downloaded to the card when it is initialized, and boxes which describe the
acceptable range for vehicles in the classes are downloaded from the host as necessary.
Note that non-vehicle appearance packets are accepted immediately. Appearance packets
are rejected if they fall outside the maximum CIG range. Vehicle appearance packets are
only accepted if the vehicle is within the box specified for its class (and alignment) or if it
does not fall into any specified class. Note that a vehicle may fall into a class but not have a
box set for its alignment. In this case, the routine continues to look for a box that the
vehicle may fall into. class is the pointer to the current vehicle class, box is the pointer to
the current test area. i is the loop counter for classes. pdux and pdu_y are the location of
the vehicle as integers. The routine declares pointers into the various parts of the packet.
host info is the number of classes and list of classes, boundinfo contains the force id and
bounding boxes.

Parameters
Parameter , Type Where Typedef Declared
pkt pointer to short Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
class register pointer to iibtilter.h

REMOTE OBJ CLASS
box register pointer to filterloc.h

BOUND BOX
high order double register Iona Standard
i register int Standard
vap pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h
mp pointer to MarkerVariant Isimnetlcommon/include/prot

ocol/p sim.h
pdu x long Standard
Ddu y long Standard
buf pointer to NetworkPacket libnetif
apdu pointer to AssociationPDU /simne'common/include/prot

ocol/passoc.h
spdu pointer to SimulationPDU /simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/p sim.h
host info pointer to HOST INFO filter loc.h
bound info pointer to BOUND INFO filter loc.h
veh limits pointer to VEH LIMITS filter loc.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
SEND PACKET int packet is sent
FREEPACKET int packet is freed; coordinates

*are outside the range
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CallsFunction_ Where Described

GET DATA PTR Macro defined in network.h
HIGH ORDER DOUBLE TO INT Macro defined in hod to i.h
CHECK RANGE Macro defined in filter.c

Table 2.5-313: do-packet-from network Information.

2.5.14.5.2 do packetfrom host

This routine is called everytime the CMC driver receives a packet from the host The
routine determines if the packet should be sent. SENDPACKET is returned if the packet
should be sent and FREEPACKET is returned if the packet should be ignored. Note that
currently all packets from the host are sent.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
pkt pointer to short Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
SEND-PACKET int The packet is placed into the

ring buffers

Table 2.5-314: dopacket from host Information.

2.5.14.5.3 do init

This routine is called by the CMC driver when the card is initialized (either on a reboot or
when net stopO is called followed by netnormO). host info is the number and list of
classes, bound info is the force id and bounding boxes.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
host info pointer to HOST INFO filter ioc.h
bound info pointer to BOUND INFO filter Ioc.h

Table 2.5-315: do init Information.

2.5.14.6 force.c
(./simnet/elease/src/libsrc/libfilter/force.c)

Includes:
"filter_loc.h"

This file contains all definitions needed to inform the CMC card of a change in the host's
force id.
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2.5.14.6.1 filter 'set-force

This routine takes a force id, force, and writes its value to the CMC card via the host inf
shared memory pointer. _f

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedef Declared
force ForcelD /simrnettcommon/include/prot

I ocot/basic.h

Table 2.5-316: filter-set-force Information.

2.5.14.7 init.c
(./sininet/release/src/libsrc/libfilterfinit.c)

Includes:
"network.h"
"filter-loc.h"

This file contains all definitions needed to initialize filtering packets on the net.
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2.5.14.7.1 filter init

This routine initializes the filter. The min x for undefined bound boxes and nwn classes
start at zero, and card bound info and host info get initialized. This routine mus be called
AFTER network in(). This routine returns -1 on failure, and 0 otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Tylpedef Declared
handle int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
icass register int Standard
class num register int Standard
range register pointer to filterloc.h

CLASS RANGES
class REMOTE OBJ CLASS libfilter.h
limit register pointer to filterloc.h

VEH LIMITS
hb size int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
0 int procedure was successful
-1 int procedure failed

Errors
Error Reason for Error
perror filter hostbuf failure

Calls
Function Where Described
net hostbuf info Section 2.20.2.6.1 MCC CSCI document
DATA COPY Macro defined in filter loc.h
net rea write Section 2.20.2.16.2

Table 2.5-317: filter init Information.
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2.5.14.8 Iocation.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfilter/location.c)

Includes:"filter_loc.h"

This file contains all definitions needed change the location around which classes are
filtered.

Variable Declarations:
filter_threshold rather than downloading new boxes to the card every time

the location changes slightly, a threshold is defined. New
bound boxes are downloaded to the CMC card only when
the location has changed in either the x or y direction by the
threshold amount. The threshold is intially set for 100
meters, but can be changed dynamically using
filterset filter th reshold().

max-cig-range Before checking individual classes for inclusion in a
bounding box, every vehicle appearance packet is tested
against a single maximum, typically the maximum range at
which the CIG can handle vehicles. This is initially set at
3500 meters, but can be changed dynamically.

2.5.14.8.1 filter set filter threshold

This routine sets the filter threshold to the value of the input parameter threshold.

2.5.14.8.2 filter set maxcigrange

This routine sets the maximum CIG range.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
range int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
"box register pointer to filter loc.h

x BOUND BOX

calls
Function IWhere Described
IDATACOPY IMacro defined in filter Ioc.h

Table 2.5-318: filter set max cigrange Information.
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2.5.15 libimpacts
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libimpacts [libimpacts])

One CSU, libimpacts provides routines for managing impact information received from the
network. Tune-delayed impacts are scheduled and executed from this module. Libimpacts
also contains functionality to inform libmsg of impacts to be displayed by the CIG.

2.5.15.1 impacts.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libimpactsfimpacts.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim macros.h"
"sim_types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h"
"libsound.h"
"libsounddfn.h"
"libmap.h"
"libimps.h"

This file defines the structure type IMPACT as follows:

ammojtype -- the type of ammo round
imp-type -- the impact type (as defined in 2.5.15.2 libimps.h)
loc -- where the impact occurred
delay -- the delay before impacting the ground (for indirect fire)
r_2 -- the range squared
last -- the previous element in the linked impact list
next -- the next element in the linked impact list

Variable and Procedure Declarations:
impactTarray[MAXEFF]
impacLtfree[MAXIFF]
impact_list_start
impact_free_index
impacts debug
impact get element()
impacts fre'e elemento

2.5.15.1.1 impacts_init

This routine initializes the impacts lists.

Internal Variables
Variable IType I Where Typede! Declared

I int Standard

Table 2.5-319: impacts init Information.
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2.5.15.1.2 impactstellcigaboutimpacts

This routine contains the linked impact lists with the associated delays. This routine
handles the impact delay timing. The CIG and sound systems are notified of the imp-type,
ammojtype, and r_-2 elements of the impact structure parameter, qe, in order to produce the
proper effects and sounds. Once the CIG and sound systems have been notified, the
element is freed (note that the information stored in qe is still valid, it has just been taken
out of the queued effects list and put on the free list).

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
ge pointer to IMPACT impacts.c
unique identifier int Standard
i int Standard
cigioc R4P3D /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I al/dgi stdg.h

Calls
Function Where Described
map get burst ground from-ammo-entry Section 2.6.11.2.4
cig msgoprepend show effect Section 2.1.2.2.2.96.1
sound of weapons impact Section 2.1.3.1.1
map aet burst air from ammo entry Section 2.6.11.2.5
map get burst armor from ammo entry Section 2.6.11.2.6
map get burst wood from ammo entry Section 2.6.11.2.7
map-get burst other from ammo-entry Section 2.6.11.2.8
mapgetmuzzle_flash me fromammo_ Section 2.6.11.2.10
entry
mapget_muzzle_flashother_fromammo_ Section 2.6.11.2.11
entry
impacts free element Section 2.5.15.1.5

Table 2.5-320: impactstellcigaboutimpacts Information.
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2.5.15.1.3 impacts queue-effect

This routine builds the impact structure from the input parameters, amnmo type m type
loc, delay, and r_2, and then places the structure into the effects queue.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
ammo type int Standard
imp type int Standard
lbc VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________allsim types.h
delay int Standard
r_2 REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
Calls

Function Where Described

cig et current range sgrd ISection 2.5.12.21.1
imipactts get element Section 2.5.14.1.4

Table 2.5-321: impacts queue-effect Information.

2.5.15.1.4 impacts get element

This routine tries to get a fr-ee pointer to an element in the impact list. If the pointer is
unavailable, the routine returns FALSE. If the pointer is available, the routine returns
TRUE and puts an empty element at the beginning of the impact list.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina

ITRUE i mt Ipointer to element is available
FALSE int ine suavailable

Table 2.5-322: impacts get element Information.

2.5.15.1.5 impacts free element

This routine puts the element, element, back on the free list when complete.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedef DeclaredI
element Ipiniter to IMPACT Iimpact.c

Table 2.5-323: impacts free-element Information.
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. 2.5.15.2 Iibimpg.h

Includes:

Defines the impact types as follows:

RdPACYE~ REFEENCE
RWiPACrNOIMPACTr 0
IMAC17-GROUND 1
IMPACTAIR 2
IMPACITARMOR 3
IMPACTr WOOD 4
IMPACTOTHER 5
IM1PACr-US 6
IMPACT_-MUZZLEFLASHME 7
IMdPACTMUZZLE_ FLASHOTHER 8

IMPACrNOSOUNDRANGE -1.0

Procedure Declarations:
impacts init()
impacts-teII cig about impacts()
impacts queue effect(F
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2.5.16 Iibapir
(Jsimnc~t/rlease/srcIibsrc/libapp [libapp])

The simulation host pen'iodically informs other entities on the network of its current
location, orientation, amd appearance. It uses routines in libapp to determine, each frame, if
it necessary to place atit update onto the network. Libapp checks for changes in appearance,
changes in position orocnientation which deviate from the dead reckoned model of the
vehicle, or time-out. li the vehicle's appearance has changed, or an update has not been
sent in the last 5 second1s, one will be generated. If an update is to be sent, libapp calls
routines in "ml-netwarkc", "m2_network.c", or "m2-tracks.c" to fill in vehicle specific
fields. Routines ame cal~cd in ml_tracks.c to determine what size dust cloud, if any, should
be reported.

2.5.16.1 Iibapp.lh

This file defines the izmcrface to the libapp library of vehicle appearance related software.

VehicleAppearance typwdef consists of the vehicle's appearance at a moment in time:
time -- the particular moment, in seconds, of the appearance
vehicleClass -- class of vehicle
appearance -type of vehicle and appearance
rotation -pointer to rotation matrix
location -- pointer to location
velocity -- pointer to velocity vector
turretAzimuth.- turret/hull orientation
gunElevation - gun/turret elevation

DiscrepanceThresliolds typedef applied to a class of vehicles consists of:

locationThreshKj3] -- location threshold
rotationThresh -- rotation angle about any axis
turretAzimuthThrsh -- turret rotation angle
gunElevationTTJesh -- gun elevation angle

Macro and constant delflnes:

SIMNETTOCiRADIANSFACTOR
simnet..angle-ci radians()
radians,_to-sinwiet-angle()

Declarations of library routines:

ReadDiscrepeancyThresholds()
PrepareDiscrepancyThresholds()
Appearance7 iscrepancyExceedsTh resholdso
clear monitowr varia blesO
get_reason_time()
get_reason_:espp()
get_reason_turazi()
get_reasonjgun__elevO
getjreason loc()
getjreason_r-ot()
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2.5.16.2 read.c

This file contains code for reading a file of discrepancy thresholds. The file of threshold
values contains the threshold parameters which, if exceeded, determine whether a
VehicleAppearance Packet is sent to the network.

The format of a file of threshold values is:

dimensions <width> <length> <height>
location <location threshold in percent of vehicle dimension>
rotation <rotation threshold in degrees>
turret-azimuth <turret azimuth threshold in degrees>
gun-elevation <gun elevation threshold in degrees>

Includes:"stdio.h"
"simstdio.h"

"libapp.h"

Static variable declarations:
filename
file

External procedure declarations:
ReadThresholdo
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2.5.16.2.1 ReadDiscrepancyThresholds

This routine reads a set of thresholds from an ASCII file. The caller provides the name of
the file,fname, and storage for the thresholds, thresholds. The routine returns 1 if
successful, and 0 otherwise.

S Parameters
Parameter [Type jWhere Typedef Declared
fname [ointer to char jStandard
thresholds jone to jiap~

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where T pedet Declared
dimensions array 3 of double Standard
location array 3 of double Standard
rotation double Standard
turretAzimuth Idouble IStandard
gunElevation Idouble IStandard

Returnn Values
ReunVleType j eanlng

Calls
Function Where Described
ReadThreshold ISection 2.5.16.2.2
PrepareDiscrepancyThreshold Section 2.5.16.3.1

Table 2.5-324: ReadDiscrepancyThresholds Information.
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2.5.16.2.2 ReadThreshold

This routine is used to parse a single threshold parameter.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
format pointer to char Standard
number int Standard
valuel pointer to double Standard
value2 pointer to double Standard
value3 pointer to double Standard

Internal Variables
Variable =Type I Where Typedef Declared
buffer array 100 of char Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
0 int procedure failed
1 int procedure was successful

Errors
Error Reason for Error
stderr Missing parameter in file

Table 2.5-325: ReadThreshold Information.

2.5.16.3 thresh.c

This file contains code for measuring the discrepancy between two versions of a vehicle's
appearance, and testing that discrepancy against a set of thresholds. The librva location and
orientation approximations are compared to the vehicle's actual location and orientation. If
the variance between the two exceeds the discrepency threshold values, a
VehicleAppearance Packet is sent.

Includes:
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"prosim.h"
"pro_timers.h"

"libapp.h"

Defines:
register

Declarations for monitoring threshold discrepancies:
resontime
reson-app
reason_turazi
reasongunelev
reasonjloc[3]
reasonrot
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2.5.16.3.1 PrepareiscrepancyTh reshoid

This routine precomputes certain values associated with a set of thresholds.

Parameters____________
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
thresholds register pointer iibapp.h

DiscrepancyThresholds _____________

dimensions array 3 of double Standard
location array 3 of double Standard
rotation double Standard
turretAzimuth double__________ Standard
gunElevation double Standard

Internal Variables
Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared

Sregister int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
radians to simnet angle Ilibapp.h

Table 2.5-326: PrepareDiscrepancyThreshold Information.
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2.5.16.3.2 A ppea ranceDiscrepancyExceedsT hres;h ol ds

This routine compares two descriptions of a vehicle's appearance, a dead reckoned location
and an exact location, to determine whether they differ by more than threshold amounts.
The routine returns 1 if an update must be sent, and 0 otherwise. An update is sent because
either:

1 . Five seconds have elapsed since the last update.
2. Any appearance modifier bits have changed.
3. The turret azimuth discrepancy exceeds the threshold.
4. The gun elevation discrepancy exceeds the threshold.
5. The difference between the current location and the dead reckoned location

exceeds the threshold.
6. The vehicle rotation discrepancy exceeds the threshold.

Parameters are represented as follows:

thresholds -- A pointer to the thresholds for the vehicle class.
lastUpdafe -- A pointer to the last appearance broadcast.
currentApp -- A pointer to the current yAP.
dT -- The number of seconds since the last PDU was sent.

_____________________Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter TyeWhere Typedef Declared
thresholds pone olibapp.h

lastl~pdate register pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot
___________________VehicleAppearanceVariant ocotl/[ sim.h

currentApp register pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot
__________________VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h

dT double Standard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
row register pointer to float Standard
disc register double Standard
I____________ register long Standard
thresh array of double Standard
position array of 3 doubles Standard
old rot pointer to float Standard
new rot pinter to float Standard

_____________________ ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type fMeaning

0 it the dead reckoned location
_____________________may be used

int an update must be send with
____________________ ____________________ the exact location

Table 2.5-327: AppearanceDisrepancyExceedsThresholds Information.

2.5.16.3.3 clear monitor variables
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'his routine sets the monitor variables to 0.

2.5.16.3.4 get reason time

This routine returns the number of times an update was sent due a time discrepancy.

Return Values
Rleturn Value Type Meaning

_reason-time unsigned long the number of times an update
was sent due to a timediscrepancy

Table 2.5-328: getreason time Information.

22.5.16.3.5 getreason app

T'his routine returns the number of times an update was sent due to any appearance modifier
b~its discrepancy.

Return Values
Iheturn Value Type Meaningr(eason-app unsigned long the number of times an update

was sent to to an appearance
discrepancy

Table 2.5-329: get_reasonapp Information.

Z2.5.16.3.6 get reason turazi

"ll'his routine returns the number of times an update was sent due to a turret azimuth
Wiscrepancy.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
rreasontur_azi unsigned long the number of times an update

was sent due to a turret
azimuth discrepancy

Table 2.5-330: getreason tur-azi Information.
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2.5.16.3.7 getreasongunelev

This routine returns the number of times an update was sent due to a gun elevation
discrepancy.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
reasongun-elev unsigned long the number of times an update

was sent due to a gun
elevation discrepancy

Table 2.5-331: getreasongunelev Information.

2.5.16.3.8 get reason loc

This routine returns the number of times an update was sent due to a location discrepancy.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
reasonloc pointer to unsigned long the number of times an update

was sent due to a location
discrepancy

Table 2.5-332: get_reasonloc Information.

2.5.16.3.5 getreason rot

This routine returns the number of times an update was sent due to a rotation discrepancy.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
reasonrot unsigned long the number of times an update

was sent due to a rotation
discrepancy

Table 2.5-333: getreason rot Information.

2.5.16.3.6 print-reasons

This routine prints the reasons for trasmitting packets. This routine is used for debugging
purposes.
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2.5.17 libnear
(Jsimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libnear [libnear])

Libnear is a utility library used by librnissile which contains routines which find the closest
vehicle to a given point or vector. The library keeps track of the closest vehicle from tick to
tick and attempts to stay locked on to that vehicle if possible.

2.5.17.1 near point.c
(.Jsimnet/rilease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libnear/nearpoint.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"sim_types.h""simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"

"libmatrix.h""p-sim.h"
"librva_util.h"

"libnear.h"
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2.5.17.1.1 near get next veb near point

This routine returns the next vehicle from the specified RVA list (veh list~id), counting
from index, which is within range (dist 2) of the given point (point). Index is modified.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh list id int Standard
point VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ alsim types.h
dist_2 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim tvDes.h

index pointer to mnt Standard

____________________ internalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
vehicles pointer to pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot

___________________VehicleppearanceVariant ocol/p__sim.h
num of veh int Standard
delta VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ allsim types.h

____________________ ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type Meaning
vehicles[* ndex] pointer to the next vehicle from the RVA

____________________VehicleppearanceVariant list within the given range
0 pointer to either no vehicles are on the

VehicleppearanceVariant RVA output list or no vehicle is
___________________ ___________________ within the given range

Calls
Function Where Described
rva get output list Section 2.5.13.1.2
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec dot Drod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-334: near get next veh near point Information.
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2.5.17.1.2 near get veh if still near point

This routine returns the given vehicle (vehiclejid) if it is within range (dist 2) of the
specified point (point).

Parameter_____Type_ Parameters WeeTpdfDcie

vehicle id pinter to VehiclelD) basic.h

point ~VECTOR /in~omnicuego

eicle2 REhiLeperneain /simnetlcommon/include/grot

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ _ _ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ __ I allsim types.h

___________________IntetrnlVaalues ____________

Retrnablue Type WhereningDelae

vehicle _________ VehicleppearanceVariant of the give ninld/po

vehiLe pointer to the vehicle isno within range 
_________________________arian of____________ the given point

_________alls
Function Where Described
rva util get veh app~pkt Section 2.5.13.1.3
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec dot orod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-335: near get veh if still-near-point Information.
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2.5.17.1.3 near_-get veh closest to point

'ibis routine finds the vehicle on the RVA ouput list (veh-list-id), starting at index, which
is closest to the given point (point).

_____________________Parameters_____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh list id int Standard
point VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
dist_2 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim tyDes.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
result pointer to /simnet/cmmon/include/prot

__________________VehicleppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h
index int Standard
vehicles pointer to pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

__________________VehicleppearanceVariant oCol/D sim.h
numn of veh Mt Standard
delta VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ alsim types h
current-dist REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_______________ ___________I___ al/simn types.h
mm _dist REAL /simnetlcommon/includefglob

al/sim types.h
min index mnt Standard

___________________ Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
NULL pointer to no vehicles on the RVA

vehiles~injdexjI piteperneain topt clsst vhcet h
______________________ poiteearanei tuoth clisst vhcet h

jVehicleppearanceVariant given point

Calls
Fu nct ion Where Described
rva get output list Section 2.5.13.1.2
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec dot prod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-336: near get veh closest to point Information.
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2. 5.1.t'1.4 near-get-preferred veh near point

Given ithat we have a vehicle (vek id) that was near the point during the last frame, this
routie tests to see if this vehicle is still close to the given point by calling the routine
near Lqet -veh -if still nearjamuto. If the vehicle is still within the given range of
the p' t, Thiat vehicle is returiid. If the vehicle is out of range, the routine calls
neargetvehlosesttopen() to get the current closest vehicle off the RVA output
list.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh-id pointer to vehiclel D /simnet/common/include/prot

____________________ocol/basic.h

veh list id int Standard
point VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h
dist_2 REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

InternalVariables ____________

VariabLe Type [Where Typedef Declared
result jpointer to I/s imnet/common/include/prot

LVehilcleAppearanceVariant co/smh

____________________ Return Values
Return Value Type 1Meaning
result pointer to either result = the vehicle that

Vet'icleAppearanceVariant was closest to the point last
frame, or result = the current

Calls
Funct ion Where Described
near oet veh if still nearpoint ISection 2.5.17.1.2
near-aet veh closest to ooit Section 2.5.17.1.3

Table 2.5-337: near get preferred-veh-near-point Information.

2.5.17.2 near vector.c
(./sirnnetFfelease/srvwhiclellibsrc/libnear/near-vector.c)

Includes:
"stdio.h"
.0sin - ypes.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
tsirnLmacrosh'
"librnatrix.h"
"p-sim.h"
"librva util.i'!
"libnear.h"
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2.5.17.2.1 nearget nextvehnear vector

This routine returns the next vehicle from the specified RVA list (veh list id) whose vector
is within angular range (cos_2) of the given vector (vec).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh list id int Standard
loc VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
vec VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim tyDes.h
cos_2 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
index pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
vehicles pointer to pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

VehicleAppearanceVariant ocol/psim.h
num of veh int Standard
delta VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
d_prod REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h

_____________ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
0 pointer to the next vehicle from the RVA

VehicleAppearanceVariant output list within the given
range

vehicies[*index] pointer to either no vehicles are on the
VehicleAppearanceVariant RVA output list or no vehicle is

Calls _within the given range

Calls
Function Where Described
rvaget output list Section 2.5.13.1.2
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vecdotprod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-338: neargetnext veh near vector Information.
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2.5.17.2.2 near_get veh if still near vector

This routine return the. given vehicle (veh -id) if its vector is within angular range (cos_2)
of the specified vector (Wec).

____________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
veh_Id pointer to VehiclelD) /simnet/common/include/prot

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocot/basic.h
lbc VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ al/sim -types.h

vec VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ alsim types.h

cos_2 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ aVSim tYpes.h

InternalVariables ___________

Variable IType [Where Typedef Declared
vehicle pointer to J/simnetlcommon/include/prot

IVehicleAppearanceVariant jocolIp sim.h
delta VECTOR /s imnetlcommonlinclude/glob

1~ La 1sim types.h

____________________ ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type Meenina
0 pointer to the vehicle vector is not within

VehicleppearanceVariant range of the given vector
vehicle pointer to the vehicle vector is within

VehicleppearanceVariant range of the given vector

Calls
Function Where Described
rva util get veh-aDLA5 Section 2.5.1.3.1.3
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1
vec dot Drod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-339-,: near get veh if-still-near-vector Information.
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2.5.17.2.3 near get veb closest to vector

This routine finds the vehicle on the RVA ouput list (veh list id) whose vector is closest to
the given vector (vec).

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh list id int Standard
lbc VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
vec VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

___________________ ____________________ al/simn tVpes.h
cos_2 REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

___________________ Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
vehicles pointer to pointer to /simnetlcommon/include/prot

__________________VehicleppearanceVariant ocol/p sim.h
numn of veh int Standard
delta VECTOR Isimneticommon/include/glob

____________________allsim types.h
d...prod REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ al/sim types.h
current-cos REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
mincos REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ 1 al/sim-types~h
min index int IStandard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value JType Meaning
0 jpointer to no vehicles on the RVA

__________________jVehicleppearanceVarant output list
vehicles[min-indexJ pointer to the closest vehicle to the

__________________I VehicleppearanceVariant given vector

Calls
Function IWhere Described

*rva get output list Section 2.5.13.1.2
vec sub ISection 2.6.2.65.1
vec dot-prod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-340: near get veh closest to vector Information.
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2.5. 17.2.4 near get-preferred veb near vector

Given that wte have a vehicle (veh id) whose vector was near the given vector during the
last frame, thks routine tests to see ifthis vehicle is still near o the given vector by calling
the routine ntear get -veh if still...near vectoro. If the vehicle's vector is still within
the given angiular range of ifie-given vector, that vehicle is returned. If the vehicle is out of
range, the ratutine calls near get veh closest to vectoro to get the current closest
vehicle off thie RVA output list

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
veh-id pointer to Vehicle!D) /simne.common/include/prot

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ocoVbasic.h
veh list id int Standard
bc; VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________altsim- tyrpes.h
vec VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

cos _2 REAL Isimnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ Internal Variables ____________

Variable Typ~e lWhere Typedet Declared
result pointer to /simnet/common/include/prot

JVehicleAppearanceVarat ol/sih

Return Valuie fType RtrVaus Meaning
result pointer to either result = the vehicle that

VehicleppearanceVariant was closest to the vector lastI frame, or result = the current
____________________ ____________________ closest vehicle to the vector

Calls
Function Where Described
Inear cet vety if still near vector I Section 2.5.17.2.2
near eveclsstoetor ISection 2.5.17.2.3

Table 2.5-341: near get preferred-veh-near-vector Information.
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2.5.18 librotate
(./simnet/rlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/librotate [librotate])

This library contains functions related to vehicle internal kinematics.

2.5.18.1 librot-Ioc.b

Defines:
IKINSET
IKINOLD
IKINNEW

UNCLASSPLAIN
IKINCLASSSTABPARENT
IKIN _CLASSSTABCHILD
IKINCLASSSTABORPHAN
DUINCLASSOFFSET

DUN-COMMAAND-FREEZE
IKINCOMMANDANGLE
DUN COMMAND-RATE
IKINCOMMANDANGLE_-ANDRATE
UNCOMMANDVECTOR.STAB

DUIN_COMMANDPONT _STAB
[KINCOMMANIDRATESTAB
[KINCONMMANDORIENT
DUNCOMMANDLOCATE

External Procedure Declarations:
rotate relate inito
rotate relate~simul(0
rotate set transformo
rotate set location 0
rotate break-linkso
rotate valid-angle()
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2.5.18.2 iibrotate.h

Includes "simntypes.h"

Defines:
ROTATE_MAXCHL DREN
ROTATENULL
ROTATEELEMENT_DEFO

The rotate element structure is composed of the following members:
1) parent
2) child[ROTATEMAXCHILDREN]
3) class
4) rotatenode
5) axis
6) angle
7) sin_ang
8) cosang
9) rate
10) transformindex
11) locationindex
12) stop-neg
13) stoppos
14) maxrate
15) dynamicson
16) dynamic-gain
17) dynamic_zero
18) prescommand functionO
19) postcommandfunctionO
20) the orientation structure member, which is composed of:

a) command
b) matrix
c) rate
d) angle
e) last-angle
f) angle-status
g) node

21) the location structure member, which is composed of:
a) command
b) vector
C) rate
d) node

22) the stab info union member, which is composed of:
a) stabvector
b) the family structure, which is composed of the following

members:
1) stabchild
2) priority-child

23) stab. tase
24) stab scross-prod
25) stabdotprod
26) sigh .r.mandstatus
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The type ROTATEELEMENT is defined as a rotate-element structure.. ExtrnalDeclarations:
rotate init()
rotatesimul()
worldn)
rotate init cig element()
rotate reaisigni cig element 0
rotate reset 'Icigf Iist()
rotategetcig info()
rotate -sen dmsgs()
bull()

rotate -hull simulO)
rotate allocate elemento
rotate mnit elemiento
rotateinit-stab familyo
rotate init -stab orphan()
rotate' inif offset element()
rotateprio~itizee-ilements()
rotate set child priorityo
rotate-set-stops()
rotate set max rate()
rotate set dyna~mic characteristics0
rotate set dynamic state()
rotate set no rotate()
rotate -set-mat 0
rotate set angleo
rotate set rateo
rotate set angle and rateo
rotate set current angleo
rotatemiilify stabi offset0
rotate set staF bvector0
rotate-set-stab vector in coordinateso
rotate set stab currentf position 0
rotate set stab current position in coordinateso
rotate-set-stab pointo
rotate set stab -point-in-coordinateso
rotate set stab_rate0
rotate set stab rate in coordinateso
rotate-set-locO5
rotate get angle()
rotate get sin angleo
rotate get cosF angle0
rotate get rateo
rotate get mato
rotate get loco
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2.5.18.3 rot comm.c

The routines in this file are called by other modules in the vehicle software package, and
not by other routines within librotate. If none of the routines are called outside librotate,
this file will not be linked with the rest of the vehicles code, and none of the included
libraries need be linked.

This file contains routines which allow graphical displays to be driven in a transparent
fashion. Nodes in the CIG configuration tree can be associated with rotate elements and
messages will be sent to the CIG to update these nodes. Note that the hull node, which is a
child of the world node, is maintained here.

"stdio.h"
"sire dfns.h"
"sim types.h"
"libhull.h"
"libkin.h"
"libmsg.h"
"librotate.h"

Declaring the malloc0 gives the ability to dynamically allocate memory.

A cig_element is defined and established for each CIG node which is to be driven by the
rotate package. All the elements are stored in a linked list. The cig-element structure is
defined with the following members:

next -- The next element on the list.
cigid -- The id of the CIG which paints the diplay for this node.
cignode -- The number of this node.
parent -- The parent of htis node, that is, the parent define in the CIG

configuration tree. This parent node does not have to be the parent
of the child defined in the rotate tree.

child -- The child node.

In addition, the following variables are declared:

first_element -- A pointer to the first element in the list. Initially, the list is empty.
currentelement -- A pointer to the element whose information will be sent to the CIG

next

The hull is defined with ROTATEELEMENTDEF(hull_element)
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2.5.18.3.1 rotate initcigelement

This routine properly stores CIG node information in the local list. If an element has
already been defined for this cigid - cignode pair, the parent-andchild information is
updated, otherwise a new element is added to the list. Parameters are represented as
follows:

cigid -- The id of the CIG which displays this node.
cignode -- The number of the node as defined in the CIG configuration file.
parent -- A pointer to the rotate element which is the parent of the node as defined in

the CIG configuration file.
child -- A pointer to the rotate element which the CIG node is attached to.

First the current-element variable is set to point at the beginning of the list of CIG
elements. A search through the list is performed to locate the cigid - cignode pair. If this
pair has been assigned an element before, its parent and child information is updated, and
current element is reset to point at the beginning of the list. If the pair has not been
assigned an element, memory is allocated. If memory has been exhausted, an error
message is printed. Once the element is assigned, it is inserted at the beginning of the list
and the parent and child information is filled in.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
cig id int Standard
cig node int Standard
parent pointer to Section 2.5.28.2 librotate.h

I ROTATE ELEMENT I
child pointer to Section 2.5.28.2 librotate.hROTATE ELEMENT

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotate init ci Ielement): FATAL cannot allocate entry for CIG node

Table 2.5-342: rotateinitcigelement Information.
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2.5.18.3.2 rotatereassigncigelement

This routine allows branches of the CIG configuration tree to be attached to different parts
of the simulated vehicle. For example, if a vehicle has a turret, a gun which can elevate is
attached, as is a sensor that can traverse and elevate with respect to the turret. One CIG
node could be attached to the turret and another, initially, to the gun. By changing the child
in the CIG element originally assigned to the turret, the node could be attached to the
sensor.

The routine returns a pointer to the rotate element which was the child associated with theCIG element. Parameters and variables are represented as follows:

cigid -- The id of the CIG which displays this node
cignode -- The number of the node as defined in the CIG configuration file. The

combination of cigid and cignode uniquely identifies a single CIG display
node or CIG element.

child -- A pointer to the rotate element which will now be the child associated with
the CIG element.

elemeta -- A pointer to an element in the list.
oldchild -- A pointer to the rotate element last assigned to this CIG element.

This is accomplished by setting element to point at the beginning of the list and searching
for the CIG element. If the CIG element is found, it resets the child and returns the pointer
to the old child. If the CIG element is not found, it returns a NULL pointer.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Param eters _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
cig_id int Standard
cig node int Standard
child pointer to Section 2.5.28.2 librotate.hROTATE ELEMENT

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to struct cig element Section 2.5.18.3 rot comm.c
oldchild pointer to Section 2.5.28.2 librotate.h

ROTATE-ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
ROTATENULL pointer to the CIG element was not

ROTATE ELEMENT found
oldchild pointer to the old child associated with

ROTATE ELEMENT the CIG element

Table 2.5-343: rotatereassign cigelement Information.

2.5.18.3.3 rotateresetciglist

This routine resets current-element to point to the beginning of the list.
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2.5.18.3.4 rotateget ciginfo

This routine passes back the information the CIG needs about the element pointed at by
current element. If valid information is returned, TRUE is returned and current element is
set to point at the next entry in the list. If the end of the list has been reached, FALSE is
returned and currentelement is reset to point at the beginning of the list.

cigi -- A pointer to the id of the CIG associated with the current CIG element.
cignode -- A pointer to the number of the node associated with the current CIG

element.
mat -- A pointer to the matrix which contains the transformation from the parent in

the current CIG element to the child.
/oc -- A pointer to the location of the child in the current CIG element with respect

to the the parent expressed in the parent's coordinate system.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
cia id pointer to int Standard
cig node pointer to int Standard
mat pointer to TMATPTR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
Ioc pointer to pointer to REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim tyRes.h

Return ValuesReturn Value Type Meaning
FALSE int valid information about the

element is returned to the CIG

TRUE int the end of the list has been
I_ Ireached

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate et mat Section 2.5.18.5.5
rotateget loc Section 2.5.18.5.12

Table 2.5-344: rotate getcig_info Information.
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2.5.18.3.5 rotate send mas

This routine sends messages to tdre CIG with information about the GIG elements on the
list. The messages start with the element currently pointed at by current element and
continue through to the end of te list. The only time current element shiould be pointing
anywhere except at the front of the list is during the execution-of this routine. In this (the
standard) case, this routine wili send messages for all elements on the list. This routine
should be called by the user when it is appropriate to send messages to the GIG. Variables
are represented by the following:

buf mask -- The GIG id.
cig node -- The GIG node.
orienwdion -- The orientation at the node.
location -- The location oftte node.

InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
but mask iiW Standard
cici-node mnt Standard
orientation TMATPTR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ al/sim types.h
location pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim tvpes.h

Calls
Function where Described
rotate get cio info ISection 2.5.18.3.4
multi c qmsg repend rts4x3 rwatrix Section 2.1.2.2.2.82.1

Table 2.5-345: rotate send msgs Information.

2.5.18.3.6 hull

This routine returns the pointer to the hull. Rotate elements are generally maintained by the
vehicles code module responsibile for them. The exceptions are the world and the hull,
which are maintained here (in likbotate). In later versions of the code, the hull element will
be moved to its own module.

Return Values
IReturn Value !Typeeang tehleemt

I &hI1 ROTATE ELEMENT to

Table 2.5-346: hull Information.
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2.5.18.3.7 rotate hull-init

This routine initializes the hull rotate element. It should be called by the user before
rotate initO is called. It is assumed that there is a CIG configuration node (1) that is
associated with the hull. The rotate and CIG elements are initialized, and the initial
orientation and location of the hull are set.

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate init element Section 2.5.18.4.2
world Section 2.5.18.6.8
rotate init cig element Section 2.5.18.3.1
rotate set mat Section 2.5.18.4.16
kinematics get w to h Section 2.5.8.2.1
rotate set Ioc Section 2.5.18.4.30
kinematics get o to h Section 2.5.8.2.4

Table 2.5-347: i'otate hull init Information.

2.5.18.3.8 rotate hull simul

This routine updates the current orientation and position of the hull. It should be called
every tick after the hull kinematics have been performed and before rotate simul0 is
called.

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate set mat Section 2.5.18.4.16
kinematics get w to h Section 2.5.8.2.1
rotate set Ioc Section 2.5.18.4.30
kinematicsget o to h Section 2.5.8.2.4

Table 2.5-348: rotate hull simul Information.
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2.5.18.4 rot element.c

This file contains the routines that operate on specific rotate elements. An element is a
node in a tree structure that represents and tracks a particular coordinate system. The
routines in this file provide the means to initialize elements, change their characteristics,
give commands for rotation and translation, and obtain information about them.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simjypes.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"libmatrix.h"
"librotate.h"
"librot_loc.h"

Procedure Declarations:
malloc0
rotateinitstabelementO

2.5.18.4.1 rotate allocate element

This routine dynamically allocates memory for an element, initializes the essential entries in
it, and returns a pointer to it. This is an alternative to the more standard method of statically
allocating in vehicle specific code using the ROTATEELEMENTDEF macro. Using the
dynamic method requires the user to be very careful about the order in which nodes are
allocated and initialized: an element must be allocated before it is declared as a parent of
any other element. This declaration must take place when the child node is initialized.
Variables are represented as follows:

i -- A counter.
new-element -- The pointer to the new element.

The pointers to the element's parent and children are initialized to NULL pointers and the
pointer to the element is returned. If the element's allocation fails, an error message is
printed and a NULL pointer is returned.

Internal Variables
Variable I Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
newelement pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
ROTATENULL pointer to the element's allocation failed

ROTATE ELEMENT
newelement pointer to a pointer to the newly

ROTATEELEMENT allocated element

Table 2.5-349: rotate allocate element Information.
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2.5.18.4.2 rotate init element

This routine performs all the tasks required to initialize an element and insert it into the
rotate tree structure. This initialization must be performed for all elements. This routine
must be called before any other action is taken on the element and before rotate inito is
called. The order in which the parent element and its children are initialized is not
important. After being initialized, this element is of IKINCLASSPLAIN. Other
initialization routines must be called to modify its class. Parameters are represented as
follows:

element -- A pointer to the rotate element to be initialized. Note that the element must
be declared statically or dynamically by the module responsible for it,
generally the vehicle specific code. This declaration must be performed
using the macro ROTATE_ELEMENTDEF which is defined in
"librotate.h" or by using the routine rotate allocate elementO.

parent -- The pointer to the element which is the parent of this element.
axisx -- It can be shown that the relationship between any two cooridnate systems

can be expressed as an axis and angle of rotation. When the angle is 0.0, the
systems are coincident. For any angle, the axis has the s-rne expression in
either system. This parameter is the X coordinate of the axis of rotation.

axis_y -- The Y coordinate of the axis of rotation.
axis z -- The Z coordinate of the axis of rotation.
angle -- The initial angle of rotation in radians.
stopneg -- The angle in radians that the element is not allowed to pass if it is rotating in

the negative direction. If this is not a valid angle (>(-PI) and <=PI), the
element does not have a negative stop.

stop_pos -- The angle in radians that the element is not allowed to pass if it is rotating in
the positive direction. If this is not a valid angle (>(-PI) and <=PI), the
element does not have a positive stop.

pr xrate -- The maximum rate the element is allowed to turn in radians per tick.
.oc_x -- The X coordinate of the location of the element with respect to its parent in

the parent's coordinate system in meters.
locy -- The Y coordinate of the location in meters.
locz -- The Z coordinate of the location in meters.

In order to initialize the element, the routine first checks to see if the element is the world
rotate element. If the element is the world, then the element has no parent, since the world
is the top of the rotate tree. If the element is not the world, then the routine makes the
element a child of its parent. If, however, this element has already been initialized, it is
already a child of its parent. If the element can not make itself a child of its parent, the
initialization fails. Since all elements are declared using ROTATEDEFELEMENT or
rotate allocate elemento, the pointers to a parent element's children are NULL until a
child is'adopted;-a parent will know nothing of its children until the child attaches itself. In
order to attach itself, the pointer to the child element is stored in the first NULL entry in the
parent's child list.

Once attached, the entry is initialized. First, the entries of the rotate element are filled in,
and the axis vector is normalized. The dynamics are initially turned off and the gain and
zero values are initialized such that the element would have an instantaneous response if the
dynamics were turned on without setting them. The command pointers are initialized to
NULL. The node orientation is initially locked in place. If the element is the world, its
location cannot be moved. If the element is not the world, a command is issued to place the
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element; the placemnent will occur during the initial pass through rotate-execo. If the
initialization was successful, the routine returns TRUE.

Parameters____________
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_________________ROTATE ELEMENT __________

parent pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 iibrotate.h
_________________ROTATE ELEMENT __________

axis _x REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob
____________________al/sim types.h

axis-y REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h

axis~z REAL /simnet/commontinciude/giob
____________________al/sim tvpes.h

angle REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h

stop~neg REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h

stopjpos REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob
____________________al/sim types.h

max-rate REAL /simnet/common/inciude/glob
______________________alsim tyes h

boc-x REAL /simnet/comnmon/include/gbob
____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ allsim types.h

ioc..y REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
_____________________ al/sim types h

boc-z REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
_____________________ _____________________ al/sim typ~es~h

Internal Variables
Variable IType Where Tyedef Declared

I it IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Te ~Meanina
FALSE int procedure failed
TRUE Jntthe initialization was

________________________________________ successful

Calls
Function Where Described
world Section 2.5.18.6.8
vec normalize Section 2.6.2.63.1
rotate valid angle Section 2.5.18.6.7
rotate set slops Section 2.5.18.4.9
rotate set max rate ISection 2.5.18.4.10

Table 2.5-350: rotate-init-element Information.
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2.5.18.4.3 rotateinit stab family

The goal of stabilization is to align the base vector, which is fixed in the child's coordinate
system, with the stab vector,which is fixed in some other coordinate system. In the case of
a stab family, two coordinate systems can be rotated to accomplish this goal. This routine
perfoms the initializations required to configure the pair to a stab family. Paramenters are
represented as follows:

stab child -- A pointer to the child of the stab family pair.
base-x -- The base vector is fixed to the child's system and is aligned with the

stab vector. This parameter is the X coordinate of the base vector
expressed in the child's coordinates.

base, -- The Y coordinate of the base vector.
base z -- The Z coordinate of the base vector.
prioritychild -- TRUE if the rotations are done to minimize the rotation of the child or

FALSE if the rotation of the parent is minimized.

The routine first initializes the child and set its class, and then initializes the parent and sets
its class. The base vector of the parent is the child's axis. The two systems are then
connected by setting stab_child and setting the priority.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
basex REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob
base al/sim tyDes.h
base-y REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
basez REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate init stab element Section 2.5.18.4.5

Table 2.5-351: rotateinit stabfamily Information.
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2.5.18.4.4 rotate-init-stab orphan

element- A pointer to the element to be stabilized.
base x Il Te base vector is fixed to the child's system and is aligned with the stab

vector. This parameter is the X coordinate of the base vector expressed in
the child's coordinates.

basey Il Te Y coordinate of the base vector.
base-z -- The Z coordinate of the base vector.

In order to stabilize a stab orphan, only one coordinate system can be rotated to align the
base vector with the stab vector. This routine performs the initializations required to
configure the element to a stab orphan.

Parmetr _________________ Parameters______

elementponetoScin251. iraeh
baseEELEEx

base..REA /simnetlcommon/include/glob
___________________ ____________________ al/sim tvypes.h

base-z REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types h

Table 2.5.352: rotate-init-stab orphan Information.
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2.5.18.4.5 rotate-init stab element

This routine fills in the entries in the rotate element structure that deal with stabilization.
Note that in a stab parent, the child's axis acts like a base vector. This is shown elsewhere.
First the base vector is filled in and normalized. The cross and dot products of the base
vector and the axis are found. The command status in initialized. Parameters are
represented as follows:

elemem -- A pointer to the element to be stabilized.
base x -- The base vector is fixed to the child's system and is aligned with the stab

vector. This parameter is the X coordinate of the base vector expressed in
the child's coordinates.

base y -- The Y coordinate of the base vector.
base z -- The Z coordinate of the base vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
basex REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/globallsim tVpes.h
base-y REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h
basez REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec normalize Section 2.6.2.63.1
vec cross-prod Section 2.6.2.66.1
vec dot Drod Section 2.6.2.54.1

Table 2.5-353: rotate init stab element Information.

2.5.18.4.6 rotate init offset element

An offset element is one that is aligned with its parent but is offset. This routine initializes
this type of element. The parameter element is a pointer to the element which is to be in the
offset class.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATEELEMENT

Table 2.5-354: rotate init offset element Information.
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2.5.18.4.7 rotateprioritizeelements

Sometimes it is desirable to have one node processed before another. As an example, it
may be necessary to stabilize a low priority node to a point expressed in the high priority
node's coordinates. The routine returns TRUE if it is possible to reorder the children of an
element such that high is operated on before low, and returns FALSE otherwise.
Parameters are represented as follows:

high -- A pointer to the element which is to be operated on first.
low -- A pointer to the element which is to be operated on last.

The routine first checks to see if high is an ancestor of low. If so, high will be operated on
first, and TRUE is returned. If not, the routine tries to find the common ancestor of high
and low. The variable current_high is first set to high and is then set to each of its
ancestors until the top of the tree is reached. Next, the variable current low is set to low
and is then set to each of its ancestors until the top of the tree is reached- A check is made
to see if the parent of currentlow and the parent of current high are the same. If so, the
common ancestor has been found. If current high and current low are the same, and since
the possiblility of high being an ancestor of low has already been eliminated, low is either
the same as high or it is a direct ancestor, FALSE is returned since low must be operated on
before high.

Next, each of the children of the common ancestor is looped through. If current-high is
reached first, it is being operated on first, and TRUE is returned. If current-low is reached
first, the two elements are swapped in the array of children.

SParameters _____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
high pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
low pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
current-high pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.hROTATE ELEMENT
currentlow pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
parent pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
i int Standardindex int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
FALSE int it is not possible to reorder the

children
TRUE int it is possible to reorder the

1 children

Table 2.5-355: rotateprioritizeelements Information.
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2.5.18.4.8 rotate set child priority

W This routine sets the child priority flag for a stab family. TRUE is returned if rotation of
the child is minimized, and FALSE is returned if rotation of the parent is minimized.
Parameters are represented as follows:

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
priority -- The child priority flag.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
oriority int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int the rotation of the child is

minimized
FALSE int the rotation of the parent is

minimized

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
ROTATE: rotate set child_priority trying to prioritize inappropriate class

Table 2.5-356: rotatesetchildpriority Information.
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2.5.18.4.9 rotate-se#_stops

element -- A pointer tu dhe element of interest.
stop_ neg -- The angle in radians that the element cannot turn past when rotating in the

negative direation.
stop fibs -- The angle in, -radians that the element cannot turn past when rotating in the

positive direction.

This routine sets the stops associated with an element. If the stop setting is an invalid angle
(<= -P1 or > PI), then theme is no stop in that direction. An angle indicating no negative
stop should be less than -PT and an angle indicating no positive stop should be greater than
PI in order for the stop deteirmining algorithm to perform efficiently. This routine accepts
-PI but converts it to the valid value of PI. If the stops are set at the same angle, they must
be separated so the stop algu-ithm will work properly. This separation will allow the
element to rotate virtually tough the whole circle but it will stop at the stop point when
going in either direction.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter ----- Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 Iibrotate.h

_________________ROTATE ELEMENT___________
stop-neg REAL /simnetlcom mo n/include/g lob

_____________________ ___________________ I al/sim tvpes.h
stop-pos REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

Table 2.3-357: rotate_set_stops Information.

2.5.18.4.10 rotl'e-set-max-rate

This routine sets the maxiiunn allowed rate of rotation. Parameters are represented as
follows:

element -- A pointer to che element of interest.
max-rate Il Te maximum allowed rate of rotation of the element in either direction in

radians per tic~k.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 Iibrotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
max rate REAL fsimnetlcommon/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Table 2.5-358: rotate set max rate Information.
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2.5.18.4.11 rotate setdynamic characteristics

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
nat.freq -- The natural frequency of the system in radians per tick.
dampingjac -- The damping factor of the system.

Nodes can be given dynamic characteristics in rotation. A very simple transfer function is
used to represent the passive dynamics of the mass, stiffness, and damping and its
modification by active control. The criteria for such behavior is that the system should
have zero steady-state error for constant velocity input and should be stable. This behavior
is exhibited by the system illustrated below. This system has unity and negative feedback.
The two pure integrators in the open loop transfer function result in zero steady-state error.
The single pole makes the system stable

R(s) E _Ks2 *- C(s)

-- S

The resultant transfer function of this system is:

C(s) K(s + z)
T(s) R(s)- s2 + Ks + Kz

The response characteristics of this system can be determined from the denominator of this
equation (the characteristic equation). The standard form of the second order characteristic
equation is:

s2+ 2dws + W2

where d is the damping factor and w is the natural frequency. Expressing the characteristic
equation of the system derived above in this form yields:

W
K=2d

This routine expresses the node's dynamic characteristics in terms of the natural frequency
and damping factor. The dynamic characteristics can be set at any time after the node has
been initialized and can be modified at any time. The characteristics should be set before
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the dynamics of the node are turned on. There is no need to set the characteristics if the
dynamics are not to be used for the node.

When the dynamics are turned on, the node reacts to inputs of desired position and desired
rate. Each of the command states tries to generate reasonable values for these inputs.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_________________ROTATE ELEMENT __________

natjraq REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

dampingjac REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ al/sim types.h

Table 2.5-359: rotate-set-dynamic characteristics Information.

2.5.18.4.12 rotate set dynamic-state

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
dynamics-on -- The desired state (ON or OFF) of the dynamics of the element.

The dynamics of a node are initially turned off and are active only when turned on. This
routine turns the dynamics of a node on or off. The dynamic characteristics of the node
should be set before they are turned on.

Parameters
Parameter I Tpe IWhere Typedef Declaredelmntpite oSeto 251.i.bott~

lement p~~OinTEt ELEMENT Scin251. irtt~
dynamics on int Standard

Table 2.5-360: rotate-set dynamic-state Information.
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2.5.18.4.13 rotate set_pre command function

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
function_ptr -- A pointer to a function that returns an integer and passes a pointer to a

rotate element as an argument. This function will be called every tick
just before the element is operated on.

This routine allows the user to specify a function which will be called after all higher
priority elements have been operated on but before this element is operated on. The
function declaration should appear as follows:

int functionptr (element)
ROTATE_ELEMENT *element;

The pointer passed in the call will be element. The return value is not used and has no
meaning. If a function has been set previously and it is desired to not have a function
called, this routine is used to set the function pointer to ROTATE_NULL.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT ,a.,
functionptr pointer to a function that Standard

returns an int

Table 2.5-361: rotate setprecommand-function Information.
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2.5.18.4.14 rotate setpostcommand_function

This routine allows the user to specify a function which will be called after all higher
priority elenemnts have been operated on and after this element is operated on. The function
declaration shcould look like:

int funi-tion.=ptr (element)
ROTAXIE..ELEMENT *element;'I

element - A pointer to the element of interest.
funcdon_.ptr - A pointer to a function that returns an integer and passes a pointer to a

rotate element as an argument. This function will be called every tick
just after the element is operated on.

The pointer pressed in the call will be element. The return value is not used and has no
meaning. If a tiunction has been set previously and it is desired to not have a function
called, this routtine is used to set the function pointer to ROTATENULL.

m m Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
functionptr pointer to a function that Standard

_ returns an int

Table 2.5-362: rotate setpost command function Information.

2.5.18.4.15 rotate set no rotate

This routine isiues a command to lock the element in place. The dynamic characteristics
are ignored. TEe parameter element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

If the element was previously stabilized and is a member of a stab family, the other member
of the family swill also be locked into place. Typically, another call would be made to the
other member to verify its command status.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Table 2.5-363: rotate set no rotate Information.
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2.5.18.4.16 rotate set mat

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
parenteself -- A pointer to the parent to self transformation matrix.

This routine issues a command to set the orientation matrix of an element. Note that the
element can no longer be thought of in terms of rotating about its axis and that the dynamic
characteristics have no bearing.

If the element was previously stabilized and is a member of a stab family, the other member
of the family will also be locked into place. Typically, another call would be made to the
other member to verify its command status.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
parenttoself TMATRIX /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

al/sim ty es.h

Calls
Function I Where Described
mat copy Section 2.6.2.39

Table 2.5-364: rotate set mat Information.

2.5.18.4.17 rotatesetangle

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
angle -- The desired angle with respect to the parent [radians].

This routine issues a command to rotate to a specified angle relative to the parent. If
dynamics are turned on, this angle is the desired angle. The transition into this command
mode results in the desired rate being set to 0.0. If this routine is called every tick, the
difference between successive calls is used as the desired rate. If a tick passes without a
call to this routine, the desired rate is set to 0.0. If the element was previously stabilized
and is a member of a stab family, the other member of the family will also be locked into
place. Typically, another call would be made to the other member to verify its command
status.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
angle REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

Ial/sim types.h

Calls
Function [Where Described
rotate valid angle Section 2.5.18.6.7

Table 2.5-365: rotate set angle Information.
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2.5.18.4.18 rotate set-rate

element -- A poixixer to the element of interest.
rate- The dLsired rate of rotation in radians per tick.

This routine issues atcommand to rotate at a specified rate. If dynamics are turned on, the
current angle is usedaas the desired angle.

If the element was pmviously stabilized and is a member of a stab family, the other member
of the family will aixi be locked into place. Typically, another call would be made to the
other member to verify its command status.

_____________________Parameters_____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pone oSection 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

________________ ROTATEELEMENT __________

rate REAL /simnet/comnmon/include/glob
_____________________ ___________________ I aVsim types.h

Tabl 2.5366: rotate-set rate Information.

2.5.18.4.19 rotate set angle-and-rate

element -- A puibn=.r to the element of interest.
anglek The, dte sired angle with respect to the parent lirad].

rate The dirsired rate of rotation in radians per tick.

This routine is usedgprimarily to set the desired angle and rate of a node when dynamics are
turned on. If the dynmarnics are turned off, the node will turn at the specified rate (if
possible) until the des-ired angle is reached.

If the element was previously stabilized and is a member of a stab family, the other member
of the faimily will also be locked into place. Typically, another call would be made to the
other member to verify its command status.

______ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_________________ROTATE ELEMENT___________
angle REAL /simrnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ ___________________ I al/sim types.h
rate REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ __________________ 1_ al/sim types.h

Calls
Fu nct ion IWhere Described
rotate valid angle ISection 2.5.18.6.7

Table Z.5-367 . rotate-set angle and-rate Information.
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2.5.18.4.20 .rotateset currentangle

This routine will cause the node to come to rest at its current position. If dynamics are
turned off, this will have the same effect as the routine rotate set no rotateo but will
be computationally more expensive. If dynamics are turned on, the node will settle onto its
current position. The parameter element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATEELEMENT

Calls
Function I Where Described
rotate set angle Section 2.5.18.4.17

Table 2.5-368: rotatesetcurrent angle Information.

2.5.18.4.21 rotate modifystab offset

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
offset -- Desired angular offset from the stab vector in radians.

This routine modifies the offset used for element when it is in stab vector or point stab
mode. The node must be a stabilized element to be in stab vector or point stab mode. The
offset is reset to zero when the node transitions into either of those command modes or
when the coordinate system of the stab vector or stab point changes. If the element is not
in vector stab or point stab mode, an error message is printed.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to

ROTATE ELEMENT
offset REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
ROTATE: rotate modify stab offset element not in appropriate stab mode

Table 2.5-369: rotatemodifystab_offset Information.
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2.5.18.4.22 rotate setstabvector

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
stab-vector -- A pointer to the stab vector which is expressed in world coordinates.

This routine sets the stab vector which is expressed in world coordinates by calling the
more general routine rotate set stabvector in coordinateso.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
stabvector VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function IWhere Described
rotate set stab vector in coordinates ISection 2.5.18.4.23

Table 2.5-370: rotate set stab vector Information.

2.5.18.4.23 rotate set stab vector in coordinates

Parameters and variables are represented as follows:

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
stabvector -- A pointer to the stab vector which is expressed in the coordinates of node

coords.
coords -- A pointer to the element whose coordinates the stab vector is expressed in.
parent A pointer to the parent in the family.
child -- A pointer to the child in the family.

This routine sets the stab vector which is in the coordinates of element coords. coords
should be moved before element by calling rotate prioritizeelementso except when
this routine is called from rotate-set stabvector0, since the world is always fixed.

This routine sets the command mode of element, and, if it is in a stab family, sets its other
family member. If element is not in a stab family or is not a stab orphan, this routine prints
an error message and returns with no action.

When in the stab vector command mode, an attempt is made to align the base vector with
the stab vector then rotate each node away from the stab vector by some offset angle. The
offset for all affected nodes is set to zero when this command mode is entered from some
other command mode or if coords changes. The offset for an element can be set using the
routine rotate modifystaboffseto.

When dynamics are turned on, the desired angle is the angle which would align the base
vector with the stab vector plus the offset. The difference between consecutive desired
angles is the desired rate. When this command mode is entered from another mode or
when the value of coords changes, the desired rate will be zero.
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If this routine is called every tick, the desired rate will be as described above. If it is called
while in this command mode but it was not called during the previous tick, the desired rate

Wwill be reset to zero. The assumption is that the stab vector could be changing continously
and that this routine would be called every tick to reflect this change. The difference
between consecutive desired angles would be an appropriate measure of desired rate in this
case.

If this routine is not called every tick, it is assumed that the stab vector is not changing
continously. When the routine is called, the new stab vector is not assumed to be associated
with the previous stab vector and the desired rate is set to zero.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
stab_vector VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

I al/sim types.h
coords pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT
U

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
parent pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

,,_ROTATE ELEMENT
child pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT

Errors
Error Reason for Error
ROTATE: rotate set stab vector trying to stabilize inappropriate class

Calls
Function Where Described
vec normalize Section 2.6.2.63.1

Table 2.5-371: rotate set stab vector in coordinates Information.
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2.5.18.4.24 rotatesetstabcurrent_position

This routine finds the current position of the base vector in world coordinates and uses it to
set the stab vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate -set stab-currentjposition in- Section 2.5.18.4.25
coordinatesI

Table 2.5-372: rotatesetstab_current position Information.

2.5.18.4.25 rotatesetstab_current_position in coordinates

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
coords -- A pointer to the element in whose coordinates the base vector is to be

expressed.
This routine finds the current position of the base vector in coordinates of coords and uses
it to set the stab vector. If the element is not in a stab class, an error message is printed.

Parameters _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
coords pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT I

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
child pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATEELEMENT
stabvector VECTOR /simnelcommon/include/glob

E al/sim types.h

Errors
Error Reason for Error
ROTATE: rotate set currentposition stab trying to stabilize inappropriate class

Calls
Function Where Described
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
rotate aet mat Section 2.5.18.5.5
rotate set stab vector in coordinates Section 2.5.18.4.23

Table 2.5-373: rotate-set stab current positionin coordintates
information.
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2.S.18.4.26 rotatesetstab_point

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
stab..oint -- A pointer to a vector which stores the location at which the base vector

should point. The point is expressed in meters in world coordinates.

This routine sets the stab point which is expressed in world coordinates. It calls the more
general routine rotate.set stab_point_incoordinates0 to set the vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
stab.point VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

aI/sim tvpes.h

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate set stab Doint in coordinates Section 2.5.18.4.27
world Section 2.5.18.6.8

Table 2.5-374: rotate set stab_point Information.

2.5.18.4.27 rotatesetstabpoint in coordinates

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
stabpoint -- A pointer to a vector which stores the location at which the base vector

should point. The point is expressed in meters in the coordinates of coords.
coords -- A pointer to the element in whose coordinates the stab point is expressed.

This routine sets the point to which the base vector of a family or orphan is to point. This
point is in the coordinates of element coords. coords should be moved before element by
calling rotate-prioritize elements() except when this routine is called from
rotate set stabpointo, since the world is always fixed.

This routine sets the command mode of element, and, if it is in a stab family, sets its other
family member. If element is not in a stab family or is not a stab orphan, this routine prints
an error message and returns with no action.

When in the stab point command mode, an attempt is made to point the base vector at the
stab point then rotate each node away from the stab point by some offset angle. The offset
for all affected nodes is set to zero when this command mode is entered from some other
command mode or if coords changes. The offset for an element can be set using the
routine rotatemodifystaboffseto.

When dynamics are turned on, the desired angle is the angle which would point the base
vector at the stab point plus the offset. The differance between consecutive desired angles
is the desired rate. When this command mode is entered from another mode or when the
value of coords changes, the desired rate will be zero.

If this routine is called every tick, the desired rate will be as described above. If it is called
while in this command mode but it was not called during the previous tick, the desired rate
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will be reset to zero. The assumption is that the stab point could be changing continously
and that this routine would be called every tick to reflect this change. The differance
between consecutive desired angles would be an appropriate measure of desired rate in this
case.

If this routine is not called every tick, it is assumed that the stab point is not changing
continously. When it is called, the new stab point is assumed to be unassociated with the
previous stab point and the desired rate is set to zero.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
stab_.point VECTOR /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

al/sim types.h
coords pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
parent pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
child pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT

Errors
Error Reason for Error
ROTATE: rotate set stab oint trying to stabilize inappropriate class

Calls
Function Where Described
vec cop Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5-375: rotatesetstab pointincoordinates Information.
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2.5.18.4.28 rotatesetstab_rate

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
rate -- The desired rate of rotation of the node in radians per tick.

This routine causes the node to stabilize in the world and turn at the specified rate by calling
the more general routine rotate set stabrate in coordinatesO.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
rate REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
world Section 2.5.18.6.8
rotate set stab rate in coordinates Section 2.5.18.4.29

Table 2.5-376: rotate set stab rate Information.

2.5.18.4.29 rotate set stab rate in coordinates

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
rate -- The desired rate of rotation of the node in radians per tick.
coords -- A pointer to the element in whose coordinates the element is stabilized.

This routine causes the stab family or orphan to stabilize in the desired coordinates and turn
at the desired rate. When this command mode is entered from another command mode or
when the coordinate system changes, the current location of the base vector in the
coordinates of coords is determined and saved as the stab vector. coords should be moved
before element by calling rotate prioritize elementso except when this routine is
cailed from rotatesetstabrateO, since the world is always fixed.

If element is not in a stab family, this routine prints an error message and returns with no
action.

When the nodes are operated on, an attempt is made to align the base vector with the stab
vector to point the base vector in its original direction. Each node in the family is then
turned by the amount specified in rate. After the stab orphan or both members of the stab
family have been moved, the position of the base vector in coords is determined and saved
and the process repeats.

When this command mode is entered from another mode or when a new coordinate system
is specified, both members of a stab family enter this mode. The specified rate is set for
element, and the rate for the other member of the family is set to zero. Usually, this routine
would be called for both members of a stab family. The first call would perform all the
necessary initialization and set the rate of the node specified in the call. The second call
would simply set the rate for the other family member. Any call to this routine which does
not cause a transition in command mode or does not specify new coordinates simply sets a
new rate for the specified node.
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The action of this ccommand mode when dynamics are turned on is very similar to the other
stabilized modes.. M'The desired angle is the angle which will align the base vector with the
stab vector plus dhr specified rate. The desired rate is not rate, but is the difference between
consecutive desixmd angles. When there is a transition into this command mode or when
new coordinates are specified, the desired rate is set to zero. Subsequent calls to this
routine or their fretquency do not affect the desired rate.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
rate REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
coords pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT I

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
parent pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
child pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Errors
Error Reason for Error
rotate set stab rate in coordinates trying to stabilize inappropriate class

Calls
Function Where Described
vec mat mu I Section 2.6.2.56.1
rotate get mat Section 2.5.18.5.5

Table Z.5--377: rotate set stab rate in coordinates Information.

2.5.18.4.30 rotate set Ioc

element - A lointer to the element of interest.
location - Th~ location of the element expressed in meters in its parent's coordinates.
This routine issues a command to set the location of the element.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
location VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec copy Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5-378. rotate_setloc Information.
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2.5.18.4.31 rotategetangle

This routine returns the current angle (in radians ) of element with respect to its parent.
element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value IType iMeaning
element->angle REAL the current angle of element

Table 2.5-379: rotategetangle Information.

2.5.18.4.32 rotateget_sin_angle

This routine returns the sine of the current angle of element with respect to its parent.
element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

* _Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
element->sin ang REAL jthe sine of the current angle of

I element

Table 2.5-380: rotate_get sinangle Information.

2.5.18.4.33 rotateget_cos_angle

This routine returns the cosine of the current angle of element with respect to its parent.
element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_ROTATE ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
element->cosang REAL the cosine of the currenm angle

of element

Table 2.5-381: rotate_getcosangle Information.
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2.5.18.4.34 rotate getrate

This routine returns the current rate of rotation of element with respect to its parent.
element represents a pointer to the element of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 Iibrotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
element->rate REAL the current rate of rotation of

I element

Table 2.5-382: rotate getrate Information.
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2.5.18.5 rot relate.c

This file contains routines that determine and maintain the relationships between coordinate
systems; these routines find and store the transformation matrices, location vectors, etc.
The coordinate systems are one of the characteristics of the rotation elements. The elements
are assigned positions within a hierarchal tree structure. Connected pairs in the tree have a
parent-child relationship. All but one of the elements has a single parent and may have one
or more children. The top element in the tree is always the world and has no parent.

This file contains the transformation element definition. An array of transformation
elements is declared with an entry for each node pair. An element contains the information
needed to determine and maintain the transformation between the nodes. Some of the
members of this structure make use of the fact that each of the nodes are assigned a number
with the number of a parent always being lower than the number of any of its children.
The transformelement structure is defined with the following members:

exists TRUE if the transformation from one of the nodes to the other is
known or can be obtained directly from rotation element
information, and FALSE otherwise.

value The value of this transformation. The value is based on the
number and rate of requests for the transformation from one of the
nodes to the other.

requests -- The number of requests made during the current time step.
product -- If the nodes associated with this element are not a parent and child,

this transformation can be found by multiplying two other
matrices (which may or may not currently exist) together. For
example, if this element is associated with the transformation
betweens nodes 4 and 7, then the transformation can be found by
multiplying the transformations between nodes 4 and 2 and nodes
2 and 7. The number of the optimal intermediate node (2 in this
example) is stored here.

test -- The number of a potential intermediate node.
link -- If the associated nodes are a parent and child, link is a pointer to

the child. If not, link is a null pointer. If this is a parent-child pair
(not null), this transformation always exists.

matrix exists -- TRUE if the transformation from the lower numbered node to the
higher has been determined, and FALSE otherwise.

matrix -- The transformation matrix from the lower numbered coordinate
system to the higher.

transposeexists -- TRUE if the transformation from higher numbered node to the
lower has been determined, and FALSE otherwise.

transpose -- The transformation matrix from the higher numbered coordinate
system to the lower.
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This file contains the location element definition. An element contains, or has the
information necessary to determine, the location of one node with respect to another. The
location is expressed in the originating node's coordinate system. For example, the
location of 7 with respect to 4 is the vector from 4 to 7 expressed in 4's coordinate system.
An array of these elements is declared with an entry for each directed node pair, for
example, there is an entry for 7 with respect to 4 and another entry for 4 with respect to 7.
The location_element structure is defined with the following members:

exists -- TRUE if the location is known, and FALSE otherwise.
value -- The value of this location. The value is based on the number and

frequency of requests made.
requests -- The number of requests for this location made during the current

time step.
inverse -- The index of the inverse location. If, for example, this location is

7 with respect to 4, this is index of the location element of 4 with
respect to 7.

matrix -- The index into the transformation array of the transformation
between the nodes associated with this element.

vector -- The location vector.

This file contains the path search treeelement definition. These types of elements are used
in finding the shortest and most valuable path from one node to another. All the potential
paths are stored in a tree structure and the tree is built one generation at a time. The
tree_element structure is defined with the following members:

parent -- The element immediately preceding this element in the potential
path.

cousin -- The next element in this generation of potential path nodes.
index -- The number of the node associated with this element. Used to

index into the node status array.

This file contains the break element definition. These types of elements are used to build
lists of transformation or location elements that are invalidated when the position or
orientation of a rotation node changes. The lists are linked lists. The breakelement
structure is defined with the following members:

next -- The next element in the list.
index -- The index to the element in the transformation or location array

which is invalidated.

VALUEDECAYFACTOR is defined as the percentage of previous value added to the
current number of requests to determine the new value.

Declarations:
node_count -- The number of nodes.
nodecountminusI -- The number of nodes minus 1.
transformcount The number of transform elements.
locationcount -- The number of location elements.
num-treenodes -- The number of reserved tree elements.
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To allow for any number of nodes, much of the needed memory is dynamically allocated.
The following pointers to this memory are set to ROTATE_NULL at compile time to show
that no memory is associated with them.

node-status -- An indication of the availability of a node in a search path is
stored in an array pointed to by node status. There is one
entry for each node. If the entry is TRUE, the node is
available, and FALSE if not.

mul path -- The order of transformation multiplications is stored as an
ordered list of nodes in mul_path. The longest possible path
would include each node once.

transformist is declared as the array of transform elements.

location_list is declared as the array of location elements.

tree_list is declared as the array of tree elements.

node_transform_break is declared as an array of pointers to break elements. The array has
an entry for each node and each entry points to the beginning of a linked list of break
elements. Each element in a list indicates a transformation that is invalidated when the
orientation of the associated node is changed.

node_location-break is declared as a similar array of pointers. The linked lists associated
with each node indicate the locations that are invalidated when the node changes its
orientation or position with respect to its parent.

V node_locationbreak_ends is declared as a similar array of pointers. The linked lists
associated with each node indicate the locations that are invalidated when the node changes
its position with respect to its parent but not when the orientation is changed.

The following static functions are declared:

rotatenumbernodeO
rotate fill permanenttreeO
rotate_find_transform path(0
rotatepathval0
rotate save patho
rotate mat(T
rotate transform indexo
rotate-location index()
dump_transformO
dumplocationo
dumpbreaklist0

2.5.18.5.1 rotate relate init

This routine performs the initialization tasks related to the tracking of the relationships
between nodes. In order to handle rotation trees of any size, much of the memory used is
allocated dynamically. This routine manages this memory and initializes a number of
variables. Internal variables are represented as follows:
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i -- A counter.
cthild node -- The child's node number in a parent-child pair.
frm -- The first node in a path.
to -- The last node in a path.
trasform_index - An index into the transform list.
lcation index - An index into the location list.
current._break - A pointer to a break element

The pointers to the blocks of memory that are dynamically allocated are initialized to
ROTATI_NULL in the compiler. If the simulation has been previously initialized during
the execution of the simulation software, the pointers are no longer ROTATE_NULL but
point to the memory last allocmed. Any previously allocated memory is freed.

Three groups of break elements exist. Within each group, a linked list of break elements is
associated with each node. For each group, this memory is freed by following each list to
free each break element and then freeing the array of pointers for the group.

The node count to is set to zero, and the nodes are numbered. The world will be node zero
and each parent will have a number lower than any of its children. When the numbering of
nodes is completed, node count will contain the total number of nodes. This allows
node coumt minus_1 to be found.

The number of combinations of k items out of n items is n!/(k!(n-k)!). In this case, we are
interested fin the number of node pairs, so k = 2. The number of pairs then becomes
n(n-l)/2. £ransform count is set to this value and transformcount + 1 transform elements
are allocated. The extra elemnt is used to represent the transformation of any node to
itself.

Each ordered pair has a location element, therefore there are twice as many location
elements as transform elements. location count is set and location count + 1 location
elements are allocated. The exira element is used to represent the location of a node with
respect to itself, nodestatus and mulpath are allocated. num tree nodes is found and
£ree list is allocated, node_trasformbreak, nodelocation_break and
node location break ends are allocated

Each entry of each of the break arrays is filled with ROTATE_NULL. This indicates that
no linked lists have been formed yet.

The initialization for each nod-, pair is first performed. The indices into transform list and
location MIst are found and each of the elements in the entries are initialized. The location
list entri-fr the inverse location is initialized. The extra entries in transform list and
location lst, for transformation from a node to itself, are initialized. Note that the
location list extra entry is its own inverse and that it points to the extra entry in the
transform --list.

The identity rnatrix is stored as die transformation matrix. Even though the matrix has been
filled in, the existence flag for Tis transformation is still set FALSE.

A zero length vector is stored ais the location vector Even though the vector has been filled
in, the exi:stence flag, for this k:.-at ,)1 is still set FALSE.

The entric-s, in the trajisform and Iccation lists that ,cpre ent links between parents and
children in- the touatc Ade tree 'mind. These eit- iie, permanently exist and th. u
existence 1 s flagged
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* Break lists are built by looping through every node pair.

The index into the transform list is found and tested for existence of the transform. If it
exists (that is, if the two nodes are a parent-child pair) the next node pair is tested.

The path between the nodes is found. The only transform elements that currently exist are
those that represent parent-child pairs, the transforms that permanently exist. This, along
with the fact that no loops exist in the node tree, means that there is only one path between
the nodes and that it only contains transformations between parents and children. The path
(which is stored in mulpath as a list of nodes) is followed from the beginning to the end.

Each consecutive pair of nodes in mul_path is a parent child pair. The larger node number
is the child. Since each child has only one parent, changing the transformation or location
between a parent and child can be viewed as changing the orientation or position of the
child. The child node is found and incremented i. The while loop construction allows each
node pair to be processed.

If the child's orientation is changed, the transformation between the from and to nodes (if
it exists) is invalidated. A break element is constructed for the from-to transformation and
placed at the beginning of the transform break list for the child node.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
iint Standard
child node int Standard
from int Standard
to int Standard
transform index int Standard
'ocation index int Standard
currentbreak pointer to the structure Section 2.5.18.5 rotrelate.c

break element

Errors
Error Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotaterelate_init): FATAL cannot allocate:

transformlist
locationlist
nodestatus
mul_path
treelist
nodetransformbreak
nodelocationbreak
node location break ends

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate number node Section 2.5.18.5.2
world Section 2.5.18.6.8
rotate transform index Section 2.5.18.5.11
rotate location index Section 2.5.18.5.14
mat ident Section 2.6.2.43.1
vec init Section 2.6.2.61.1
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I rotate fill-permanent tree S-ection 2.5.18.5.3
Irotate find transform-path ISection 2.5.18.5.6

Table 2.5-383: rotate-relate-init Information.
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2.5.18.5.2 rotate number node

This routine assigns a number to the node specified in the rotation element, element. A
pointer to the world node is passed into the first call to this routine. It then numbers each
of the nodes in the tree recursively. Because of the order in which functions are
performed, the number of a parent is always less than the number of any of its children.
After all the nodes have been numbered, nodecount contains the total number of nodes.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Internal Variables
Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
i int Standard

Function IWhere Described
rotate number node ISection 2.5.18.5.3

Table 2.5-384: rotate number node Information.
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2.5.18.5.3 rotatefillpermanenttree

This routine sets the existence flag of the transform between the element and its parent and
the location of the element with respect to its parent. It also fills in the information linking
the transform and location elements to the rotate element. This routine calls itself
recursively after a pointer to the world is passed in the first call. No assignments are made
when element represents the world.

The index into the transform list for the transform between this element and its parent is
found and stored in the element structure. The existence of this transform is indicated and a
pointer to the rotate element is stored.

The index into the location list for the location of the element with respect to its parent is
found and saved in the element structure. The existence of this location is indicated. Note
that the location of the element with respect to its parent permanently exists, however, the
location of the parent with respect to the element does not. The location of the element with
respect to its parent may only be changed explicitly; the values in the location vector change
although it remains a valid location. If the element changes its orientation with respect to its
parent, the location of the parent with respect to the element is no longer valid and must be
determined.

The existence of the links to all of the element's children are then established.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

jROTATE ELEMENT _

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
I int Standard
index int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate transform-index Section 2.5.18.5.11
rotate location index Section 2.5.18.5.14
rotate fille rrmanent tree Section 2.5.18.5.3

Table 2.5-385: rotate_fillpermanenttree Information.
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2.5.18.5.4 rotate relate simul

This routine updates the values of the transform and location elements. This routine is the
only librotate routine which requires a knowledge of the passage of time.

The transform list is updated by finding a new value from the sum of the number of request
made during the current tick and a fraction of the current value. The request count is then
zeroed. If the number of requests made per tick is constant, then the new value of the
transform will be less than (requests / (1 - VALUEDECAYFACTOR)); if the number of
requests made in a tick is bounded, then the value is bounded.

Internal Variables
Varlable I Type Where Typedef Declared

int Standard

Table 2.5-386: rotate relate simul Information.

0D
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2..18.5.5 rotate get mat I

Tris routine finds a transformation matrix between coordinate systems. If this matrix is
jmi-multiplied by a vector expressed in from coordinates, the result is the same vector
oqpressed in to coordinates. The routine returns a pointer to the desired transformation
mrnrix. Parameters and variables are represented as follows:

from - A pointer to a rotate element from whose coordinate system a transformation
is desired.

Soo - A pointer to a rotate element to whose coordiante system a transformation is
desired.

index -- The index of the transform element.

First the routine calculates index. Note that if index is equal to transform count, a
transformation from a node to itself has been requested. In this case the identity matrix is
teturned. Otherwise, the transformation matrix is determined and the requests counter is
i,::-mented.

Parameters
Parameter Ty e Where Typedef Declared
h 'n pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
to pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Internal Variables
Varlable Type Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
tramnsform list[indexl.matrix T MAT PTR a pointer to the identity matrix
mktate_mat TMATPTR a pointer to the transformation
(ftum->rotate node, matrix
to-->rotate node)

Calls
Fwnctlon Where Described
rotate transform index Section 2.5.18.5.11
retate find transform oath Section 2.5.18.5.6

Table 2.5-387: rotategetmat Information.
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2.5.18.5.6 rotate-find-transform_path

This routine determines the path on the tree between the given nodesfrom and to.
Parameters are represented as follows:

from -- A pointer to the node number from which the path starts.
to -- A pointer to the node number to which the path ends.

S~~~~~~~Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

to Jint jStandard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
* int Standard

j _____________ t Standard
tree index int Standard
depth int Standard
path not found int Standard
vat REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
path_vat REAL /simnet/common/inciude/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim -types.h

generation pointer to structure Section 2.5.18.5 rot-relate.c
_____________________tree element

search pointer to structure Section 2.5.18.5 rot-relate.c
_____________________ tree element_____________

temp_,.eiement pointer to structure Section 2.5.18.5 rot-relate.c
_____________________ tree-element _____________

Errors
Error Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotatejfind-transform-path): Exhausted tree elements
FATAL______________ __

LIBROTATE(rotatejfind-transformjpath): Exhausted connections
FATAL I_______________

* Calls
Function Where Described
rotate-path val Section 2.5.18.5.7
rotate savejpath JSection 2.5.18.5.8

Table 2.5-388: rotate find transform path Information.
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2.5.18.5.7 rotate path val

This routine returns the path value of a path of a specified length. Parameters are
represented as follows:
path -- the path of interest.
length -- the length of path.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
path jan array of int Standard
length jint Standard

Internal Variables ____________

Variable Type Where TVpedef Declared
m it Standard

index int Standard
current-vat REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glo

_____________________allsim types.h
new-vat REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob

at/sim tVpes.h

____________________ Return Values
Return Value Type JMeaning
0.0 REAL no path exists
current vat + REAL Ithe value of the specif ied path
transform list[ indexl.vaiue _____________________________

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate~path vat ISection 2.5.18.5.7
rotate transform index Section 2.5.18.5.11

Table 2.5-389: rotate_path-val Information.
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2.5.18.5.8 rotate savepath

This rautine saves the tree path between the node numbered from to the node numbered to.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard
to int Standard

Internal Variables
VariableTWhere T pedef Declared
index Iint Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate transform index Section 2.5.18.5.11
rotate save rpath iSection 2.5.18.5.8

Table 2.5-390: rotate_savepath Information.

2.5.18.5.9 rotate-mat

This routine finds a transformation matrix between coordinate systems. If this matrix is
pre-multiplied by a vector expressed in from coordinates, the result is th. same vector
expressed in to coordinates.

from The number of the node from whose coordinate system a transiormation is
desired.

to -- The number of the node to whose coordiante system a transformation is
desired.

index -- The index of the transform element associated with this node pair.
link -- A pointer to the child's rotate element for a parent-child pair.

The routine first determines index. The routine then determines if the transformation
exists. A transformation exists if the transformation or its transpose has been found, or if
the transformation is associated with a parent-child pair and can be generated directly.
There is one transformation for each node pair.

First the routine determines if the transformation exists. There is one transformation
element for each node pair. If the value of from is less than to, then the matrix associated
with this transformation is desired. If the matrix does not exist, it is generated either from
the transpose or from a defined parent-child link. If the value of from is greater than to, the
transpose of the transformation matrix is desired. If this transpose does not exist, it must
be generated from the matrix. If the matrix does not exist, the transpose can be generated
from a defined parent-child link. Once the matrix is found, its existence is flagged and a
pointer to the transpose is returned. If neither the transformation or the matrix can be
found, an error is indicated. If the value of from equals to, a request for the transformation
of a node to itself has been made. This is an error condition. The error is indicated and the
identity matrix is returned.

If the transformation does not exist, it must be generated by matrix multiplication. If from
is less than to, the matrix is generated by multiplying the transformation from the from
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node to the product node by the transformation from the product node to the to node. The
existence of the transformation and the matrix are flagged and a pointer to the matrix is
returned. If from is greater than to, the transpose is desired. The transpose is generated by
multiplying the transformation from the from node to the product node by the
transformation from the product node to the to node. The existence of the transformation
and the matrix are flagged and a pointer to the transpose is returned. If the value of from
equals to, a request for the transformation of a node to itself has been made. This is an
error condition. The error is indicated and the identity matrix is returned.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard
to int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard
link pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
transformlistfindex]. index TMAT PTR the transformation matrix
transform-list[index]. TMATPTR the transformation transpose
transpose
transform list[index].matrix T MAT PTR the transformation matrix

Errors
Error Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotmat): FATAL - Cannot form matrix

FATAL - Cannot form transpose
WARNING - Dummy matrix exists?
WARNING - Requesting transform from node

to itself

Calls
Function Where Described
mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1
mat form Section 2.6.2.42.1
mat mat mul Section 2.6.2.32.1
rotate mat Section 2.5.18.5.9
rotate transform index Section 2.5.18.5.11

Table 2.5-391: rotate-mat Information.
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2.5.18.5.10 rotatesettransform

This routine is called when the transformation between a parent and child is set directly. It
is called from rotate execO in "rotutil.c". It takes element, a pointer to a rotate element,
as a parameter.

The matrix is copied from the rotate element into the transform element, and the flag is set.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATEELEMENT

Calls
Function Where Described
mat copy Section 2.6.2.39.1

Table 2.5-392: rotate set transform Information.
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2.5.18.5.11 rotate transform index

This routine returns the index into transform_list for a node pair. Parameters are
represented as follows:

from -- The number of the first node of the pair.
to -- The number of the second node of the pair.

One transfromation element exists for each node pair, i.e. the transformation from node 4
to node 7 uses the same element as the transformation from node 7 to node 4. One element
is used for all transformations from any node to itself. The memory for the elements is
allocated at initalization. This routine provides a way to access a transformation element
given the node pair.

Consider the case where there are N nodes numbered 0 to N-1. All possible
transformations can be represented as elements of an array N by N. The rows represent the
node the transformation is from and the columns represent the node the transformation is
to. The elements below the diagonal are transposes of the elements above the diagonal, so
memory is not allocated for them. The elements on the diagonal represent a transformation
from a node to itself. The last transformation element on the list is allocated for all of these
transformations. The remaining elements are then stored row-wise. The element
represented by row 0 column 1 has an index of 0 in the transformation list, row 0 column 2
has index 1, continuing to row 0 column (N-i) which has index N-2. The next row
follows, i.e. row 1 column 2 has index N-1.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard q

to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
to * nodecount + to - int the transformlist index if a
(from + 1) * (from + 2) / 2 matrix pair is given
to * nodecount + from - int the transformlist index if a
(to + 1) *(to + 2) / 2 transpose pair is given
transformcount int the index of the identity

I_ element

Table 2.5-393: rotate transform index Information.
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2.5.18.5.12 rotateget_loc

This routine finds the location of the origin of the to element coordinate system relative to
the origin of thefrom element coordinate system expressed in fromelement coordinates.
Parameters and varialIes are represented as follows:

from_element -- A pointer to the rotate element which is the reference coordinate system
for this request.

to element -- A pointer to the rotate element whose location is requested.
from -- The node number of from_element.
to -- The node number of to element.
test-from -- An intermediate from node number
test to -- An intermediate to node number.
ma index -- The index into the location list of the from to to node pair.
inde -- The index into the location list of the testJfrom to to node pair.
last index -- The value of index for the previous pass through a loop.
tempindex -- The index into the location list of the test ftom to testto node pair.
i -- A counter.
j -- A counter.
length -- The number of elements in the path from from to to minus 1.
tempvector -- A vector used to store intermediate results.

First, from and to, and main index are found. If the request is for the location of a node
with respect to itself or for a location that has already been determined, the pointer to the
location vector is returned.

The inverse of the requested vector is the location of thefrom coordinate system relative to
the to coordinate system expressed in to coordinates. The requested location is then the
negative of the inverse times the transformation from to coordinates to from coordinates.

length is found. The path length for any location that permanently exists and its inverse is
0. All other path lengths must be greater or equal to 3. If the path length of the requested
location is less than 3 (i.e. length is less than 2), an error indication is made.

Consider the following case. The location of node 4 with respect to node 0 is requested;
from is 0 and to is 4. The path between them is (0, 1, 2, 3, 4). The path length is 5 and
length is equal to 4. The definition of a path essentially states that the location or inverse of
the location of any two adjacent nodes in the path exists as does the transformation between
any two adjacent nodes. Assuming that no other locations are known, the transformation
betveen two nodes will be expressed as aCb, for example, the transformation from 4 to
3 is 4_C_3. The location is expressed as a v b, for example, the location of 3 with respect
to 4, expressed in 4's coordinates is 4_v_3. The math used to find the inverse described
above would then be 3_v_4 = -4_v_3 * 4_C_3. For the example request 0_v_4, the
following steps would need to be performed:

3_v.4 permanently exists.
2_v_4 = 3_v_4 * 3_C_2 + 2_v_3
2_v_4 = 2_v_4 * 2_C_1 + 1 v_2
1_v_4 = 1_v4 * I_C_0 + 0_vI

Note that the intermediate results are generated by working backwards through the path.
Using the example, at this point it is known that 0_v 4 (or 4_v_0 and 4_C_0) does not
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exist. The first intermediate result that exists is found by looping forward through the
path, in the example, check to see iflI v_4or 2v_4or 3v_4exists.

Even if the desired intermediate result may not exist, its inverse and appropriate
transformation may. If this is the case, the intermediate location can be found. For
example, 2..v_4 does notexist but4_v_2 and4C-2do. 2_v_4 =4_v_2 *4_C_2.

If the location of the next adjacent node pair exists, the next intermediate result can be
found. For example, 2_v_4 was found in the last pass. 1_v_2 exists. The next
intermediate result is 1_v_-4 =2_v_4* 2_-C_1 + 1_v_-2. If the location of the next adjacent
node pair does not exist, its inverse does. Find the next intermediate result. For example,
2_v_4 was found in the last pass. 1_v_2 does not exist but 2_v_1 does. The next
iiermediate result is Lv..4 = (2_v_4 - 2_vi) * 2...C_1.

The last intermediate result found is actually the desired location and a pointer to it is
returned.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Tpe Where Typedef Declared
from-element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_________________ROTATE ELEMENT___________
to-element 1one to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

____________________ ELEMENT___________

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Varlable Type__________ Where__________Declared

from __________ Standard_____

to ______Standard____

index _______________ Standard ________

last index _______Standard____

temp-index ______________ Standard _______

_______________ Standard
tree index int Standard
path-not found int Standard
current-val REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
new-val REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
temp...vector VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

generation struct tree element Setion 2..85rtrlt
seeah struct tree element Section 2.5.18.5 rot relate.c
temarleen struct tree element Section 2.5.18.5 rot relate.c
last element struct tree element Section 2.5.18.5 rot relate.c

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
locationjist[location-count]. pointer to REAL /simnet/commonlinclude/glob
vector _____________ai/sim types.h
location list[index].vector pointer to REAL /simnet/comrnon/include/glob

_____________________ Ial/sim types.h
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Errors
Error I Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotategetloc) FATAL - Exhausted tree elements

I FATAL - Exhausted connections

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate location index Section 2.5.18.5.14
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
rotate mat Section 2.5.18.5.9
vec nea Section 2.6.2.62.1
vec add Section 2.6.2.57.1
vec sub Section 2.6.2.65.1

Table 2.5-394: rotateget_loc Information.

2.5.18.5.13 rotate set location

This routine is called when the location of a child with respect to its parent is set directly. It
is called from rotate execo in "rotutil.c".

First, copy the location from the rotate element into the location element. If this is a parent-
child pair, this location permanently exists and no existence flags need to be set.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h
ROTATEELEMENT

Calls
Function I Where Described
vec copy Section 2.6.2.59.1

Table 2.5-395: rotate set location Information.

2.5.18.5.14 rotate location index

This routine returns the index into locationlist for an ordered node pair. Parameters are
represented as follows:

from -- The number of the first node of the pair.
to -- The number of the second node of the pair.

One location element exists for each ordered node pair. This means that the location
element for node 4 to node 7 is different than the element for node 7 to node 4, although
only one element is used for the location of a node with respect to itself. The memory for
the elements is allocated at initialization. This routine provides a way to access a location
element given the nodes of interest.

Consider the same array described in the comments of rotate transform indexo. In
this case, the elements below the diagonal are of interest. The elements on the diagonal
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represent the location of a node with respect to itself. One location element is allocated for
all these locations and is stored at the end of the list. The remaining elements are stored
row-wise. This could be thought of as an array with N-I rows and N-2 columns. The
column number of elements in the upper diagonal of this effective array is one less than the
actual column number. The lower diagonal is not affected.

The last element in the list is returned, and represents the location of a node with respect to
itself.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard
to int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
nodecountminus_1 * from int The last element in the list
+ to - I
nodecountminus_1 * from int The last element in the list
+ to
location count int The last element in the list

Table 2.5-396: rotate location index Information.
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2.5.18.5.15 rotate breaklinks

When the location and/or orientation of an element with respect to its parent is changed, a
number of previously calculated transformations and locations are invalidated. This routine
performs the invalidation.

element -- A pointer to the rotate element that has been operated on.
translation -- TRUE if the location of element with respect to its parent has changed,

and FALSE otherwise.
orientation -- TRUE if the orientation of element with respect to its parent has

changed, and FALSE otherwise.
rotation -- TRUE if the change in orientation is due to a rotation about an axis

rather than setting a new orientation directly.
currentbreak -- A pointer to a break element.
index -- An index into the transformation list.

A location is only invalidated if a change in orientation of location has occurred. Note that
since the world is the reference node, an attempt to change its orientation of location is an
error. A change in orientation of location invalidates all locations which depend on this
element, except for the locations where this element represents the last node pair in the
path.

Transformations are invalidated only if a change in orientation occurs. A change of
orientation invalidates all transformations which depend on this element. The locations
where this element represents the last node pair in the path are invalidated only if a
translation has occurred.

* _ _ _ Parameters ___

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
translation int Standard
orientation int Standard
rotation int Standard

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
currentbreak pointer to struct Section 2.5.18.5 rotrelate.c

break element
index int Standard

Errors
Error I Reason for Error
LIBROTATE(rotate break-links): WARNING Trying to break links due to world movement

Table 2.5-397: rotate break links Information.
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2.5.18.5.16 dump transform

This routine is used for debugging purposes only.

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedef Declafred
Ifrom lint IStandard
to I it IStandard

Table 2.5-398: dump transform Information.

2.5.18.5.17 dump location

This routine is used for debugging purposes only.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from i mt IStandard
to int Standard

Table 2.5-399: dump-location Information.

2.5.18.5.18 dump_break-list

This routine is used for debugging purposes only.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
break-list pointer to struct Section 2.5.18.5 rot-relatle.c

____________________break elementI

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type JWhere Typedef Declared
current-break pointer to struct Section 2.5.18.5 rot-relate.c

____________I__break_ element I ____________

Table 2.5-400: dump-break-list Information.
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2.5.18.5.19 relatedumptransforms

This routine is used for debugging purposes only.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard
to int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
dumptransform Section 2.5.18.5.16

Table 2.5-401: relatedumptransforms Information.

2.5.18.5.20 relate dumplocations

This routine is used for debugging purposes only.

Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
from int Standard
to int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
dump-location Section 2.5.18.5.17

Table 2.5-402: relatedumplocations Information.

0
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2.5.18.6 rot util.c

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simx-types.h"
"sini-dfns.h"

"sim~macros.h"
"'libmnath.h"
"libmatrix.h"
'librotate.h"
"librot--loc.h"

Procedure Declarations:
ROTATEELEMENTDEF(world-lement)
rotate mnit checko
rotate-exeE()
rotate -become -legal ()
rotate stabo

2.5.18.6.1 rotate mnit
This routine initializes the world. Allocated memory must be initialized for all elements.
The routine rotate-relate inito sets up all memory and finds out the relationships
between matrices. The routine rotate-init checko does some basic idiot checks, then
the routine rotate exec() is called to process the commands.

____Calls__
Function Where Described
rotate init element Section 2.5.18.4.2
rotate relate init Section 2.5.18.5.1
rotate !nit check Section 2.5.18.6.2
rotate exec ISection 2.5.18.6.4

Table 2.5-403: rotate mnit Information.

2.5.18.6.2 rotate mnit check

This routine does some basic idiot checks.

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
self pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

IROTATE ELEMENTj

____________________ Internal Variables
Variable I Type Where Typedef Declafred
______________ it Standard
state jint JStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
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state int If state = TRUE,

II If state = FALSE

Errors
Error Reason for Error
rotate__incheck: - Stab child not own child

- Stab child not STABCHILD class
- Parent not STABPARENT class
- Parents stab child not self

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate init check I Section 2.5.18.6.2

Table 2.5-404: rotate init check Information.

2.5.18.6.3 rotate simul

This routine calls rotate relatesimulO to update information every tick. The routine
checks to see that you are not trying to rotate the world.

Errors
Error Reason for Error
rotate simul: PANIC! Trying to rotate world

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate relate simul Section 2.5.18.5.4
rotate exec Section 2.5.18.6.4

Table 2.5-405: rotate simul Information.
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2.5.18.6.4 rotate-exec

This routine is responsible for executing the various IKIN Commands which are listed in
"librot_loc.h". The parameter se/f represents a pointer to the element to be operated on.

The routine first calls the pre.command functiono, if it is specified.

If the element's location command is [KINCOMMANDLOCATE, try to locate the
element and then freeze the command until the next update. This is done by the hull every
tick.

If the element's orientation command is IKINCOMMANDORIENT, orient the element
with the translation matrix returned from rotate settranformo. Once oriented, freeze
the command until the next update. Note that this command is executed by the hull every
tick.

If the element's class is IKINCLASSOFFSET or if its orientation command is
IKIN_COMMAND_FREEZE, the rate is set equal to zero, signifying no motion.

If the element is rotating and the orientation command is either
IKINCOMMANDVECTORSTAB, [KIN_COMMANDPOINTSTAB, or
[KIN_COMMANDRATESTAB, determine the angle to move to by calling
rotate stabo.

If the element is rotating but not stabilizing, and the orientation command is
[KIN_COMMANDANGLE, first determine whether the angle is inside the stops by
calling rotate become legal(). If the angle is inside the stops, then calculate the fastest
rate and correct direction to turn to reach it. If the angle is outside the stops, then the
closest angle within the range is found, and the fastest rate and correct direction are
calculated.

If the element is rotating but not stabilizing, and the orientation command is
[KIN_COMMANDANGLEANDRATE, determine whether the angle is legal. Turn to
the specified angle at the desired rate if the angle is legal. If the angle is not legal,
determine a legal angle and the rate to turn. The net rate is the rate to get from where the
element should be to where it wants to be.

If the element is rotating but not stabilizing, and the orientation command is
[KIN_COMMAND_RATE, determine whether the angle is inside the stops. If the angle is
not legal, then the rate is the larger of either the desired rate or the required rate to get to a
legal position. If the angle is legal, the rate is the desired rate. Note that a maximum limit
can be set for the rate. If the maximum is exceeded, the desired rate will be clipped to the
maximum rate. The angle and current rate are updated for the positive and negative
directions.

After executing the commands, the routine calls rotate breaklinksO which records the
self, translation, orientation and rotation flags. Any previous calulated matrices that may
now be incorrect are invalidated, while matrices tat are still correct remain valid.

If the orientation command was IKIN COMMANDRATESTAB anid the class "
IKINCLASSSTABPARENT, the stab vector is recorded.

The post commandfunction0 is then called, if it is specified.
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. Lastly, this routine, rotate execo, is recursively called for each child, executing the
commands for each elemnent in the tree.

_____________________Parameters____________

Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
self Ipointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

_______________ROTATE ELEMENT[

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
orientation command int Standard
orientation-..angle REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ at/sim types.h
desired-angle REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
desired-rate REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

al'sim-types.h
net-rate REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
tempang REAL /simnet/commo n/include/g lob

____________________ ____________________ allsimn types.h
legal-ang REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ alsimn types.h
reqjrate REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________allsimn types.h
inside stops int Standard

m it Standard
trnltinmt Standard

orientation int Standard
rotation int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
rotate set location Section 2.5.18.5.13
rotate set transform Section 2.5.18.5.10
rotate stab Section 2.5.18.6.6
rotate become legal Section 2.5.18.6.5
rotate valid anale Section 2.5.18.6.7

rrtbreal liit Section 2.6.1..15

r o t r e a k l ik s 
S e c t i o n 2 . .1 . .1 5

ve c mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
r rotate exec Section 2.5.18.6.4

Table 2.5-406: rotate-exec Information.
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2.5.18.6.5 rotate-become legal

This routine determines whether the angle is within the positive and negative stops.
Parameters are represented as follows:

element -- A pointer to the element of interest.
angle -- The angle to be checked.
new angle -- A pointer to a legal angle.
rate -- A pointer to the rate in radians per tick to move from angle to new_angle.

If the angle is inside the stops, the angle is legal and the routine returns TRUE. If the angle
is outside the stops, the angle is not legal and the routine returns FALSE. If the angle is
outside the stops, a pointer is set to new-angle, which is the closest angle within the stops.
Thbe rate to turn from angle to new _angle is calculated.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

________________ROTATE-ELEMENT __________

angle REAL /simnet/common/include/glob
____________________ ____________________ alsim types~h

new-angle pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

rate pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_________________I Return Valuesh

Return Value Type Return__Values________

TRUE int The angle is within the slops
FALSE int The angle is not within the

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ st-ops

Table 2.5-407: rotate-become_legal Information.
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2.5.18.6.6 rotate-stab

This routine calculates the stabilization angle of the parameter self. If self is of class stab
parent, then element is created as the child element.

If stabilizing to a point, the stab vector is calculated. The difference between your location
and the point is normalized and placed into your coordinate system. If stabilizing to a
vector, the stab vector is placed in your coordinate system. If your class is stab parent,
then the child has a base vector which must align to your stab vector.

The routine returns the angle you need to move to for stabilization.

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter JType WeeTypedef Declared
self Ipointer to Sction 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

j ROTATE ELEMENT____ _______

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h

ROTATE ELEMENT
stab-vector VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h
temp..yector VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ al/sim tvtpes.h
new-..angle REAL /simnetlco mmon/include/gilob

_____________________ al/sim types.h
sin-rot REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ alsim types.h
cos~rot REAL /simnet/common/include/g lob

_____________________ al/sim types.h
stab-dot-axis REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h
denominator REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ alsim types.h
temp_1 REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ ____________________ al/sim types.h
temp..2 REAL /simnet/commo n/includefg lob

____________________al/sim types.h
diff-angle REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ I al/sim types.h

____________________ Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
selff->ancale REAL the stabilization angle
rotate -valid-angle REAL the stabilization angle which
(self ->angle + new-..angle) has been corrected to stay

____________________ ____________________ inside the stops

Calls
Function Where Described
vec-sub ISection 2.6.2.65.1
rotate et loc Section 2.5.18.5.12
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vec normalize Section 2.3.2.63.1
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
rotate get mat Section 2.5.18.5.5
vec dot prod Section 2.6.2.54.1
inv sin cos rad Section 2.6.1.3.2
vec crossjorod Section 2.6.2.66.1
rotate valid angle Section 2.5.18.6.7

Table 2.5-408: rotate stab Information.

2.5.18.6.7 rotate valid angle

This routine determines whether angle is within the angle range of -PI to P1 and modifies
the angle if necessary.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
angle REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanlng
angle REAL a valid angle within -PI to PI

Table 2.5-409: rotate valid angle Information.

2.5.18.6.8 world

This routine returns a pointer to the world element.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning

&world_element pointer to Section 2.5.18.2 librotate.h
ROTATE ELEMENT

Table 2.5-410: world Information.
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2.5.19 Iibupdate
(,/simnetlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libupdate [libupdate])

This library contains the routines necessary to move the vehicle forward in time.

2.5.19.1 libupdate.c

Includes:
"math.h"*simtypes.h"
"surndfns.h"
"sun~macros.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dyn-state.h"
"kcinistate.h"
"dyn-mass.h"

Defines:
CIGAGL
STARTWPLCEERING
COH-EIGHT_ OFFSET

Declarations:
cig~altitude-above~gnd()
vehdyn
veh-kin
veh fr-eeze0 freeze state()
vehicle place()
init state'
agi
veh-mass
vehtinit
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2.5.19.1.1 vehicle-update

This routine first calculatesdu linear forces and torques by calling the dynamics module.
Once the acceleration is calculated, the integration is calculated to form the velocity. When
the velocity if found, the body can be moved forward in tiem assuming constant
acceleration. The new posium is calculated and the coordinates are calculated.

Internal Variables
Variable 'Type Where Typedef Declared
T_sum VECTOR /simnet/common/includeiglob

f_ altsim types.h
R_sum VECTOR /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

al/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
dynamics calc inertial forces Section 2.5.7.1.1
B-w Macro defined in
I_ /simnet/release/srclibsrc/include/dyn state.h
B_ _cg Macro defined in

/simnet/releasesrclibsrc/include/dynstate.h
vec add Section 2.6.2.57.1
dynamics calc udot Section 2.5.7.3.1
B_alpha Macro defined in

/simnet/release/src/libsrc/include/dyn state.h
vec mat mul Section 2.6.2.56.1
A_a.cg Macro defined in

/simnet/release/src/libsrc/include/dyn state.h
dynamics calc u Section 2.5.7.2.1
freeze state Section 2.5.19.1.28
cig altitude above-gnd Section 2.1.2.2.3.1.1
vehicle place Section 2.5.19.1.2
v_mag Macro defined in

/simnet/releasesrclibsrc/include/dyn state.h
mag3 Macro defined in

/simnetfcommon/include/global/sim macros.h
kinematics calc origin state Section 2.6.18.1.2
A-w Macro defined in

/simnet/releasesrc/libsrc/include/dyn state.h
A_vorigin Macro defined in

_ __/simnet/release/src/libsrc/include/dyn state.h
A_v_cg Macro defined in

/simnet/releasesrclibsrc/include/dyn state.h
kinematics form e Section 2.6.18.5.1
kinematics update p Section 2.6.18.12.1
kinematics update e Section 2.6.18.11.1
kinematics form C .... _Section 2.6.18.3.1
kinematics form G Section 2.6.18.6.1
kinematics form N Section 2.6.18.4.1
kinematics form s Section 2.6.18.8 1

Table 2.--41 - veilicle update Information.
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2.5.19.1.2 vehicle place

This routine is called to put the vehicle in a new place. The position is initialized, then the
euler parameters are set. The direction and cosine matrices are generated from kinematics.

pos -- position vector to start
fret - forward velocity
direction -- direction pointing to start
A-s -- position vector from B* to origin expressed in fr-ame A

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
P0s VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ al/sirn types~h
fvet REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim types.h
direction REAL /simnet/common/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___________________ I al/sim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
A~s VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/sim tvpes.h

Calls
Function Where Described
B..ycg Macro defined in

________________________________/simnet/release/src/libsrc/inciude/dyn-state.h

v_mag Macro defined in
/simnet/release/src/ibsrc/include/dyn state.h

B-w Macro defined in
________________________________/simnetfrelease/src/libsrc/includefdyn state-h

kinematics form C Section 2.6.18.3.1
kinematics form G Section 2.6.18.6.1
kinematics form N S ection 2.6.18.4.1
kinematics form sI Section 2.6.18.8.1

Table 2.5-412: vehicle_place Information.
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2.S.19.1.3 vehicle mnit
This routine initializes the vehicle position.

pos -- position vector to start
fiel -- forward velocity
direction -- direction pointing to start

_______ _______ ______Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
P0S VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types.h
Net1 REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob

___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
direction REAL /simnetlcommon/include/giob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al'sim typ~es.h

Calls
Function IWhere Described
vehicle place Section 2.5.19.1.2

Table 2.S-413: vehicle mnit Information.

2.S.19.1.4 vehicle set position

This routine sets the vehicle position to pos, the position vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
Po5 VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

Ial/simn types.h

Table 2.5-414: vehicle set position Information.
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2.5.19.1.4 vehicle-set-orientation

This routine sets the vehicle orientation to direction.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
direction REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

at/sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
kinematics form C Section 2.6.18.3.1 ___________

kinematics form G Section 2.6.18.6.1 __________

kinematics form N Section 2.6.18.4.1 __________

kinematics form s Section 2.6.18.8.1 __________

Table 2.5-415: vehicle-set-orientation Information.

2.5.19.1.5 kinematics-set-orientation matrix

This routine forms the vehicle orientation matrix.

Parameters_____________
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
BCA TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/glob*lsmtye~

Calls
Function Where Described
mat coy Section 2.6.2.39.1 __________

mat transpose Section 2.6.2.51 .1 ___________

make e Section 2.6.18.9.1 __________

kinematics form G Section 2.6.18.6.1 __________

kinematics form N Section 2.6.18.4.1 __________

kinematics form s ISection 2.6.18.8.1 _________

Table 2.S-416: vehicle set orientation matrix Information.
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2.5.19.1.4 vehicle mass mnit
This routine initializes the vehicle mass parameters.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
mass REAL /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim types.h
TMATRIX /simnetlcommonlinclude/gilob

Ial/sim types.h

Table 2.5-417: vehicle-vmass-init Information.

2.5.19. 1.77 vehicle-restart

This routine Trestarts the vehicle at its initial position.

Calls
IFunction IWhere Described
vehicle placse Section 2.5.19.1.2

Table 2.5-418: vehicle-restart Information.

2.5.19. 1.S vehicle-Aacceleration

This routine returns the acceleration of the vehicle in fr-ame A.

Return Values
Return Vahue Type Meaning
A_a..cg(vehdyn) Ipointer to REAL The acceleration of the vehicle

II in frame A.

Calls
FunctionWhere Described

Table 2.5-419: vehicleA acceleration Information.
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2.5.19.1.9 vehicleB acceleration

This routine returns the acceleration of the vehicle in Frame B.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
veh-dyn.a pointer to REAL the acceleration of the vehicle

in frame B.

Table 2.5-420: vehicleBacceleration Information.

2.5.19.1.10 vehicleA_velocity

This routine returns the velocity of the vehicle in Frame A.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
Avcg(veh-dyn) pointer to REAL the velocity of the vehicle in

I Iframe A.

Calls
Function Where Described
A-v__cg Macro defined in

/simnet/release/src/libsrc/include/dyn-state.h

Table 2.5-421: vehicleA_velocity Information.

2.5.19.1.11 vehicleB_velocity

This routine returns the velocity of the vehicle in Frame B.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
B.v.cg(ven-dyn) pointer to REAL the velocity of the vehicle in

frame B.

Calls
Function Where Described
B v-cg Macro defined in

I simnet/release/src/libsrclinclude/dyn state.h

Table 2.5.422: vehicle_B_velocity Information.
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2.5.. 19.1.12 vehicle-velocity magnitude

h; Troutine returns the magnitude of the velocity vector.

R eu Return Values
Rettwn Value Tpe IMeaning

V_mmg(veh.dyn) RELThe magnitude of the velocity

Table 2.5-423: vehicle-velocity magnitude Information.

2.5.19.1.13 vehicleA-r

This rwoutine returns the vehicle's change in position vector in Frame A.

Return Values
[Return Value 1Type IMeaning

veh-kin.-r pinte to EALthe change in position iector
vehinA_ jf tRELin Frame A.

Table 2.5-424: vehicleA-r Information.

2.5S.. 19. 1. 14 veh icl e-an gul a rvelocit y

Thi& routine returns the vehicle's angular velocity.

RL+Irn Values
Refit Yn Value IType IMeaning
B w 'veh dvn) pinter to REAL anoular velocity of vehicle

Table 2.5-425: vehicle angular velocity Information.

2.5. 19.1.15 vehicle_p

TI routine returns the vehicle's position vector, from the origin to B* in Frame A.

Return Values
IRetu.rn Value T ype IMeaning

veh-kinp ponte to EALvehicle position vector, from

Table 2.5-426: vehicle_A_p Information.
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2.5.19.1.16 vehicle B-s

This routine returns the vehicle's position vector, from B* to the origin in Frame B.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
vehkin.B_s pointer to REAL vehicle position vector, from

B* to origin in Frame B,

Table 2.5-427: vehicleB s Information.

2.5.19.1.17 vehicle b2

This routine returns the normal vector of the vehicle in Frame A.

Return Values
Return Value Type I Meaning
vehkin.A_b2 pointer to REAL normal vector of vehicle in

I I Frame A.

Table 2.5-428: vehicle b2 Information.

2.5.19.1.18 vehicle ACB

This routine returns the vehicle's direction cosine matrix from A to B.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
vehkin.A_ CB TMATPTR vehicle direction cosine matrix

A from A to B.

Table 2.5-429: vehicleACB Information.

2.5.19.1.19 vehicle B C A

This routine returns the vehicle's direction cosine matrix from B to A.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
veh-kin.BCA TMATPTR vehicle direction cosine matrix

_ IT from B to A.

Table 2.5-430: vehicle B C A Information.
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2.5. 19.1.20 vehicle gravity vector

This routine returns the vehicle gravity vector in Frame B.

Return Values
IReturn Value IType IMeaning
vtehLkin.B~g pointer to REAL Iehicle gravity vector in frm

Table 2.5-431: vehicle gravity vector Information.

T.5.19.1.21 vehicle-altitude

This routine returns the altitude of the vehicle.

T Fiefturn Value I Type RtrVaus I Meaning
weh kin.A D21 REAL vehicle attitude

Table 2.5-432: vehicle altitude Information.

2Z.5.19.1.22 vehicle climb rate

This routine returns the vehicle's climb rate: the velocity of the origin in frame A.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
/A v on ain veh d n)2 2 REAL vehicle climb rate.

Calls
F unction ~Where Described
Akyoigin Macro defined in

I simnet/releaselsrc/libsrc/include/dvn state.h

Table 2.5-433: vehicle-climb-rate Information.

p2.5.19.1.23 vehicle-freeze

'This, routine sets the vehiclelfreeze flag to 1. This routine is called to freeze the Stealth
-Aehicle.

;2.5.19.1.24 vehicle-thaw

'Tbis routine sets the vehicle fteeze flag to 0. This routine is called to unfreeze the Stealth
-vehicle.

.2.5.19.1.25 vehicle freeze-disable

'.This routine sets the vehfeeze enable flag to 0. This routine is called to disable the freeze
capabilities of the vehicle.
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2.5.19.1.26 vehicle-torques

This routine sets the vehicle's torques to val.

Parameters
IParameter I YDB Where Typedef Declared
Val VECTOR I imnet/commonfinclude/globI

Table 2.5-434: vehicle-torques Information.

2.5.19.1.27 vehicle-forces

This routine sets the vehicle's forces to val.

Parameter Tvpe PaaeesWhere Typedef Declared
SVal 1VECTOR /simnet/common/include/globI

II al/sim tvpes.h

Table 2.5-435: vehicle-forces Information.

2.5.19.1.28 freeze-state

This routine stops the vehicle's motion, setting the velocities and torques to zero.

Parameters
PrmtrType Where Typedef Declared
wVECTOR /simnet/commonfinclude/glob

al/sim types.h
VVECTOR /simnettcommon/include/glob

Iat/sim types.h

Table 2.5-436: freeze-state Information.
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2.5.19.1.29 dump routines

The following routines:
kin-d umpo
w -dump()
vdump()
r-dump()
t-dump()
vehicle bannero

are used to print information for debugging purposes.

2.5.19.1.30 vehicle set-init-state

This routine is used by the stealth vehicle to freeze the position of the vehicle when an
NLOS missile is flying.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedet Declared
new vat I mt IStandard

Table 2.5-437: vehicle set mnit state Information.
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2.6 Simulation Support Utilities

*The software which comprises this CSC is depicted in Figure 2.6-1.

Simulation Support Utilities

5.6

libmath libmatrix libtimers libutil
5.6.1 5.6.2 5.6.3 5.6.4

libshm libmove libser libfifo
5.6.5 5.6.6 5.6.7 5.6.8

libevent Ibmap libveh libmem
5.6.9 5.6.10 5.6.12

mlmem.c m2 mem.c kat mem.! librtc

6.13 5.6.14 5.6.15 5.6.16

libfile libquat
5.6.17 5.6.18

Figure 2.6-1: Simulation Support Software.
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The Utilities are a collection of software modules used to perform the generic functions that
are not specific to tlhe vehicle simulation. The modules that are included in this category are
those whose flmcdemality is general enough to be used (invoked) to perform operations that
are not specific to any one subsystem simulated. A primary example is the software library
of math routines available to perform the mathematical operations required to implement
many of the simulated subsystems. These utilities are represented by the following CSU's:

libmath
libnatrfix
libtimem
libutil
libshm
libmove
libser
libfifo
libevent
libmap
libveh
libmem
ml_meMnc
m2_men~c

kato mcnn.c
librtc
libfile
libquat
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2.6.1 libmath
(/simnetrelease/src/libsrc/libmath [libmath])

Libmath includes routines for the generation of random variables, computation of inverse
trig functions, curve fitting and polynomial evaluation.

2.6.1.1 bivar dist.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmath /bivar_dist.c)

This file contains a routine which computes a zero-mean normal distribution along two
axes.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim_types.h"
"simmacros.h"

Defines:
K32

2.6.1.1.1 bivariant normal distribution

This routine computes a zero-mean normal distribution along two axes. It requires a
pointer to an array of floats and a standard deviation.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
aptrl] REAL sim typesh
std dev REAL sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
random numberl double Standard
random number2 double Standard
theta double Standard
magnitude double Standard

Table 2.6-1: bivariant normal distribution Information.
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2.6.1.2 cubic funct.c
(/simnetreleissrc/libsrclibmath/cubicfuncLc)

This file contains routines which generate and solve a function.

Includes: "simdfns.h"

"simtypes.h"

2.6.1.2.1 find cubic func

This routine generates a cubic function, given x_0, y_0, the X,Y coordinates of the break
point (xb, y b), the X, Y coordinates of an end point (xjf, y.J), a factor related to the
curvature of the function (f), and a pointer to an array which contains nine values
(fincargfJ).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
x 0 REAL sim types.h
y-0 REAL sim types.h
x b REAL sim types.h
y b REAL sim types.h
x f REAL sim types.h
Y REAL sim types.h
I REAL sim types.h
func arsl I REAL simtypes.h_

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
a max REAL simtYpes.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
FALSE int The function could not be

generated
TRUE int The function was generated.

Table 2.6-2: find cubic func Information.
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2.6.1.2.2 cubict* unc

This routine finds a solution to the cubic function, given an x value and an array containing
nine values used to generate the curve.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
val REAL Isimn types.h
func aasn REAL simn types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable :: T pe Where Tyedet Declared
ternp REAL simn types.h

___________________ Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
(vai (vat'* (vat * func-args5] + REAL the solution of the function at
tunc..args[6J ) + func...args[7) vat (val >func-args[OJ)
+ func aras[81) ____________ ____________

(vat func args(3] + REAL the solution of the function at
func araCMDl vat (vat >= func args[11)
(funcargs[21 - (temnp* (temnp* REAL the solution of the function at
(temnp * func-args[5] + Vat
func...args[6]) +func-args[7]) +
func args[81) I _____________ I____________

Table 2.6-3: cubic func Information.

2.6.1.3 inv sin cos.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libmath /inv_sin-cos.c)

This file contains routines which return an angle in degrees or radians when given the sin
and cosine of the angle.

Includes:
. sim-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"

Defines:
HALF_-P1
SC_45
DEGCOEFF_3
DEGCOEFF_1
RAIDCOEFF_3
RADCOEFF_1
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2.6.1.3.1 inv-sincos-deg

Given the sine and cosine of an angle, this routine returns the value of the angle in degrees.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
s REAL sim types.h
c REAL sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
(DEGCOEFF_3*s*s + REAL angles between -450 and 450
DEG COEFF 1)*s
(DEGCOEFF_3*c*c+ REAL angles between -1350 and
DEG COEFF _)c-90 -45°

(-DEG COEFF_3c*c- REAL angles between 450 and 1350
DEG COEFF 1 )'c+90
(-DEGCOEFF_3*s*s- REAL angles between 1350 and
DEG COEFF 1)*s+180 1800
(-DEGCOEFF_3*s's- REAL angles between -1800 and
DEG COEFF 1W)s-180 -1350

Table 2.6-4: inv-sincosdeg Information.

2.6.1.3.2 inv sin cos rad

Given the sine and cosine of an angle, this routine returns the value of the angle in radians.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
s REAL sim types.h
C REAL sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
(RAD_COEFF_3*s*s + REAL angles between -PI/4 and P1/4
RAD COEFF I)s
(RAD_COEFF_3*c*c+ REAL angles between -3PI/4 and -
RAD COEFF 1)*c-HALF P1 P/4
(-RADCOEFF 3*c*c- REAL angles between PI/4 and
RAD COEFFI)*c+HALF PI 3"1P1/4
(-RADCOEFF_3*s*s- REAL angles between XPI/4 and Pi
RAD_COEFF 1)*s+PI
(-RADCOEFF3*s's- REAL angles between -P1 and -
RADCOEFF _)*s-PI _3"P11/4

Table 2.6-5: inv-sincosdeg Information.
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2.6.1.4 least sq fit.c
(/simnet/rlease/src/libsrc/libmathleasLsqfit)

This file is an implementation of the least squares method for fitting a general polynomial:
y = ao + a, x + a2* X2 +...+ a. Xr

to a set of data points <xo,yo>, <xl,Yl>, <Xn,Yn>.

Any subset of the coefficients ai is allowed to be fixed, and therefore there are at most r+ 1
parameters to solve for. Reference any engineering mathematics text for further
information about this algorithm.

Includes:"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"simtypes.h"
"least-sqfit.h"

Declarations:
The following are various matrices and arrays for intermediate values:

**x-powers
*x-powers data
*xpowers-sums
**y-powers
*y.powers-data
*y-powers-sums
**simlineq
*sim lineq data
*sim-lineq-sums
*simlineq-sol

This is the rank, or dimension, of the matrix describing the simultaneous equations which
must be solved:

rank

The following procedures are declared:
allocate-x-powersO
allocate_y~powersO
allocate sim lin eqO
generate-x-powers()
generate_y.powersO
generate simlin eqO
solve_sim_Iineq()
generateoutput coeff valsO
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2.6.1.4.1 leastsquares fit

This is the general algorithm. Given the general polynomial:
r

y=ao+ al* x + a2* X2 +...+ a, *xr= a* x

1--o
and the data points <xo,yo>, <xl,yl>, , <xn,Yn>, each deviation, or residual, is of the
form:

r
VI=XFla,* x ! - Y

j-0
with i--0,1,2...,n. The sum of the squares of the deviations is:

ns=Y v2
il-0

Since S is a function of the ak which are not fixed, S may be minimized by setting the
partial derivatives of S with respect to each ak equal to 0. The following results:

n d vdS =2 dY v '

da k - I da k -
with k=,l,...,r. Since the partial derivatives are:

dv k
da k xI

and dividing through by 2:

1=0

Substituting for vi, the following is found:
r n n1

la,* +k= xy

1=0 1=0 1=0
with k=O,,...,r. This can be written as:

r n n

Y I .,x+k  = xjyk

j= 0 1=0
with k=O, This represents an equation for each value of k which corresponds to a
polynomial ak which is not fixed. The result is simultaneous linear equations with the
number of equations equal to the number of unknowns, which is equal to the number of
non-fixed polynomial coefficients. The procedure least_squaresfit( must generate all
the sums

1=0
with p--O,1,...,2*r, and it must generate the sums

with p=0,1,...,2*r. The routine then sets up the simultaneous linear equations in the
variables ak, and solves these equations to determine the coefficients of the polynomial.
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The arguments to least-squares fitO are as follows: num data_points is equal to n+l.
x vals is an array of length nwnatapoints which stores x values. yvals is an array of
length ,uun datapoints which stores y values. polydegree is equal to r.
inputcoeffvals is is an array of length polydegree + 1 which stores coefficients of the
polynomial. These coefficients are either UNKNOWN_COEFF or are fixed REAL
numbers. output coeff vals is an array of length polydegree + 1 which will hold the
solution coefficients determined by this routine.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
num data-points int Standard
poly degree int Standard
x vals pointer to REAL sir types.h
y vals pointer to REAL sim types.h
input coeff vals pointer to REAL sim types.h
output coeff vals pointer to REAL sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
allocate xpowers Section 2.6.1.4.2
allocate-y Dowers Section 2.6.1.4.3
allocate sir lin eq Section 2.61 4.4
ceneratex mwers Section 2.6.1.4.5
generate ypowers Section 2.6. i.4.6
generate sim lin eq Section 2.6.1.4.7
generate output coeff vals Section 2.6.1.4.9

Table 2.6-6: least squares_fit Information.

2.6.1.4.2 allocate_x_powers

This routine allocates memory for all of the sums:
I

I-0
with p--O, 1, ..., 2*r. numdata-points is the number of data points, and degreepoly is
the degree of the polynomial.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
num data -points int Standard
poly dearee int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedet Declared

int Standard

Table 2.6-7: allocate_x_powers Information.
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2.6.1.4.3 allocate_y_powers

This routine allocates memory for all of the sums:

1=0
with p=O, 1, ..., 2*r. numdata_.points is the number of data points, and degree-Poly is
the degree of the polynomial.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
num datapoints int Standard

oly dearee int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where T pedel Declared

int Standard

Table 2.6-8: allocate-y powers Information.

2.6.1.4.4 allocate-sim-lineq

This procedure allocates memory for simultaneous linear equations where the unknowns
represent the unknown coefficients in the general polynomial. The rank of the matrix
representing the simultaneous linear equations is equal to the number of unknown
coefficients in the polynomial _ input coeff vals represents the value of the input
coefficients, and degreepoly is the degree of the polynomial.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
input coeff vals pointer to REAL sim types.h
poly degree int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
jint Standard

Table 2.6-9: allocate-simlineq Information.
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2.6.1.4.5 genera tex powe rs

This procedure generates all the sums:

1-0

with p=0,1,...,2*r and where xilP is stored in position xypowersfiJ[pj, and the above sum
is stored in x powers -swns~pJ. num -datafloints. represents the number of data points;
dgeptedegree othplynomial. The input x values are represented by x. vals.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
num data-moints 1 int Standard
poly degree jint Standard
x vais pointer to REAL sim types.h

_______ _______ _______Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
x val REAL sim types.h

x owrREAL sim -types. h
x powers-sum REAL sim-types.h
_____________ I mt Standard

______________ I t Standard

Table 2.6-10: genera te-x powers Information.

2.6.1.4.6 gene ratey powe rs

This procedure generates all the sums:

Y* Px* yi
1=0

with p=-O,l,...,2*r and where xiP~'yi is stored in position yfiowers[iJlpJ, and the above
sum is stored in yyowers -swnsfpJ. The number of data points is represented by
nnmdaapoints. The degree of the polynomial is represented by degreepoly. The input
y values are represented by yvals.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
num data-moints lint jStandard
poly degree int JStandard
Y vals pointer to REAL jsim types-h

____________________ Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared

, ers sum REAL [sim types.h
mt j Standard

__ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ t jStandard

Table 2.6-11: genera tey powe rs Information.
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2.6.1.4.7 generate-sim-lineq

This procedure generates simultaneous linear equations. The equation:r n n

Xa X*  = x y,

1-0 1-0 1-0
with k=O,1,...,r, represents an equation for each value of k which corresponds to a
polynomial coefficient ak which is not fixed. For each equation, the unknown aj's end up
on the left hand side with coefficients taken from x_powers suns, and the fixed aj's
multiplied by their coefficients are subtracted from the y_powerssums on the right hand
side.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
num data-oints int Standard
poly degree int Standard
vals pointer to REAL sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
_ int Standard
k int Standard
eo._num int Standard
coeff num int Standard

Table 2.6-12: generatesim fin eq Information.

2.6.1.4.8 solve-sim-lin-eq

This procedure solves the simultaneous linear equations using the eleimination method,
writing the solutions into the array sim lin eqsol.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
_ int Standard
k int Standard
dividend REAL sim types.h
factor REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-13: solve sim lin eq Information.
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2.6.1.4.9 genera te outp ut coeff .vat s

This procedure places the solutions of the simultaneous linear equations into their proper
positions in the general polynomial, skipping the polynomial coefficients that were initially
fixed. The degree of the polynomial is represented by degreefioly. The input and output
coefficients are represented by input coeff vats and output coefvarepcily

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
poly degree int Standard
input coeft vais 15ointer to REAL simn types.h
output coeff vais pointer to REAL Isimn types.h

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable IType ]Where Typedef Declared
__________ _ lint IStandard
index jint Standard

Table 2.6-14: generate-output coeff-vals Information.

2.6.1.5 libmath.h
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmath flibmath.h)

This file declares the following functions as external so that they can be used outside of
* libmath.

least -'squares fit()
bivariant normal distributionO
scaled ran do
find cubic func()
cubic funcT)
nv sin _cosrad()
inv sin cosdeg()
real- liniit()
mnt-imit()
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2.6.1.6 limit.c(Isinmrleaselsrc/libsrc/libmath/limitc)

This file contains routines which limits the value that a parameter can have.

2.6.1.6.1 real-limit

This routine limits the value of the input parameter. limit is the limit that you wish to
impose, and input is a pointer to the input parameter to be cropped.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
input pointer to REAL sim types.h
limit REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-15: real limit Information.

2.6.1.6.2 int limit

This routine limits the value of the input parameter. limit is the limit that you wish to
impose, and input is a pointer to the input parameter to be cropped.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared i
input pointer to int Standard
limit int Standard

Table 2.6-16: int limit Information.
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2.6.1.7 scaled rand.c
(/simnetrerease/src/libsrc/libmath /scaled_rand.h)

This file contains a function which generates a REAL random number between 0.0 and
1.0.

Includes: "stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
'sim.types.h"
"sim_macros.h"

Defines:

K32

2.6.1.7.1 scaled rand

This routine generates a random REAL number between 0.0 and 1.0.

internal Variables
Internal Variable : =Type IWhere Typedef Declared
random number REAL sim types.h

~Return Values

Return Value Type Meaning
randomnumber REAL a random number between

0.0 and 1.0

Table 2.6-17: scaled rand Information.
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2.6.2 libmatrix
(/simnet/rlease/src/libsrc/libmatrix [libmatrix])

The matrix library provides a set of routines for vector and matrix manipulation.

2.6.2.1 d2f m copy.c
(/mnetrelease/srcAibsrc/libmatix/d2fjmcopy.c)

This file contains a routine, d2f mat copy, which copies a source matrix to a
destination matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"

"math.h""simdfns.h"
"simtypes.h"
"sim macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.1.1 d2f matcopy

This routine copies a source matrix to a destination matrix. src is the source matrix, and dst
is the destination matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
src [31 [31 double Standard
dst [31 (31 float Standard

Table 2.6-18: d2f matcopy Information.
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2.6.2.2 d2f-vcopy.c

This file contains a routine, d2fv ycopy, which copies a source vector to a destination
vector.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
ctype.n"
mnath.h"

"sim-dfns.h"
"1simj~ypes.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.2.1 d2f-vec copy

This routine copies a source vector to a destination vector.

Parameter Type PaaeesIWhere Ty edef Declafred
sic [31 Idouble I Standard
dst 131 float IStandard

Table 2.6-19: d2f-v-copy Information.

2.6.2.3 elr-copy.c

This file contains a routine, elr copy, which copies EPARAMfrom to E _PARAM to.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
::ctype.h"
niath.h"

"sim dfns.h"
"sim...tyes.h"
"simx-macros.h"
"librnatrix.h"

2.6.2.3.1 elr copy

This routine copiers EPAEAM fromn to E_-PARAM to.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where T pedet Declared
from IE PARAM I sim types.h
to 1E PARAM Isim tyes.h

Table 2.6-20: elr-copy Information.
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2.6.2.4 elr-elr-cat.c

This file contains one procedure, elr elr cat, which concatonates two Euler parameters.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"

"simx-dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h'

2.6.2.4.1 elr-elr cat

This routine concatonates two Euler parameters.

A eB0 are the Euler parameters for rotation from A to BO. BO eB are the Euler
paramneters for rotation from BO to B. A-eB are the Euler parametiers for rotation from A
to B.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
A e BO E PARAM sim types.h
BO 9 B IE PARAM Isim tyipes.h
A eB E PARAM simrtypes.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType lWhere Ty edef Declared

1mag real IStandard

Table 2.6-21: elr-elr-cat Information.
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2.6.2.5 elr-form.c

This file contains one procedure, elr form, which creates EPARAM given the axis of
rotation and an angle.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"mrath.h"e
"sim..dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sim...macros.h"
"libmnatrix.h'

2.6.2.5.1 elr form

This routine creates an EPARAM given the axis of rotation and an angle.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
axis VECTOR sim tyes.h
anale IREAL Isim tyipes.h
result E PARAM sim tvres.h

Internal Variables
internal Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared

sinfhalf a REAL 01sim types.h

Table 2.6-22: elr form Information.
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2.6.2.6 eir-iftnt.c

This file contains one prwedure, elr ident, which initializes an EPARAM to an identity
transformation.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ictype.h"
"1Mth.hil
"sim..dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"'

slimmaro.Lt'

2.6.2.6.1 elr -Wet

This routine initializes an E_-PARAM to an identity transformation.

Parameters
IParameter I Type I Where Typedef Declae
e JE PARAM Isim types.h

Table 2.6-23: elr ident Information.
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2.6.2.7 elr-to-mat.c

This file contains one procedure, elr to-mat, which converts from an EPARAM to a
T_-MATRI.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"simL-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h'

2.6.2.7.1 elr to mat

This routine converts from anEPARAM to a TMATRIX. A e B is the quaternion for
rotation of B to A. A -c B is the direction cosine matrix from fraiii-e A to frame B. temp is
a temporary variable.

_____ _____ _____ ____Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Where__________Declared

AOeB EPARAM _____________

A c B jT MATRIXI ityeh

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
temp REAL sim types.h
eOeO REAL sim types.h
eOel REAL sim types.h
eOe2 REAL sim-types.h
eOe3 REAL sim tvpes.h
elel REAL sim types.h
ole2 REAL sim types.h
ele3 REAL sim types.h
e2e2 REAL sim types.h
02e3 REAL sim types.h
e3e3 REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-24: elr to mat Information.
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2.6.2.3 elr-transp.c

This fie contains one procedure, elr transpose, which tranisposes an EPARAM into
the resultE_,,PARAM.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.ho"
"sim~dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
" sunmracros.h"
"fibmatrix.h"

2.6.2.8.1 elr transpose

This routine transposes an EPARAM into the result EPARAM.

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedet Decflared
le IE PARAM ISim tYDes.h
result E PARAM sim t pes.h

Table 2.6-25: elr transpose Information.

2.6.2.9 f2dm-Copy

This file contains one procedure, f2d mat copy, which copies a source matrix to a
destination matrix.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"simidfns.h"
"sim~types.h"
"sim-macros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.9.1 f2d mat copy

This routine copies a source matrix to a destination matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
src [31 131 f float Standard
dst 131 [31 double iStandard

Table 2.6-26: f2d mat copy Information.
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@2.6.2.10 f2d-v-copyxc

This file contains one procedure, t2d vec copy, which copies a source vector to a
destination vector.

This file includes:
'stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"mathht
'simi-dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sunLmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h

2.6.2.10.1 f2d vec copy

This routine copies a source vector to a destination vector.

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere T Pedef Declafred
src 131 11 float IStandard
dst [31 double Standard

Table 2.6-27: f2d Vec copy Information.
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2.6.2.11 fm-check.c

This file contains one procedure, fiat check, which checks that all vectors in a matrix of
floats are normalized.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libinatrix.h"

2.6.2.11.1 fmat check

This routine checks to ensure that all vectors in a matrix of floats are normalized.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
m 3131 3 float IStandard

Internal Variables
internal Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared
tm 1331 float IStandard

____________________ Return Values
Return Value ITe Meanina
TRUE lint Iall vectors normalized
FALSE lint not all vectors normalized

____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
f mat copy Section 2.6.2.12 frn copy.c
fvec check Section 2.6.2.20 fv check.c

fmat trnsposSection 2.6.2.19 tmat transp.c

Table 2.6-28: fmat check Information.
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* 2.6.2.12 fmcopy.c

This file contains one procedure, fmat copy, which copies a float matrixfrom to a float
matrix to.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"tctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simtypes.h"
"sirmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.12.1 fmatcopy

This procedure copies a float matrixfrom to a float matrix to.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from 131 [31 float Standard
to 131131 Jfloat Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declaredtotemp register float Standardfrom temp register float Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
fmat check Section 2.6.2.11 .1
fmat transpose Section 2.6.2.19 .1

Table 2.6-29: fmat copy Information.
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2.6.2.13 fmin-d init.c

This file contains one procedure, hunat ident mnit, which initializes a matrix to be the
identity matrix.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"t
"math.h"
"simL-dfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sin-macros.h"
"libmtrix.h"

2.6.2.13.1 fmat ident mnit
This procedure initializes a matrix to be the identity matrix.

Parameters
Parameter ITy e [Where Typedef Declared'
m 3131 3 float IStandard

internal Variables
internal variable I TyPe I Where Typedet Declared
m txr Ireoister float IStandard

Table 2.6-30: fmat-ident-init Information.
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2.6.2.14 fm-mmul.c

This fie contains one procedure, ftnat mat mul, which multiplies two float matrices
together and stores the result.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-.types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.14.1 fmat mat mul

This procedure multiplies two float matrices together and stores the result.

___________________Parameters ___________

Parameter Type [Where Typedef Declared
ml 131 [31 f float [Standard
m2 [311[31 jfloat [Standard

*result [311[31 Jfloat jStandard

internalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type 'Where Typedef Declared
ml 00 static float Standard
ml 01 static float Standard
ml 02 static float Standard
ml110 static float Standard
ml 11 static float Standard
ml 12 static float Standard
ml 20 static float Standard
ml 21 static float Standard
ml 22 static float Standard
m2 00 static float Standard
m2 01 static float Standard
m2 02 static float Standard
m2 10 static float Standard
m2 11 static float Standard
m2 12 static float Standard
m2 20 static float Standard
m2 21 static float Standard
m2 22 static float Standard

Imat Dtr reaister float Standard
res Dtr Iregister float Sadr

Table 2.6-31: fmat mat mul Information.
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2.6.2. 15 fm -r init.c

This file contains one procedure, tmat rot mnit, which initializes a matrix to be a rotation
matrix.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math~h
"siM_dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim:Lniacros.h"
'libniatrix.h"

2.6.2. 15. 1 fmat rot mnit
This procedure initializes a matrix to be a rotation matrix. Rotation is counter-clockwise
when viewed along a positive axis.

[ Parameters
[Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
[m [3 [31 float Standard
Itheta f float IStandard
-rot axis int Standard

Table 2.6-32: finat rot mnit Information.

2.6.2.16 fmat-dump.c

This file contains one procedure, fmat-dump, which dumps a matrix to the standard
output.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
::ctype.h"
"math~h

_1imdfns.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.16.1 fmat dump

This procedure prints a matrix and a descriptive message to the standard output.

Parameters
Parameter Tv e Where Typedef Declafred
str Ichar IStandard
mat 13113 f loat IStandard

Table 2.6-33: fmat dump Information.
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. 2.6.2. 17 fmat r init2.c

This file contains one procedure, ftat rot init2, which initializes a matrix to be a
rotation matrix.

This file includes:
"stdio.h"
::cwpe.h"
"math~h

"simx_racros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.17.1 fmat rot init2

This procedure initializes a matrix to be a rotation matrix, given the sine of an angle instead
of the angle itself. Rotation is counter-clockwise when viewed along a positive axis.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
m 131 [31 Ifloat Standard
sin theta R RE.A.L sim types.h
rot axis j mt Standard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
cos theta f float Standard
one minus sgr sin I float Standard
rwptr register f loat Standard

____ ____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
square sim macros.h (macro definiton)
abs jsim macros.h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-34: fmat rot init2 Information.
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2.6.2.18 fmnat-sub.c

This file contains one procedure, finat sub, which subtracts two matrices.

This file includes:
stdio.h"

"'ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sin~dfns.h"
"simj-ypes.h"
*'sim,..macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.18.1 fmat sub

This procedure subtracts matrix m2 from ml.

Parameters ___________

Parameter Type [Where Typedef Declared
ml [31[31 f loat Standard
m2 [31 [31 - float jStandard
result 131 [31 float Standard

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

InenlVariable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
ml P register float Standard
m2 P register float St andard
result P register f loat Sandard

Table 2.6-35: fmat sub Information.
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2.6.2.19 fmat-transp.c

This file contains one procedure, fmat.transpose, which transposes a matrix into the
result matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"

"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sime types.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.19.1 fmat transpose

This routine transposes a matrix into the result matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
m 13) [31 float Standard
result [31 131 float Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp 131131 float Standard
temp-ptr register float Standard

Calls
Function I Where Described
fmat copy ISection 2.6.2.12.1

Called by
Function IWhere Described
fmat.check ISection 2.6.2.11 fmn check.c

Table 2.6-36: fmat transpose Information.
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2.6.2.20 fv-check.c

This file contains one procedure, ftec check, which checks to see that a vector is
normalized.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h'
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim~dfns.h"
"simn.types.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h'

2.6.2.20.1 fvec check

This routine checks to see that a vector is normalized.

Parameters
Parameter I Tvie IWhere Typedef Declared
v [31 float IStandard

S Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
TRUE int is normalized
FALSE Int Iis not normalized

Calls
Function Where Described
ea sim macrosh (macro definition)
square sim macros-h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-37: fvec check Information.
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*2.6.2.21 fv-d_prod.c

This file contains one procedure, fvec-dot-prod, which computes a vector dot product
and returns the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h""simdfns.h"
"simntypes.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.21.1 fvecdotprod

This routine calculates a vector dot product and returns the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
v1 [31 float Standard
v2 [31 float Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type I Where Typedef Declared
temp register float Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
temp float vector dot product result

Table 2.6-38: fvec dotprod Information.
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2.6.2.22 fvmmul.e

This file contains one procedure, fvec mat mul, which multiplies a vector by a matrix
and stores the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"

"math.h""sim-dfns.h"
"simretypes.h"
"sir_macros.h"
"fibmatrix.h"

2.6.2.22.1 fvec mat mul

This routine multiplies a vector by a matrix and stores the result..

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
v [3] float Standard
result [31 float Standard
m 131 31 float Standard

Internal Variables _

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
v0 static float Standard
v2 static float Standard
v2 static float Standard
resptr register float Standardvec ptr reoister float IStandard

Table 2.6-39: fvec mat mul Information.
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2.6.2.23 fv-scale.c

This file contains one procedure, fvec.scale, which scales a vector.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"

"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sirnmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.23.1 fvec scale

This routine scales a vector.

Parameters
Parameter TypO Where Typedef Declared
v [3] float Standard
result [31 float Standard
scale-factor float Standard

Table 2.6-40: fvec scale Information.
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2.6.2.24 fv-xprod.c

This file contains one procedure, fvec cross prod, which computes a vector cross
product and stores the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"'ctype.h"
Orathhl
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.24.1 fvec cross prod

This routine calculates a vector cross product (vW x v2) and stores the result. The right
hand rule applies; the cross product sweeps from v] to v2.

Parameters

PaaetrType IWhere Typedef Declared
1v2 [31 Ifloat IStandard
result 131fla Standard

Table 2.6-41: fvec cross prod Information.

2.6.2.25 fvec-add.c

This file contains one procedure, ivec-add, which adds two vectors.

The following files are included:
itstdio-h"
"ctype.h"
tmath.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.25.1 fvec add

This routine adds two vectors.

Parameters
IParameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
v1 [31 flbat Standard
Iv2 [31 Ifloat IStandard
result [31 f loat Standard

Table 2.6.42: fvec add Information.
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2.6.2.26 fveccopy.c

This file contains one procedure, fveccopy, which copies VECTOR from to VECTOR
to.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"Fim_dfns.h"
"sin.types.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.26.1 fveccopy

This routine copies vectorfrom to vector to.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
from 131 float Standard
to [31 float Standard

Table 2.6-43: fveccopy Information.

2.6.2.27 fvecdump

This file contains one procedure, fvecdump, which dumps a vector and accompanying
message to the standard output

The following file. are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.27.1 fvecdump

This routine dumps a vector and accompanying message to the standard output

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
str char Standard
v 131 [3] float Standard

Table 2.6-44: fvecdump Information.
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2.6.2.28 fvec-normc

This file contains one piucumure, fvec-normalize, which normalizes a vector.

The folowing files are includecd:
"stdio.h"
::ctype.h"
Imath.h"
"simrLdfns.h"
::sim-types.h"
"simrmacros.h'
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.28.1 fvec normaize

This routine normalizes a&vtor.

Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
v131 float jStandard

result f3 float jStandard

_____________________ Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable. Type jWhere Typedef Decgared
tern meister double Standard
res-ptr meister float Standard
v-pir register float Stndr

Calls
Function Where Described
es sim macros.h (macro definitio

Tabfe 2.6-4S: fvec-normali ze Information.
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*2.6.2.29 fvec-sub.c

This file contains one procedure, fvec-sub, which subtracts two vectors.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"t
"sim~dfns.h"

"sunmacros.h"
"libniatrix.h"

2.6.2.29.1 fvec sub

This routine subtracts two vectors.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
A [31 f loat Standard
v2 [31 f float IStandardI
result 31 f loat Standard

Table 2.6-46: fvec-sub Information.
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2.6.2.30 m fix m.c

This file contains routine, mat flx matrix, which restores a matrix to a state of ortho-
normality. Axis is the most important column of the matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
'ctype.h"
"math~h

_smdfns.h"
"sinx~types.h"

"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.30.1 matrfix matrix

This routine restores a matrix to a state of orthonormality. Axis is the most important
column of the matrix.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter IType [Where Typedef Declared'
mat T TMATRIX Isim -types.h
axis lint IStandard

_____________________ Internal Variables ____________

internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
v dot w REAL sim types.h
u VECTOR simn types.h
v VECTOR sim typ~es.h
w VECTOR simn types.h
temp VECTOR simn types.h
r int Standard

Calls
Function _______ Where Described
vec normalize Section 2.6.2.65 .1
vec dot -prod Section 2.6.2.56 .1

vec caleSection 2.6.2.66 .1
_________add___ Section 2.6.2.59 .1
vec cross Drod ISection 2.6.2.68 .1

Table 2.6-47: mat fix matrix Information.
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. 2.6.2.31 m id init.c

This file contains one procedure, mat ident jolt, which initializes a matrix to be the
identity matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"l
"sim_dfns.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.31.1 mat ident jolt

This routine initializes a matrix to be the identity matrix.

Parameters
Parameter P Tye Where Ty edef Declared
m IT MATRIX sim-t es.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable J Tye N Were Typedef Declared

m-ptr IREAL Isim types.h
Table 2.6-48: mat ident mnit Information.
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2.6.2.32 m m mulxc

This file contains one procedure, umtmat mul, which multiplies two matrices and stores
the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"simjypes.h"
"surnmacros.h"
"libmiatrix.h"

2.6.2.32.1 mat mat mul

This routine multiplies two matrices and stores the result.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters____________
Parameter [Type Where Typedef Declared
M1 jREAL sim tvtpes.h
mn2 TJ MATRIX simn types.h
resuft T MATRIX________ simn types-h

internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
ml X0 reoister REAL simn types.h
Ml X1 register REAL simn types.h
ml x2 register REAL simn types.h
res mat T MATRIX simn types.h
res-ptr recister REAL simn types.h
to register lona Standard
ro0 M register Iong +Standard

Table 2.6-49: mat mat mul Information.
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2.6.2.33 m-r-int2.c

This file contains one procedure, mat rot init2, which initializes a matrix to be a rotation
matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatix.h"

2.6.2.33.1 mat rot init2

This routine initializes a matrix to be a rotation matrix. Rotation is counter-clockwise when
viewed along a positive axis. The sine of the angle is given, instead of the angle itself.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX sim types.h
sin theta REAL sim types.h
rot axis int Standard

_ __Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Decared
cos theta REAL sim types.h
m ptr register REAL sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
abs sim macros.h (macro definition)
square sim macros.h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-50: mat rot init2 Information.

16
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2.6.2.34 m-trig init.c

This file contains procedure mat trigjinit, which initializes a matrix to be a rotation
matrix, given the sine and cosine of an angle.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"simn-dfns.h"

"sim..types.h"
"simrumacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.34.1 mat trig mnit
This routine initializes a matrix to be a rotation matrix, given the sine and cosine of the
angle, instead of the angle itself. Rotation is counter-clockwise when viewed along a
positive axis.

___________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX__________ sim types.h
sin theta R EAL sim tyDes-h
cos theta R EAL sim types-h
rot axis I_____________ I_ Standard

___________________ Internal Variables
internal Variable )Type IWhere Typedef Declared
m-ptr Iregister REAL sim -tyes.h

Table 2.6-51: mat trig mnit Information.
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. 2.6.2.35 m v mul.c

This file contains procedure mat vec-mul, which multiplies a vector by a matrix and
stores the result.

Thbe following files are included:
"stdio.h"
:ctype.h"
1math.h"
"sim~dfns.h"
"sini types~h
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.35.1 mat vec mu!

This routine multiplies a vector by a matrix and stores the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX jSim types.h
v VECTOR jsim types.h
result VECTOR jsim types.h

Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable Type 'Where Typedef Declared
_____________ REAL sim tyoes.h

V1REAL sim types.h
v2___________ REAL Sim tYpes.h
________________ reister REAL sim-types.h
_________________ reoister REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-52: mat vec mu! Information.
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2.6.2.36 mat add.c

This file contains procedure matadd, which adds two matrices.

The following files are included:"stdio.h"

"ctype.h"
"math.h""simdfns.h"
"simo.types.h"
"sim macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.36.1 mat add

This routine adds two matrices and stores the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ml T MATRIX sim types.h
m2 T MATRIX simtypes.h
result TMATRIX Siem types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Ty e Where Typedef Declared

ml P register REAL sim types.h
m2 P reister REAL sim types-h

result P register REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-53: mat add Information.
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* 2.6.2.37 mat-adj.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-adjugate, which calculates the adjugate matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h'

_smdfns.h"
"sim...types.h"

"sun~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.37.1 mat adjugate

This routine calculates the adjugate matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Ty e Where Typedet Declared
Im IT MATRIX Isim types.h
result T MATRIX sim tyes.h

Table 2.6-54: mat adjugate Information.
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2.6.2.38 mat check.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-check, which checks that all vectors in a matrix are
normalized.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"

"math.h"
"sir dfns.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.38.1 mat check

This routine checks that all vectors in a matrix are normalized.

Parameters
Parameter Tye Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
tmp T MATRIX sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int all normalized
FALSE int not all normalized

Calls
Function Where Described
mat copy Section 2.6.2.39 .1
vec check Section 2.6.2.52 .1

Table 2.6-55: mat check Information.
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2.6.2.39 inat copy.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-copy, which copies T-MATRIX from to
TMATRDX to.

The following files are included:
"stioh

"ctype.h"
Imth.h"
"sim3.dfns.h"
"1sim..sypes.h"
1sim-macros.hi"
*'lbmatrix.h"

2.6.2.39.1 mat-copy

This routine copies T..MATRIXfrom to TMATRIX to.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter yvpe Where Typedef Declared
srcT MATRIX mir types.h
dest JTMATRIX [sim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type WeeTypedef Declared
to Iona Sandard
from Iona Sandard

Table 2.6-56: mat-Copy Information.
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2.6.2.40 mat deter.c

This file contains one procedure, mat determinant, which returns the determinant of a
matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sirndfns.h"
"simrtypes.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"librmatrix.h"

2.6.2.40.1 mat-determinant

This routine returns the determinant of a matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Ty edef Declared
m T MATRIX sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
(m[0][0]*m[1l]1]*m[2[2]) + REAL determinant of m
(m(Ol[1jm[1][2*m[2][0]) +
(m[0j[2]*m[1J[0]*m[2][1]) +
(m[O][O*m[1J[2J*m[2][1J) +
(m[0j[1]*m[1J[0]*m[2][2]) +
(m[0][21*mf1] 11mf 21101) I

Table 2.6-57: mat determinant Information.
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* 2.6.2.41 matdump.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-dump, which dumps a matrix to the standarG
output.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim.types.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.41.1 mat-dump

This routine dumps a matrix and accompanying message to the standard output.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
mat T MATRIX sim types.h
str char Standard

Table 2.6-58: matdump Iomation.

2.6.2.42 mat form.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-form, which forms a T_MATRIX from an axis of
rotation and an angle.

The following files are included:
::sim types.h"
"math.h"

2.6.2.42.1 mat form

This procedure forms a T_MATRIX from an axis of rotation and an angle.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
axis VECTOR sim types.h
angle REAL sim.types.h
C TMATRIX sim types.h
sinan I REAL sim types.h
cosan I REAL sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared

_one rn Cos _REAL I sim types.h
11sin REAL sim types.h
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12 sin REAL sim types-h
13 sin REAL sim types.h
112 REAL sim types.h
113 REAL sim types.h
123 REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-59: mat form Information.

2.6.2.43 mat ident.c

This file contains one procedure, mat ident, which initializes a matrix to the unity matrix.

The following files are included:"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"simtypes.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"simmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.43.1 mat ident

This procedure initializes a matrix to the unity matrix.

Parameters
Parameter 7FType P Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType I Where Typedef Declared
temp register REAL sim ty es.h

Table 2.6-60: mat ident Information.
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. 2.6.2.44 mat init.c

This file contains procedure mat mnit, which initializes all elements of a matrix to zero.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"simj-ypes:h"
"math.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
'libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.44.1 mat mnit
This procedure initializes all elements of a matrix to zero.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
m IT MATRIX sim types.h

internal Variables
internal Variable T e Where Typedef DeciaHed
tern reoister REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-61: mat mnit Information.
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2.6.2.45 mat inv.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-inverse, which calculates the inverse of a matrix.

The following files are included:
'stdio.h"

"ctype.h"
"simftypes.ht
"9math.h"
"sim-dfns.h'
"sim_macros.h"

"libmatrix.b"

2.6.2.45.1 mat-inverse

This procedure calculates the inverse of a matrix.

intraleVral Type Where Typedef Declared
tm T MATRIX simn types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat adiuoate Section 2.6.2.38 .1
mat transp~ose Section 2.6.2.52 .1

mat caleSection 2.6.2.49 .1

Table 2.6-62: mat-inverse Information.
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2.6.2.46 mat lev init.c

This file contains one procedure, mat level init, which forms a T_MATRIX whose Y
axis is given and whose X axis is parallel to ile ground.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"sim-types:h"
"math.h"
"siM_dfns.h"
"sirnmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.46.1 mat level init

This routine forms a T_MATRIX whose Y axis is given and whose X axis is parallel to the
ground.

m is the matrix to be initialized. v is the normalized vector which is the Y axis of m. mpir
is a pointer to the elements in m. vptr is a pointer to the elements in v. scale is a pointer to
a factor used to normalize the X axis.

The X axis is found by taking the cross product of v and the unit vector perpendicular to
the ground, (0 0 1). The result must be normalized so scale (the magnitude of the result) is
found. If scale is 0, v is pointing straight up or down. In this case, the X axis is defined
to lay along the X axis of the parent system.

The Y axis is given, so v is copied onto m.

The Z axis is the cross product of the X and Y axes. Since they are perpendicular, the
result is automatically normalized. It turns out that the last component of this vector is the
magnitude of the cross product of the Y axis and the unit vertical. This was found above
and stored as a result of scale being set as a pointer to m [2] [2].

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX sim types.h
v VECTOR sim_types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
mptr register REAL sim types.h
Vptr register REAL sim types.h
scale register REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-63: mat-level init Information.
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2.6.2.47 mat r init.c

This file contains one procedure, mat rot mnit, which initializes a matrix to be a rotation
matrix.

The following ffies are included:
"stdio.h"
:'ctype.h'
"sim~types.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sirnmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.47.1 mat rot mnit
This procedure initializes a matrix to be a rotation matrix. Rotation is counter-clockwise
when viewed along a positive axis.

Parameters
IParameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX simn t ges.h

Itheta IREAL Isim tvpes-h
rot axis int Standard

Table 2.6-64: mat rot mnit Information.
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2.6.2.48 mat scale.c

This file contains one procedure, mat scale, which scales a matrix.

The following files are included:
tostdio.h"
"ctype.h"
Usim-types.h"
I'math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"simn macros.h"
'libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.48.1 mat-scale

This procedure scales a matrix.

____________________Parameters ___________

Parameter Type JWhere Typedef Declared
mat T MATRIX jsim types.h
result T MATRIX Isim types.h
scale factor REAL jsim types.h

_____ _____ _____ _____ Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable Type [Where Typedef Declared
oat register REAL sim tvpes.h

result-P M eister REAL sim types.h
"Table 2.6-65: mat'scal-e' Inormation.
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2.6.2.49 mat sub.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-sub, which subtracts two matrices.

The following files are included:
"'stdio.h"
"ctype.h"

"simtypes.h"
"math.h"
"sirdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.49.1 mat sub

This procedure subtracts two matrices.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ml T MATRIX sim types.h
m2 T MATRIX sim types.h
result T MATRIX sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
ml P register REAL sim types.h
m2 P register REAL sim types.h
result P register REAL sim types.h

Table 2.6-66: mat sub Information.
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2.6.2.50 mat to-elrxc

This file contains one procedure, mat to-elr, which converts from TMATRIX to
E_ PARAM.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"simj.-ypes.h"
"math.h"
"sini~dfns.h"
"simn macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.50.1 mat to-elr

This procedure converts from TMATRIX to EPARAM. The Euler Parameter is made
from the direction cosine matrix. REALSAUL is defined as 1.0e-35.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where T pedef Declared
C IT MATRIX Isim types.h
e 1E PARAM sim types.h

Internal Variables
internal Variable I Type I Were Tpedef Declared
deniominator IREAL Isim types.h

Table 2.6-67: mat to elr Information.
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2.6.2.51 mat transp.c

This file contains one procedure, mat-transpose, which transposes a matrix into the
result matrix.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"sim-types.h"
"math.h"
"sun-dfns.h"
"sin~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.51.1 mat-transpose

This procedure transposes a matrix into the result matrix.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type I Where Typedef Declared
m T MATRIX I sim types h
result IT MATRIX I sim types.h

S ~~~~~~~Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable vPe IWhere Typedet Declared
temp TMATRIX mir tvpes.h
temp ptr Irecalster REAL jsim types.h

Calls
Function I Where Described
Mat CODI Section 2.6.2.40 .1

Table 2.6-68: mat-transpose Information.
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* 2.6.2.52 new m-mmul.c

This file contains one procedure, nmat mat mul, which multiplies two matrices.

The following tiles are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"sim...types.h"
"math.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.52.1 nmat mat mul

This procedure multiplies two matrices and stores the result.

___________________Parameters____________

Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
ml Iregister REAL sim types.h
m2 register T MATRIX sim types.h
result T MATRIX sim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
ml xO register REAL sim types.h
ml X1 register REAL sim -types.h
ml x2 register REAL sim-types.h
res mat T MATRIX sim types.h
res-ptr register REAL sim types.h

Ito register long IStandard
Ifrom register long IStandard

Table 2.6-69: nmat mat mul Information.
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2.6.2.53 v-cos-prod.c

This fie contains one procedure, vec cosprod, which computes the cosine of the angle
between two vectors.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h'
"1math.h"l
"1sim-types.h"l
"simdfns.h"
tosini~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.53.1 vec-cos prod

This procedure computes the cosine of the angle between two vectors.

__________________Parameters

Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
V1 JVECTOR simn types.h
v2 jVECTOR simn types.h

____________________InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
leni register REAL simn types.h
Ien2 recister REAL simn types-h
vec dot rod()EA simn types~h
result REAL___________ simn types.h

_____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value ITvpe IMeaninci
result 1REAL jcosine of the angle between

lv1 and v2

Calls
lFunction I Where Described
vec dot-prod ISection 2.6.2.56 .1

Table 2.6-70: vec-cos prod Information.
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2.6.2.54 vdotprod.c

This file contains one procedure, vecdot_prod, which computes the vector dot product
and returns the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"

"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
"sim.types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.54.1 vec-dotprod

This procedure computes the vector dot product and returns the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
vl1 VECTOR sim types.h
v2 VECTOR sim tpes.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
temp register REAL I sie tpes.h

Return Values
Return Value Type I Meaning
temp REAL I dot product result

Table 2.6-71: vec dot prod Information.
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2.6 .2 .5 v-etransf.c

This file contains one procedure, vec-elr-transform, which transforms a vector by an
Euler parameter.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
"simjypes.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"simn-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.55.1 vec elr transform

This procedure transforms a vector by an Euler parameter. v_A is the source vector.
A_to__B is the Euler parameter. v _B is the transformed vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type here Typedef Declared

VEACTOR mir types.h
to B EPARAM mir types.h
BVETO _______________ tVpes.h

____________________ Internal Variables
Internal Variable jType [Where Typedet Declared
tempi VECTOR j rn types.h
temp2 __________________ types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
vec cross prod Section 2.6.2.68 .1
vec scale Section 2.6.2.66 .1
vec add Section 2.6.2.59 .1

Table 2.6-72: vec-eir transform Information.
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. 2.6 .2 .56 v m mul.c

This file contains one procedure, vec mat mul, which multiplies a vector by a matrix
and stores the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sim.dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.56.1 vec mat mul

This procedure multiplies a vector by a matrix and stores the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
V VECTOR sim tvyes.h

mTMATRIX sim tyipes.h
result VECTOR__________ sim -types.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
vi static REAL sim types.h
vi static REAL sim types.h

v2 static REAL sim tvpes.h
res-ptr Ireaister REAL sim types.h
Ivecptr Iregister REAL Isim types.h

Table 2.6-73: vec mat mul Information.
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2.6.2.57 vec-add.c

This file contains one procedure, vec add, which adds two vectors.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
f"simj~ypes"
"sim~dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.57.1 vec add

This procedure adds two vectors.

I _________________________Parameters

P arameter Type Where Typedet Declared
I________ _ VECTOR sim tv es.h
v2__________ _ VECTOR A im types.h

resultVECTORsim- types.h
Table 2.6-74: vec add Information.
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2.6.2.58 vec-check.c

This file contains one procedure, vec.check, which checks to see if a vector is
normalized.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"

"math.h"
"simretypes"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.58.1 vec check

This procedure checks to see if a vector is normalized.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
v VECTOR sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int is normalizedFALSE In_ not normalized

Calls
Function Where Described
eq sim macros.h (macro definition)
square Sim macros.h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-75: vec check Information.
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2.6.2.59 vec-co py.c

This file contains one procedure, vec-copy, which copies VECTOR from to VECTOR to.

The following files are included:
19stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
1"sim.Myp311
"simrdfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.59.1 vec copy

This procedure copies VECTORfrom to VECTOR to.

Parameters
Parameter Tvpe IWhere Typedef Declared
from IVECTOR Isimn types.h

Ito VECTOR simn types.h

Table 2.6-76: vec copy Information.

2.6.2.60 vec-dump.c

This file contains one procedure, vec dump, which dumps a vector to the standard
output.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
::ctypes.h"
"math.h"

"sim....types.h"
::srn dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.60.1 vec dump

This procedure dumps a vector and accompanying message to the standard output.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

lv IVECTOR Isimn types h
str char Standard

Table 2.6-77: veccdurnp Information.
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2.6.2.61 vec init.c

This file contains one procedure, vec-init, which initializes a vector to zero.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
ltmath.h"'
,,sim types.h"
"sun~dfns.h"
"sin~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.61.1 vec mnit
This procedure initializes a vector to all zeroes.

0 Parameters
[Parameter I Tpe I Where Typedef Decld
v IVECTOR Isim tyes.h

Table 2.6-78: vec mnit Information.

2.6.2.62 vecneg.c

This file contains one procedure, vec neg, which computes -vi.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
vlslm...ypes'
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.62.1 vec-neg

This procedure computes -v].

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedet Declafred
lV1 VECTOR Isim- types.h
result IVECTOR sim types.h

Table 2.6-79: vec neg Information.
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2.6.2.63 vec-norm.c

This file contains one procedure, vec normalize, which normalizes a vector.

The following files are included:
"stdio-h"
"ctypes.h"
"niath.h"
"sim-.types.h'
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.63.1 vec normalize

This procedure normalizes a vector.

S Parameters
Parameter [Type Where Typedef Declared
v [VECTOR sim types.h
result jVECTOR Isim types.h

____________________ InternalVariables
internal Variable [Type IJWhere Typedef Declared
temp jregister double Standard
res-ptr jregister REAL Isim types.h
v-ptr jJreoister REAL jsim types.h

Calls
Function W-here Described
e Isim macros.h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-80: vec normalize Information.
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2.6.2.64 vec-scale.c

This file contains one procedure, vec scale, which scales a vector.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"

"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.64.1 vec scale

This procedure scales a vector.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
v VECTOR sim types.h
result VECTOR s imritypes.h
scale factor REAL sim tyees.h

Table 2.6-81: vec scale Information.

2.6.2.65 vec sub.c

This file contains one procedure, vec sub, which subtracts two vectors and stores the
result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctypes.h"
"math.h"
"sim..types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.65.1 vec sub

This procedure subtracts two vectors and stores the result.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
V1 VECTOR sim types.h
v2 VECTOR sim types.h

result VECTOR sim types.h

Table 2.6-82: vec sub Information.
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2.6.2.66 vec-xprod.c

This file contains one procedure, vec-crossjprod, which computes a vector cross product
and stores the result.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
'math.h"

_sndfns.h"
"sun-types.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.2.66.1 vec cross prod

This routine computes a vector cross product and stores the result.

Parameter IType Paaetr Where Typedef Decgared
v1 VECTOR sim ty es.h
v2 IVECTOR Isim types.h
result VECTOR sim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType IWhere Typedet Declared
tern IVECTOR sim types.h

Calls
Function I jWhere Described
vec copI Section 2.6.2.61 .1

Table 2.6-83: vec cross prod Information.

2.6.2.67 Iibmatrix.h
(simnet/release/src/Jibsrc/Jibmatrx/ibmatrix.h)

This file declares the routines found in libmatrix for use inside and outside of libmatnix.
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2.6.3 libtimers
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libtimers [libtimers])

This CSU contains the routines which initialize the elapsed time clock at the startup of a
simulation. It also provides functionality for an alarm clock tool. This allows for the timed
sequencing of simulation events.

2.6.3.1 t cur tick.c
(./sirnCreflase/src/libsrc/libtimers/Lcurtick.c)

This file contains one procedure, timers get.current tick, which returns the current
elapsed time in ticks.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim..types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.1.1 timersgetcurrent tick

This procedure returns libtimerselapsed ticks, the elapsed time in ticks.

* Return Value Return ValuesSeunVleI Type I Meaning
libtimers elapsed-ticks I int Ielapsed time in ticks

Table 2.6-84: timersget currentticklnformation.

1
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2.6.3.2 t cur time.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/t cur-tick.c)

This file contains a routine which determines the elapsed time in seconds.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"

"simntypes.h"
sim_dfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers-loc.h"

2.6.3.2.1 timers-get current time

This procedure returns libtimerselapsed time, the elapsed time in seconds.

Return Values
Return Value Type IMeanlna
libtimers elapsed time REAL elapsed time

Table 2.6-85: timersget current-time Information.

2.6.3.3 t data.c

(./simint/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/t_data.c)

This file contains a routine which returns information about the timers.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sirn types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"timersdfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.3.1 timers getdata

This procedure returns information about the timers.

Return Value Type Meaning
libtimers data REAL information about the timers

Table 2.6-86: timersgetdata Information.
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2.6.3.4 t del proc.c
(./simnetftfeese/src/libsrc/libtimiers/L-del.c)

This file contains one routine which sets a timier to delay the implementation of a procedure
for a specified amount of time.

The following files ame included:
"stdio.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"sim~dfns.h"
"timers,-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers-loc.h"

2.6.3.4.1 timers delay proc

This routine sets a timer to delay the implementation of a procedure for a specified amount
of time. ticks is the time delay. proc is the proceedure of interest.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ticks int IStandard
Proc PF1 sim tvpes.h
necessary int IStandard
data REAL jsim types.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IT TPe :[Where Typedef Declared
index I mt Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
-1 i mt Iunable to set timer
index int the timer set

Calls
[Function IWhere Described
timers aet-timer ISection 2.6.3.6.1

Table 2.6-87: timers delay proc Information.
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2.6.3.5 t free.c
(./simiet/release/srclbsrc/libimrs/t_fr-ee.c)

This file contains a routine which fres a timer and resets its values so that it can be used
again.

The following files am included:
"stdio.h"
"sim_types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.5.1 timers free timer

This procedure contains one parameter, index, which is the timer number. It resets the
libtimerstimer values for a particular timer to a value set when they are not in use.

libtimers_timer-values[index].ticks left
libtimers.timer values[index].ticking-status
libtimerstimervalues [index l.timeout edge
libtimerstimer values[index].in_use status
libtimerstimer valueslindex].stopped status
libtimerstimervalues[index].proc
libtimerstimer valuesl index].data

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Table 2.6-88: timers free timer Information.
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2.6.3.6 t -get timner.c
(./si~inelease/srclibsrc/libtimers/tLgettiner.c)

This file contains a routine which sets the timier.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"simj~ypes.h"
"simndfns.h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers-loc.h"

2.6.3.6.1 timers get timer

This routine sets the timer, if given the number of ticks required to set the time.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
ticks int Standard

_____ _____ _____ _____Internal Variables ____________

internal Variable Type [ Where Typedef Declared
index int I Standard
in use jint I Standard

___________________Return Values____________
Return Value Type Meanina aledst
___________ it tMaytmraledst

index j mt [the timer that is set

Table 2.6-89: time rs-get-timer Information.
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2.6.3.7 t in use.c
(Jsimnit/reease/src/libsrc/libtimers/iti-use.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if a timer is in use.

The following files are included:"stdio.h"
"simL-types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timersJoc.h"

2.6.3.7.1 timersget-in-use-status

This routine indicates whether or not a timer is currently in use. index is the timer of
interest.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
libtimers_timer -values [index] int the timers in use status
.in use status
FREE int timer is free

Table 2.6-90: timersgetin-use-status Information.
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2.6.3.8 t init.c~(./sixiiet/release/src/libsrc/libimers/tinit.c.c )

This file contains a routine which sets the initial time at the onset of the simulaiton. It
initializes all timers so that they are available for use.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timersloc.h"
"sys/types.h"
"sys/time.h"

2.6.3.8.1 timers init

This routine sets the initial time at the start of a simulation and initializes all timers so that
they are available for use. If a Masscomp machine is used, the start time is set by calling
ftime(&libtimers_start_time). If this function returns -1, the starting time could not be
set. If a Butterfly machine is used, the start time is set equal to rtc.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
timer-ptr register pointer to TIMER timers dfn.h
index register int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where T pedef Declared
-1 int start time could not be set

Calls
Function I Where Described
itime (if Masscomp) Standard C function available on the Masscomp Machine

Table 2.6-91: timers init Information.

2.6.3.9 t loc.c
(./sinnet/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/t_loc.c.c)

This file declares certain local variables and sets values to some of them.
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2.6.3.10 t millixc
(./simmtlease/src/libsrc/libtirners/Lmilhi.c)

This file contains one routine which returns the elapsed time in milliseconds.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"isimjtypes.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"'timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timersjloc.h"
"net/network.h"

If a Masscomp machine is used, "sys/types.h" and "sys/timeb" are also included.

2.6.3.10.1 timers elapsed milliseconds

This procedure determines and returns the elapsed time in milliseconds.

If a Masscomp machine is used:

Internal Variables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
current real time timeb Masscomp types

dif in millisecs unsicined short Standard
elapsed millisecs; it Standard

________ ~~~ReturnValues ____________

[Return Value Type IMeaning
_______1______ int Jcan't get real time
Plapsed millisecs int elapsed time in milliseconds

Table 2.6-92: timers elapsed milliseconds Information for the Masscomp.

If a Butterfly machine is used:

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type IWhere Typedef Declared
current real millisec Ilong Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type IMeaning
current real-millise. - i mt Ielapsed time in milliseconds
libtimers start miilisec I

-fable 2.6-93: timers-elapsed milliseconds Information for the Butterfly.
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2.6.3.11 t null proc.c
(./simnt/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/t_nullproc.c)

This file contains a routine which is called by timers delayprocO to initialize the
proceedure to be called after the timer has expired.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timersdfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timersloc.h"

2.6.3.11.1 timers null proc

This routine is called by timers delay proc0 to initialize the procedure that will be
called when the timer has expirea

Return Values
Return Value I Type IMeaning
0 int null

Table 2.6-94: timers_null_proc Information.

2.6.3.12 t reset.c

(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/treset.c)

This file contains a routine which resets the timeout edge so that the timer can be reused.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timersdfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.12.1 timers reset timeout edge

This function has one parameter, index, which represents the timer of interest. This
procedure sets the libtimerstimer-values[index] . timeout edge to OFF, so that the timer
can be reused.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedet Declared
index int Standard

Table 2.6-95: timersresettimeout edge Information.

2.6.3.13 trestart.c
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(./simnelrelease/src/libsrc/libtimers/t_restart.c)

This file contains a routine which resets the stopped status of the timer to FOREGROUND.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim.types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.13.1 timers restart timer

This routine sets the stopped status of the timer to FOREGROUND. This causes the timer
to resume elapsing time. This function has one parameter, index, which denotes the timer
to be started.

Parameters
IParameter ::= Type I WhereT Tpedef Declared
index Iint Standard

Table 2.6-96: timers restart timer Information.

2.6.3.14 t set null.c

(./simnet/release/src/ibsrc/libtimers/t set null.c)

This file contains a routine which sets an index to no timer.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h""timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.14.1 timers set null timer

This routine sets an index to no timer and returns an indication of this.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL TIMER int index set to no timer

Table 2.6-97: timers set nuIlltimer Information.

7-6.3.15 t simul.c
(./si mnet/release/src/libsrcAittirnmrs/t ,Nimul.c
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This file contains a routine which keeps all of the timers up to date.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim types.h""sim_dfns.h"

"timersdfn.h"
"timers.h""timers_loc.h"
"net/network.h"

2.6.3.15.1 timers simul

This routine contains the functionality to coordinate all timers and keep them current.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
timerJptr register pointer to TIMER timers dfn.h
index register int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described

Itimers free.timer ISection 2.6.3.5.1

Table 2.6-98: timers simul Information.
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2.6.3.16 t start.c
(Isimnetirelease/src/libsrc/libtiners/tstart.c)

This file contains a routine which grabs the time from the operating system to set the start
time for the timers.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h""timers.h"
"timersloc.h"
"net/network.h"

If a Masscomp machine is used, "sys/types.h" and "sys/timeb" are also included.

2.6.3.16.1 timers init starttime

This procedure initializes the start time for all timers by grabbing the current time from the
operating system.

If a Masscomp machine is used, the function ftime(&libtimers_starttime) is called to set
the start time for all timers. If ftime returns -1, the start time couldn't be set.

If a Butterfly machine is used, libtimers-startmillisec is set equal to rtc.

Calls
Function Where Described
ftime (if MasscompI Standard function available on the Masscomp.

Table 2.6-99: timersinit starttime Information.
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2.6.3.17 t status.c

(./simnel/release/src/libsrc/libimers/tstatuss.c)

This file contains a procedure which determines the status of all timers.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"timers_dfn.h"

"timers.h"
"timersloc.h"

2.6.3.17.1 timers status

This procedure prints the status of all timers in use, and prints the number of timers
counted. This is a debugging tool.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Ty edef Declared
ret int Standard

int Standard

Table 2.6.100: timers status Information.

2.6.3.18 t stop.c

(./simnet/release/src/libsrclibtimers/tstop.c)

This file contains a routine which allows you to stop a timer.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"timers_dfn.h"

"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.18.1 timers stoptimer

This procedure sets the value of libtimers timer valueslindex], stopped_status to
STOPPED, which stops that particular timer designated by index.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Table 2.6-101: timers stoptimer Information.
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2.6.3.19 tstopped.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libtimers/Lstopped.c)

This file contains a procedure which returns the stopped status of a timer.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"simretypes.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.19.1 timersgetstoppedstatus

This procedure retuns the stopped status for the timer specified by index.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
libtimerstimervalues [index] int stopped status of the timer
. stopped status
FOREGROUND int timer is running

Table 2.6-102: timersgetstopped_status Information.
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2.6.3.20 t ticking.c(.simne~t/release/src/libsrcflibtiners/Lticking.c )

This file contains a procedure which returns the ticking status of a given timer.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"sijtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"

"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timersloc.h"

2.6.3.20.1 timersgetticking_status

This routine returns the ticking status of a timer specified by index.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
index int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
libtimerstimervalues [index] int timer status
.ticking_status
TIMED OUT int timer timed out

Table 2.6-103: timers_get tickingstatus Information.
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2.6.3.21 a ticks.c
(.Isinimt/release/src/libsrc/libtirners/tLticks.c)

This file contiains one procedure, timers get ticks leftO which returns the number of
ticks remaininmg.

The following files are included:
tostdioL.h"

"sirn_ ns.h"
"timers dfn.h"
"timei.s-N"
"timers-loc.h"

2.6.3.21 timers get ticks left.

This routine ii-turns the number of ticks remaining on the timer designated by index.

Parameters
Parameter I Type jI Wheref TPedef Declared
index I mt IStandard

Return Values
Return Vaiwte Type Meanina
libtimers-timer-values [index] int the number of ticks left
A icks left I
o0 it no more ticks left

Table 2.6-104: timers get ticks left Information.
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2.6.3.22 t timeout.c(./simnel/elase/src/libsrclibtimers/tLtimout.c)

Ibis file contains a routine which returns the timeout edge for a given tinier.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"timers_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"timers_loc.h"

2.6.3.22.1 timers get timeout edge

This routine returns the timeout edge for a given timer. The routine returns TRUE on the
tick that the timer went off and returns FALSE otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedef Declared
index int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
libtimers_timervalues [index] int TRUE if the timer went off on
.timeout_edge that tick

FALSE if timer is ticking or off
0 int timer not defined

Table 2.6-105: timersget timeout edge Information.

2.6.3.23 timers ioc.h
(./simnet/releiase/src/libsrc/libtimers/timersjloc.h)

This file declares several external variables for use in routines within this library.
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2.6-.4 libutil
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil [libutil])

This ,library contains a collection of utilities which include clear screen and produce an
andille prompt. This library also contains various copy procedures and formatted and/or
timcid printing routines.

2.6.4.1 beep.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/beep.c)

This file contains one procedure, beep, which causes an audible prompt to be produced.

2.6.4.1.1 beep

This routine produces an audible prompt. count is an integer which is used as a counter.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
count int Standard

Table 2.6-106: beep Information.

2.6.4.2 cp_2_TFl.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/cp_2_TF1.c)

This file contains one routine, copyjoTF1, which copies a TMATRIX or a VECTOR to

a TFI structure.

Incl des:ofsim__types.h"
Smassstdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h""sim_ciglif.h"

2.6.4.2.1 copy_to_TF1

This routine copies a TMATRIX or a VECTOR to a TF1 structure. src mix is a source
matrix of type TMATRIX. src vec is a source vector of type VECTOR. dst is a pointer
to the destination TF1.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
src t7tx T MATRIX simntypes.h
src wec VECTOR sim types.h
dst pointer to TF1 Simciq_if.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard

int Standard

Tabli 7.6-107: copy to TFI Information.
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so 2.6.4.3 cp R4P3D.c
(/simnet/ficlease/srcfibsrcflibutil /cp-R4P3D.c)

This file contains a routine which copies a source R4P3D matrix to a destination R4P3D
matrix.

The following are included:
ofsimrtypes.h"
to mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h o
"sim...ciglif.h"

2.6.4.3.1 copyR4P3D

This routine copies a source R4P3D matrix to a destination R4P3D matrix. src is the
pointer to the source R4P3D matrix. dst is the pointer to the destination R4P3Dmatrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
src Ipointer to R4P3D Idgi stdg.h
dst pinter to R4P3D dgi std .h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type WEhere Typedef Declared

int IStandard

Table 2.6-108: copy R4P3D Information.
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2.6.4.5 cp TF1.c
(/simnet/rlease/src/libsrc/libuti!/cpTF1 .c)

"I'his file contains one routine, copyTFl, which copies a source matrix and vector to
diestination matrix and vector.

MIIhe following are included:
"simtypes.h"
"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h""sim..cigif.h"

2.6.4.5.1 copy_TF1

Whis routine copies source matrix and vector to destination matrix and vector. src is a
pointer to the source TF1 matrix, dst is a pointer to the destination TF1 matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type [Where Typedef Declared
SCrc pointer to TF1 sim cigif.h
dist pointer to TF1 sim cig if.h

Internal Variables
linternal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard

lint Standard

Table 2.6-109: copyTF1 Information.

2. 6.4.6 cpTF2.c
(simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/cp_TF2.c)

'The following are included:
"simretypes.h"
"massstdc.h"

"dgi-stdg.h"
"simscig_if.h"

2.6.4.6.1 copyTF2

"This routine copies a source vector to a destination vector. src is a pointer to the source
"TF2 vector, and dst is a pointer to the destination TF2 vector.

___________ Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
3111C _pointer to TF2 sim cig if.h
,st- pointer to TF2 sim-cig if.h

1 'le 2.6-110: copyTF2 Information.
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2.6.4.7 cp Xrot2TF2.c
(IsimnetAFlease/src/libsrc/libutil/cpXrot2TF2.c)

This file contains a routine which copies a TMATRIX matrix to a TF2 matrix.

Includes:
"sim-types.h"
"mass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim..cig..jf.h"

2.6.4.7.1 copyX_rot_to-TF2

The following routine copies a TMATRIX matrix (src) to a 'ff2 matrix (dst).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

Isrc IT MATRIX Isimn types.h
dst pinter to TF2 simn cig-if.h

Table 2.6-111: copyX_rot-to-TF2 Information.

2,6.4.8 cp Yrot2TF2.c
(/simnetlimlease/srcllibsrc/libutil/cpYrot2TF2.c)

This file contains a routine which copies a matrix of type TLMATRIX to a matrix of type
TF2.

Includes:
ifsim -ypes.h"
ofmass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim..cig-if.h"

2.6.4.8.1 copyY_rot_to-TF2

The following routine copies a matrix of type TLMATRIX (src) to a matrix of type TF2
(dst).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
src T MATRIX Isimn types.h
dst pinter to TF2 simn cia it.h

Table 2.6-112: copy_Y-rot-to-TF2 Information.
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2.6.4.9 cjp Zrot2TF2.c
(/simneitfflease/src/libsrclibui~cp Zrot2TF2.c)

This file contaiaiis a routine which copies a matrix of type L-MATRIX to a TF2.

Includes:

"mass_'stdc.h'

'1dgi-stdg.h1"

2.6.4.9.1 scopyZ_rot_to-TF2

The following voutine copies a TMATRIX (src) to a matrix of type TF (dst).

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

Isrc IT MATRIX Isimn types.h
dst inter to TF2 simn cig if.h

Table 2.6-113: copy_Z_rot-to-TF2 Information.

2.6.4.10 databasexc
(]simner,/release/src/libsrc/libutif/database.c)

This file contafins routines which handle database names.

Includes:
"string-,N'
"ctype..,h"

The following iis declared:
databa-,le-in-use[ 14]

2.6.4.10.1 util-set database name

This routine translates a database name into a standard format string. db is a pointer to the
database namne:.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
db pinter to char Standard

SInternal Variables
IIera V ar i il e: T here Typedef Declared

Ip pointer to char IStandard

Trable 2.6-114: util-.set-database name Information.
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2.6.4.10.2 util-getdatabasename

This routine gets the name of the database in use.

Return Values
Return Value Type IMeanIng
database in use pointer to char name of database in use

Table 2.6-115: utilget_database name Information.

2.6.4.11 dead zone.c

(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/deadzone.c)

This file contains a routine which adds a "dead zone" to a control.

Includes:"tsim, -types.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"sim dfns.h"

2.6.4.11.1 add dead zone

This routine adds a zone where the controls don't respond. control is the control to be
changed and dead-zone is the range to be designated as a "dead zone."

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
control REAL sim-types.h
dead zone REAL sim tyes.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
control REAL sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
max sim macros.h (macro definition)
rain sim macros.h (macro definition)

Table 2.6-116: add dead zone Information.

0
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2.6.4.12 deg.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/deg.c)

This file contains a routine which generates an angle given its sine and cosine.

Includes:"sim-types.h"
"sim_macros"
"sim_dfns.h"

The following are defined:
S_C_45
COEFF_3
COEFF_1

2.6.4.12.1 sincostodeg

This routine returns the angle (in degrees) given the sine and cosine of that angle. s is the
sine of the angle and c is the cosine of the angle.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedei Declared
s REAL sim types.h
c REAL sim types.h

Return Values _____________

Return Value Type Meaning
((COEFF_3 * s * s + REAL the angle in degrees for
COEFF 1) s) angles between -450 and 450
((COEFF_3 c * c + REAL the angle in degrees for
COEFFI) *c- 90.0) angles between -1350 and

-450
((-COEFF_3 * c * c - REAL the angle in degrees for
COEFF 1) *c + 90.0) angles between 450 and 1350
((-COEFF_3 * s * s - REAL the angle in degrees for
COEFFI) * s + 180.0) angles between 1350 and

1800
((-COEFF_3 * s * s -COEFFI) REAL the angle in degrees for
s -180.0) angles between -1800 and

-1350

Table 2.6-117: sincostodeg Information.

2.6.4,13 dump core.c
(/simnet/release/srcAibsrc/libuti/dumpscore.c)

h;s tile contains a routine which purposely dumps core.
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2.6.4.13.1 dump core

This routine purposely dumps the core.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType Where Typedef Declared
a Iint Standard

Table 2.6-118: dumpcore Information.

2.6.4.14 error_printf.c

(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/error-printf.c)

This file contains a routine which prints an error report.

Includes:"stdio.h"

2.6.4.14.1 errorprintf

This routine prints a report. function name is the function name where the error occurred.
ctl is the printout control. args[] is tie list of arguments. text[150] is the string to form the
message in.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
function name pointer to char Standard
cH pointer to char Standard
args[] int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared

Itext[ 1501 char Standard

Table 2.6-119: errorprintf Information.

2.6.4.15 format.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/format.c)

This file contains routines that when given a buffer, a format string, and a pointer to a
variable list of arguments, will then fill the buffer with an ascii string that corresponds to
the argument listed in the format string format. These routines are compiler dependent due
to the nature of compiler differences in processing functions and operands.

Function strchr 0 checks for existence of a string by checking the value of pointer s.
Function find arg type 0 parses a format string of the type passed to any formatted
output from pnntf,fprintf, or sprintf. It then returns an appropriate argument type
ARG type depending on the value passed to it.
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Utility function format decoder 0 is the top level routine in this program which does the
equivalent of sprintf, pracing a formatted string in a character array. Input arguments to
format decoder 0 are a pointer to an allocated buffer, a format string and a pointer to a
list of arguments (as initialized by va start (list). Why not use sprintf ? Because it WILL
NOT accept a pointer to an argument list. Therefore, it can't be called by a routine that has
arguments passed to it from a variable argument list such as timecLprintf or error-printf.

Before this utility was provided, a funciton called doprnt was used. Since this is NOT
guaranteed to exist in any C implementation, a compiler independent and machine
independent function is required to satisfy portability requirements.

Function copybuf copies string characters between two pointers (start and end) to output
buffer buf.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"strings.h"
"ctype.h"
"varargs.h"

Defines:
ARGNONE
ARGCHAR
ARGPOINTER
ARGINT
ARG_LONG
ARGFLOAT
ARGDOUBLE

2.6.4.15.1 strchr

Function strchr 0 checks for the existence of a string, c, by checking the value of pointer
s. Ifs is not zero (false), it then returns the contents of the string s.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedet Declared
s pointer to char I Standard
c char I Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
s static pointer to char the contents of the string
0 static pointer to char string is \alse

Table 2.6-120: strchr Information.
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2.6.4.15.2 findargtype

Function find arg type 0 parses a format string of the type passed to any formatted
output from pnntffprintf, or sprintf. It then returns an appropriate argument type
ARG type depending on the value passed to it.

Parameters
Parameter 'Type Where Typedef Declared
s pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
fp pointer to char Standard
strchr0  pointer to extern char Standard
big int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
ARG NONE static int default
ARG POINTER static int a pointer was passed
ARG CHAR static int a char was passed
ARG LONG static int a long was passed
ARG INT static int an int was passed
ARG DOUBLE static int a double was passed
ARG FLOAT static int a float was passed

Function Where Described
strchr ISection 2.6.4.15.A

Table 2.6-121: rind arg type Information.

1
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2.6.4.15.3 format-decoder

This is the top level routine for this utility. Given a pointer to a buffer (that you have
allocated), a format string and a pointer to a list of args (as initialized by va-start) this
routine will do the equivalent of an sprintf.

Defines:
WORKSPACE_SIZE

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
but addr pointer to char Standard
fmt pointer to char Standard

Internal and External Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
start next fnt pointer to char Standard
end next fmt pointer to char Standard
workspace pointer to char Standard
str size int Standard
done int Standard
arg type int Standard
int arg int Standard
double arg double Standard
longara long Standard
pointer ara pointer to char Standard
copybuf 0  static void Standard
strchr0  pointer to extern char Standard
malloc pointer to extern char Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type I Meaning
str size int size of buffer

Calls
Function Where Described
strchrt Section 2.6.4.15.1
find arg type Section 2.6.4.15.2

Table 2.6-122: format-decoder Information.
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2.6.4.15.4 copybuf

This function copies string characters between two pointers (start and end) to output buffer
buf .

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
but pinter to char Standard
start Ipointer to char IStandardI

end pinter to char Standard
Table 2.6-123: copybuf Information.

2.6.4.16 libutil.h
(qsimnet/release/Src/libsrc/libutil~ibutl.h)

The following routines are declared to be external:
dump coreo
sin cos todego
add' dead_zone()

2.6.4.17 pr R4P3D.c
(Isimnet/ielease/src/libsrc/1ibutiI/pr _R4P3D.c)

This file contains one routine, printR4P31)O, which prints an R4P3D.

The following are included:
tostdio.h"
"sim...ypes.h"
"tmass_stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
ofsim=-ig-if.h"

2.6.4.17.1 print R4P3D

This routine prints an R4P3D matrix.

Parameters
*Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared

rp pointer to R34P3D1) doi-stdo.h
is char Standard

Table 2.6.124: print R4P 3D Information.
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2.6.4.18 pr TF1.c(/simnethe'lease/src/libsrc/libutil/pr_TFl.c)

This file contains one proceedure, printTF10, which prints a TF1 matrix.

The fallowing are included:
"stdio.h"
"sim_types.h"
"massstdc.h"'
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sirn_cig_if.h'"

2.6.4.18.1 printTF1

This procedure prints :a TF1 matrix.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
tf pointer to TF1 sim ncigif.h

ISchar Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int StandardI int Standard

Table 2.6-125: printTF1 Information.

2.6.4.19 pr TF2.c

(Isimnet/Freleasi-/src/ibsrcflibutil/prTF2.c)

This file contains one routine, printTF20, which prints a TF2 matrix.

The following are incLuded-
"stdio.h"
"simtypes.h'
"massstdc.h''

"dgi.stdg.h""sim.cigif.h

2.6.4.19.1 printTF2

This routine prints a TF2 minti ix.

_______Parameters

P Tye Where Typedef Declared
It "iter to TF2 sim cig_it.h

- 1 char Standard

Tabr '.6-176: printTF2 Information.
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2.6.4.21 strtok.c
(/simnet/release/Src/libsrc/libutil/strtok.c)

This file provides the functionality of the standard Berkeley C file strtok.c. It was written
because the Butterfly does not run with Berkeley C. These routines are not defined for the
Masscomnp.

The following are declared:
*strtok()
*strtok ski p(
*strtokl ind()

2.6.4.21.1 strtok skip

This routine examines a string.

Parameters
Parameter Type (Where Typedef Declared
str pointer to char jStandard
col pointer to char Standard

___________________ Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
p 'pointer to char Standard

pointer to char Standard

_______ _______ _______Return Values____________

Return Value Type Meaning
P pointer to char ran out of column chars
((char)O) pointer to char all matched

Table 2.6-127: strtok_skip Information.
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2.6.4.21.2 strtok find

This routine finds a string specified by sir, given a token to parse on (cot). It returns an
indication of success or failure.

Parameters____________
Parameter [Type WeeTypedef Declared
str w pinter to char Sandard
col jpointer to char Sandard

InternalVariables ____________

internal variable [Type JWhere Typedef Declared
____________ pointer to char jStandard

jinter to char jStandard

Return Value [Type ReturnValues________

p j ointer to char matched
((char)O) jpointer to char nomatch

Table 2.6-128: strtok-find Information.

2.6.4.21.3 strtok

This routine parses a string and passes it back to the user. It contains the same
functionality of the standard C call strtok.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters____________
Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
str ine to char I Standard
col jpointer to char jStandard

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal ________ Variable_______ TpWhere Typedef Declared

_____________________ ReturnValues____________
Return Value Type Meaning
_________________ pointer to char jthe strina is logically equal to 0

tP pointer to char jparsed string
________________ pointer to char jparsed string

____ ____ ___ ____ ___Calls

_____________ 
________ I 

I W here D escribed
strok skip___ Section 2.6.4.21 .1

s ____trt __________find__ Section 2.6.4.21.2

TFable 2.6-129: strtok Information.
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2.6.4.22 t mat dump.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libutil/tLmat-dump.c)

This file contains one routine, timed matdump, which dumps a matrix to the standard

output at a specified time.

2.6.4.22.1 timedmatdump

This routine dumps a matrix to the standard output at a specified time.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
str char Standard
mat T MATRIX sim types.h

Calls
Function Where Described
timed printf Section 2.6.4.24.1

Table 2.6-130: timed_mat_dump Information.

2.6.4.24 tvecdump.c
(/simnetrelease/src/libsrc/libutil/tvec.dump.c)

This file contains one routine, timed vecdump, which dumps a vector to the standard
output at a specified time.

2.6.4.23.1 timed vecdump

This routine dumps a vector to the standard output at a specified time.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
str char Standard
V VECTOR sim ty es.h

Calls
Function Where Described
timed rintf Section 2.6.4.24.1

Table 2.6.131: timed vecdump Information.
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2.6.4.24 timed printf.c
(/simner/releas e/src/libsxvflibutil [libutil])

This file contains a routine which prints out at a specified time.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"timers.h"

The following is declared:
interval

2.6.4.24.1 timed prirtf

This routine prints out every interval ticks. atl is the printout control, and args[J is the list
of arguments.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
ctl pinter to char Standard
arcis] it Standard

Calls
Function I TWhere Described

Itimers get current-tick ISection 2.6.3.1.1

Table 2.6-132: timed printf Information.

2.6.4.24.2 timed printf set

This routine sets the printing interval.

IParameter IType IWhere Typedet DeclaredI

val jflt Standard

Table 2.6-133: timed printf set Information.
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2.6.5 libshm
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libshm [libshm])

Libshm provides facilities for mapping in regions of shared memory. It encapsulates a
sequence of system calls into a single uniform interface. Shared memory segments are
used in the SIMNET simulations to provide shared access by (potentially) multiple
processes to memory buffers used to communicate with I/O devices.

A shared memory segment is attached to by calling attachshmo, which takes as
arguments a key (identifier), segment size in bytes, and a flag that specifies whether or not
to create the segment. A process can detach from a segment by calling detachshmo. A
shared memory segment may be removed by calling removeshmo.

2.6.5.1 attach.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libshm/attach.c)

This file comtains one procedure, attachshm, which attaches to a shared memory
segment.

Includes:
"stdio.h'

"fcntl.h"
"errno.h"
"sys/types.h:"
"sys/pc.h"
"sys/shm.h"
"sys/sem.h"
"signal.h"

"shmcontrol.h"

1
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2.6.5.1.1 attachshm

This routine is called to attach the shared memory associated with the key (of size size
bytes) to the calling process. The shared segment is created if the createflag is TRUE and
the segment doesn't exist. If the flag is FALSE and the segment doesn't exist, this routine
fails and returns a null pointer.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
key int Standard
size int Standard
createf lag int Standard

internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sbrko pointer to char Standard
cp pointer to char Standard
id int Standard
shmat pointer to char Standard
p pointer to char Standard
i int Standard
flags int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
NULL char routine failed
p oointer to char address of shared memory

segment that you are
attaching to

Table 2.6-134: attachshm Information.
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2.6.5.2 detach.c
(/simnet/elease/src/libsrc/libshm/detach.c)

This file comtains one procedure, detachshm, which detaches from the shared memory
segment.

Includes: "stdio.h'
"fcntl.h"
"errno.h"
"sys/types.h:"
"sys/pc.h"
"sys/shm.h"
"sys/sem.h"
"signal.h"
"shmcontrol.h"

2.6.5.2.1 detachshm

This routine detaches the shared memory at the argument address from the calling process.
It returns 0 if successful and -I otherwise.

Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
shmaddr pointer to char Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
-1 int routine failed
0 int routine succeeded

Table 2.6-135: detachshm Information.
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2.6.5.3 remove.c
(/simnet/release/src/libsrc/libshn/remove.c)

This file contains one procedure, removeshm, which removes the shared memory
segment.

Includes:
"stdio.h'
"fcntl.h"
"errno.h"
"sys/types.h:"
"sys/pc.h"
"sys/shm.h"
"sys/sem.h"
"signal.h"
"shmcontrol.h"

2.6.5.3.1 removeshm

This routine removes the shared memoruy specified by the key from the calling process. It
returns 0 if successful and -1 otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
key int Standard
size int I Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type lWhere Typedef Declared
id int IStandard
flaos int IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
-1 int routine failed
0 int routine succeeded

Table 2.6-136: removeshm Information.

2.6.5.4 shmcontrol.h
(/common/libsource/libshm/shmcontrol.h)

The following are declared for use outside of libshm:
attachshm0
detachshmo
removeshm()
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2.6.6 libmove
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmove [libmove])

libmove contains utilities for moving data. It exists to support moving data to/from I/O
devices that place restrictions on the types of access supported and to provide performance
enhancements for operating system and hardware platforms whose native facilities were
found to be suboptimal. These routines are written in assembly language.
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2.6.7 libser
(./sinmetlease/src/libsrc/libser [libseri)

libser provicksavcess to the heartbeat function of the HPSM serial card used to interface to
the IDC boards. The heartbeat is periodically checked to detect whether the card has failed.

2.6.7.1 ml mem dfn.h
(.Isinmetreease/sc/libsrc/libser/mlmemdfn.h)

A number of vaiiables are declared as external for use in libshm.

2.6.7.2 ser status.c
(Jsinmgureease/src/libsrc/libser/ser_status.c)

This file contaims functions which are used to determine if the HPSM serial card has failed.
Ser heartbeat init is called to initialize access to the heartbeat location, while
ser-heartbeatTis called to obtain the heartbeat value.

heartbeat is d=Kared as static short.

2.6.7.2.1 ster.heartbeat

This routine is camled to obtain the heartbeat value. It returns TRUE if the current value of
the location in Most memory that is continually incremented by the HPSM card software has
changed since dhe last call to this routine. It returns FALSE otherwise. This routine should
not be called mwe often than about once per second to make sure that the HPSM card has
had time to inctmtent the status word. It shoud be called at least once each minute to
minimize the plcssibility of missing a change due to roll over.

Internal Variables
Internal Varlase I Type Where Typedef Declared
new heartbeat short Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int current value in location of

shared memory has changed
FALSE int current value in location of

shared memory has not
_changed

Table 2.6-137: ser heartbeat Information.

2.6.7.2.2 ,ser-heartbeat-init

This routine is il'itialized for monitoring ser heartbeato. It must be called before calling
serbheartbeat(). heartbeat is initialized to pser heartbeat.
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. 2.6.8 libfifo
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libfifo [libfifo])

libfifo provides an interface for sending output to a serial device. It allows the user to
queue up to 128 messages, each with a length of up to 10 bytes. Routines are provided to
create a queue, enqueue a message, and send all messages currently on the queue to a
serial device. This interface is used by libsound (see section 2.1.3.1) and libidc (see
section 2.1.4.1.1).

2.6.8.1 f dequeue.c

(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libfifo/f.dequeue.c)

This file contains a routine which moves messages along the message queue.

Includes:
"stdio.h"

"fcntl.h""simdfns.h"

"fifo_dfn.h"
"fifo.h"

Defines:

FIFODEBUG

2.6.8.1.1 fifo_dequeue

This routine removes messages from the message queue. If the queue is not empty, the
length of the current message is returned, and the pointer is moved to the next message. If
the queue is empty, this routine returns a 0.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
fifop pointer to FIFO fifo dfn.h
butD pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
length Int Standard

S Return Valuesi
Return Value Type Meaning
0 int I the queue is empty
length int the length of the buffer

Calls
Function J Where Described
FIFO EMPTY Section 2.6.8.8
NEXT OUT Section 2.6.8.8

Table 2.6-138: fifodequeue Information.
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2.6.8.2 f enqueue.c( jsinerleaselsrcllibsrc/libf'ifo/lfenqueue.c )

This file contains a routine which sends a message to the message queue.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"fcntl.h""sim_dfns.h"
"fifo_dfn.h"
"fifo.h"

2.6.8.2.1 fifoenqueue

This routine sends a message to the message queue, given the message string, the string
length, and the pointer to the FIFO port that the message is to be sent to. This routine is
called by output producing routines.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
fifop pointer to FIFO fifo dfn.h
string pointer to char Standard
lenoth int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sccptr char Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meanina
FALSE boolean full fifo port

fio message too long
TRUE boolean message sent to output port

Calls
Function Where Described
FIFO FULL(fifop) Section 2.6.8.8
NEXT IN(fifop) Section 2.6.8.8

Table 2.6-139: fifoenqueue Information.
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2.6.8.3 f init.c
(./simet/release/src/libsrc/libfifo/finiLc)

This file contains a routine which initializes the fifo interface.

2.6.8.3.1 fifo init

This routine initializes the FIFO segment of shared memory, given a pointer to the FIFO
array and a port number This routine is called by processes that initializes shared memory.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
f ifop pointer to FIFO fifo dfn.h
port number int Standard

Table 2.6-140: fifo init Information.

2.6.8.3.2 fifo uninit

This routine is not defined for a Masscomp or Butterfly machine.

2.6.8.4 f open out.c
(./siinet/relfease/src/libsrc/libfifo/fopen/c)

The following files are included:
. "stdio.h"

"strings.h"
"fcntl.h"
"simdfns.h"

"fifo_dfn.h"
"fifo.h"

The following are defined:
FIFO_DEBUG

2.6.8.4.1 openup output port

This routine opens an output port specified by fifop. It is similar to a UNIX open.

If a Butterfly machine is used:

Parameters
Parameter :: Type IWhere Typedet Declared
fifop pointer to FIFO fifo dfn.h

Return Values
Return Value IType IMeaning
FALSE boolean couldn't open the output port

Table 2.6-141: openupoutputport Information for the Butterfly.
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If a Masscomp machine is used:

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
fifop Ipinter to FIFO Ififo dfn.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType I Where Typedef Declared
but 801 char IStandard

Return Values
EReturn Value Type Meanina

TRUE Iboolean Ifdo port opened
FALSE boolean Tcouldni open fifo prt

Table 2.6-142: open up output port Information for the Masscomp.

2.6.8.4.2 close output port

This routine. isn't used by the Masscomp, or Butterfly.

2.6.8.5 f print.c
( ./simnet/release/srclibsrc/libfifo/f...print.c)

This file contains a routine which prints information about the fifo interface.

The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"fcntl.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"fifo~dfn.h"
"fifo.h"

2.6.8.5.1 fifo print

This routine prints information about the fifo interface. It is used as a debugging tool.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
f Hiop Ipinter to FIFO Ifibo dfn.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable TMe Were Typedef Declared

I int I Standard

Table 2.6-143: fifo print Information.
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2.6.8.6 f send out.c
(./siumt/relea-se/src/libsrc/libfifo/f send-outd)

This file contains a routine which sends message strings to an output port.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"fcntl.h"
"sim~dfns.h"
"fifo-dfn.h"
"fifo.h"

2.6.8.6.1 send output to port

This routine repeatedly calls fffo-dequeue and takes the message in the queue and writes it
to the output port. If the message is sent, the routine returns TRUE , and if no message is
sent, the routine returns FALSE. This routine is not used by the Butterfly.

internal ~~ntena Vaialeriables________

wrote somethina boolean Standard

___________________ Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
wrote-Something boolean it TRUE, wrote message to

output port
___________________ ___________________if FALSE, message not sent

Calls
Function I here Described
fifo dequeue ISection 2.6.8.1.1

Table 2.6-144: send output to port Information.

2.6.8.7 fifo.h
(./sininet/release/src/libsrc/libfifo/fifo.h)

This file declares the following procedures to be external:
fifo init()

fifo enqueue()
fifo-dequeue()
open -up_output porto
send output to port()
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2.6.8.8 Rifo d fn. h
(./simnet/xilease/src/libsrc/libfifo/fifodfn.h)

The following macros are defined:
NEXT IN
NEXTOUT
FIFOEMPTY
FIFOFULL

The FIFO structure is defined.
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2.6.9 libevent
(.Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libevent [libevent])

Event IDs are used to distinguish packets that are sent out on the network. Routines for
generating a unique event ID is contained in libevent.

2.6.9.1 event.c

(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/Iibevent/event.c)

This file contains routines which generate a unique event ID.

Includes: "stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdrfn.h"
"sim macros.h"
"types.h"

The following is declared:
eventy-counter

2.6.9.1.1 event init eventid

This procedure initializes the event counter. newevent_cnt is the event ID to start
numbering from.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
new event cnt I long int Standard

Table 2.6-145: event Unit eventid Information.

2.6.9.1.2 event_geteventid

This procedure sequences to the next event. skip indicates the number of events to be
skipped.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
skip Iint Standard

Return Values
Return Value I Type I Meaning
event counter long int the id of the next event

Table 2.6-146: eventget eventid Information.
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2.6.9.2 tibevenLir
(./simnet/releasd.4src/libsrc/libevent/libevent.h)

The following are defidm:
SKIP
NOSKIP
NOEVENT
NQ.AGENT

The following are declamed to be external:
event -init-evemtid()
even t get-evem ti d(
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2.6.10 libveh
(.Jsimnetlrelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh [libveh])

Libveh provides a number of functions which return information about other vehicles. The
available information includes the type of vehicle, its role on the battlefield and which side
- 'the battle it is on. Libveh provides the ability to set the force of the simulated vehicle for
comparison with other vehicles. Libveh is the only CSU required to perform these tasks.

2.6.10.1 is air veh.c

(./simnetelea;e/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/is-air-veh.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is an air vehicle.

Includes:
"simdfns.h"
"basic.h""objjtype.h"

2.6.10.1.1 is air vehicle

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is an air vehicle. Otherwise, it returns
FALSE.

O Parameters

Parameter IType P Where Typedef Declared
type ObiectType psim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is an air vehicle
FALSE int vehicle is not an air vehicle

Table 2.6-147: is air vehicle Information.
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.A.1O.2 is ammo veh.c
(./simnet/release/src /Vehicle/libsrc/libveh [is-ammo--vehxc)

This file contains routines which determine if the vehicle in question is an ammunition
cirrier.

baludes:
.,sim dfns.h"
"opro_sim.h"
"obj type.h"
"veh-type.h"

2-6.10.2.1 is ammo vehicle

This routine indicates whether or not a vehicle is an ammunition carrier. It returns a pointer
w0 !he vehicle appearance variant.

S ~~~~~~~Parameters____________
Parameter JType ]Where Typedef Declared
pk9t pointer to p_sim.h

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
pW>it indication of whether or not

copabilities.ammunitionSupply the vehicle carries
ammunition.
1 means the vehicle carries
ammo
o means the vehicle doesn't

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _ crryammio

Table 2.6-148: is ammo-vehicle Information.
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2.6.10.2.2 is ammo carrier

This routine determines if the vehicle in question is an American ammunition carrier. It
returns TRUE if this is the case and returns FALSE otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
type ObjectType p sim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int the vehicle is an American

ammunition carrier
FALSE int the vehicle is not an American

ammunition carder

Table 2.6-149: is ammo carrier Information.

2.6.10.3 is anti air.c
(./sinmet/release7src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/isantiair.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is an antiaircraft
vehicle.

Includes:
"sim_dfns.h"
"basic.h"
"obj type.h"

2.6.10.3.1 is anti-aircraft

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is an antiaircraft vehicle. Otherwise, it
returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Tyedef Declared
type ObjectTvpe psim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is an antiaircraft vehicle
FALSE int vehicle is not an antiaircraft

vehicle

Table 2.6-150: is anti-aircraft Information.
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2.6.10.4 is apc.c
(./simnetrelease/src/veicle/libsrc/libvelbls apc.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is an armored
personnel carrier.

Includes:
"simdfns.h"
"basic.h"
"obj type.h"

2.6.10.4.1 ispersonnelcarrier

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is an armored personnel carrier.
Otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedet Declared
type ObiectType psim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is an armored

personnel carrier
FALSE int vehicle is not an armored

personnel carrier

Table 2.6-151: ispersonnel carrier Information.
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2.6.10.5 is att rwa.c
(.Jsimnet/ieleae/src/vehicle/bsrc/bveh/is-att rwa.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is an attack rotary
wing aircraft (helicopter).

Includes:
"simndfns.h"

"basic.h""objjtype.h"

2.6.10.5.1 is attack rwa

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is an attack rotary wing aircraft
(helicopter). Otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
type ObjectType psim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is an attack rotary wing

aircraft
FALSE int vehicle is not an attack rotary

wing aircraft

Table 2.6-152: is attack rwa Information.
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2.6.10.6 is friend.c
(./sininetfRelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/isfriend.c)

This file contains routines which determine if a vehicle is friendly, set a vehicle's force id,
and returns a vehicle's force id.

Includes:
stdio.h"
ofsim.types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
pro-sim.h"
"veh Ayp.h"

The variable ourjforce is declared.

2.6.10.6.1 is-friendly

This routine determines if a vehicle is friendly, that is, if a vehicle is on your side or if it is
a target vehicle, his jorce is the force id. If the vehicle is friendly, the routine returns
TRUE. Otherwise, it returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter : Type I WerFe Tpedef Declared
his force IForcelD) basic.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE i mt Ivehicle is friendly
FALSE int vehicle is not friendly

Table 2.6-153: is-friendly Information.

2.6.10.6.2 veh-set force

This routine changes the force id of a vehicle. newjforce is the new force id of the vehicle.

Parameters
IParameter ::= Type IWhere Typedef Declared
new force IForcelD basic.h

Table 2.6-154: veh-set-force Information.

2.t),10.6.3 veh get force

Till -. routine returns the force id of our vehicle.

Return Value IType Reur Vaus meaning
our force ForcelD) our force id

rablc 2.6-155: veh get force Information.
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2.6.10.7 is fuel veh.c
(./simnet/rleasesrc/vehicle/libsrc/libve/isjfuel.c)

This file contains a routine which determines ix a vehicle is a fuel supply truck.

Includes:
"simdfns.h"
"pro_sim.h"

2.6.10.7.1 is fuel vehicle

This routine returns a pointer to the vehicle appearance variant to indicate whether or not a
vehicle is a fuel supply truck.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
pkt pointer to p-sim.hVehicleAppearanceVariant

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
pkt-> capabilities.FuelSupply int indicates it vehicle carries fuel.

1 means it is a fuel truck
0 means it is not a fuel truck

T"0le 2.6-156: is fuel vehicle Information.
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2.6.10.8 is fwa.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehiclelibsrc/hibve/lsjfwa.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is fixed wing
aircraft.

Includes:
..sini-dfns.h"
"basic.h"
"objjtype.h"

2.6.10.8.1 is fwa

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is a fixed wing aircraft. Otherwise, it
returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declared
type IObectT pe Ipsim.h

Return Values
Return Value Te Meaning
TRUE lint Ivehicle is a fixed wing aircraft
FALSE lint vehicle is not a fixed winig

Iaircraft

Table 2.6-157: is fwa Information.
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2.6.10.9 is mb tank.c
(.Jsimnet/leaie/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/is _mbjtank.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is a main battle tank.

Includes: "sime dfns.h"
"basic.h"
"obj type.h"

2.6.10.1.1 is air vehicle

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is a main battle tank. Otherwise, it
returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
type ObjectType I Lsim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is a main battle tank
FALSE int vehicle is not a main battle tank

Table 2.6-158: is-main battle-tank Information.
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2.6.10.10 is rep veh.c
(./sixnnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh [is jep-..vehxc)

flts file contains a routine which determines if a vehicle is a repair vehicle.

Includes:
.. sdfns.h"

"prosim.h"

Z.6.10.10.1 is repair-vehicle

Thfis routine returns a pointer to the vehicle appearance variant to indicate if the vehicle in
question is a repair vehicle.

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter ITyp e IWhere Typedet Declared
pkt pointer to jpsim.h

____________________ ReturnValues____________
Reaturn Value Type Meaning
pkt-> capabilities-repair int indicates iK vehicle is a repair

vehicle
0 means the vehicle is not a
repair vehicle
1 means the vehicle is a repair

_________________ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ vehicle

Table 2.6-159: is repair_vehicle Information.
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2.6.10.11 is rwa.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/isjrwa.c)

This file contains a routine which determines if the vehicle in question is a rotary wing
aircraft.

Includes:
"simdfns.h"
"basic.h""objtype.h"

2.6.10.11.1 is rwa

This routine returns TRUE if the specified vehicle is a rotary wing aircraft. Otherwise, it
returns FALSE.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
type ObiectType psim.h

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TRUE int vehicle is a rotary wing aircraft
FALSE int vehicle is not a rotary wing

aircraft

Table 2.6-160: is rwa Information.

2.6.10.12 libveh.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libveh/libveh.h)

This file contains declarations of the following functions which are used in "libveh":
is ammo vehicleO
is-fuel vehicleo
is-repair vehicleo
is-main battle tankO
is-personnel carriero
is anti aircraftO
is-air vehicleO
is-priorityvehicleO
is attack rwaO
is-fwa()
mapothervehs_net id to mycigid()
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2.6.11 libmap
(simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmap [libmap])

The dynamic models and effects displayed by the cig are contained in the dynamic element
database (DED). There are 156 possible models and 256 possible effects. Each
model/effect is assigned an 8-bit index from 0-255. The assignment of model/effect indices
is specific to a particular DED.

The SIMNET protocols use a method of specifying models and ammunition types which is
independent of that of the cig. It uses a 32-bit integer where adjacent groups of bits contain
hierarchical information about the object being described.

The library, "libmap," contains routines which map model and effect definitions from the
SIMNET protocol description to the cig index and visa versa. In addition, it also maps
information specified by the protocol appearance field to bits defined in the cig interface to
describe enhancers (Application Specific Identifiers or ASIDs) for the models. These
include features such as dust clouds, flaming, and smoking. The ASID field in the cig
interface also allows one to specify a 3 character bumper number for which each character
can be 0-9, A-D, H, or a blank.

"Libmap" reads in 3 files, one which describes the ASID bits, one which indicates the
mapping from SIMNET protocol vehicles to cig models and one which indicates the
mapping for SIMNET protocol ammunition types to their corresponding effects as well as
damage files. The file names are specified in a parameter file which is read in during
startup.

2.6.11.1 damage.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmap/damage.c)

This file contains routines which check to see if the appropriate damage files exist. If they
do exist, the damage files are read in. For each vehicle, damage files exist for various
ammunition types.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"signal.h'
"ctype.h"
"sim.types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libmapjdfn.h"
"libmap.h"
"libfail.h"

Te following is defined:
NO DAMAGE TABLEINDEX

"!c following are declared ext -mally:
ded mapsentriesl I
number of entries
List in ammo_classl I
number_ of_ damagefiles
check for nonexistantdamagc_files(
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2.6.11.1.1 mapgetdamagefiles

This ioutine reads in damage files. The damage file name is checked to see if it is
recognized as one that has already been read in. If the file has been read previously, the
index is made to point to the already read in damage file. If the damage file hasn't been
read in yet, then it is read in. If the file is read in successfully, the index is made to point to
the correct damage file. If the damage file was not available, this entry is marked so it can
be updated to point to the default damage table.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
_ int Standard
number of damage files int Standard
alreadsy_read this_damage_ int Standard
fileII

Calls
Function Where Described
cfail read damage file Section 2.5.4.5.2
check for nonexistant_ Section 2.6.11.1.2
damage files

Table 2.6-161: mapget_damagefiles Information.

2.6.11.1.2 checkfornonexistant damagefiles

This routine checks for nonexistant damage files. Default entries must have valid damage
tables. If the damage table can not be found (not on disk) for a given entry, then the
damage file index is made to be the same as the default entry. Updatefirst in ammo_class
to be first in-class (i+1).

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard
i int Standard
first in ammo class int Standard

Table 2.6-162: checkfornonexistent damagefiles Information.
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2.6.11.2 get entry.c

(./simnet/rlease/src/libsrc/libmap/get-entry.c)

This file contains routines used to map between the network and CIG.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"basic.h"
"obj-type.h"
"libmap dfn.h"

The following constants are defined:
CALIBERSMALL
CALIBER_MEDIUM

The following are declared externally:
dedmap__entries[]
last-in anmo-class[]
number_of_entries
search objtypes()

15
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2.6.11.2.1 map get ammo entry from network type

This routine maps ammo, types from the network to the CIG. The ammnunition type is
represented by ammo lype.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
ammo type IObiectT e psim.h

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IT TPe I Where Typedef Declared
caliber I mt Standard

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
search-obLtypes(ammo_ - t missiles
type, MAP MISSILES)___________ ___________

search...obLtypes(ammo- it small projectiles
type, MAP PROJ SMALL)
search-obLtypes(ammo_ it medium projectiles
type, MAP PROJ MEDIUM) ___________ ___________

search-obLtypes(ammo- it large projectiles
type, MAP PROJ LARGE) ___________

searctLobLtypes(ammo- it mines are treated as bombs
type, MAP BOMBS) ... __________

-1 int default

Calls
Function Where Described
search Ob types ISection 2.6.11.2.2

Table 2.6-163: map get-ammo-entry from_network type Information.
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2.6.11.2.2 search obj types

Given an object typ, the routine searches through the data structure and returns the low
integer that represents that object type.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
last in ammo class index int jStandard
ammo type ObjectType Ip sim.h

____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
start index int Standard
end index int Standard

_____________ it Standard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
m it index corresponding to object

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ _ __ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ type
end index int last entry in table

Table 2.6-164: search obj types Information.

2.6.11.2.3 map get network type-from-ammo_entry

This routine converts the index in the map array into a network munition. atnoentry is
the entry in the map array which represents a particular ammunition type.

Parameters
Parameter T Pe lWhere Typedef Declared
ammo entr I mt IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
obiectlrrelevant ObiectT pe irrelevant obiect
ded-mapmapentries ObjectType ammunition type
[ammo entry-> ammunitionII

Table 2.6-165: map get-network type from_ammo entry Information.
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2.6.11.2.4 mapgetburst ground from ammo entry

This routine returns the low integer that represents the ground burst effect for a particular
ammunition type. ammoentry is the member of the map array which represents a

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo entry int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
dontknow unsigned char don't recognize ammunition

type
ded map..entries[ammo unsigned char ground burst effect for an
entryl -> burst-ground ammunition type

Table 2.6-166: mapgetburstground from ammo entry Information.

2.6.11.2.5 mapgetburstairfromammo entry

This routine returns the low integer that represents the air burst effect for a particular
ammunition type.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo entry int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
dontknow unsigned char don' recognize ammunition

type
ded map-entries unsigned char air burst effect for ammunition
[ammo entry] -> burst air type

Table 2.6-167: mapget burst air.fromammoentry Information.
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2.. 11.2.6 mapgetburst armor from ammo entry

T& routine returns the low integer that represents the armor burst effect for a particular
amnunition type.

Parameters

Par;ameter Type Where Typedef Declared
amnno entry int Standard

Return Values
Retfurn Value Type Meaning
dorntknow unsigned char dont recognize ammunitiontype
decbapentries unsigned char armor burst effect for
[armno entry] -> burst armor 1 ammunition type

Table 2.6-168: mapget burst armor fromammo entry Information.

2.6.11.2.7 mapgetburstwoodfrom-ammo-entry

This routine returns the low integer that represents the wood burst effect for a particular
amaunition type.

Parameters

Parameter ITylpe Where Typedef Declaredarmm~o entry int IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
donkknow unsigned char don't recognize ammunition

type
dedmap_entries unsigned char wood burst effect for
[amno entr] -> burst wood I ammunition type

Table 2.6-169: mapgetburstwood from ammo entry Information.
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2.6.11.2.8 mapgetburstothert-m-ammo entry

This routine returns the low integer that represents the burst effect for unknown objects
given a particular type of ammunition.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
ammo entry int Standard

Si

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
dontknow unsigned char don't recognize ammunition

type
ded.mapentries unsigned char burst effect for ammunition
[ammo entry]-> burst other type

Table 2.6-170: mapgetburstotherfromammo entry Information.

2.6.11.2.9 map_get_tracer-from-ammo entry

This routine returns the low integer that represents a tracer for a given projectile.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
ammo entry int Standard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
dont know unsigned char no effect should be shown
dedmapentries unsigned char tracer effect based on
[ammo entry] -> tracer I projectile type

Table 2.6-171: mapgettracerfromammoentry Information.
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2.6.11.2.10 map get muzzle flash me-from-ammo-entry

This routine iretu== the low integer that represents the own muzzle flash effect for a given
ammunition tq'pe-

ffa Parameters

Parameter IType IWhere Typedef Declared
ammo entr- int Standard

Return Values
Return Vaiwe Type Meanln
dont know unsigned char ammo type not recognized
ded map-entries unsigned char muzzle flash effect for a given
[ammo..entryl j ammunition type
muzzle flash ime,

Table 2.6- 172-- map get muzzle flash me-from-ammo entry Information.

2.6.11.2.11 map get muzzle-flash-other from-ammo_entry

This routine ine lahw integer that represents the muzzle flash effects on another vehicle given
a particular aimmnrition type.

Parameters
Parameter IType IWhere Typedet Declared'
ammo entr I mt IStandard

____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Valute Type Meaning
dont-know unsigned char ammunition type not

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___ ___ recognized

ded -mapenlries unsigned char other vehicle's muzzle flash
[ammo entryE -> effect for ammunition type
muzzle flash other I____________ I___________

Table 2.6-173: map get muzzle flash other-from-ammo entry
Information.
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2.6.11.2.12 map get damage_file_index from-ammo_entry

This routine returns the index into the array of damage tables for a given ammunition type.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedef Declareai
ammno entr I mt IStandard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
.1 int ammunition type is not

____________________ _____________________ recognized
ded....mapentries mnt index into damage file array
[ammo..entryJ ->

idamage file index L________________________

Table 2.6-174: map get damage tile index from-ammo entry
Tnformation.-

2.6.11.2.13 map get-ammo-class from ammo entry

Thbis routine returns the class of ammunition given the low integer that represents the
ammunition type.

Parameter Type Paaetr Where Typedef Declared
ammo entr int Standard

___________________ Return Values ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
-1 t don't recognize the

____ ___ _______ ___ ___ammunitiontype

MAP BOMBS int the class is bomb
MAP MISSILES int the class is missile
MAP PROJ SMALL int the class is small pmigectile
MAP PROJ MEDIUM int the class is medium projectile
MAP PROJ LARGE int the class is large projectile

Table 2.6-175: map get-ammo-class-from ammo entry Information.
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2.6.11.2.14 map is bomb

Given a list of items, this routine returns TRUE if an item is a bomb and returns FALSE
otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
ammo enb I t IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
(ammo -enbry>-O)&& int TRUE if it is a bomb
(ammo ~ery< FALSE if nlot abonmb
lastin-anuno-cass
(MAP BOMBS]

Table 2.6-176: map-is-bomb Information.

2.6.11.2.15 map is missile

Given a list of items, this routine returns TRUE if an item is a missile and returns FALSE
otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter IType I Where Typedet Declared
ammo entr I t IStandard

___________________Return Values____________
Return Value Type Meaning
(ammo entzyplast~in_ammo_ mt TRUE if the Rtem is a missile
class [MAP BOMBS)) && FALSE if the item isn't a
(ammo-entry<= missile
last in ammo class[MAPMl

ISSILES1)__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 2.6-177: map is missile Information.
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2.6.11.2.16 map is projectile

Given a list of items, this routine returns TRUE if an item is a projectile and returns FALSE
otherwise.

Parameters
Parameter :IType I Where Typedef Declared
ammo entr I mt Standard

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
(ammo entry>astin ammo unsigned char TRUE Nf it is a projectile
class [MAP -AISSES)) && FALSE i fit is not a projectile
(ammno -entry<.
lastIn-ammo-class[MAPPR

* ~ ~ OJ LARGE])__________ _____

Table 2.6-178: map is projectile Information.

2.6.11.3 map ammo.c
(./simnet/rlease/src/libsrc/libmap/map..ammo.c)

This file contains the routines which read a map file into a structure of the format
DEDMAP_-ENTRY.

The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"signal.h"
"ctype.h"
"sim~types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
sim_macros.h"
'simstdio.h'
"libmapjlfn.h"
"libmap.h"

The following are declared as external:
map-sarLnales[NUMBEROF_-MAP_-CLASSES] [30]
map-.endnames[NUMBER-OF_-MAPCLASSES] [30]
ded-mapeintries [MAXDEDENTRIES]
callocO)
skip comment()
read entry attributeso
read-char()
read long into
get entries until end subclass()
print structure contents()
check' for defaultso
last_in~an'inosclass [NUMBER_OF _MAP_-CLASSES]
number-of~entries
map-.file
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2.6.11.3.1 map file read

'Thlis routine reads the file specified by the argumentfile-nae.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
ffil name Ipinter to char IStandard

S Internal Variables
finternai Variable Type Where Typedet Declared
1____________ _ lint IStandard
temp str 1801 char IStandard

____ ____ ____ ____ ____Calls

Function Where Described
91kip -comment Section 2.6.11.3.3
Wet~entriesL~until_end~subcla Section 2.6.11.3.6
s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ciheck for defaults ISection 2.6.11.3.7
wrint structure contents Section 2.6.11.3.8

Table 2.6-179: map file read Information.

;2.6.11.3.2 read-entry attributes

'This routine reads the attributes of the entries in the table.

S Internal Variables
(Internal Variable Type Where T pedef Declared
ttemp -str [801 [char IStandard
ttemp [mt Standard

SCalls

Function [Where Described
read char [Section 2.6.11.3.4

II1read lonci-it ~ Section 2.6.11.3.5

Table 2.6.180: read-entry_,attributes Information.
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2.6.11.3.3 skipcomment

If a # is found at the beginning of a line, the line is skipped by searching for a carriage
return.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type I Where Typedef Declared
character I int I Standard

Table 2.6-181: skip-comment Information.

2.6.11.3.4 read-char

This routine reads in a character string and compares it to a known string. If they match,
the routine reads in a string and pu.s it in the structure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
compare string pointer to char Standard
current-entry int Standard
data-entry unsigned pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp str 1301 char Standard
temp int int Standard

Table 2.6-182: read char Information.

2.6.11.3.5 readlong_int

This routine reads in a string and compares it to a known string. If they match, the routine
reads in a long integer and puts it in the structure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
compare strina pointer to char Standard
current entry int Standard
data entry pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Ty edef Declared
temp str [301 1 char Standard

Table 2.6-183: read long_int Information.
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2.6.11.3.6 get entries untilendsubclass

This routine reads in the entries of one particular class at a time. The subclass is designated
by subclassnum.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
subclass num int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type I Where Typedef Declared
tem str [301 1 char Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
Skid comment Section 2.6.11.3.3
read entry attributes Section 2.6.11.3.2

Table 2.6-184: get entries until-endsubclass Information.

2.6.11.3.7 check for defaults

This function checks for defaults.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard

Table 2.6-185: check for defaults Information.

2.6.11.3.8 printstructure contents

This function is stubbed out but provides no functionality.
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2.6.11.4 map asid.c
(.Isinmetrelease/src/libsrc/ibmap/nap-asid.c)

This file contains routines which are used to map between bits set in the appearance field of
the VehicleAppearanceVariant to the cig ASID designators

The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"

"prosim.h"
"veh type.h"
"vehappear.h"

simstdio.h"

The following are declared as external:
dustcloudshift
dustcloudmask
dusLcloudnone
dusLcloudsmall
dustLcloudmedium
dusLcloud_large
smokeshift
flames_shift
tow_launcherdownshift
tow_launcher-up-shift
engine-smokeshift
bumper_mask
bumper_shift[3]
asid
bumper.status
asidjdebug

2.6.11.4.1 map_readasidfile

This routine reads an ASID mapping file designated by the argumentfn.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
fn pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
fp pointer to FILE Standard
s[801 char Standard

Table 2.6-186: mapread asid file Information.
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2.6.11.4.2 mapsetasid

This routine sets specific bits and values for the ASID

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
value unsigned long Standard
clear mask unsigned long Standard

Table 2.6-187: mapsetasid Information.

2.6.11.4.3 mapclear asid

This routine clears a specific bit for the ASID.

Parameters
Parameter ::[:Type Where Typedef Declared

I value I unsigned Iona Standard

Table 2.6-188: map-clear asid Information.

2.6.11.4.4 mapsetbumpernumbers

This routine sets bits for velucle bumper numbers, marking represents the bumper number
to be set.

Parameters
Parameter I Type Where Typedef Declared
marking pointer to VehicleMarking

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i register int Standard
ch[2] char Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
ma set asid Section 2.6.11.4.2

Table 2.6-189: map set bumper_numbers Information.
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2.6.11.4.5 mapset_dust cloud

This routine sets the dust cloud bits.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
cloud int Standard

Calls
Function I Where Described
map set asid Section 2.6.11.4.2

Table 2.6-190: map setdustcloud Information.

2.6.11.4.6 mapgetbumperstatus

This routine indicates whether or not bumper numbers are to be displayed.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
bumper status static int whether or not bumper

numbers are to be displayed

Table 2.6-191: mapgetbumperstatus Information.

p
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2.6.1 1.4.7 map format asid

This routine maps the ASID. This is the main routine in this module.

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters____________

Parameter IType [Where Typedef Declared
pkt pone toj

Internal Variables
Internal Variable IType IWhere Typedef Declared
appearance jregister unsigned long [Standard
veh ype jObiectType ,jp sim.h

___________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value [Type I eaning
asid unsigned long a properly formatted bit

fied(AID)which tells the cig
I _____________________ which effect to paint

____ ____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
veh get force Section 2.6.10.6.3
map set asid Section 2.6.11.4.2
map__clear asid Section 2.6.11.4.3
map-set dust cloud Section 2.6.11.4.5
map get bumper status Section 2.6.11.4.6
ia friendly Section 2.6.10.6.1

mapsetbumer umbrs Section 2.6.11.4.4

Table 2.6-192: map_format-asid Information.

2.6.11.4.8 map set bumper status

This routine sets the bits for bumper status.

Parameters
IParameter IType IWhere Typedef DeclaredI
state int Standard

Table 2.6-193 map set bumper status Information.
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2.6.11.S map ve h.c
(.Isimner/release/srcflibsrcflibmap/map-yeh.c)

This file contains the routines that read a vehicle map file into a structure of the format
DED_-VEILENTRY. This file was modified from reacdmap-c for ammo entries. The
vehicle type is broken down into environments which are in turn broken down into classes.

The following files are included:
"stdio.h"
"signal.h"
':cqyp.h'
simstdio.h'

"sint.types.h"
"sirmdfns.h"

fP "simmacros.h"
"objjtypes.h"
"veh-appear.h"
"basic.h"
"libmap.Afn.h"
"libmap.h"

The structure DEDVEHENTRY is defined.

The following constants are defined:
MAXVEHMAP_-CLASSES
MAXNUMDEDINDICIES

UMDEFAULTS
MAP_-AIRFIXED_-WING
MAP_-AIRLIGHTERTHANAIR
MAP_-AIRROTARYWING
MAP _GROUNDSPARMOREDTRACKED
MAP_-GROUNDSPARMOREDWH1EELED
MAP_-GROUNDSP_-UNARMOREDTRACKED
MAP_-GROUNDSP_-UNARMOREDWHEELED
MAP_-GROUNDLTOWED
MAP_-SPACE
MAPWATERAMPEBWARFARE
MAP _WATERAXIIARY
MAP_-WATERMATERIALSUPPORT
MAPWATER_-MINEWARFVARE
MAPWATERSUBMIARINE
JAPWATERSURFACECOMBAT
JMAP_-MUNITON
MAPSTRUCTURE
MAP_.LIFEFORM
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The following are declared as external:
veh...map-debug
veh-start-.names[MAX-..VEHMAP_-CLASSES] [40]
veh-end-namesIIMAX-VEHMAP_-CLASSES] [40]
start..yeh-pt V[MX.EHMAPCLASSES]
cnd-veh..pt [MAX-VEHMAPCLASSES]
dcci_veh_entries [MAX -NUMVEHENTRIES]
dedcig-ch...ptrs [MAX_NUMDED_INDCES]
calloco
skip veh comnment()
read -velicle entry attributes()
read char vehicle entryo
read -long -mt vehicle entry()
get vehicle entries until end subclass()
priitvehicre attrihiijte cintentso(
check for vehiicle defaiultso
entries- .per..class [MAXVEHMAPCLASSES]
numberi-ofentries
map-file

2.6.11.5.1 map vehicle file read

This routine reads a vehicle mapping file designated by the argumentfile name.

Parameters
Parameter j TP e Where Typedef Declared
file name I pointer to char IStandard

___________________ Internal Variables
Internal Variable ITe Where Typedef Declared
_____________int Standard
temp-str [801 ichar Sadr
done Jint Sadr

____ ____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
skip veh comment Section 2.6.11.5.2 __ _________

get-vehicle~entries-until-en Section 2.6.11.5.5
d subclass]
Icheck for vehicle defaults Section 2.6.11.5.26

Table 2.6-194: map vehicle file-read Information.
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2.6.11.5.2 read vehicle entry attributes

This routine reads the attributes of the entries in the table. If the entry is ok, cig_vehtype
is made to be an integer. ded cig veh.ptrs[tempJ then points to the entry that was just
added. This allows for rapid mapping of a cigvehrype to an object type for the network.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp-str[80] char Standard
temp int Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
read lona int vehicle entry j Section 2.6.11.5.5
read char vehicle entry Section 2.6.11.5.4

Table 2.6.195: read vehicle entryattributes Information.

2.6.11.5.3 skipvehcomment

If a # at the beginning of a line has been found, this line is ignored because it is a comment
line.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type I Where Typedet Declared
character int Standard

Table 2.6-196: skipvehcomment Information.

2.6.11.5.4 read_char vehicle_entry

This routine reads in a character string and compares it to a known string. If they match,
the routine reads in a string and puts it in the structure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
compare string pointer to char Standard
curret entry int Standard
dataentry unsigned pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
tem rst[301 char Standard
temp int int Standard

Table 2.6-197: readchar_veh_entry Information.
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2.6.11.5.5 read long_int_vehicle entry

This routine reads a string and compares it to a known string. If they match, the routine
reads in a long integer and puts it in the structure.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
compare strin pointer to char Standard
current-entry int Standard
data entr, pointer to int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type Where Typedet Declared
temp str[30] char Standard

Table 2.6-198: read long_int_vehentry Information.

2.6.11.5.6 getvehicleentries untilendsubclass

This routine reads in the entries of a particular vehicle class at a time. The vehicle subclass
is designated by subclassnum.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
subclass num Iint Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type IWhere Typedef Declared
tem st 80]i I charI Standard

Calls
Function Where Described
skipveh comment Section 2.6.11.5.3
read vehicle-entry-attributes Section 2.6.11.5.2

Table 2.6-199 get vehicleentries until end-subclass Information.

2.6.11.5.7 check for vehicle defaults

This routine checks for vehicle entry defaults. If the vehicle code doesn't exist, a default
code will be assigned.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard

Table 2.6-200: check for vehicle defaults Information.
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2.6.11.5.8 map net to cig

This routine takes the network type and returns the CIG type for various models. The
network type is specified by object type and appearance.

____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type IWhere Typedef Declared
object type IObjectType I____________

appearance unsigned lona Standard

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type IWhere Typ~edef Declared
_ __ In _ __ Standard

check for matchg unsigned char IStandard

_____________________ ReturnValues ____________

Return Value Type Meaning
check -for match int CIG model for a given munition
(MAPM U-NITION,
object type, appearance)_____________
checkjfor _match int CIG model for a building
(MAP_STRUCTURE,
object type, appearance)_____________
check for match int CIG model for a lifeform
(MAPLIFE-FORM,
obiect type, appearance)
check -for match int CIG model for a fixed wing
(MAPAfIFIXEDWING, aircraft
object type, appearance) __________________________

check -for match int CIG model for any aircraft
(MAPAlILIGHTERTHAN- which is not a fused wing or
AIR, objecttpe, appearance) _____________rotary wing
check for- match(MAPAIR_ mt CGmodel for a rotary wing
ROTARYWING, objecttype aicrf
appearance) _______________ aircraft _________

check for match int CIG model for an armored
(MAPGRO0UNDSPARMO tracked ground vehicle
REDTRACKED,
object type, appearance)
check for match int CIG model for an armored
(MAP_-GRO0UNDSPARMO wheeled ground vehicle
REDWHEELED,
object type, appearance) ____________ ____________

check for match int CIG model for an unarmored
(MAPGRfOUNDSP_UNARM tracked ground vehicle
ORED_ TRACKED,
object type, appearance) _________________________

check for match int CIG model for an unarmored
(MAPGRfOUNDSPUNARM wheeled ground vehicle
ORED_ WHEELED,
object type, appearance) _________________________

check -for -match int CIG model for a towed ground
(MAPGRfOUNDTOWED, vehicle

Iobject type, aepearance)
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SReturn Values (cont.)
Return Value Type Meaning
check_for _match int GIG model for amphibious
(MAPWATERAMPHIBWA vehicle
RFAREt, objectype,
appearance)_____________ _____________

check~for_match int CIG model for a sea auxiliary
(MAPWATER-AUXILIARY, vessel
oboect tvpe, appearance) ____________

check~for-match int GIG model for sea supply
(MAPWATERMATERIAL_S vessel
UPPORT, objectype,
appearance) ____________

check~for-match nt, GIG model for a sea mnine
(MAP_-WATER_-MINE_-WARF sweeper
ARE, object type,
appearance)_____________
check -for -match tint CIG model for a submarine
(MAPWATERSUBMARINE,
object type. appearance) ____________

check for match int GIG model for a surface sea
(MAPWATERSURFACEC vessel
OMBAT, objetype,
appearance)_________________________
check-for-match int GIG model for a space craft
(MAPSPACE, object-type,
appearance) _ ___ ___

check for match ISection 2.6.11.5.9

Table 2.6-201: map_net_to_cig Information.
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2.6.11.5.9 check for match

This routine checks to see if the network type exists in the structure. If it doesn't, a default
is chosen.

S Parameters
Parameter Type jWhere Typedef Declared
subclass int jStandard
object type ObiectTye Jp sim.h
appearance unsigned long ]Standard

__________________ Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
_____________ register int Standard
tmpP pointer to a pointer to libmapj..fn.h

________________DED VEH ENTRYJ

Return Value Type ReunVle Meaning
(*tmPP)->destroyed- type unsigned char destroyed model
(*mP)>i veh type unsigned char healthy model

Table 2.6-202: check-for-match Informi91tion.
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2.6.12 libmem
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/libmem [libmem])

Libmem provides a machine independent mechanism for establishing a logical shared
memory segment in which control values are stored by the IDC device driver and from
which they can be received by the simulation host.

2.6.12.1 assign mp.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libmem/assign mp.c)

This file contains routines which are called during initialization to set up the shared memory
segment.

The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"fcntl.h"
"sys/types.h"
"sys/ipc.h"
"sys/pte.h"
"sys/shm.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"fifo_dfn.h"
"libmem_dfn.h"
"libmem.h"

The following are defimed:
IDCSHM_NAME (Butterfly only)

The following external variables are declared:
ide_values
cp

idc_values is a pointer to mapped memory.
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2.6.12.1.1 memassignmemoryptr

This routine is called at initialization to assign a pointer to the start address of the ide
values.

If a Butterfly is used:

Calls
Func t ion IWhere Described
mapjidc values ISection 2.6.12.1 .3

Table 2.6-203: mem assignmemoryptr Information for the Butterfly.

If a Masscomp is used:

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
id int Standard
id int Standard
sbrkO pointer to char Standard
shmatI pointer to char [Standard
size int [Standard

Table 2.6-204: memassigned memoryptr Information.

2.6.12.1.2 mem free shared memory

This routine frees the shared memory segment.

If a Butterfly is used:

Calls
Function I Where Described
unmap idc values Section 2.6.12.1.4

Table 2.6-205: memfree.shared memory Information for the Butterfly.

If a Masscomp is used no functions are called.

0
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2.6.12.1.3 map idc values

This routine maps the idc values to shared memory. This routine is only defined for the
Butterfly.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type [Where Typedef Declared
idc values OlD I OlD ****

Table 2.6-206: map_idcvalues Information.

2.6.12.1.4 unmapidcvalues

This routine unmaps the idc values from shared memory. This routine is only defined for
the Butterfly.

_____Internal Variables
Internal Variable I Type Where Typedef Declared
idc values OID I OlD ....

Table 2.6-207: unmap idc values Information.

2.6.12.1.5 memgetidc share size

This routine returns the size of the IDC shared memory.

___Return Values
Return Value IType Meaning
IDC SHARE SIZE int IDC shared memory size

Table 2.6-208: mem_getidc share size Information.

2.6.12.1.6 memgetmemorykey

This routine returns the memory key.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
MEMORY KEY int memory key

Table 2.6-209: memget_memorykey Information.
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2.6.12.1.7 memgettotalsharesize

This routine returns the size of the entire block of shared memory, which consists of the
IDC segment and the FIFO segment.

Return Value I Type Return Values IeaningA
TOTAL SHARE SIZE Iint Itotal shared memory size

Table 2.6-210: memgettotalsharesize Information.

2.6.12.2 assign sm.c
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/Iibmem/addignsm.c)

This file contains a routine which assigns the shared memory segment at the startup of the
simulation.

"libmem.h" is included.

2.6.12.2.1 mem assign sharedmemory

This routine assigns the shared memory pointers used with the IDC's.

Calls
Function Where Described
mem assign memory Ptr Section 2.6.12.1.1
mer..assignother _ptrs Section 2.6.13.1 for the M1

Section 2.6.14.1 for the M2
Section 2.6.15.1 for the Stealth

Table 2.6-211: memassignshared memory Information.
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2.6.13 ml mem.c
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/ml_mem.c [ml-mem.c])

Vehicle-specific routines are called in mlnem.c to assign portions of the shared memory
segment to individual idc ports, once the shared memory segment has been established.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

"fifo_dfn.h"
"libmem dfn.h"
"mlmemdfn.h"

Declared as pointers to FIFO:
fifodriver
fifo_turret
fifoammo
dummy 1
dummy2
sounds
dummy3
dummy4

Declared as pointer to short:
pser_heartbeat

fifo_driver is a pointer to the driver output queue. fifo_turret is a pointer to the turret
output queue. fifoammo is a pointer to the ammo output queue. dummyl is a pointer to
the dummyl output queue. dummy2 is a pointer to the dummy2 output queue. sounds is a
pointer to the sounds output queue. dummy3 is a pointer to the dummy3 output queue.
dummy4 is a pointer to the dummy4 output queue. pser-heartbeat is a pointer to the
HPSM heartbeat.

2.6.13.1 memassign otherptrs

This routine assigns additional pointers to the shared memory segment for use in the M I
simulation.
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2.6.14 m2 mem.c
U(simnt/release /.jvehicle/m2/src/m2_mem.c [m2mem.c])

Vehicle-specific routines are called in m2_mem.c to assign portions of the shared memory
segment to individual idc ports, once the shared memory segment has been established.

Includes:"stdio.h"
"simdfns.h"

"fifodfn.h"
"libmemjdfn.h"
"m2_mem_dfn.h"

Declared as pointers to FIFO:
fifo_driver
fifoturret
dummyl
dummy2
sounds
dummy3
dummy4
alpha

Declared as pointer to short:
pserheartbeat

fifo_driver is a pointer to the driver output queue. fifoturret is a pointer to the turret
output queue. dummyl is a pointer to the dummy 1 output queue. dummy2 is a pointer to
the dummy2 output queue. sounds is a pointer to the sounds output queue. dummy3 is a
pointer to the dnmmy3 output queue. dummy4 is a pointer to the dummy4 output queue.
alpha is a pointer to the alpha output queue. pser heartbeat is a pointer to the HPSM
heartbeat.

2.6.14.1 mem_assignother ptrs

This routine assigns additional pointers to the shared memory segment for use in the M2
simulation.

1
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2.6.15 kato mem.c
(simnevreleas/src/vehicle/kato/src/m2_mem.c [kato-mem.c])

Vehicle-specific routines are called in kato_mem.c to assign portions of the shared memory
segment to individual idc ports, once the shared memory segment has been established.

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simdfns.h"
"fifo_dfn.h"
"libmemdfn.h"
"kato_memdfn.h"

Declared as pointers to FIFO:
fifosoft
fifo_hard
dummyO
dummyl
dummy2
sounds
dummy3
dummy4

Declared as pointer to short:
pser_heartbeat

fifosoft is a pointer to the soft panel output queue. fifohard is a pointer to the hard panel
output queue. dummyO is a pointer to the dummyO output queue. dummyl is a pointer to
the dummy 1 output queue. dummy2 is a pointer to the dummy2 output queue. .wunds is a
pointer to the sounds output queue. dummy3 is a pointer to the dummy3 output queue.
dummy4 is a pointer to the dummy4 output queue. pser-heartbeat is a pointer to the
HPSM heartbeat.

2.6.15.1 memassignotherptrs

This routine assigns additional pointers to the shared memory segment for use by the
Stealth.
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2.6.16 librtc

This CSU contains a number of routines which are used to time segments of code This
library can be used as a debugging feature.

2.6.16.1 rtc timing.c
(./simnet/Frelease/src/libsrc/librtcrtc.timing.c)

This file contains routines which initialize a timing event, stop a timing event, It also
contains routines which can be used to determine the length of time spent in a segment of
code. Furthermore, routines are included which can be used for printing timing
information in specific formats.

Includes:"net/network.h"

"bbdiloc.h""rtc.h"

Defines:
NUMBERINAVERAGE
TICKRATE

External Variables:
rtc bit start[NUMRTCBITS]
rtcvalues INUMRTCBITS] [NUMBERINAVERAGE]
current timerindex [NUM_RTCBITS]

rtcbit start[NUM_RTCBITS] is the value of the timing bit at the start of the timing interval.
rtcvalues [NUM_RTCBITS] is the list of timing intervals for each timing bit.

If the simulation is running on a Masscomp, the following routines are stubbed out.
rtc start timeO
rtc-stop-timeo
rtc_-time-historyo
rtc_printtimeo
rtc_p rint overruno
rtc_printl()
rtcoverrun0
rtc print permanent()
rtcsimul historyo
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2.6.16.1.1 rtc read clock

This routine returns the number ofFJCKRATE ticks since the timer was started.

___________________ Return Values ____________

rtc intticks elapsed since timer
____________________started for Butterfly machine

net~current-time mnt ticks elapsed since timer
______________________ I____________ started for Masscom machine
0____________ 1_____________ I_ unknown system

____ ____ ____ ____ ___Calls

Function Where Described
net current time Section 2.20.2.8.3 in MOO 0501
AssocGetNetHandle Section **** MCC OSCI SDD

Table 2.6-212: rtc read-clock Information.

2.6.16.1.2 rtc start-time

This routine is called to mark the beginning of a timing interval. bitnum is the number of
the timing bit.

Parameters
Parameter I Type [ Where Typedef Declared'
bitnum int Standard

Table 2.6-213: rtc-start-time Information.
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2.6.16.1.3 rtcstoptime

This routine is called to end a timing interval. The value of the expired time is saved.
bitnmw is the number of the timing bit.

Parameters
Parameter I Type I Where Typedef Declared
bitnum int Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
current clock Iregister long Standard
elapsed ticks register long Standard

Calls
Function - Where Described
rtc read clock Section 2.6.16.1.1

Table 2.6-214: rtcstoptime Information.

2.6.16.1.4 rtctime_history

This routine prints the actual time spent each tick in the selected code. It prints out all of the
saved entries for the given bit number. bitnwn is the number of the timing bit, and
tempstr is a string that will be printed before the time history. It is used to identify what is
being printed.

Parameters
Parameter Type I Where Typedef Declared
temp str pointer to char Standard
bitnum int j Standard

Internal Variables i

Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i register int I Standard
rtc temp time register iloat I Standard

Table 2.6-215: rtctimehistory Information.

S
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2.6.16.1.5 rtc printtime

This routine prints out the maximum, minimum, and average amount of time spent in the
selected segment of code. The average is taken over all saved entries for the given bit
number.

bitnum is the number of the timing bit, and temp str is a string that will be printed before
the time history. It is used to identify what is being printed.

sum of times is the number of TICK RATE ticks in the total timing interval. min ticks is
the number of TICK RATE ticks in the smallest timing interval. max ticks is the number
of TICK RATE ticks in the largest timing interval. avgtime is the average time spent in
the subroutine in milliseconds. n time is the smallest time spent in the subroutine in
milliseconds. maxtime is the largest amount of time spent in the segment of code in
milliseconds.

The variables that compute the minimum, maximum, and average are initialized. The sum
of the numbers to be averaged is found as well as the minimum and maximum timing
inteervals. The average timing interval is then computed, ticks are converted to
milliseconds, and the results are printed.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedet Declared
bitnum int Standard
temp_str pointer to char Standard

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
sum of times register long Standard
min ticks register long Standard
max ticks register long Standard
avg time register float Standard
min time reg ister float Standard
max time register float Standard
i register int Standard

Table 2.6-216: rtc printtime Information.

2.6.19.1.6 rtcsimul history

A list of 10 segments of code have been declared always important. This routine prints all
50 saved measurements of the amount of time spent in the above 10 code segments.

internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
i int Standard

i int Standard
rtc temtime float Standard

Table 2.6-217: ,tc_simul_histor. Information.
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2.6.16.1.7 rtc print_overrun

This routine prints the amount of time spent in any segment of code in which an overrun
has occurred.

Internal Variables
Internal Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
over run-Pir i mt IStandard

m it IStandard

Table 2.6-218: rtc_print-overrun Information.

2.6.16.1.8 rtcprintl

This routine is not used.

2.6.16.1.9 rtc-overrun

This routine finds the largest timing interval in the array of measurements and returns the
index to this entry.

_____________________ InternalVariables ____________

Internal Variable Type WeeTpdfDcae
__________ _ jint Standard
longest tick jint Standard
lonaest -time long Standard

___________________ ReturnValues
Return Value IType Meaning
longest-ick tint Ipointer to longest timing

I j interval

Table 2.6-219: rtc-overrun Information.

2.6.16.1.10 rtc print permanent

This routine prints out the amount of time spent in important segments of code.

Calls
Function IWere Described
nrc Drint time ISection 2.6.16.1.5

Table 2.6-220: rtc print permanent Information.
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2.6.16.1.11 rtcgettickrate

This routine returns the tick rate for the real time clock on this machine.

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
TICK_RATE float the tick rate for the rtc on this

_ Ia machine

Table 2.6-221: rtc_gettick rate Information.

2.6.16.1.12 rtcgetstart

This routine returns the start time of the specified timer. bitnum is the bit number of the
specified timer.

Parameters
Parameter Type :[Where Typedef Declared
bitnumn int IStandard

Return Values
Return Value Type Meaning
rtc bit start[bitnum] long the start time of the specified

timer

Table 2.6-222: rtcget start Information.

2.6.16.2 rtc.h
(./simnet/release/src/libsrc/librtc/rtc.h)

This file contains the defines for all timers used in the rtc functions.

2.6.17 libfile
(Jsimnet/release/src/libsrc/libfile [libfile])

This library provides a package of UNIX compatibility functions that don't exist on the
Butterfly. Most of the functions are related to file access. These functions do exist on
most UNIX systems. This code was written for partability.
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2.6.18 libquat

Libquat performs equation of motion operations using the quaternions or Euler parameters
method. Given accelerations and velocities, this library calculates the vehicle's dynamic
equations.

2.6.18.1 calcorigin.c

Includes:
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

Declarations:
view-point

2.6.18.1.1 kinematics viewpoint offset

This routine sets the viewpoint offset to the value passed in v.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
v VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

I I al/sim types.h

Table 2.6-223: kinematics-viewpoint offset Information.
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2.6.18.1.2 kinematics-calc~origin~state

This routine calculates the state variables of the origin. The model origin is not necessarily
coincident with the center of gravity. First the angular velocity w is transformed into frame
A. The velocity of the view point is calculated and converted to frame A. Parameters and
variables are represented as follows:

B-w -- Angular velocity in frame B
B_vcg -- Velocity of center of gravity in frame B
BC A -- Direction cosinenmatrix from frame Bto frame A
Aw - - Angular velocity in frame A
Avo v o Velocity of the origin in frame A
B-,vo -- Velocity of the origin in frame B

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
B-w VECTOR /simnet/commonlinclude/glob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h
B_v....cg VECTOR /simneVcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h
BCA TMATRIX /simnet/common/include/g lob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h
A-w VECTOR /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h
A-v-o VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

____ ____ ____ ____ ____ InternalVariables ____ ____ ____ ____ ___

Variable Tp R Where Typedef Declared
B-vo VETR/simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________ ___________________ I al/sim types.h

Table 2.6-224: kinematics-caic-origin state Information.
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2.6.18.2 calc-v.c

Includes:
"sim-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"

2.6.18.2.1 kinematics caic velocity

This routine calculates the velocity at point b on Body B given the velocity at point a and
the angular velocity of Body B using vb = v a + w x r. Parameters and internal variables
are represented as follows:

r -- Position vector to the point
v-a -- Velocity at point a
w -- Angular velocity of body B
v-b -- Velocity at point b
w-x-r -- Angular velocity (Omega) cross the position vector

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
r VECTOR /simnet/common/inciude/gilob

al/simn types.h
v -a VECTOR /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob

____________________ alsimn types.h
wVECTOR /simnetlcommonlinclude/gtob

____________________ alsimn types.h
v-b VECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/giob

_____________________ al/simn types.h

InternalVariables ____________

Variable JType lWhere Typedef Declared
w-x-r 1VECTOR I/simnet/common/include/glob

j I at/sim types.h

CallIs
Function Where Described
vec cross~prod ISection 2.6.2.66.1
vec add Section 2.6.2.57.1

Table 2.6-225: kinematics calc velocity Information.
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2.6.18.3 form-c.x

"6sim-types.h" and "sim-dfns.h" are included.

2.6.18.3.1 kinematics torm-C

This routine forms the Direction Cosine matrices from frame A to frame B and from frame
B to frame A.

A -eB - Quatemnion for rotation of Body B in frame A
A cB -- Direction Cosine matrix from frame A to frame B
B-cA -- Direction Cosine matrix from frame B to frame A

___________________Parameters

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
A_e_B pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________allsim types.h
A-cB TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/inciude/giob

____________________alsimn types.h
B-cA TMATRIX /simnetlcommon/include/giob

___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h

___________________ Internal Variables
Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
temp REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

____________________al/simn types.h
eOeO REAL /simnetlcommon/inciude/glob

___________________ ____________________ al/simn types.h
eOel REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
eOe2 REAL /simnet/common/include/giob

_____________________ _____________________ al/simn types.h
eOe3 REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________ al/simn types.h
el el REAL /simnetlco mmon/include/g lob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h
ele2 REAL /simnnet/co mmo n/include/g lob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h
el e3 REAL /simrnet/co mmo n/include/g lob

_____________________ _____________________ al/simn types.h
e2e2 REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________ _____________________ al/simn types.h
e2e3 REAL /s imnet/coniinon/i nciude/g lob

_____________________ _____________________ alsim types.h
e3e3 REAL /s imnet/comnmon/include/g lob

_____________________ _____________________ al/sim types.h

Calls
Function IWhere Described

Imat transpose Section 2.6.2.51.1

Table 2.6-226: kinemnatics-formC Information.
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2.6.18.4 form N.c

Includes:
tosim-types.h"

fsimdfns.h"

2.6.18.4.1 kinematics-from N

This routine forms the unit normal.

B C A -- Direction cosine matrix from Bto A

A-b2 Normial vector in fiameA

_____ _____ _____ _____Parameters_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
BCA TMATRIX I/simnetlcommon/include/glob

1 __ ____ ____ ____ ____ al/sim types.h
A b2 jVECTOR /simnetlcommon/include/glob

___ __ __ __ __ __ _ L__ I__ __ ___ __ ___ __ __ types.h

Table 2.6-227: kinematics-form N Information.

2.6.18.5 form-exc

Includes:
ofsim-types.h"
ofsim-dfns.h"

2.6.18.5.1 kinematics form e

This routine forms the Euler parameters from w, the angular velocity. Note that all Euler
parameters will be written in frame A.

A -w -- The angular speed vector
e -- The euler vector and parameter

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
A-w VECTOR /s imnetlcommon/include/g lob

Iallsim types.h
e pointer to REAL /simneVcommon/includelglob

I al/simn types.h

Table 2.6-228: kinematics-form-e Information.
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2.6.18.6 form g.e

Includes:
tosim-types.h"
Issim-dfns.h"

2.6.18.6.1 kinematics-form-G

This routine forms the gravity vector in frame B.

A cB -- Direction cosine matrix from frame Ato frame B
B-g - Gravity vector in frame B

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared'
A-cB TMATRIX /simriet/comnmon/inclucie/glob

al/sim types.h
B_g VECTOR /simnet/co mmo n/include/g lob

al/sim types.h

Table 2.6-229: kinematics-formG Information.

2.6.18.7 form-r.c

Includes:
ofsim...types.h"
sim-dfns.h"

2.6.18.7.1 kinematics-form r

This routine forms the position vector from BO0* to B*.

A -v -- The velocity vector in frame A.
A-r -- A change in position vector, written in frame A.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared:
A-v VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

al/sim typesJh
A -r VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

Ial/sim types.h

Table 2.6-230: kinematics-form-r Information.
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2.6.18.8 form s.c

Includes:
"sim....ypes.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"

2.6.18.8.1 kinematics form s

This routine forms the position vector from B* to origin, where
Bj, = Ayp A-cB and B-s = -Bp. Parameters and variables are represented as
follows:

A c B -- Direction cosine matrix from frame A to frame B
Ay - Position vector, from origin to B* in frame A
B -s -- Position vector, from B* to the origin in frame B
B7-P Position vector in frame B

_____________________Parameters ____________

Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
A_c_B TMATRIX /simnet/common/includefglob

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ alsim types.h
AP VECTOR /simnet/common/include/giob

____________________ ____________________ allsim types-h
B-s VECTOR /simnet/common/inciude/glob

Internal Variables ____ ____ ____ ____ ___

Variable Type Where Typedef Declared
BpVECTOR /simnet/commfon/includefglob

Calls 
ali ye~

Function IWhere Described
vec mat mul ISection 2.6.2.56.1

Ivec nea Section 2.6.2.62.1

Table 2.6-231: kinematics-form-s Information.
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2.6.18.9 make e-c

Includes:
"simL-types~h
"sim_dfns.h"
"math.h"
"libmatrix.h"

Defines:
REAL_-SMALL

Declarations:
C
e
denominator
line_no

2.6.18.9.1 make-e

This routine makes the Euler parameters from the Direction cosine matrix. Parameters are
represented as follows:

C-in -- Direction cosine matrix
e-in -- Euler parameters

Parameter Type PaaeesWhere Typedef Declared
C-in TMATRIX Isimnet/commonfinciude/giob

al/sim types.h
e-in pointer to REAL /simnet/common/inciude/giob

altsim tvpes.h

Calls
Function Where Described
mat copy Section 2.6.2.39.1
eir cop Section 2.6.2.3.1

Table 2.6-232: make-e Information.

2.6.18.9.2 quat dump,

This routine prints information about the quaternion equations for debugging purposes.
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2.6.18.10 norm exc

Includes:
tomath.h"
ofsim...types.h"
"sin-dfns.h"

2.6.18.10.1 normalize e

This routine normalizes the euler parameters, where e[4] represents the euler parameters.

Parameters
Parameter IType Where Typedef Declared
e[41 REAL /simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

_________________________________________al/sim types.h

Internal Variables _____________

Variable jType Where Typedef Declared
mag IREAL I/simnet/common/include/glob

______________ __________I___ al/sim types.h

Table 2.6-233: normalize e Information.

2.6.18.11 update exc

Includes:
"sim...types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"

2.6.18.11.1 kinematics update-e

This routine updates the Euler parameters. Parameters are represented as follows:

BC e TB -- Euler parameters for rotation from BO to B.
A eB 10 Euler parameters for rotation from A to BO.
A-eB -- Euler parameters for rotation from A to B.

Parameters
Parameter Type Where Typedef Declared
BO-eB pointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ al/sim types.h
A~e_BO pointer to REAL /simnet/co mmon/include/g lob

____________________ ____________________ al/sim types~h
AeBpointer to REAL /simnetlcommon/include/glob

Table 2.6-234: kinematics_updatee Information.
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2.6. 18-.2 update p.c

Includes:

"sfimn-dfns.h"
"Ifnmatrix.h'

2.6.18.1-2.1 kinematics update p

This routizae updates the position vector from origin to B*, where:
Ap[kj =Aplk-1J + A,_rjk-li. Parameters are represented as follows:

A -v - The velocity vector in frame A.
A -r - Change in position, written in frame A.
AjP - Position vector, from origin to B* in frame A.

______ _____ _____ _____Parameters ____________

ParameteT Ty e Where Typedef Declared
A-v VECTOR /simnet/comnmon/include/glob

______________________alsimn types.h
A-r VECTOR /simnet/common/include/glob

at/simn types.h
A _p ECTOR/simnet/commonlinclude/glob

Table 2.6-235: kinematics update_p Information.


